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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation examines the structure and function of Middle Woodland 

period (200 B.C. - A.D. 400) hilltop enclosures in the Ohio Valley. It describes the 

physical structure and temporal development of hilltop enclosure architecture and 

analyzes the associated activity areas. The concept of the built environment, which 

incorporates dimensions of space, time, and communication, is used to develop a 

holistic interpretation of the earthwork systems. 

The Fort Ancient site (33W A2) in Warren County, Ohio, is used as the main 

case study for testing hypotheses about the structure, development, and functions 

of hilltop sites. Fort Ancient is the largest and most thoroughly investigated of the 

hilltop enclosures in the Ohio Valley. 

By tracing the temporal development of the Fort Ancient complex, the rules 

and trends of an architectural design grammar can be delineated. These rules, 

which are focused on the gateway complexes, are used to develop a model or ideal 

expectation of hilltop enclosure architecture. This model is then compared with 

other hilltop enclosures in the region to determine if the same design grammar 

rules were applied in the construction of those sites. 

The results show, first, a 300 year continuity in the evolution of the design 

grammar rules at Fort Ancient. Second, the functional meaning assigned to 

specific spaces in an near the Fort Ancient enclosure changed over time as the 

earthwork was expanded. Third, the application of the Fort Ancient model to other 

contemporaneous hilltop enclosure sites shows that the design grammar was not 

applied throughout the region. Finally, Middle Woodland hilltop enclosures are 

most accurately viewed as precisely constructed corporate centers in which the 

same range of activities were performed as at the classic Hopewell geometric 

earthworks of the Scioto Valley. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This dissertation examines the physical structure and function of Middle 

Woodland period (200 B.C. - A.D. 400) hilltop enclosures in southern Ohio. Although 

hilltop enclosures, by the sheer quantity of sites, comprise a significant portion of 

the earthwork construction during the Middle Woodland, archaeological analysis is 

not commensurate with their abundance. For example, in the published 

proceedings of the 1979 Hopewell Conference in Chillicothe, Ohio (Brose and Greber 

1979), which presented updated reports on the regional traditions throughout the 

Eastern Woodlands of North America, hilltop enclosures were noticeably absent 

from any discussion. This exclusion removes a vast body of data from the 

development of a comprehensive understanding of the Hopewell culture. 

As a general statement, hilltop enclosures, based on their upland 

physiographic locations, are traditionally considered as defensive fortifications, 

markedly different in structure and function from those sites perceived as 

containing more elaborate manifestations of the traits that define the Hopewell 

culture. By examining the structure and function of site architecture, this 

dissertation more accurately assesses the role of hilltop enclosure sites within the 

Hopewell culture. 

Although hilltop enclosures attributed to the Middle Woodland are ubiquitous 

throughout much of the Eastern Woodlands, this dissertation focuses on a study area 

that roughly includes the southern half of the state of Ohio. This restricted focus is 

necessary, because limiting study to a single geographic region provides the needed 

focus for an initial detailed analysis of hilltop enclosure architecture. In addition, 

the detailed documentation of site architecture necessary for testing the hypotheses 

in this dissertation is not currently available on a broad regional scale. 
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The Fort Ancient State Memorial (33W A2) serves as a case study for testing 

hypotheses in this dissertation. Fort Ancient is the largest and most well known 

Middle Woodland hilltop enclosure. The inferences drawn from hypotheses tested at 

Fort Ancient serve as a model for the investigation of comparable features at other 

southern Ohio hilltop enclosures. This model forms the basis for assessing the 

functional and structural similarities of hilltop enclosures as a type of Middle 

Woodland site and allows the placement of these sites within the broader context of 

the Hopewell culture. 

To facilitate a coherent presentation and discussion of the subject matter, this 

dissertation is divided into four parts: 

Part I presents background material on the culture history of the study area 

and discusses the development of monumental architecture during the Woodland 

periods. Part I also presents an introduction to the Fort Ancient site, briefly states 

the hypotheses tested and describes the theoretical approach of the study. 

Part II discusses in detail the architectural grammar of Middle Woodland 

hilltop enclosures. The primary discussion focuses on gateway openings and their 

associated architectural elements. Variation in the type of gateways is defined. Case 

studies for each gateway type are then presented from the Fort Ancient site and 

other regional hilltop enclosures . Part II also reports the prehistoric land 

modification to the natural terrain associated with the construction of the Fort 

Ancient complex. An evaluation of hypotheses test results related to the 

architectural grammar of hilltop enclosures are discussed. 

Part Ill discusses in detail the temporal development of Middle Woodland 

hilltop enclosures. The focus is on the horizontal and vertical expansion of 

earthwork complexes, the stylistic evolution of architectural features, and the 

evolution in the use of space throughout the period of earthwork construction. Fort 
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Ancient serves as the primary case study for examining the accretive development 

of hilltop enclosures. When information is available, other regional sites are 

similarly examined. An evaluation of the hypothesis test results related to the 

temporal development of hilltop enclosures is discussed. 

Part IV presents a synthesis of the test results. These results form the basis 

for assessing and integrating the multiple aspects of hilltop enclosures into a single 

system for providing a holistic interpretation of site function. Based on this 

assessment, hilltop enclosures are then placed within the broader range of the 

monumental architecture of the Hopewell culture. 
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PART I 

INTRODUCTION TO STUDY AREA AND RESEARCH PROBLEM 
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CHAPTER 1 

CULTURAL SUMMARY OF THE STUDY AREA 

The Woodland Periods in Southwestern Ohio 

Early Woodland ( 1000 B. C. to 200 B.C.) 

For the Ohio River Valley as a whole, the Early Woodland represents a cultural 

expansion of the Late Archaic. The period is characterized by a greater tendency 

toward territorial permanence and an increasing elaboration of ceremonial 

exchange and mortuary ritual. Most of these traits, once believed to have originated 

during the Early Woodland, now are known to have begun in the Late Archaic 

(Dragoo 1976; Griffin 1978; Stewart 1989). However, within the confines of the study 

area, these characteristics either are not noted or, at best, only minimally 

represented prior to the Early Woodland. 

The Early Woodland diet was primarily based on hunting and gathering, 

supplemented by the cultivation of native and non-native plants such as sunflower 

and chenopodium (Cowan 1985; Smith 1992; Watson 1969; Yarnell 1973). 

The first manufacture of pottery generally is considered a cultural marker 

for the beginning of the Early Woodland. The introduction of ceramics presumably 

supplemented and eventually replaced basin-shaped stone boiling receptacles used 

for processing nuts and oily seeds. Seeman (1986:564) questions whether pottery 

simply is used as a convenient marker by archaeologists to distinguish between the 

Late Archaic and Early Woodland periods, or whether real subsistence and 

settlement changes are legitimately associated with the introduction of ceramic 

technology. Munson (197 6) argues that the first pottery represented an important 
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technological innovation in food processing. However, the scarcity of ceramics 

from the long, initial period of introduction suggests that while the vessels 

represent a new technology, pottery does not indicate the wholesale adoption of a 

new subsistence system (Brown 1985). Further, the assumption that the new 

ceramic technology was adopted immediately by all Early Woodland populations is 

not warranted. 

In the central Ohio Valley, an important Early Woodland manifestation is 

referred to as Adena, named after the type site located near Chillicothe, Ross County, 

Ohio (Mills 1902). Although evidence of Adena habitation is very limited, current 

settlement models argue that the populations occupied semi-permanent hamlets or 

homesteads and constructed simple circular to oval earthworks and earthen mounds 

for interment of the dead (Dragoo 1963; Seeman 1986; Webb and Snow 1974). Adena 

burial mounds are typically conical and usually are located on high plateaus or 

bluffs overlooking stream valleys. Adena habitation sites, on the other hand, 

usually are on low terraces on the floodplains of stream valleys. 

Middle Woodland (200 B. C . to A.D. 400) 

The Middle Woodland period is viewed as a time of complex sociocultural 

integration brought about through the expansion trade networks that crossed 

regional boundaries (e.g., Braun 1986; Brown 1985; Prufer 1964; Seeman 1979a). 

Middle Woodland characteristics include elaborate geometric earthworks, enclosures 

and mounds, often associated with mortuary programs involving an array of exotic 

and ceremonial goods. Materials used in the manufacture of ceremonial items were 

acquired from various regions of North America, including the Midwest, the 

Atlantic and Florida Gulf Coasts, the southern Appalachians, Ontario, North Dakota, 
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and Wyoming (Griffin 1978; Seeman 1979a). Diagnostic lithic artifacts include thin, 

expanding base points, leaf-shaped blades, prismatic blades, and associated 

polyhedral cores . Ceramics were manufactured with grit or limestone tempering 

and exhibit a variety of surface treatments. 

Middle Woodland habitation and mortuary sites generally are located on 

floodplains of major rivers and second-order tributaries (Asch et al. 1979; Dancey 

1992; Prufer 1965). Until 30 years ago, the distribution of Middle Woodland 

habitation sites was relatively unknown. Prufer's (1965) research at the McGraw 

site documented the first unambiguous Middle Woodland habitation site in Ohio. 

Based on the McGraw excavations, Prufer proposed a model for Middle Woodland 

habitation of dispersed hamlets. More recently, Dancey and Pacheco's (1992) 

synthesis of research conducted to date confirms the basic tenets of Prufer's 

original settlement model. 

Middle Woodland subsistence was essentially an elaboration of the same 

system developed through the Late Archaic and Early Woodland periods. A hunting 

and gathering diet remained the primary source of nutrition (i.e., acorns, hickory 

nuts and walnuts; various fruits, berries, and seeds; deer, small mammals, fish, and 

shellfish). The most evident alteration in subsistence was the increase in the 

consumption of seeds. The Eastern Agricultural Complex seeds were utilized more 

intensively, although regional variation in species choice persisted. The absolute 

percentage of diet composed of cultigens remains speculative although a 

commitment to cultivation is demonstrated (Smith 1992). The earliest well 

documented presence of maize occurs during Middle Woodland, but only in trace 

amounts (e.g., Ford 1979; Riley et al. 1994), suggesting an insignificant contribution 

to the Middle Woodland diet. 
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In southwestern Ohio, the predominant Middle Woodland culture is referred to 

as Hopewell, named after the type site located near Chillicothe (Moorehead 1922; 

Shetrone 1926). In assessing the term Hopewell, Caldwell (1964: 136-137) noted that: 

The prehistoric Hopewellian situation in eastern North America from 
about 100 B.C. to A.D. 500 has been previously characterized by not just 
one of our short repertory of concepts. . . but by every one of them. It 
has been called: a civilization, a culture, a complex, a phase, a regional 
expression of a phase, a period, a style etc. . . . Not all of these can 
possibly be correct. 

The term Hopewell was originally defined based on a distribution of similar 

artifact forms and earthwork constructions found throughout the Ohio Valley. 

Following the more intensive examination of these earthworks, researchers noted 

similarities with complexes in the southeast of North America. Out of this 

recognition, scholars proposed the diffusion of the more exotic traits from the Ohio 

Valley into the Southeast. Because the movement of artifacts between the two 

regions was conclusively demonstrated, the Hopewell Interaction Sphere (Caldwell 

1964), emanating from a heartland in central Ohio, was proposed. Ongoing research 

has more accurately assessed the occurrence of common traits in disparate regions. 

This reanalysis dramatically alters perceptions of the Hopewell Interaction Sphere 

trade concept. For example, Brose (1979: 141) argues for limited evidence of Ohio 

Hopewell -derived material in Florida complexes. Brose concludes that "it can 

further be suggested that this Swift Creek-Weeden Island mortuary complex is 

predominantly the material expression of a series of local exchange systems 

structured by lineage leaders" (1979:149). 

In a similar vein, Seeman notes the limitations in using the Hopewell 

Interaction Sphere concept. He states that: 
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some care should be taken to recognize that "interaction sphere" as it 
applies in this context does not mean the same things as it does when 
applied to the complex trading networks of such areas as Mesoamerica 
and Peru. Just as the term "formative" applied to Hopewell, Chavin, and 
Olmec should be viewed as formative only to subsequent development 
in the area, rather than as a broad, pancultural stage of social 
evolution, so, too, it must be recognized that the "interaction sphere" 
concept has merit only as it is applied to relatively limited cultural 
contexts (1979:411-412). 

In addition, the notion of exoticness is suspect when discussing diffusion of 

traits into the Southeast. Brose (1979: 141) questions the assignment of specific 

artifacts and raw materials that have an extended temporal depth in the Southeast as 

"Hopewell items" based on their co-occurrence at Ohio Valley sites . Further, items 

considered exotic in Ohio, and included as trade items in the Hopewell Interaction 

Sphere, in many cases are not exotic to the Southeast. This recognition suggests the 

Hopewell Interaction Sphere and the very concept of Hopewell is Midwest-centric. 

However, as Seeman (1995:122) notes: 

Purely functional (and essentially regional) explanations simply 
cannot explain successfully the occurrence of extended Hopewell 
burials with copper bicymbal ear ornaments clutched in each hand in 
Helana, Arkansas, Kampsville, Illinois, Evansville, Indiana, and 
Chillicothe, Ohio, nor can they account for the presence of locally 
produced, highly standardized Hopewell Ware ceramics complete with 
crosshatched rims, rocker stamping, and bird motifs in southern Ohio 
and western Illinois. In sum, I am prepared to argue that Hopewell is 
really the conjunction of two types of cultural systems - one, social 
structural and the other, symbolic. 

In essence, the assertion that Hopewell is a unified cultural entity, as 

expressed in similar traits recovered in the archaeological record of Eastern North 

America, is highly suspect. As Seeman notes, some traits considered Hopewell, such 

as burial programs and ceramic styles, do have an extensive regional distribution. 
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However, the total artifact assemblages, mortuary programs, earthwork 

constructions, and other aspects of the lifeways of Middle Woodland populations in 

Eastern North America show considerable variation on an inter-regional and even 

intra-regional basis . In this capacity, the term Hopewell culture is best restricted to 

the Ohio Valley where the concept was originally defined. 

Monumental Architecture During the Woodland Periods 

Early Woodland ( 1000 B. C. to 200 B. C.) 

The earliest earthen constructions in the Ohio Valley are attributed to the 

Late Archaic Glacial Kame and Red Ochre cultures with heartlands in the Great 

Lakes region. These constructions are primarily low burial mounds that often 

utilize ground surface perturbations in glacial outwashes or small knolls. Glacial 

Kame and Red Ochre cultures manifest diagnostic characteristics in artifact form 

and burial programs. Munson (1986) and Essarey (1986) suggest that Red Ochre 

burials are the ritual manifestation of the Early Woodland Marion culture. This 

assertion is based in part on the lack of temporal specificity of many sites at the 

interface of the Early Woodland and Late Archaic periods. No manifestations of the 

Red Ochre or Glacial Kame burial programs or Late Archaic cemeteries such as 

Indian Knoll (Webb 1946), are known within the study area. Similarly, the Late 

Archaic earthwork complexes found in the southeastern United States (Gibson 1989; 

Russo 1994) are not found in southern Ohio. Therefore, although southern Ohio is 

bracketed regionally by the preliminary manifestations of earthwork construction 

in the Late Archaic, no such features are noted in the study area. 
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The earliest earthwork constructions in southern Ohio are attributed to the 

Adena culture. Most of the Adena constructions are presumed dated to the latter half 

of the Early Woodland. The primary enclosure trait associated with Adena 

construction is the "sacred circle." Sacred circles may contain either interior or 

exterior ditches, enclose conical mounds or circular post structures, or enclose space 

presumed void of additional construction. Sacred circles also occur near "large 

earthworks with other Adena manifestations" (Webb and Snow 1974: 16). 

Traits associated with Adena burial mounds include: location in or near 

earthworks or sacred circles; construction over the location of burned or abandoned 

post structures; incremental building, with burials added through time; and, stone 

used as a construction material with mound exterior surfaces often burned. Adena 

burial techniques vary widely but the use of log tombs is considered diagnostic in 

the study area (Webb and Snow 1974:16-17). 

The attempts to consistently distinguish Adena from Hopewell constructions 

in the Ohio Valley has been an area of dispute among researchers. The aptly named 

1970 conference "Adena: Seeking an Identity" exemplifies the ambiguity; the 

published proceedings (Swartz 1971) document the frustration. For example, Shane 

( 1971) noted the futility in attempting to sort out, not just regional manifestations of 

Adena, but Adena from Hopewell. This quagmire results from several factors. 

First, ongoing research demonstrates that the exclusive or even predominant 

assignment of the Adena culture to the Early Woodland period and the Hopewell 

culture to the Middle Woodland period is problematic. Despite the poor validity 

inherent in relying on single radiocarbon determinations, even Shane's (1975 :357-

368) early summary of Woodland radiocarbon results in Ohio demonstrates a 

significant temporal overlap in Adena and Hopewell cultural manifestations. 

Although the earliest end of the Adena culture appears to predate Hopewell 
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manifestations and the latest expressions of the Hopewell culture postdate most 

Adena manifestations, significant temporal overlap between the two cultures is 

apparent. In fact, based solely on an updated synthesis of published radiocarbon 

results, Adena may bracket Hopewell in time (Lazazzera 1995). 

Second, of the 218 Adena traits listed by Webb and Snow (1974:29-106), nearly 

half also are considered traits of the Hopewell culture. For example, at least 14 of the 

18 traits listed by Webb and Snow as characteristic of Adena earthen mounds also are 

characteristic of Hopewell mounds. Because of the significant overlap of traits 

between the two defined cultures, the ability to distinguish reliably and consistently 

between Adena and Hopewell manifestations is problematic. 

Third, the multi -component nature of earthwork sites often is ignored or 

minimized by researchers. For example, the Miami Fort hilltop enclosure, located in 

Hamilton County, Ohio, is attributed to the Hopewell culture during the latter half of 

the Middle Woodland. A single radiocarbon determination from Miami Fort of A.D. 

270 ± 130 (Fischer 1974:86) is reported from an embankment wall of unknown 

provenience (Fischer 1965).1 Although midden deposits within the enclosure and at 

least two earthen mounds on the immediate exterior of the enclosure are attributed 

to the Adena culture, this assignment is discounted in the overall temporal 

placement of the earthwork complex. Instead, the single radiocarbon determination 

is used to bolster arguments that hilltop enclosures, as a type of site, were occupied 

late in the Middle Woodland as defensive fortifications (Fischer 1974:86). As 

demonstrated in Part III of this study, the temporal span for the construction and 

occupation of Woodland earthworks is greater than previously believed. 

Fourth, the cultural assignment of many Ohio Valley earthwork complexes 

often is made without the benefit of either culturally diagnostic artifacts or 

radiocarbon determinations. This problem is particularly true at hilltop enclosures. 
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For example, the Fort Hill hilltop enclosure, in Highland County, Ohio, is considered 

a construction of the Hopewell culture. However, no artifacts are recorded from 

within the enclosure. The Hopewell assignment is based on diagnostic artifacts 

recovered from a floodplain activity area approximately 800 meters from the 

enclosure complex (Prufer 1996). Complicating the assignment further, the noted 

activity area is located within a circular earthwork, a presumed trait of the Adena 

culture. 

In summary, the ability to distinguish between Adena and Hopewell cultural 

components at earthwork complexes is less precise than often represented in the 

li terature. However, several well documented and large Adena sitps, or 

multicomponent si tes with significant Adena occupations, are recorded within the 

study area. Typical of the range of Adena sites in southern Ohio are the Saylor Park 

Mound (Connolly 1989; Starr 1958), Miami Fort (Fischer 1974), and the Cincinnati 

earthworks (Drake 1815), all located in Hamilton County. 

Middle Woodland (200 B.C . to A.D. 400) 

Over the course of the Middle Woodland , the basic patterns of earthwork 

development established in the Early Woodland became more elaborate. A 

reasonable assumption, as noted above, is that with the more detailed analysis of 

earthworks assigned to the Middle Woodland, the multi-component nature of many 

of the complexes will become apparent. For example, a reasonable conjecture is that 

the Newark earthwork complex, which is attributed to the Hopewell culture, and 

which contains connected and isolated earthwork forms (circles, squares, octagons , 

linear walls) covering an area of over 10 km2 , had an initial construction stage 

during the Early Woodland. This conjecture is supported by recent unpublished 
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radiocarbon results from intact features within the Newark complex (Bradley T . 

Lepper, personal communication, 1995). 

Squier and Davis' (1848) Ancient Monuments of the Mississippi Valley 

compiled the first broad summary of prehistoric earthwork forms in the Eastern 

Woodlands. Squier and Davis categorized earthwork complexes as either "Works of 

Defence" or "Sacred Enclosures." Defensive works were designated solely on the 

basis of occupying "strong natural positions" (Squier and Davis 1848:9). The most 

common characteristics of Middle Woodland enclosures in this class are their hilltop 

locations and the limited standing architecture enclosed within their embankment 

walls. 

For the sacred enclosure classification, Squier and Davis (1848:47) wrote "The 

structure not less than the form and position of a large number of the Earthworks of 

the West, and especially of the Scioto valley, render it clear that they were erected 

for other than defensive purposes." This second classification includes virtually all 

of the geometric earthworks in the Squier and Davis volume. Early on, researchers 

noted the regularities in construction of the geometric earthworks. For example, 

Squier and Davis (1848:57, [italics in original]), wrote that in order to "put, at once, 

all skepticism at rest, which might otherwise arise as to the regularity of these 

works . . " publish their own list of bearings, distances and instrument stations 

"carefully surveyed by the authors in person." More recently, Romain (1996) 

presents an exhaustive account of the regularity in diameters, lengths, and areas of 

the geometric earthworks of the Scioto Valley. Based on the same earthwork 

complexes, Marshall suggests a standard unit of measurement for Middle Woodland 

earthwork construction (1978, 1986). 

The basic Middle Woodland earthwork dichotomy of defensive and sacred has 

remained common in the literature for over 100 years (e.g., Fischer 1974; Fowke 
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1902; MacLean 1887; Peet 1903; Prufer 1964; Randall 1908; Shetrone 1930) and is only 

recently challenged (e.g., Connolly 1996b; Connolly and Sieg 1993; Essenpreis and 

Moseley 1984; Faulkner 1968; Greber and Ruhl 1989 :283-284; Morgan 1952; Riordan 

1995). Current research, as detailed later in this study, suggests that, in most cases, 

Middle Woodland earthworks, whether hilltop enclosures or geometric earthworks 

are viewed best as functional equivalents varying in form based on local cultural 

manifes tations. That is, neither topographic location nor apparent precision of 

earthwork form are the primary indicators of overall site function. Research over 

the last hundred years has documented that "sacred enclosures" were the loci where 

Middle Woodland populations processed and buried their dead, held public functions, 

manufactured exotic objects, redistributed goods, and feasted (Baby and Langlois 

1979; Greber 1983; Moorehead 1890; Seeman 1979; Shetrone 1926). In the chapters 

that follow , I argue that the same corpus of activities is demonstrated at hilltop 

enclosures as well. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE FORT ANCIENT SITE AS A CASE STUDY 

For sheer volume, type, and diversity of architectural features, the Fort 

Ancient complex has the greatest potential for developing a holistic model of the 

development and function of Middle Woodland hilltop enclosures. This proposition 

only is limited by the research conducted to date. For example, current and past 

research do not provide the same detail of embankment wall construction sequences 

from multiple locations within the Fort Ancient complex as Riordan (1995) has 

documented at Pollock. Still, the overall breadth of relevant research at Fort 

Ancient far surpasses that conducted at any other regional hilltop enclosure. 

However, for the most robust interpretations of function and development of hilltop 

enclosures as a type of site, all relevant research in addition to Fort Ancient is used 

in this dissertation . 

Site Description 

Fort Ancient is located in Warren County, Ohio (Figure 2.1), at the terminal 

margin of Wisconsinan glaciation that runs northeast to southwest across the 

county, primarily west of the Little Miami River (Goldthwaite et al. 1961). The 

topography of the study area is a result of sculpting by the Wisconsinan and the 

earlier lllinoian ice sheets. The uplands west of the Little Miami River are gently to 

moderately rolling, a characteristic of Wisconsinan ground moraine deposits 

(Goldthwaite et al. 1961). Southern Warren County is a level to gently sloping 

Illinoian till plain dissected by narrow, deeply entrenched streams that cut into the 
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Location of Fort Ancient Site (33WA2) in the Little Miami River Drainage 
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limestone or shale bedrock. Fort Ancient is located on an upland plateau on the west 

bank of the Little Miami River approximately 5 km south of the town of Oregonia. 

The Fort Ancient (Figure 2.2) earthwork complex encompasses 51 ha at the 

edge of an escarpment 80 m above the Little Miami River. The south and west 

sections of the enclosure overlook a deep canyon cut by the river through the 

upland plateau. Except for a small section near the exterior parallel walls, the north 

and east portions of the enclosure overlook deep ravines. 

The Fort Ancient complex contains 5.7 km of embankment walls that range 

from 1.5 to 7 m in height. The embankment walls are segmented by 67 gateway 

openings. The enclosure contains a number of free-standing earthen mounds and 

crescents, stone circles, limestone pavements, and two parallel walls that extend 0.85 

km to the northeast of the enclosure. Natural terraces and spurs immediately 

exterior to the embankment walls were modified prehistorically and became a focal 

point for a wide range of activities. Additional architectural features and evidence 

for extensive prehistoric activity abound on the enclosure's periphery. 

Previous Research at Fort Ancient 

In place of cash wages, a large portion of Ohio was deeded to officers and 

soldiers who fought in the Revolutionary War. Such was the case for the land that 

today comprises the Fort Ancient State Memorial. A century later, between 1891 and 

1908, the State of Ohio purchased approximately 40.5 ha of the enclosure. 

Subsequent land purchases increased the area of the State Memorial an additional 

267 ha (Glotzhober and Otto 1985). Land use near the enclosure was restricted 

primarily to orchard tending , plow farming, and domestic residences. Railroad 

tracks that ran along the east bank of the Little Miami River were built in the mid-
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1800s. State Route 350, formerly the Lebanon-Chillicothe Road, crosses the northern 

portion of the site (Figure 2.3). The road was constructed for stage traffic by the 

first decade of the nineteenth century. 

By the middle of the nineteenth century, several maps and descriptions of the 

Fort Ancient earthwork were published. Although the various accounts are often 

contradictory, the earliest reports provide valuable documentation of architectural 

features destroyed by agricultural activities that began in the early 1800s. In 1809 

the Philadelphia Port Folio published the first map and description of Fort Ancient 

(Smith 1977:38-39). The accounts of the site by Atwater (1820) and Warden (1825) 

several years later are nearly identical to the 1809 report and map. Based on a 

survey and description prepared by a geologist, John Locke, Squier and Davis 

included a more detailed map (Figure 2.3) and description in their volume Ancient 

Monuments of the Mississippi Valley (1848:18-21). Later, several maps and 

descriptions of varying quality were produced by local antiquarians using the 

Locke map as a primary reference. One of the best, produced by Charles Abbe 

(1869), plots the locations of several springs , interior gateway walkovers (discussed 

below), and historic period structures not previously recorded. 

Since the mid-1800s, visiting Fort Ancient has been a favored pastime for 

many urban residents in southwest Ohio. A train station and inn at the junction of 

the Little Miami River and the Lebanon-Chillicothe Road allowed easy access to the 

site. Reports of random · excavations and surface collections as well as fanciful tales 

of underground caves abound in the scientific literature and popular press of the 

period (e.g., Hosea 1874). 

Warren King Moorehead conducted the first documented excavations at Fort 

Ancient between 1887 and 1891. Based on his excavations, he published two volumes 

(1890, 1908), summary reports in the Ohio Archaeological and Historical Quarterly 
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Squier and Davis Map of Fort Ancient 
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(1891a:313-315, 1895:362-380), and popular articles in various national publications 

(e.g., 1891b:147-153). Reflecting archaeological methods and research interests of 

his day, Moorehead focused his excavations on earthen mounds, embankment walls, 

limestone structures, and other locations he believed to contain artifacts or human 

burials. Moorehead reported a high density of surface artifacts at several locations 

both within and to the northeast of the enclosure. By his estimates, individual 

landowners maintained collections of over 5000 artifacts recovered from within the 

Fort Ancient enclosure or from nearby plowed fields (Moorehead 1890:56-58). He 

concluded the total number of artifacts recovered by tourists, collectors and farmers 

"might safely be placed at from two to three hundred thousand" (Moorehead 

1890:60) . 

Following Moorehead, in 1908 William C. Mills of the Ohio Archaeological and 

Historical Society (the present day Ohio Historical Society) investigated aspects of 

the Middle Woodland component at Fort Ancient. He identified and described several 

limestone pavements, two stone circles, and two earthen mounds (Mills 1908). As 

discussed in Parts II and III of this study, in the mid-1930s, work projects performed 

by the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) focused on stabilizing eroding embankment 

walls, constructing visitor facilities, and draining the many ponds and ditches 

within the earthwork complex. In 1939 and 1940 Richard G. Morgan and Holmes Ellis 

of the Ohio Archaeological and Historical Society conducted the final pre-1980 

excavations of Middle Woodland components at Fort Ancient. A portion of their 

research investigated the plateau east of the North Fort along with embankment 

walls and adjacent interior ditches in the Middle and South Forts (Morgan and Ellis 

1939, 1940). 

In addition to Moorehead's observation of discrete scatters of lithic debitage 

and Hopewell projectile points on the plateau east of Fort Ancient, during the 1930s 
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when the CCC stripped a portion of the plateau to rebuild sections of the 

embankment walls, they encountered further evidence of habitation (Figure 2.4). 

They exposed fire -burned areas, burned bone, flint bladelets, and Hopewell ceramics 

from a presumed village site (Essenpreis and Connolly 1989; Griffin 1943; Morgan 

1970). Prufer (1965: 126) stated that "The best candidate for a true [Hopewell] 

settlement was found outside the walls encircling the hilltop enclosure at Fort 

Ancient in Warren County, Ohio." Prufer assumed that the stripping operation 

destroyed evidence of the settlement. However, research conducted between 1986 

and 1990 showed that an area of intensive prehistoric domestic activity still exists on 

the plateau east of the earthwork, immediately east of the Twin Mounds (Connolly 

1990, 1991, 1996a; Connolly and Essenpreis 1989; Connolly and Kozarek 1994; 

Essenpreis 1986a, 1987, 1988). Excavations at Fort Ancient are the most intensive yet 

of a Hopewell occupation on the immediate periphery of an earthwork enclosure. 

The initial analysis of data from these excavations suggests a habitation area 

occupied for an extended period (Connolly 1996a; Essenpreis and Connolly 1989). 

This research is reported in Part III of this dissertation. 

Interpretations of Fort Ancient as a Defensive . Fortification 

Early investigators (e.g., Drake 1815:216; Hosea 1874:299; MacLean 1887:19-20; 

Moorehead 1890: 110-112; Peet 1903 :185-220) assumed hilltop enclosures functioned 

exclusively as defensive fortifications. Koch (1911:248) asserted parallels between 

the prehistoric occupation at Fort Ancient and the 1910 Ohio National Guard 

encampment where a "sham siege of the Fort" was enacted. As noted above, Squier 

and Davis (1848:9) treated hilltop enclosures as "Works Of Defence" based on their 
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geographic locations and embankment walls that roughly follow the edges of their 

respective hilltops. 

Beyond geographic location, the early assignment of a defensive function to 

hilltop enclosures was supported and advanced by the "Mound Builder myth." This 

myth argued that Native American populations occupying the Eastern Woodlands at 

the time of the first European contact were incapable of constructing earthwork 

complexes or creating the elaborate material culture recovered in the early 

excavations of the prehistoric architecture (Silverberg 1986 :29-49). Hilltop 

enclosures became one stage for the purported last stand of a vanished civilization 

replaced by the historic tribes encountered by European settlers. Essenpreis and 

Moseley (1984:8-9) examined the impact of the myth on initial interpretations of 

Fort Ancient: 

. . . finding the land occupied by imposing works of a great 
civilization, the idea of the earthworks as evidence of Indian 
accomplishment was intellectually untenable. However, they could 
easily be accepted as the ruins of a vanished civilization that had been 
destroyed by the Indians. This explanation did two things . First, it 
separated ancient civilization from Indian ancestry. Second, it 
"proved" that the Indians were savage interlopers who did not deserve 
the lands they occupied because they had acquired them by 
annihilating a great civilization. 
. . . the "Mound Builder myth" - carried with it notions of a protracted 
war between the Mound Builders and Red Men . This fabled war shaped 
early explorations and explanations of Fort Ancient. In essence by 
portraying the earthwork as a great citadel of a vanquished 
civilization, the fictitious war with the nihilist Red Man was 
demonstrated, and the Mound Builder myth thus substantiated. 

With few additional excavations, the presumed defensive function of hilltop 

enclosures became entrenched in the antiquarian literature. Later interpretations 

rejected the "vanquished civilization" tenet of the Mound Builder myth, relying 

instead on hypothesized social conflict between competing regional populations 
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within the Eastern Woodlands. For example, in his pioneering efforts to develop a 

chronology of Ohio Middle Woodland earthworks, Prufer (1964:52) suggested that 

"the hilltop enclosures are listed here as late because they may represent the 

refuges of the latest Ohio Hopewellians at a time of hypothesized trouble just prior to 

the end of Ohio Hopewell." 

Investigations at hilltop enclosures over the past 20 years provide a greater 

database for assessing the support of the defensive function hypothesis. First, the 

most significant evidence of domestic activity is recorded on the immediate exterior 

of Middle Woodland hilltop enclosures. Examples of exterior habitation zones 

include Prufer's (1965: 126) "true settlement" immediately northeast of the Fort 

Ancient complex. Similar to Fort Ancient, excavations at the base of Fort Hill 

(Morgan and Thomas 1948:32; Prufer 1968:90), a hilltop enclosure located in 

Highland County, Ohio, and on the periphery of Miami Fort (Bennett 1986; Fischer 

1965, 1966), a multi-component hilltop enclosure located in Hamilton County, Ohio, 

provide evidence of Middle Woodland domestic activity. The field research at Fort 

Hill, Fort Ancient, and Miami Fort suggests that populations lived on the periphery 

of the earthworks and not on the interior as might be expected at defensive 

fortifications. 

At the Pollock hilltop enclosure, located in Greene County, Ohio, (Riordan 

1995:83) and at Fort Hill (Prufer 1996), excavation on the interior of the enclosures 

failed to produce any significant evidence of cultural features or artifacts associated 

with any activity, domestic or otherwise. Excavations within the Fort Ancient 

enclosure yielded extensive artifact and feature assemblages, similar in content to 

expectations of domestic activities. The loci of these aggregates are architectural 

elements such as stone pavements, interior ditches and ponds (Connolly 1996b). 

Although Fort Ancient contains extensive evidence of activities from ·within the 
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embankment walls, the functions appear more associated with the public sphere 

rather than the private or domestic. This topic is explored further later in this 

study. 

Recent excavations at hilltop enclosures also question the temporal aspects of 

the defensive hypothesis. Research at Fort Ancient and Pollock demonstrate that 

the earthworks were not constructed late in the Middle Woodland, but they were 

built in stages or grew accretively over a longer span of time. In her initial 

examination of the architectural elements at Fort Ancient, Essenpreis (1984) noted 

that embankment walls contained independent construction stages. She proposed 

that, "On the basis of differences in architectural form, it is hypothesized that Fort 

Ancient was constructed in three sequential stages, with the later stages 

contemporaneous with geometric Hopewell earthworks in the Scioto Valley." 

Although the temporal depth of the sequences is not clear, the construction of Fort 

Ancient was not an expedient singular event, but a process, minimally spanning 

multiple generations of the Middle Woodland. Similarly, and more definitely, 

Riordan (1995) delimits five construction stages spanning at least as many 

generations at the Pollock site. Multiple construction stages also are noted at Fort 

Hill (Prufer 1996) and Miami Fort (Fischer 1965). In considering the temporal depth 

of hilltop enclosures, the earthworks were not constructed as defensive 

fortifications in response to hypothesized late Middle Woodland conflict. Based on 

this understanding, hilltop enclosures were either a response to conflict throughout 

the Middle Woodland or were used for other purposes. 

Limited radiocarbon determinations support an accretive model for the 

construction of hilltop enclosures. Excavations at two hilltop enclosures, Fort 

Ancient and Pollock, yielded radiocarbon determinations that span the early to 

middle Middle Woodland. In addition, both sites produced radiocarbon 
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determinations that predate the Middle Woodland. At Pollock, Riordan cautions that 

the three samples from a perimeter stockade yielding radiocarbon determinations to 

the third century B.C. are inconsistent with the 12 additional samples from nearby 

contexts whose calibrated averages cluster in first and second century A.D. Riordan 

(1995:75) suggests the B.C. assays perhaps represent a "stockade ... erected and 

abandoned in the Early Woodland period, with a later example constructed during 

the Middle Woodland period." However, Riordan (personal communication, 1995) 

leans toward rejection the dates as unexplained anomalies. Radiocarbon 

determinations from Fort Ancient, although fewer in number, mimic the temporal 

depth shown at Pollock, including the early anomalous dates. (Part III of this study 

reports all radiocarbon age results from Fort Ancient). Relying on the middle to 

upper range of a single uncalibrated radiocarbon assay of 1680 ± 130 B.P. from 

Miami Fort, Fischer (1974:86) argues the construction of this hilltop enclosure 

occurred late in the Middle Woodland. However, Fischer's assertion is flawed by not 

recognizing the equal probability that the single carbon sample from Miami Fort 

dates an event occurring at 1810 B.P. , during the middle Middle Woodland. 

Therefore, radiocarbon dates are an additional line of evidence that hilltop 

enclosures, taken as a group , were not constructed and occupied late, but rather 

throughout the Middle Woodland. 

Additional questioning of a primarily defensive function for hilltop 

enclosures is raised when considering that presumed population densities during 

the Middle Woodland were significantly less than that needed for defense of a 

typical hilltop site (for Fort Ancient, see Essenpreis and Moseley 1984). Further, 

expected casualties from hostile confrontations , in general, are absent from the 

interior, exterior and nearby periphery of hilltop enclosures. Fort Ancient is 

anomalous in this respect. Moorehead (1890:38-41) reported quantities of human 
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bones from stone mounds or heaps on exterior terraces in the South Fort. He also 

reports that excavation of the south ramp of the Great Gateway recovered "many 

human bones . .. much decayed . . [with]. . Skull bones, femurs, arm, and breast 

bones [that] were all mixed up . . . upwards of 50 femurs and tibiae, many hundreds 

of finger bones, ribs, and teeth. But not one whole skull or skeleton could we get" 

(Moorehead 1890:84). Based on a lack of evidence for elaborate Hopewell mortuary 

treatment, the shallowness of burials, and the ossuary-like deposits, Moorehead 

(1890:41, 85) argued the terrace and Great Gateway burials represent casualties from 

hostile encounters at Fort Ancient. The legitimacy of this claim is suspect and 

discussed further in Part II of this study. Even if the ossuary burials were a result of 

warfare, they occur in limited numbers and do not suggest a social environment 

dictating the construction of a 5.7 km defensive wall complex. 

Recent syntheses of research at hilltop enclosures propose a somewhat 

broader function for the site type. Morgan (1952) was the first archaeologist to 

propose the likelihood that hilltop enclosures incorporated a ceremonial or ritual 

aspect. Fischer's (1974:153-156) report of Middle Woodland settlement in central 

Ohio notes the growing evidence for habitation on the periphery of hilltop 

enclosures. He concludes that the primary function was defensive but suggests that 

the "unusual features" at Fort Ancient also contains evidence of other "ceremonial" 

activities. Prufer (1996) maintains the primacy of the defensive function and 

suggests that "while the apparently obvious need not necessarily be true, it should 

not be rejected for the sake of what is often little more than ideologically inspired 

argument given the hilltop enclosures served military and/or ceremonial 

functions is largely a matter of (hopefully) educated opinion. Good evidence can be 

adduced for both positions; similarly, some of the evidence does not fit either 

particularly well." 
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In a recent review of hilltop enclosures, Riordan (1994) considers a more 

ceremonial or public role for the complexes. At Pollock, he suggests that the 

enclosure may have functioned as a fortification at a specific period of social unrest 

but that defense was not the predominant nor the original purpose of the 

construction. Essenpreis and Moseley (1984:26) more emphatically stated that, based 

on the architectural elements and recovery of caches of exotic materials from the 

site periphery, Fort Ancient is removed "from classification as a fort . . . placing the 

monument securely within the mainstream of early ceremonial construction." 

An interpretive shift in the presumed function of hilltop enclosures is 

evident over the past hundred years . Besides resulting from a more holistic 

examination of enclosure complexes, the change also reflects a rejection of the 

"Mound Builder myth" and the associated interpretive baggage. Because of the lack 

of habitation activity within the enclosure embankment walls, the alternate of a 

defensive function is the ambiguous 'ceremonial' function. No researcher cited 

above denies that hilltop enclosures played any defensive role. However, the degree 

or extent of the defensive function is not agreed upon . Hypotheses tested in this 

dissertation aid in resolving this ambiguity. 

Hypotheses Tested in This Dissertation 

Three hypotheses related to the structure and function of the Fort Ancient 

hilltop enclosure are tested and evaluated in Parts II and III of this dissertation. The 

hypotheses focus on related aspects of Middle Woodland hilltop enclosures: 

patterning of physical structure, communication and meaning, and accretional 

development. The findings then are considered against the full range of Middle 

Woodland architecture in the region. 
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The hypotheses tested in this dissertation were developed from working 

hypotheses formulated in preliminary field research and pedestrian surveys of the 

Fort Ancient complex. The assessment of the hypotheses listed below benefits from 

additional field research, archive research, pedestrian survey, and an analysis 

based on the concept of the built environment. 

Architectural Grammar in Earthwork Construction 

The first hypothesis states that The Fort Ancient gateway complexes are rule 

governed in their construction and distribution and express a descriptive 

architectural grammar. Although gateway complexes, as units of analysis, are 

generally comprised of similar features (i.e., gateways, spurs, ponds), they are not 

morphologically identical throughout the enclosure. In addition, construction 

materials , associated features , and artifact assemblages recovered from gateway 

complexes exhibit variation. Despite these variations, a spatial patterning or 

grouping of gateway complex types is apparent. The patterning forms the basis of 

an architectural grammar of earthwork elements. This study uses the term 

"architectural grammar" as a heuristic device to describe the placement of 

individual elements of earthwork construction. The greatest confirmation of an 

architectural grammar is seen when individual elements occur repeatedly in 

combination as patterned groups and when comparable function of individual 

groups of elements is demonstrated at multiple locations throughout an earthwork 

complex. The breadth of an architectural grammar may be manifest in the 

alignment of elements, the form of elements , the relative elevation of different 

groups of elements , or the organization within and between groups of elements. 
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The second hypothesis states that Fort Ancient's gateway complexes are 

elements of a built environment that express a functional architectural grammar. A 

contextual examination of architectural elements provides information for 

understanding rules of site design and the meaning of individual or patterned 

groups of elements. 

Accretive Development of Hilltop Enclosures 

The third hypothesis, tested in Part III , states that with accretive 

development, a shift in the function of enclosure space occurred through time. 

Evidence for accretive growth is manifes t in the development of architectural form, 

the temporal depth in the construction of embankment walls, radiocarbon 

determinations , and in activity areas both within and on the periphery of the 

enclosure. The vertical accretion of embankment walls is apparent in the multiple 

construction sequences revealed in excavation profiles. 

Artifacts and features excavated from different occupational sequences of the 

enclosure lend initial support for the hypothesis. A plausible proposition, explored 

later, is that the space now within the Middle and North Forts at Fort Ancient was the 

loci of multiple activities when the South Fort was the only portion of the site with 

embankment walls . With earthwork expansion, the embankment walls enclosed 

additional space. Besides the land modification , the type of activity permitted in the 

newly enclosed space likely changed. The examination of features and artifacts 

from multiple gateway complexes in both pre- and post embankment contexts will 

aid in delineating temporal change in activities . 
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Fort Ancient Research Locations 

This study describes and analyzes three locations at Fort Ancient investigated 

through field research between 1991 and 1993 (Figure 2.5). The locations reported 

below contain comparative data from spatially and temporally segregated gateway 

complexes and are used for testing the hypotheses listed above. Gateway data, 

combined with results from previous Fort Ancient excavations, provide the basis for 

delineating the site's construction sequence and identifying the function and extent 

of associated features. Although the recent excavations were modest in scale, 

because of the range of temporal phases and spatial contexts examined, the analysis 

presents a strong basis for generalizing to the site as a whole. Further, the analysis 

forms a baseline for comparing similar feature complexes at other Middle Woodland 

hilltop enclosures in the region. 

Gateway 18 Exterior Spur 2 

Although the interior plateau is eroded at this location, the exterior spur 

remains relatively unaltered by natural or historic disturbances. This spur is one of 

the largest at Fort Ancient and contains the remains of a stone mound excavated by 

Moorehead in the late 1800s. Excavations conducted in 1991 and 1993 suggest that 

prehistoric modification of the spur allowed a suitable location for mound 

construction, the manufacture of stone tools , and other material processing . The 

excavation produced carbon samples from contexts used to establish absolute dates 

for the spur modification and subsequent prehistoric activities. The excavations 

also presents evidence of gateway pavements and embankment wall structural 

supports that are ubiquitous throughout the Fort Ancient complex. 
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Gateway 13 Pond 

This location serves as a baseline for comparison with other gateway 

complexes at the site. The interior ditch drains into a central pond, excavated 

prehistorically into sterile soils and modified on two subsequent occasions (Connolly 

1996b). Middle Woodland populations built up and extended the east edge of the 

plateau to accommodate the placement of embankment walls. The artifact 

assemblage recovered at this location is from both pre-embankment and post

embankment contexts. The Gateway 13 Pond is a prime study location for land 

modification associated with earthwork construction and functional shifts in the use 

of enclosure space through time. 

Gateways 7 & 8 

The gateway pattern at this location is repeated in the North Fort immediately 

north and south of Gateways 7 and 8. A minimum of historic disturbance is present 

between Gateways 7 and 8, but deep erosional ravines separate the adjacent gateways 

(Gateways 6 and 9) . The analysis of field research conducted at this location 

provides data for the comparison with the similar complex of architectural elements 

at Gateway 13. 

Other Locations (Figure 2.5) 

Besides field research conducted between 1991 and 1993, specific sets of 

archived and unpublished excavation data are incorporated into this study. First, a 
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trench that was excavated by Morgan and Ellis in 1940 and re-excavated by 

Essenpreis in 1988 in Embankment Wall 58 is examined. This excavation is one of the 

two mapped, photographed, and described embankment wall profiles at Fort Ancient. 

Second, an embankment profile in Wall 31 of the South Fort excavated by Morgan in 

1940 and re-excavated by Essenpreis in 1986 is examined. Third, a unit excavated by 

Essenpreis in 1985 that profiled a prehistoric ditch connecting the North Twin 

Mound to an adjacent ravine is examined. Fourth, data from the habitation zone 

immediately northeast of the North Fort embankment walls are incorporated into 

the analysis. The excavations, spanning a period of nearly 50 years include 

research conducted by Morgan in 1939, Essenpreis from 1985 to 1986, and Essenpreis 

and Connolly from 1987 to 1990 (Figure 2.4). Fifth, more poorly documented but 

relevant excavations conducted by Moorehead, Mills, and others are examined. 

Finally, ground true surveys and surface examinations of site architecture 

conducted by Essenpreis from 1982 to 1985 and Connolly from 1991 to 1994 are 

employed to delimit the occurrence and spatial patterning of architectural elements. 

Methodology 

Prehistoric Land Modification and Occupation History 

Historic farming activities and natural erosion altered portions of the Fort 

Ancient enclosure. These forces flattened embankment walls, filled in ground 

surface depressions or borrow pits, and cut deep ravines through embankment walls 

and the interior of the enclosure. Historic disturbances are limited to farm 

activities, state and federal erosion control projects, and the State Memorial 

outbuildings, roadways, utilities, maintenance facilities, and museum. 
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Unfortunately, few field notes exist for these projects and in most cases 

archaeological reconnaissance did not precede the site disturbance. 

The primary field method for reconstructing the natural and prehistorically 

modified ~opography was coring with a 1 m soil tube, supplemented by a subsoil 

probe capable of retrieving and preserving intact samples to a depth of 5 m below 

ground surface. This method of examining stratigraphy results in minimal site 

disturbance and is a reliable means for documenting phases of site modifications 

(Stein 1986, 1991). An excavation program in concert with soil cores allowed for the 

recovery of artifacts, carbon samples and soil samples at all research locations . 

Previous Fort Ancient excavations documented at least three discrete phases 

of embankment wall construction (Essenpreis 1990; Essenpreis and Moseley 1984; 

Moorehead 1890). Nonembankment wall features within (Connolly 1996b) and on 

the exterior of the enclosure (Connolly 1996a) likewise contain multiple Middle 

Woodland construction episodes . Ten radiocarbon determinations add detail and 

expand the known chronology of site construction and occupation. 

Site Topography 

Twenty centimeter interval contour maps of all study locations at Fort 

Ancient reconstruct the natural pre-embankment ground surface for comparison 

with the final surface as modified by the prehistoric builders. Stratigraphic data 

obtained by coring and supplemented with shovel test probes and excavation units 

form the basis of the reconstructions. This technique is a reasonably 

nondestructive method to assess post-occupation deposition and disturbance. This 

method was used to reconstruct the prehistoric shape, volume and slope of the 

ground surface depressions. 
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Activities Related to Gateway Complexes 

A standard means for determining the type of prehistoric activity and 

function at a given locale is the analysis of artifact and feature assemblages. Prufer 

(1965), Struever (1968) , Stafford and Sant (1985) , Wiant and McGimsey (1986) , and 

Smith (1992) propose models for Middle Woodland activity area types. The authors 

often distinguish different types of activity based on the presence and abundance of 

exotic and local raw materials. They also propose that ritual activities produce a 

narrower range and quantity of artifact and feature types than domestic activities. 

Because of the archaeological focus on mounds and earthworks over the past 100 

years, the cited models are biased towards "ritual" contexts . With the recent shift in 

research focus to include Middle Woodland habitation sites (e.g., Dancey 1991 ; 

Dancey and Pacheco 1996; Kozarek 1987; Pacheco 1988) and the more intensive 

examination of earthworks and their peripheries (e.g ., Connolly 1996a; Connolly and 

Kozarek 1994; Essenpreis and Connolly 1989; Genheimer 1992), the hypothesized 

dichotomy between ritual and domestic contexts becomes less clear. However, the 

cited models remain useful if applied cautiously, as discussed in the next chapter. 

Because of differential preservation, chipped stone materials comprise the 

bulk of artifacts recovered at Fort Ancient. Connolly (1991) presents an analysis of 

activi ty area function based on lithic materials from 10 discrete locations at the site. 

The study analyzed the by-products of chipped stone tool manufacture, formal tools, 

use wear, and raw materials. Along with contextual information, the analysis 

proved successful in distinguishing discrete locations of biface manufacture, 

general domestic activities, material processing , and specialized activities . 

Therefore, the current study employs the same lithic analysis methods. 
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Ceramic, faunal, and other artifact analyses also were conducted on materials 

recovered in the research locations. The ceramic analysis shows that plain, grit

tempered body sherds make up about 90 percent of the assemblage (Essenpreis and 

Connolly 1989; Lauren E. Sieg, personal communication, 1995). The remaining 10 

percent are cord-marked body sherds with a small number of rim and incised pieces. 

No Middle Woodland wares exotic to the region were recovered in the recent 

excavations. 

Yokell (1993, 1995) analyzed faunal materials recovered in Middle Woodland 

contexts from the past 50 years of excavations at Fort Ancient. Her analysis notes 

the presence of a typical Middle Woodland faunal assemblage. In descending order, 

deer, raccoon, canids, squirrel, woodchuck, and rabbit are the dominant species 

represented. Migratory birds and mammals provide minimal evidence for year-

round occupation. 

Archive Research and Other Middle Woodland Hilltop Enclosures in Southwest Ohio 

Few hilltop enclosures in the Ohio Valley have been extensively investigated 

over the past hundred years. With the exceptions of Fort Ancient, Pollock, Old Stone 

Fort, Fort Hill, and Miami Fort, the examination of hilltop enclosures is limited to 

rough topographic surveys and observations from the late 1800s and early 1900s. 

This study examines archived and published materials of select hilltop enclosures in 

the region in an attempt to determine if the architectural elements, construction 

events, and activity areas recorded at Fort Ancient are replicated at all hilltop 

enclosures. As well, archive research is the method used for reconstructing 

significant amounts of architectural detail at Fort Ancient. 
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Although multiple references exist for the physical descriptions of 

earthwork features, the sources are often contradictory. For example, Moorehead's 

field notes (1887) and diary (1889) often present information that contradicts his 

major work on the site, Fort Ancient: The Great Prehistoric Earthwork of Warren 

County, Ohio, published in 1890. Also, excavation details in his later publications 

are often inconsistent with the 1890 volume. Also, Mills' account of his 1908 

excavations at Fort Ancient that explored numerous mounds, stone circles, and 

limestone pavements consists of only eight handwritten pages. Although both 

Mills and Moorehead referred to excavation maps, the location of these records is 

unknown. 

Sorting through the pre-1939 accounts of site excavations and reconciling 

their inconsistencies might be of little consequence if the contradictions had 

minimal significance to the hypotheses under consideration. This is not the case. 

For example, the presence or absence of human burials m mounds that are 

elements of primary gateway complexes is meaningful. In describing these 

mounds, Moorehead (1895:368) wrote: 

The mounds within the enclosure are all small. Only two or three of 
them contained badly decayed skeletons. The others seem to have 
been house sites, raised three or four feet above the surrounding 
plain. All of the them have been carefully explored and the results 
were far from satisfactory. The mounds located before the gaps or 
gateways of the walls seem to have been built for defensive rather 
than burial purposes. Shafts sunk in part of them revealed nothing. 

Moorehead was specifically referring to the small limestone-covered conical 

mounds arranged in a square in the North Fort. An evolution in interpretation of 

these mounds, not based on the material remains of the archaeological record, is 

evident in the site literature. Mills' (1920) guide to Fort Ancient erroneously 
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reported that the most of the earthen and stone mounds within the enclosure 

contained burials. The error is repeated in the current site guide (Morgan 1970) 

and exacerbated by reporting that the two large exterior twin mounds also 

contained burials . Therefore, Moorehead's original disappointment with the lack 

of cultural materials in the mounds he excavated is transformed by later reports 

that concluded the very same mounds actually contained burials. The 

transformation occurred without any additional research or explanation for the 

contradiction with Moorehead's initial reports of mound contents. Based on 

secondary accounts, Fischer (1974:89) concluded that "Moorehead excavated six of 

eight mounds within Fort Ancient and found evidence of burials in most of them." 

Based, in part, on the purported mound burials thought to represent "veritable 

slaughters" and interpreting fired surfaces of stone mounds and embankment walls 

as evidence of "widespread conflagration," Fischer (1974:155-156) argues that Fort 

Ancient functioned primarily as a defensive retreat in a hostile social 

environment. 

To minimize misinterpretations based on erroneous data, such as described 

above, this study relies on primary excavation sources when available and ignores 

secondary sources that contradict original reports and offer no explanation for the 

contradiction. For example, Moorehead's reports of mound contents will be 

considered more valid than reports of later researchers who provide no evidence 

they re-excavated the mound or examined the materials recovered from earlier 

excavations. Secondary sources are used when they contain additional information 

to the primary source without contradicting the primary source, or at least offer a 

plausible reason for the contradiction. For example, Randall's 1908 Masterpieces of 

the Moundbuilders is based almost exclusively on earlier published accounts of 

various earthwork sites. However, Randall's volume does include many 
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photographs of hilltop enclosures that contain useful information about feature 

placement and form before the profound historic alterations initiated in the 19308. 

Finally, when published accounts accurately reflect the contents of 

unpublished field notes, for the purposes of accessibility and elimination of 

multiple references, the earliest published account is cited. 
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CHAPTER 2 NOTES 

1. All dates reported in the text of this dissertation are uncalibrated . Chapter 9 

describes summary data for all radiocarbon age results obtained to date. None 

of the results included in this dissertation are previously published. 

2. All gateway numeric designations follow Moorehead's (1891) notations that he 

used to reference the location of his excavations and observations. 

Moorehead's Gateway 1 is the first gateway south of State Route 350 at the 

northeast end of the earthwork. In his numbering scheme, Moorehead did 

not distinguish between true gateway openings, gaps in embankment wall 

construction, and eroded sections of embankment wall. Therefore, as 

discussed in Part II, although Moorehead's numbering of gateways totals 84, 

only 67 are true gateway openings. All researchers subsequent to Moorehead 

use his gateway designations. For consistency sake, this dissertation follows 

that practice. 
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CHAPTER 3 

MIDDLE WOODLAND HILLTOP ENCLOSURES AS BUILT ENVIRONMENTS 

The interpretations generated in this study are based on an examination of 

the archaeological record at hilltop enclosures from a theoretical approach that 

emphasizes the precise physical construction and function of earthwork complexes . 

As discussed earlier, the interpretation that hilltop enclosures functioned primarily 

as expedient defensive fortifications late in the Middle Woodland receives little 

support from current research. Alternate interpretations, most forcefully argued 

by Essenpreis and Moseley (1984:26) , propose that hilltop enclosures functioned 

primarily as ceremonial centers, in a manner similar to other Middle Woodland 

earthwork complexes located throughout the Ohio Valley. However, as astutely 

recognized by Moorehead (1890 :59) over 100 years ago, often "the term 'ceremonial' 

.. is a convenient way of dodging the question of use . .. . " An analysis based on a 

theoretical approach that incorporates multiple aspects of earthwork construction 

and use will provide a more explicit understanding of earthwork function beyond 

the vague "ceremonial" concept. To this end, the underlying theory used in the 

current study for examining Middle Woodland hilltop enclosures is outlined below. 

Anthropological Studies of the Built Environment 

Archaeologists recently began to use the concept of the built environment as 

a tool for examining prehistoric sites. Lawrence and Low (1990:454; italics in 

original) define the "built environment" as : 

an abstract concept employed here and in some of the literature to 
describe the products of human building activity. It refers in the 
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broadest sense to any physical alteration of the natural environment, 
from hearths to cities, through construction by humans. Generally 
speaking , it includes built forms, which are defined as building types 
(such as dwellings , temples, or meeting houses) created by humans to 
shelter, define, and protect activity. Built forms also include, 
however, spaces that are defined and bounded, but not necessarily 
enclosed. 

Flowing from this definition, the built environment concept is descriptive and 

readily encompasses a wide range of culturally built forms from defensive 

fortifications to storage pits. 

Anthropologists organize these "products of human building activity" in 

space, and frequently in time, to form the foundation for a broad range of 

interpretations. Domestic structures are the primary examples of built form that 

anthropologists use to address aspects of cultural concepts ranging from kinship 

systems (e.g., Morgan 1965) to folk taxonomies (e.g., Cunningham 1973). Rapoport 

(1969) summarizes the factors affecting the structure and spatial arrangement of 

domestic dwellings. Moving from the domestic sphere to a larger scale, 

anthropologists also study the built form in engineered landscapes. A predominant 

focus of these studies is hydraulic systems. The scope of inquiry ranges from the 

ecological and demographic in Geertz's (1963) study of "agricultural involution" to 

Lansing's (1991) examination of irrigation in the same region which emphasizes the 

symbolic and social organization manifest in the hydraulic system. 

Similarly, archaeological researchers of built forms emphasize the 

examination of domestic structures including tipi rings (e.g., Davis 1983), pit houses 

(e.g. , Scarborough 1989, 1992), adobe structures (e.g. , Flannery 1976), and historic 

houses (e.g., Glassie 197 5). Interpretively, the archaeological studies of domestic 

structures focus on demographics, associated activities, settlement patterns, and to a 

lesser extent, spatial divisions. Blanton's (1994) cross-cultural household study 
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examines archaeological contexts comparable in scope to Rapoport's (1969) 

treatment of contemporary domiciles. 

The archaeological analysis of prehistoric landscape engineering, as in 

anthropological studies, often is focused on hydraulic systems. For example, 

Scarborough (1991) presents a world-wide summary of the utilitarian and ritual 

functions of hydraulic systems in non-industrial complex societies . Similarly, 

Doolittle (1990) describes irrigation systems in the North American Southwest and 

Mexico. As in anthropological studies, the range of interpretations generated from 

archaeological studies of prehistoric hydraulic systems is broad, ranging from 

sacred to mundane aspects . 

A central and long-standing focus of New World archaeological studies of the 

built form has been describing , excavating, and categorizing monumental 

architecture (e.g ., Morgan 1980; Squier and Davis 1848; Stephens 1963 , 1969; Thomas 

1985). More recently, a conceptual shift to research within the framework of built 

environment studies has allowed archaeologists to move beyond simple description 

and trait lists to generating rules of construction (e.g. , Chippendale 1992; Lewis and 

Stout 1992; Moore 1992). 

Although the function of individual settings has been examined at 

monumental architecture centers, until recently , considerably less attention was 

placed on the system of activities occurring in the multiple settings. As discussed 

earlier, this shortcoming is particularly evident in North American archaeology , 

specifically at Middle Woodland hilltop enclosures in the Ohio Valley. This 

shortcoming is reinforced by a narrow approach to the built environment that 

emphasizes only final form rather than the complete range of cultural landscape 

modification , architectural constructions and subsequent use. However, a broad 

interpretation of the built environment concept is an appropriate framework for a 
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thorough description and accounting for all alterations to the natural environment 

and subsequent cultural activities . 

Use of the built environment concept in this dissertation is not meant to 

negate the utility of any other single conceptual or theoretical approach to the 

general study of archaeological phenomena (e.g., Binford 1983; Clarke 1978; Hodder 

1985; Schiffer 1972; Taylor 1948; Willey and Philips 1958), or those specifically 

related to various aspects of Middle Woodland studies including culture history, 

economy, subsistence, settlement, interaction, or socio-political organization (e.g., 

Braun 1986; Brown 1985; Dancey and Pacheco 1992; Greber 1979; Griffin 1978; Prufer 

1964; Seeman 1992, 1995; Smith 1992; Struever and Houart 1972). Rather the built 

environment concept is applied here as a tool for organizing the full range of 

human activity specific to individual earthwork systems. In this regard, the built 

environment is appropriate conceptually for developing a detailed analysis of the 

construction process and use history of an earthwork. The conclusions drawn from 

this analysis can then be placed and evaluated within the theoretical frameworks 

reported above. 

Variables of the Built Environment at Hilltop Enclosures 

The built environment concept is an appropriate framework for studying the 

architecture and associated activities at Middle Woodland hilltop enclosures. The 

validity of this approach is discussed below. Beyond simple description, Rapoport 

(1990a: 15) states that "the built environment is . . . conceptualized as the 

organization of four variables: space, time, meaning and communication." 

Analytically, the four variables are considered dependent and operate within a 

single system. The variables initially are conceptualized from an etic perspective. 
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However, through the analysis and synthesis of the four variables in the built 

environment, this study proposes that a broad emic perspective is also possible. 

Below, the built environment variable of space is discussed, followed by an 

evaluation of the variables of time, communication, and functional meaning. The 

order of discussion forms a necessary hierarchy of the built environment variables; 

that is, first a space must be delimited in which to discuss temporal considerations. 

Further, the ability of the built environment to communicate and the function of 

that communication must be contextualized within space and time. 

Space 

By definition, Middle Woodland hilltop enclosures occupy a specific type of 

space. In the Ohio Valley, these sites generally are situated on level upland 

landforms surrounded by deep ravines. However, as discussed in Chapter 5, the 

upland landforms were not necessarily built on 'as is'; rather they often were 

modified prior to earthwork construction. Significant prehistoric modification to 

the natural terrain is documented at Fort Ancient prior to, and in conjunction with, 

the construction of embankment walls and other elements of the site's architecture . 

Therefore, assumptions that the flat interior spaces of hilltop enclosures result only 

from natural processes or that enclosure embankment walls rigidly conform to 

existing hilltop forms are not warranted. 

All Middle Woodland earthworks enclose or delimit a space separate from the 

exterior space. Some of the interior space may contain burial mounds. 

Interpretations of space within enclosures that contain burial mounds typically 

focus on the mortuary programs (e.g. , Harness, Hopewell, and Seip), and presumed 

mortuary related activities such as feasting, redistribution (Seeman 1979b), and the 
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manufacture of goods from exotic materials (Baby and Langlois 1979). 

Interpretations of space within geometric earthworks that lack burial mounds 

typically fall under the rubric of corporate or ceremonial centers for activities such 

as marking celestial alignments , as at High Banks in Ross County (Hively and Horn 

1984), or as regional workshops and distribution centers , such as at Peter Village, an 

Early Woodland oval enclosure in northern Kentucky (Clay 1989). Current 

interpretations of space within hilltop enclosures typically contain a meshing of 

the corporate and ceremonial center types with an additional focus on defense 

functions . 

As noted , space within an enclosure is considered markedly different from 

the exterior peripheral areas. Although based on implied function and not a 

structuralist approach, sets of oppositions illustrate this traditional thinking. 

interior exterior 

c enter periphery .. .. 

s acred profane 

corporate private .. .. 

elite common 

exotic local 

However, as discussed below and supported by empirical evidence presented 

throughout this text, the oppositions listed above need qualification prior to their 

application at Middle Woodland earthworks. Levi-Strauss (1963:132-163) discusses 

the problems and complexity of establishing patterns of dual organization among 

living or contact period cultures with rich ethnographic data. In studies of 

prehistoric populations, the problem of determining such dualities is further 
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compounded. For example, artifacts classified as part of the Hopewell Interaction 

Sphere (HIS) typically are considered to be markers for 

ritual/ceremoriial/sacred/elite activities. Based on the above set of oppositions, the 

expectation is that such items will occur and be restricted to the space within 

enclosures. At earthworks with burial mounds this expectation only tentatively is 

met because the exteriors of these complexes are, at best, minimally investigated. At 

those hilltop enclosures where the exterior peripheries have been examined, the 

expectation is not met. In fact, at Fort Ancient, caches of HIS trade items are found 

exclusively on the exterior of the enclosure (Connolly 1996a; Essenpreis and Moseley 

1984; Mills 1900:290) and the overall abundance of HIS items is relatively equal 

inside and outside of the enclosure (Connolly 1991). The lack of investigation of 

space exterior to earthwork complexes limits the basis for assessing the differential 

presence of exotic materials relative to interior and exterior earthwork space. 

Reports from the limited number of peripheral locales investigated tends to indicate 

that exotic items were not restricted to space within earthwork complexes. 

Field research at habitation sites located over 10 km from earthwork 

complexes, such as Jennison Guard in Dearborn County, Indiana (Blosser 1989; 

Kozarek 1987), Murphy in Licking County, Ohio (Dancey 1991), and Smiling Dan in 

Scott County, Illinois (Stafford and Sant 1987), all report assemblages of HIS items 

that rival those from many earthwork complexes (Seeman 1979a). 

However, the non-mutually exclusive nature of the above oppositions does not 

negate the usefulness of such categories as a heuristic device for examining the 

spatial organization of Middle Woodland earthworks in general and hilltop 

enclosures specifically. For example, although HIS materials regularly are 

recovered at domestic sites far from enclosure complexes, no such domestic 

assemblage contains cached exotic material or even amounts of exotic material that 
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rival the major earthwork centers such as Hopewell, Seip, or Fort Ancient. Also, 

although caches of exotic materials are recovered from the immediate periphery of 

Middle Woodland earthwork centers, similar caches are not recovered from the 

distant periphery of enclosure complexes. The same line of reasoning is valid for all 

the other oppositions listed above. 

The problem in structuring opposition of 2,000 year old cultures rests in part 

with the inherent limitations of interpreting the archaeological record and the 

predominately etic classification of cultural concepts generated through 

archaeological research. This problem is addressed by Renfrew (1994b:47) who 

notes the embeddedness of concepts such as religion in the everyday practices of 

prehistoric populations. Therefore, depending on the actual extent of the 

embeddedness and the ability of the archaeologist to identify it in the recovered 

traces of material culture, the ability to mark definitive distinctions between sacred 

and profane is exceedingly difficult. However, as Rapoport (1990b:29-30) notes, the 

actual difference between sacred and vernacular often is expressed quantitatively 

rather than qualitatively. Given these considerations, a strict mutually exclusive 

list of categories cannot be expected. 

While maintaining the basic categories listed above, a qualitative opposition 

or hierarchical ordering of space between the interior and exterior of enclosures is 

posited as an appropriate view for analysis of earthwork complexes. Kuper 

(1972:421; italics in original) states: 

Social space as Durkheim recognized and Eliade reemphasized is never 
neutral, never homogeneous. Some sites have more power and 
significance than others, and these qualities need have no fixed 
relationship to a physical, empirical dimension. Yet since they are 
often symbolized in tangible forms, including sites on the ground, 
political influence may manifest itself in bestowing these qualities 
through the manipulating of forms. 
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Flowing from this recognition, this study argues that a functional differentiation 

between interior and exterior space is expected at earthwork centers. Furthermore, 

Eliade's (1959) use of the term axis mundi is an appropriate concept for interpreting 

the interior of earthwork space. Eliade (1959:37) argues that all cultures have their 

own model of the cosmos characterized by a sacred center that has: 

a sequence of religious conceptions and cosmological images that are 
inseparably connected and form a system that may be called the 
"system of the world" prevalent in traditional societies: (a) a sacred 
place constitutes a break in the homogeneity of space; (b) this break is 
symbolized by an opening by which passage from one cosmic region 
to another is made possible . . . (c) communication with heaven is 
expressed by one or another of certain images, all of which refer to 
the axis mundi . . ( d) around this cosmic axis lies the world . . . it is 
the Center of the World. 

Eliade further argues that in microcosm, the axis mundi is incorporated into 

domestic dwellings (1959:53). (The reproduction of the macrocosm at locations 

within the Fort Ancient complex is discussed later in this study.) His use of the term 

axis mundi accounts for the lack of direct opposition of interior and exterior 

enclosure space. In a similar vein as Renfrew, Eliade further argues that the 

polarity of sacred and profane to be "pseudoreal." He states that "the completely 

profane world, the wholly desacralized cosmos, is a recent discovery in the history 

of the human spirit" (Eliade 1959:13). 

A hierarchical ordering of space on an intra-site basis is examined 

throughout this study. Previously , researchers examined the inter-regional 

integration and hierarchical arrangement of Middle Woodland earthwork 

complexes. The hierarchy was based on site size, site densities, and by the presence, 

absence, and abundance of HIS trade items. Struever and Houart's (1972) model of 
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the HIS suggests a hierarchical arrangement of sites with regional centers located 

throughout the Ohio Valley that ultimately focused on the Scioto Valley. Seeman's 

reanalysis of the model concludes that the exchange system "was not particularly 

dynamic or integrated" (1979a:411) . The true social and political integration of 

regional Middle Woodland populations remains an area of speculation. Models based 

on the flow of exotic materials inherently are biased in creating a priori a region 

or center where such materials are exotic. Therefore, regions with fewer natural 

resources disproportionately are weighted by the exoticness of imports, whereas 

regions from which the resources are acquired are weighted less, simply because 

the material is not exotic. 

Despite loaded assumptions that view the Scioto Valley as the core for the 

development and maintenance of what is termed "Hopewell, " no real evidence 

suggests a hierarchical arrangement of space beyond that assumed as the drawing 

area for individual earthwork centers, or at best, a small cluster of sites . The use of 

the terms "core" and "periphery" are more applicable to the immediate environs of 

individual or localized groups of earthworks and not on a broad inter-regional scale. 

That is, for example, to the extent Fort Ancient served as an axis mundi for nearby 

populations, no evidence exists that the Turner earthworks, located 56 km 

downstream from Fort Ancient and containing a greater quantity of burials and HIS 

trade items than Fort Ancient, was, hierarchically, a more central axis mundi for 

regional populations. Similarly, there is no evidence that populations near the 

Turner earthworks looked to the Scioto Valley sites, such as Hopewell or Mound City, 

as a more sacred space or more central core. Byers (1987:23) argues that "no matter 

what the influence of external conditions, it is local affairs and understandings, 

local intentions and local cultural structures that are grounding of the dynamics of 
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interaction. This must be so since external conditions exist for people only in virtue 

of their cultural structures." 

The emphasis on intra-site and intra-regional cultural manifestations does 

not deny the interdependence or interaction between regional earthwork centers. 

All lines of investigation argue against viewing individual earthwork complexes or 

small groups of complexes in isolation. In fact, Byers (1987:447) posits that hilltop 

enclosures may be the regional counterparts of nearby geometric enclosures. The 

lack of temporal control and accounting for the distribution of site types within 

regions precludes the adequate testing of this hypothesis. However, the current 

study is not concerned with the ranking of axis mundis throughout what might be 

considered the Hopewell universe, even assuming such a task is warranted . Rather, 

this study is concerned with the relative ordering of space on an intra-site basis. 

In summary, an approach that views space as hierarchically organized 

within the sphere of influence for individual earthwork centers is preferable to a 

strictly imposed binary opposition. Analyses positing dual organization in the 

symbolism and raw materials used by the Hopewell culture (e.g., Connolly 1992; 

Greber and Ruhl 1989:275-286) are incorporated into this study as warranted. 

A second aspect of space relevant to all enclosure types is the activities 

associated with the built environment. Rapoport (1990a:9; italics in original) 

defines four aspects of activities: 

These range from (1) instrumental aspects which are the most 
manifest (the nature of the activities) through (2) how activities are 
carried out, (3) how they are associated into systems, to (4) their 
meaning, their most latent aspect . . . One consequence of point (3) of 
this analysis leads to the second major point, that one cannot discuss 
single activities but only systems of activities; moreover the three 
other aspects also play a role in the settings used. One way in which 
they do is through a major mechanism which links settings with 
people and their activities - meaning. 
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The third point is that settings also cannot be considered singly 
but only as systems, so that systems of activities actually occur in 
systems of settings. These are organized in varying and complex ways, 
not only in space but in time and in other ways, all related to culture. 
It follows that what happens in one part of the system greatly 
influences what happens, or does not happen, elsewhere. 

Similarly, based on an examination of the Seip earthwork complex, Greber 

writes that "these earthworks are not cemeteries. They are in the other 75% a 

corporate expression . . Each clearly proclaims the social existence and social 

function of its builders" (1992) . An analysis of earthworks as systems of activities 

and settings is the basis for examining the 75 percent non-mortuary expression and 

is imperative for presenting holistic interpretations of space within and exterior to 

enclosure complexes. 

The Fort Ancient hilltop enclosure is comprised of two large open areas (the 

North and South Forts) connected by a narrow isthmus (the Middle Fort). Each of 

the three sections of the enclosure is a setting for activities that can be sub-divided 

into additional activity settings. However, an attempt to determine the full range 

and quantity of activity settings for any specific space and time period of the 

prehistoric occupation is limited by the recovered traces of these activities in the 

archaeological record. 

Similar aspects of physical settings are replicated throughout all three 

enclosure sections at Fort Ancient. Following Rapoport, activities at individual 

settings impact and constitute a part of the meaning for other activities at other 

similar settings throughout the enclosure. For example, as discussed in Part II, 

earthen mounds constructed on the interior of the enclosure are systematically 

located adjacent to, or fronted by, gateway complexes. This arrangement constitutes 

a portion of an architectural grammar. The pattern established by the system of 
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individual mound and gateway complexes is made intelligible only by virtue of their 

occurrence and position within the earthwork system. 

Further, besides the physical placement and morphology of architectural 

elements, functional interpretations are generated through activities associated 

with the elements . Archaeologically, settings are examined as individual 

components and are bounded by the physical dimensions of the immediate study 

area (i.e., activity area, household, excavation units, coring grid, survey area, 

visibility). Interpretively, individual settings must be considered as parts of a 

system of settings. In theory, therefore, the greater the number of individual 

settings incorporated into an analysis of an entire system, the more robust will be 

the interpretations generated. Similarly, the inclusion of different types of settings 

and activities enhances an understanding of site function . For this reason, 

although the hypotheses tested in this study are concerned with specific types of 

physical settings of architectural elements and their associated activities, all 

enclosure space within the system is included in the analysis as warranted. 

Rapoport (1990a: 13) categorizes the types of elements arranged in the space 

of a built environment in arguing "it is useful to conceptualize the environment as 

consisting of fixed-feature elements (buildings, floors, walls, etc.), semi-fixed 

feature elements ("furnishings," interior and exterior, of all sorts), and non-fixed

feature elements (people and their activities and behaviors) ." 

The distinction of element types is important for the archaeological analysis 

of the spatial organization at Middle Woodland hilltop enclosures. The importance 

stems from the differential function and preservation of the element types. Fixed-

feature elements include earth and stone architecture, such as embankment walls 

and mounds . Recognition that these elements are impacted by natural and cultural 

formation processes occurring since their construction approximately 2,000 years 
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ago is necessary in order to estimate their original form. Of particular importance 

is accounting for the cultural alterations to fixed-feature elements by Middle 

Woodland and subsequent prehistoric populations. As demonstrated in Parts II and 

III, embankment walls, ponds, and domestic structures at Fort Ancient were rebuilt 

on multiple occasions during the Middle Woodland. Because of the extensive 

prehistoric land modifications involved in the construction of this complex, often, 

only the final products of the construction process are readily apparent. That is, 

through leveling and other modifications to the bluff on which Fort Ancient rests, 

the earliest evidence of fixed-features was obliterated or altered to the extent that it 

precludes their interpretation as fixed -feature elements. Further, the scope and 

methodology employed in this study can not readily account for a systemic 

understanding of construction beyond, at best, the earliest and latest prehistoric 

occupations on the central plateau at Fort Ancient. 

Generally, evidence of semi-fixed feature elements of the built environment 

is encountered only through excavation. The archaeological visibility of these 

elements is even more adversely affected by the formation processes discussed 

above. Semi-fixed elements include temporary structures such as windscreens, 

banners, or other features associated with specific activities and have a use-life less 

than that of the total earthwork complex. Greber and Ruhl's (1989:278) hypothesized 

reconstruction of a banner or standard of geometric copper plates at the Hopewell 

site is an example of a semi-fixed feature. At Fort Ancient, the structures associated 

with the habitation zone to the immediate northeast of the North Fort are also 

examples of semi-fixed feature elements . 

Archaeologically , non-fixed feature elements of the built environment are 

quantitatively the greatest and are encountered in the widest range of preserved 

conditions. The non-fixed category includes people and the more ephemeral traces 
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of their behavior, often incorporating portable objects such as ceramics. 

Contextually these features range from complete in situ Pompeii type contexts to 

those with no visible trace in the archaeological record. Non-fixed features also are 

the elements most likely to be recovered in secondary contexts. 

Although fixed-feature elements are interpreted most reliably based solely on 

physical description, the presence of semi-fixed and non-fixed feature elements 

must also be presumed. Thomas (1993 :26) notes that "while the presence of human 

beings is accepted, it is only in the anecdotal sense of glimpses and vignettes of past 

ways of life . . . What is missed is any sense that these relics are bound together and 

given significance by a continuous flow of human conduct." Therefore, the three 

types of feature elements in the built environment are all individual yet interacting 

components of a culture system. An analysis that considers a single feature type in 

isolation restricts potential interpretation. 

In summary, earthwork space can be analyzed from microcosmic to 

macrocosmic views. Concomitantly, activities that occur at individual settings do not 

stand in isolation but contextually take place within a system of settings and 

activities. Archaeologically, the range of feature elements in the built environment 

is not equally interpretable. Evidence necessarily moves from concrete (physical 

structure of fixed-feature elements) to abstract (human behavior). However, all 

levels of space, types of activities, and feature elements operate in a system of 

interdependence. Therefore, the scope of research in this study ultimately attempts 

to generate interpretations that include all relevant activities and settings of the 

earthwork system. 
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Time 

Rapoport's second organizational variable of the built environment is time. 

Two aspects of time are germane: short-term or cyclic time and long-term or linear 

time. My use of these terms, as discussed below, is not meant to imply a prehistoric 

cultural construct of cyclic or linear temporal concepts, but is a method for 

organizing the types of human behavior observed in the system of settings at 

hilltop enclosures. Therefore, the concepts of time discussed in this dissertation, 

although having implications for the organization of activities, originate from an 

etic perspective. Short-term time refers to aspects of the built environment that 

incorporate regular, cyclic behaviors tied to, for example, mortuary, seasonal, or 

celestial events. Long-term time is historical and traces the development of an 

earthwork complex from initiation to abandonment. However, long-term time may 

occur in cycles. For example, Lazazzera (1995) argues that evidence of domestic 

activities at earthwork sites is cyclical with changes occurring at the interfaces of 

the Woodland periods. 

Discussions of short-term time at earthwork centers focus on the seasonal 

duration and frequency of activity within the enclosed space. This category 

includes scheduled and persistent activities occurring within an earthwork such as 

feasting, exchange of raw materials, or mortuary programs. Similar consideration 

of the space on the immediate exterior of enclosures remains a question of debate. 

While the evidence for prehistoric activities is demonstrated at these locations (e.g., 

Baby and Langlois 1979; Connolly 1996a; Connolly and Kozarek 1994; Essenpreis and 

Connolly 1989; Genheimer 1984; Kellar 1979; Shane 1971), the investigation of the 

locales is limited and conclusive interpretations of function are often tentative. 
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Therefore, a consensus of interpretation of earthwork peripheries is not agreed on 

by researchers. 

The Hopewell settlement model proposed by Prufer (1964:70-7 1) in the mid-

1960s states that earthworks and mound groups in Ohio were ceremonial centers 

with little evidence for domestic activities. He argued that the presence of house 

structures at earthworks did not necessarily indicate habitation. He suggested 

instead, that the functions of these structures were related to ritual activity or to 

earthwork construction. Throughout the Middle Woodland, Prufer suggests that 

there "seem to be elaborate ceremonial centers based upon a mortuary cult and 

surrounded by very small dependent villages of little permanence" (Prufer 1964:71). 

However, the precise nature of the activities at these locales, and the character and 

permanence of the occupations remains speculative. At Fort Ancient, based on an 

analysis of structures, cooking features, pits and their respective densities, Connolly 

(1996a) suggests that the peripheral occupations were permanent and perhaps 

year -round.1 Tentative additional support for year-round occupation of the exterior 

periphery at Fort Ancient is drawn from Yokell's (1993) analysis of fauna! material 

from this zone. 

Although not explicitly stated, traditional interpretations that focus on 

mortuary cult or other single-focused corporate activity suggest that the interior 

spaces of the earthwork centers were used on a cyclic basis. This assessment is 

implicit in the vacant ceremonial center model and the assumption that the margins 

of earthwork centers did not contain resident populations. Therefore, if centers and 

peripheries were vacant, activities related to the centers were necessarily sporadic, 

and a tautology is formed . 

Some of this confusion is resolved by the consideration of short-term time at 

earthwork complexes. Rapoport (1990a: 15; italics in original) notes that: 
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Partly because one is concerned with systems of activities . . . [that] 
also vary and are organized time; there is an unavoidable temporal 
c.omponent. This involves, on the one hand, the differential sequence 
of activities in time as well as in space, their tempos (number of 
activities per unit time) and rhythms (the periodicity of activities 
related to different cycles). . .On the other hand this temporal 
component introduces the possibility that organization in time may be 
substituted for organization in space. . . a space successively becomes 
different settings through temporal sequences, or when by changing 
semi-fixed features the same space becomes a series of different 
settings. 

Rapoport's assertion supports the conclusion that the rigid opposition 

between exterior and interior space must be qualified for interpreting earthwork 

centers. The use of space through time varies on both a short-term and long-term 

basis. That is, the context of activities is both spatially and temporally controlled. 

An approach recognizing that enclosed space is not completely restricted to 

"ceremonial" functions explains the relatively homogenous distribution of artifact 

and feature types throughout the Fort Ancient complex (Connolly 1991). This 

finding suggests that similar activities occurred both within the enclosed space and 

on its exterior. This is not to suggest that the behavioral meanings of the two sets of 

activities were identical. Although cyclic time may determine the appropriateness 

of specific types of activities in a setting, because the setting is enclosed by 

embankment walls and the inherent meaning of that space, the expectation is 

warranted that the range of activities permitted will always be more restricted 

within the embankment walls than on the outside of them. 

A second aspect of time relevant to the analysis of Middle Woodland 

earthworks is the temporal depth of the construction and occupation of the built 

environment. For the most part, researchers treat only the finished form of 

earthworks. The implicit assumption of this perspective is that a mental template of 
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final form existed at the initiation of construction. Also, with the exception of 

multiple burial mounds containing vertic;ally layered burials or intricate charnel 

houses that are constructed accretively, researchers most often interpret individual 

embankment wall forms (circles, squares, hilltop enclosures) as single horizontal 

(lateral) and vertical (height) construction events . These assumptions remain 

untested and they may be wrong on several counts. For example, the set of 

earthworks at Alexanderville, located in Montgomery County, Ohio (Foreste 1915 :141 -

148; Squier and Davis 1848:82-83), contains the full set of architectural forms in the 

same approximate configuration as the tripartite complexes of the Scioto region (two 

circles, one square, and connecting embankments). However, none of the 

geometric forms at Alexanderville are complete. The incompleteness suggests that 

although a mental template of final form likely was conceived at the initiation of 

construction, individual components of the earthwork were not built as single 

events but rather incrementally. The reason the earthwork at Alexanderville was 

not completed remains unknown. 

Even in recognizing the temporal depth of earthwork development, the actual 

tempo of construction during the Middle Woodland is understood poorly. In the past 

decade several researchers have attempted to develop a temporal sequence of 

construction activities at Middle Woodland earthworks. Most notably, Byers (1987) 

presents a deconstruction of several earthwork complexes (e.g., Hopeton, Hopewell 

and Newark) based on a model that accounts for variation in architectural element 

morphology and an evolution of earthwork form through time. Based on a similar 

approach, but also incorporating artifact styles and radiocarbon age results, Greber 

(1992) outlines at least seven construction phases around the large central mound at 

the Seip complex in Ross County, Ohio. In the first phase at Seip, ritual activity 

occurred in an area where small earthen mounds were constructed. Site size and 
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activity intensified with the construction of a large corporate structure. After two 

or three generations of use, this building was covered with soil and stone and 

another corporate structure was built to accommodate a smaller population. The 

first structure again was capped with additional gravel deposits . The second 

corporate structure later was buried and a circular-shaped wall was erected around 

the mound. Finally, a square-shaped embankment wall was built. Accompanying 

this progression, restrictions on the types of activities conducted within the 

earthwork were likely in place. 

As briefly reported earlier, a temporal depth of construction and occupation 

at hilltop enclosures is recognized at Pollock (Riordan 1995), Fort Hill (Prufer 1996), 

Miami Fort (Fisher 1974) and Fort Ancient (Connolly 1996b; Connolly and Sieg 1993 ; 

Essenpreis and Moseley 1984). Most often , construction sequence is interpreted as 

"phases" of development based, primarily, on the vertical layering of building 

materials in embankment walls or the pre-embankment construction of post 

structures such as palisades or stockades . That such additions represent single 

discrete stages of development is hypothesized , but not demonstrated , beyond the 

interpretations drawn from the limited investigation of a few individual 

embankment wall segments . 

wall profiles are documented. 

For example, at Fort Ancient, only three embankment 

Notably, all three of the written descriptions describe 

different profile morphologies . 

both Fort Hill and Miami Fort. 

Only one embankment wall profile is recorded at 

Pollock is the only hilltop enclosure with several 

well-documented profiles of embankment wall stratigraphy. 

This study proposes that earthwork construction is viewed best as an 

accretive process. This position is necessitated by a systemic approach to earthwork 

analysis that includes architectural elements besides embankment walls , such as 

mounds and pavements , as well as considering infrastructure maintenance. In his 
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analysis of prehistoric New World hydraulic systems, Scarborough (1993) contrasts 

phased and accretive construction. Phased development implies rapid and 

monumental short-term expansions of a system. Accretive development focuses on 

the long-term gradual growth or spatial extensions of a system. There is no 

evidence that earthworks, as systems, were developed as single events or a small 

number of phases. Segments of earthwork systems, such as embankment wall 

sections , may have resulted from monumental construction efforts over short 

periods. However, the evidence even for this assumption rests primarily with a 

limited examination of architectural elements, a lack of absolute temporal dating of 

earthwork construction, and a strong tendency to view and interpret earthwork 

complexes as though the final form were equivalent to the initial form. Therefore, 

given the available evidence, a holistic analysis of earthwork systems is served best 

by an accretive model of development. 

An accretive model of development allows for a more detailed understanding 

of the temporal depth in the development of earthwork complexes. An accretive 

model attempts to follow the developmental process of earthwork construction and 

occupation. A phase model provides less of a basis for interpreting the known 

evidence for the expansion of earthwork form. 

Recognition that the final form of an earthwork complex is not equal to its 

initial form is of paramount importance in interpreting the varying function of 

space, not simply on a short-term basis, but on a long-term basis as well. Greber's 

analysis of the Seip complex, reported above, speaks to this point. She notes the 

relocation of types of activities and the restriction placed on the use of space when 

the areas are enclosed by expanding earthwork forms. A similar pattern of 

relocation and movement is demonstrated at Fort Ancient. The evidence is found 

within the enclosure (Connolly 1996b) and in the habitation zones on the exterior of 
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the North Fort (Connolly 1996a; Essenpreis and Connolly 1989). As detailed in Part 

Ill, the relocations of specific activity area types documented at Fort Ancient are not 

solely a response to embankment wall construction but also are impacted by the 

accretive expansion and evolution of activity space demarcated by limestone 

pavements, stone circles and other architectural elements. 

In summary, the joint consideration of the space and time variables in the 

built environment is necessary to develop adequate models of site function . 

Variation in the function of a single segment of space can occur over short-term 

periods where the use of a single setting may be subject to cyclic change in 

activities . For example, settings may be used at different periods for feasting, 

exchange of raw materials, manufacturing of goods or cyclic ritual events. Change 

in use of a single setting also can occur over long-term periods with the accretive 

expansion of the built form. For example, as demonstrated by Greber at Seip, zones 

of domestic activity shifted with the expansion of site architecture. By accounting 

for the interrelatedness of space and time in the built environment, models can be 

constructed based on specific settings operating throughout the system at specific 

temporal points. Such models add clarity to the assertions made above regarding the 

apparent qualified dichotomous function of interior and exterior space at earthwork 

enclosures. If the assertions that space is neither neutral nor homogenous are 

valid , then an approach that incorporates both time and space will provide insights 

into the organization of earthwork space for Middle Woodland populations. The 

recognition that final forms do not equal initial forms at earthwork complexes 

demonstrates that any analysis that fails to account for the construction process will 

inherently be less able to assess accurately the function of a specific setting. 
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Communication 

The capacity of the built environment to serve as a means of nonverbal 

communication has been addressed by several researchers (e.g., Byers 1987; 

Chippendale 1993; Preziosi 1979; Rapoport 1990a, 1990b; Sanders 1990; Thomas 1993). 

Rapoport argues that features of the built environment provide the cues to inform 

people of appropriate behavior in specific settings. The physical features of the 

built environment encode information that users decode (Rapoport 1990b: 19) That 

is, whereas the social situation influences peoples' behavior, the physical 

environment contains the cues for that behavior. 

Further, cues communicated through the built environment must be 

comprehensible to all users. In this way, the built environment is a teaching 

medium that serves as a mnemonic device for appropriate behavior. The mnemonic 

function is part of a group's memory and guide to normative behavior. As with 

space and time, the meaning of a cue in the built environment is contextually 

sensitive. Possible meanings of an individual cue are determined by recognition of 

the multiple contexts in which an individual cue occurs. In this way, people's 

behavior is determined by understanding the meaning of all available cues in a 

specific context. Also, the established and understood cues in the built environment 

guide behavior by specifying the range of possible responses (Rapoport 1990b:56-

81 ). The ability to decode the cues of the built environment can determine an 

individual's degree of access and ability to behave appropriately in a specific setting 

(Lawrence and Low 1990:471). 

In order for the built environment to encode meaning, construction and form 

must be rule-governed. The rigidity of the rules varies. Rapoport (1990a:l 1) notes 

that: 
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If architecture encloses behavior tightly, then activities will tend to 
shape architecture. . . . If, on the other hand, activities are contained 
only loosely, then their impact on form will be greatly reduced, and 
any mistakes in design will have lesser consequences. Finally, if 
architecture contains activities only very loosely, then the linkages 
between the two will be very weak and the impact of activities on form 
minor. Design will then become rather different and inferences from 
architecture to activities will become much more difficult. 

Kent's (1990:127-128) argues that with increased social complexity the "use of 

space, and cultural material or architecture becomes more segmented" leading to 

greater specificity and number of activity areas. Her assertion implies that with 

greater social complexity a more formal set of rules governed the construction and 

use of the built environment. Similarly, Rapoport (l 990a: 17; italics in original) 

argues that, "as scale, size, complexity, and heterogeneity (cultural pluralism) of a 

society go up, more cues as well as stronger cues are needed to communicate 

effectively; in a word higher redundancy is needed." 

Generally, in Middle Woodland studies, an attempt is not made to examine the 

role of the monumental architecture's encoded cues or its spatial and temporal 

patterns and distributions. When discussing the actual morphology of the built 

environment at earthwork complexes, researchers typically focus on geometric 

form, symmetry, and volume of architecture in assessing the role of the built 

environment (e.g., Morgan 1980). Exceptions include Greber's (1983) analysis of 

charnel house tripartite divisions and Thunen's (1988) comparison of earthwork 

forms in the Ohio Valley and southeastern North America. Focusing on the Scioto 

Valley, Marshall (1978, 1986) and Romain (1996) examine the uniformity of 

geometric earthwork metrics and propose standard units of measurement in the 

construction of Middle Woodland enclosures. Byers (1987) represents the primary 

example of an attempt to develop a theoretical base for determining rules governing 
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the construction and use of Middle Woodland earthworks . As he demonstrates, there 

is no lack of empirical data for testing hypotheses that attempt to elicit such rules. 

Byers focuses on the geometric enclosures and specifically excludes hilltop 

enclosures from his analysis . 

Middle Woodland hilltop enclosure research has tentatively identified 

consistent combinations and spatial patterning of architectural elements (Bacon 

1993; Connolly and Sieg 1993). This study examines the distribution of elements to 

elicit construction rules and trends of the built environment at hilltop enclosures. 

Construction rules are based on combinations of architectural elements that 

consistently , and without exception, occur throughout an earthwork complex . 

Construction trends are based on combinations of architectural elements that occur 

throughout an earthwork complex but where either exceptions to the combinations 

are observed or where relevant portions of the earthwork are altered such that 

reliable estimates of prehistoric form is not possible. The construction rules and 

trends are generated from an etic perspective. For example, although rules may be 

phrased in terms of symmetrical relationships of sets of architectural elements , the 

rule is not meant to necessarily imply that symmetry was the guiding principle for 

the construction of the elements in prehis tory. Rather, in assessing the actual 

distribution of architectural elements throughout an earthwork site, the symmetry 

is simply that which is observable to the archaeologist today. In other words , the 

symmetry seen today demonstrates the intentional, nonrandom and rule-governed 

nature of the prehistoric construction but does not necessarily elicit an emic 

construction rule or principle. 

An architectural grammar is constructed based on these rules. The 

architectural grammar is a heuristic device to organize and elicit functional 

meaning from the rule-governed construction and use of hilltop enclosures . The 
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construction of an architectural grammar here is different than that discussed by 

Rapoport (1990b :51) where he argues: 

environmental meaning, if it is to be studied as a form of nonverbal 
communication, is likely to lack the linearity of language. . . 
Environmental meaning, therefore, probably does not allow for a 
clearly articulated set of grammatical (syntactic) rules. Even in the 
case of body language, it has been suggested that there are a few 
aspects that may be coded in such a way that most members in a given 
community understand them ... but guesses can be good if the cues add 
up . In other words, due to the ambiguity of cues their redundancy 
must be great. 

The use of explicit terminology will clarify and remove ambiguity in the use 

of the term architectural grammar. Two sets of grammatical rules may be 

constructed for the built environment: rules of a design grammar for the actual 

construction of the built environment at hilltop enclosures, and rules of an 

interpretive grammar that provide functional meaning and cue correct behavior at 

hilltop enclosures. Rapoport's criticism of the use of grammatical rules addresses 

the latter set, whereas the initial and primary focus of the current analysis focuses 

on the former set of rules . Although the two sets of rules are interrelated, a clear 

explication and understanding of the design grammar must precede the 

consideration of the interpretive grammar. That is, a thorough examination of the 

patterning and distribution of the architectural elements at earthwork complexes is 

a necessary step prior to consideration of the function of the built form. If this 

procedure is not followed, then function will be superficial and consequently 

unable to move beyond abstract theoretical models for the meaning of monumental 

constructions. 

As a starting point, this study defines the term design grammar as a system of 

rules used by builders for the construction of earthworks. This system of rules is 
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referred to by Essenpreis (1986b) and Byers (1987:33) as the 'canons of 

construction.' A design grammar is therefore a descriptive grammar that provides 

the basis for recapitulating the generative process of earthwork construction. 

Chippendale (1993:257; italics in original) notes that "once clear ideas have been put 

forward as to likely means of generation, the significant variability in the pattern 

can be identified." The goal in constructing a design grammar is to organize the 

patterns and distribution of architectural elements at hilltop enclosures . For 

example, based on their outline of the basic rules of a design grammar for 

Mississippian towns in western Kentucky, Lewis and Stout (1992) model the physical 

relationship between plazas and platform mounds . Their central thesis states that 

"viewed architecturally, principal mound-main plaza spatial relationships could not 

have evolved together. These relationships were fixed by design fairly early in the 

history of the town and changed little over time." By determining the basic design 

grammar of principal mound and main plaza physical and spatial relationships , 

Lewis and Stout are able to hypothesize that secondary plazas were used to 

accommodate site development while preserving the original architectural forms 

and relationships. This example demonstrates that, through determining the design 

rules, architectural patterns can be delimited and made intelligible as part of a 

system. 

A design grammar is based on a set of architectural elements that form the 

basis of a lexicon. Architectural elements are separate elementary components of 

an earthwork complex. Specific to earthworks, architectural elements include 

structures such as gateways, embankment walls, pavements, mounds, stone circles, 

terraces, spurs, ponds, ditches, and any other visibly discrete built form. An 

architectural element is the most basic unit for determining the rules of a design 

grammar. The morphological specificity of what constitutes an individual element 
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is somewhat subjective. For example, depressions at earthwork complexes are 

traditionally referred to as borrow pits. Besides questioning the appropriateness of 

the term, this study argues that borrow pits are, in fact, patterned throughout 

hilltop enclosures with their forms ranging from linear ditches to ponds. 

Conversely, embankment walls that form the perimeter of enclosures can be 

considered separate element types based on morphology, stratigraphy, and 

construction materials. However, based on the level of analysis in this study, they 

will be treated as a single element type. Therefore, the approach to developing a 

lexicon of architectural elements in this study is pragmatic rather than exhaustive; 

however, recognition is made that true patterns can only be discovered through the 

application of an explicitly defined and mutually exclusive classification of 

architectural elements. 2 

The term "complex" refers to the spatial association of individual 

architectural elements. The spatial association may be dependent or patterned. A 

dependent association occurs when one element is dependent on the other element 

for its presence. The most obvious dependent association is that of gateways with 

embankment walls. By definition, a gateway is a marked depression in an otherwise 

level section of embankment wall. Therefore, a gateway is dependent on the 

embankment wall for its existence. A patterned association is a relationship 

between architectural elements where, at least in theory, alternate combinations 

are possible. In an earthwork enclosure, the interior openings at gateways may 

lead to a level ground surface, elevated walkovers between ponds, ramps, or front 

directly onto ditches or ponds. In this example, at least five separate element 

complex patterns are possible, but, this is not to imply that earthwork builders had 

five choices to make at random. This topic is explored in Part II. 
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The next process in determining the rules of a design grammar is to discover 

the distribution of architectural elements and architectural element complexes 

throughout an enclosure system. The context of the distribution is considered both 

spatially and temporally. Determining the spatial distribution of elements and 

element complexes throughout an enclosure may reveal a higher level of 

patterning and produce insights into additional rules of a design grammar. For 

example, if all gateways whose interior openings front directly onto ponds are 

located immediately adjacent to a gateway whose interior opening leads to a 

walkover between two ponds, then a rule of design grammar may be formulated as 

follows: If a gateway interior fronts a pond, then the gateway immediately adjacent 

must lead to an interior walkover between two ponds. 

The ability to determine the temporal context of architectural elements and 

architectural element complexes on an intra-site basis assumes that hilltop 

enclosures developed minimally, in phases , or accretively, as argued earlier in this 

chapter. Based on the available empirical data, the temporal distribution of 

architectural elements and architectural element complexes cannot completely be 

assessed at Fort Ancient, nor at other Middle Woodland hilltop enclosures in the 

region. Because enclosures expanded both vertically and horizontally, the 

architectural elements constructed earliest in time are covered by later 

construction events. Despite these limitations, hypotheses still may be formulated 

and tested in part. 

Recognition of the varying and patterned distribution of element and 

element complexes through time leads to eliciting the evolution of the design 

grammar rules. For example, at Fort Ancient, Essenpreis (1986b) argues: 

earthworks are explained as agglutinative and sequentially built, from 
south to north, with different enclosures drawing on architectural 
canons that shifted from irregular to standardized forms. During this 
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period, primary gateway form at Fort Ancient shifted from being 
demarcated by two "conjoined" mounds , which were connected both to 
each other and to adjacent embankments , to utilization of free
standing mounds, independent from each other, although attached to 
the embankments of the Parallel Walled Enclosure. 

Essenpreis' reconstruction of the architectural development at Fort Ancient 

demonstrates the potential for incorporating temporal and spatial contexts for the 

discovery of rules of a design grammar on an intra-site basis. A central focus of 

Byers (1987) is the scope of the design grammar on both inter-site and inter-

regional levels. Based on the hypothesized development of canons for earthwork 

construction, Byers presents a model for the temporal deconstruction of earthwork 

complexes that contain multiple enclosure forms. Based on the deconstruction 

model, isolated single enclosure forms may be temporally placed. Such a 

deconstruction provides the potential means for developing a culture history of 

Middle Woodland earthwork complexes on an intra-site, intra-regional, and inter-

regional basis. 

In summary, besides simply developing a lexicon of architectural elements, 

the discovery of the rules of a design grammar is a powerful tool for assessing the 

duration of construction and continuity of form at individual earthwork complexes. 

In addition, this tool provides insights on the interaction between complexes and the 

culture history of earthworks throughout the Ohio Valley. However, despite the 

broad potential for addressing archaeological problems, the primary focus in this 

study is to discover the rules of a design grammar that elicit the patterns of 

combined architectural elements at hilltop enclosures. 

Identifying the rules of a design grammar is insufficient for determining the 

meaning of the architectural elements. Recognition of this fact is crucial in 

addressing Rapoport's (1990b:51) questioning the legitimacy of grammatical rules in 
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the built environment. The need to explicitly state the current study's use of 

grammatical rules is two-part. First, the use of grammatical analogies as a heuristic 

device does not necessitate demonstrating one-to-one formal concordance with 

linguistic aspects of the same terminology. Chippendale (1993 :258) similarly argues 

that "the success of grammars, rule-based means to order complex systems, is such 

that no full argument should be needed here to justify a wish to use grammatical 

methods ." The discussion of the generation of rules for a design grammar 

demonstrates the legitimacy of this claim. 

More substantively related to Rapoport's concern is the ability of grammatical 

rules of the built environment to encode unambiguous meaning. In Part II, with 

qualification, the hypothesis is tested which states that architectural elements do 

provide meaning insofar as they demarcate settings for specific activities and cue 

appropriate behavior. This is not to say that the architectural elements are capable 

of conveying a wide range of complex information as is done verbally (e.g., Leach 

1976:10-11). However, the rule governed nature of the interpretive grammar 

encoded in architectural elements is indicative of the intentionality and 

meaningfulness of the construction at hilltop enclosures. Gateways, ponds, ditches, 

and spurs are the primary architectural elements that are examined in arguing for 

the functional meaning and rule-governed patterning in the built environment of 

hilltop enclosures. 

Two additional aspects of meaning and grammatical rules must be considered. 

First, disjunction of meaning between identical elements may occur through space 

and time. For example, an earthen mound cannot be considered a grammatical 

element with a single meaning throughout the Middle Woodland. In Illinois, the 

Elizabeth site mounds (Charles et al. 1988), which were not enclosed by embankment 

walls, reflect a mortuary program quite different from those mounds excavated 
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within the Hopewell site enclosure near Chillicothe, Ohio (Moorehead 1922; Shetrone 

1926). Furthermore, most mounds examined at Fort Ancient do not contain burials. 

Therefore, except in the most basic and restrictive of terms, mounds cannot be 

considered a single grammatical element perceived uniformly by Middle Woodland 

populations . 

A second consideration is the archaeologist's ability to reconstruct 

historically altered prehistoric architecture . Reconstruction of Middle Woodland 

architecture often is based on survey maps and descriptions that date to the 1800s. 

Early site plans are often contradictory or wrong. For example, James Marshall , a 

civil engineer, surveyed the Fort Ancient enclosure and compared his findings with 

a similar survey conducted by Little in the late 1800s. Marshall (1986) concluded 

that "Lytle's [sic] surveying procedure would be considered very casual by today's 

standards: errors and even gross errors in his work tends to accumulate 

. . . elevation differences are full of errors and may even have been faked. . Lytle's 

[sic] plotted notes cannot be made to yield to Lytle's [sic] map. . . Surveying, at least 

as shown at Fort Ancient, was not Lytle's [sic] forte." 

Similarly, architectural element complexes comprised of gateways , elevated 

walkways, and lateral ponds investigated at Fort Ancient are also present at other 

hilltop enclosures in the region but often remain unrecorded in original field notes , 

available maps, and published reports . These discrepancies show the importance of 

coupling current field research with archived materials to reconstruct the elements 

of prehistoric architecture accurately. 

In summary, an examination of prehistoric architectural elements that is 

spatially and temporally sensitive to context provides information for 

understanding rules of site design and the meaning of individual or patterned 

groups of elements. The patterning and association of architectural elements is rule 
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governed and based on a design and interpretive architectural grammar. For the 

purposes of the present study, the term "architectural grammar" is used as a 

heuristic device for discovering the rules for the construction and use of hilltop 

enclosures. This study hypothesizes that the built environment at Middle Woodland 

hilltop enclosures is composed of architectural elements and element complexes that 

encoded cues or statements intelligible to all users to determine appropriate use and 

behavior at specific settings. 

Functional Meaning 

The final variable of the built environment considered by Rapoport is 

meaning. Byers argues that meaning and function of Middle Woodland enclosures is 

manifest in a deep structure and a surface structure. Byers (1987 :26) posits that 

earth works: 

are symbolic material features. As symbols they would have evoked in 
the participants of the social system the world as it really existed for 
them in virtue of their cultural structures. Their cultural structures 
were both the medium and context that constituted both the enclosure 
and the construction and use as intelligible. Thus I will term the 
cultural structures that informed the construction and usage as the 
medium of intelligibility and the objective social structuring that they 
represent as the context of intelligibility. It was only in virtue of 
their existence as structured material context that the actions 
performed therein would count as social strategies and institutional 
processes. 
. . . their construction and use can only be made understandable if it is 
accepted that presupposing them are the deep structures as the 
medium of intelligibility. The manifestation of these structures in 
action simultaneously constituted the enclosures and their associated 
practices as the structured context of intelligibility. It will be argued 
then that they exist and can be interpreted as models of this socio
cultural reality and of the world as it was conceived to be in virtue of 
this reality. 
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That is, earthwork complexes are not only symbolic of socio-cultural reality 

but they also manifest that reality. This assertion is demonstrated by monumental 

architecture throughout the prehistoric New World (e.g. , Fritz 1978; Gillespie 1991; 

Korp 1990; Moore 1992; Silverman 1993, 1994; Stout and Lewis 1993; Townsend 1992), 

the Old World (e.g., Duncan 1990; Fritz 1986; Wheatley 1971), and in cross-cultural 

analyses (e.g., Carmichael et al. 1994; Pearson and Collins 1994; Trigger 1990). 

The rules of an architectural grammar provide a method for ordering the 

intentional and precise construction of monumental architecture and forms a basis 

for analyzing the functional meaning of the built environment at hilltop 

enclosures. For purposes of this study, functional meaning is conceptualized on two 

distinct levels. First, functional meaning denotes the appropriateness of distinct 

areas of space, delimited by discrete architectural forms, for conducting distinct 

types of human behavior. For example, this study argues that primary gateway 

complexes were recognized by prehistoric users of hilltop enclosures as the 

appropriate locations to enter into an earthwork complex. Similarly, distinct sets of 

excavated artifact assemblages at ponds within an earthwork complex provide 

evidence that these architectural elements were the proper locations for conducting 

specific types of activities. Therefore, functional meaning of the built environment 

can be conceptualized as presenting cues for appropriate cultural behavior. 

On a second level, functional meaning is conceptualized more akin to Byers' 

previously cited discussion of manifesting or symbolizing Middle Woodland cultural 

constructs. In this regard, care is taken to distinguish between how prehistoric 

populations envisioned such constructs and how precisely and specifically they 

determined those constructs. This study does not attempt to posit exact thoughts of 

prehistoric populations. The point is clarified by Renfrew (1994a:6) within the 

framework he terms a "cognitive-processual" approach that: 
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set(s) out to examine the ways in which symbols were used. This may 
be contrasted with the attempt to seek rather to ascertain their 
'meaning', which would generally be the object of the anti-processual 
or interpretive approach . . . But for the cognitive-processual 
archaeologist, it is enough to gain insights into how the minds of the 
ancient communities in question worked and into the manner in 
which that working shaped their actions. 

In discussing Renfrew's specific application of his ideas to an analysis of weights 

and measures in prehistoric India, Bell (1994:18; italics in original) writes: 

the statements are about the thinking of prehistoric people; they are 
emphatically not attempts to restructure their exact thoughts. For 
example, Renfrew does not claim that those ancient inhabitants of the 
Indus valley had an idea of weight or mass that was precisely the same 
as ours today . . . The first feature is that statements are restricted to 
assertions about thinking; they are not attempts to restructure exact 
thoughts. . . Although claims about exact thoughts are not testable, 
statements about some features of the thinking of prehistoric peoples 
are considerably more amenable to testing. . . The second feature is 
that some statements are linked closely to the artefactual data, and 
other statements are tied to the former by appropriate logic. 

Summary 

The theoretical approach outlined above, based on the concept of the built 

environment and incorporating a synthesis of space, time, communication and 

functional meaning, is appropriate for testing hypotheses about the construction 

and use of Middle Woodland hilltop enclosures. This approach provides the basis for 

a holistic examination of the earthwork complexes and their environs. An analysis 

of the multiple variables of the built environment, as outlined above, allows 

researchers to break through restrictions imposed by more limited approaches such 

as the isolated analysis of the physical form of earthworks, individual artifact types, 
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mortuary programs, or specific corporate activities . The approach outlined in this 

chapter views earthwork complexes as dynamic systems. Such an integrated 

approach is also appropriate for establishing baselines of expectations for 

comparison with similar and even dissimilar complexes in an inter-regional setting. 

Social, political , economic inter-relatedness, distance, and interaction of 

contemporaneous populations on an inter-regional scale can be postulated based on 

the comparison of multiple aspects of their respective built environments at 

earthwork complexes . 
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CHAPTER 3 NOTE 

1. This study takes 'year-round' to refer to seasonality, meaning the occupation 

of a site for an entire year. 'Permanent' means the occupation of a site over 

a number of years, but not necessarily for an entire year. For example, a 

base camp may be occupied only nine months per year, but returned to for a 

number of consecutive years, thus, constituting a permanent but not year

round occupation. 

2. Byers (1987) presents a broad terminology for discussing architectural 

elements and combinations of elements at Middle Woodland enclosures. 

However, his analysis focuses largely on geometric form (circles, rectangles, 

octagons) and their related juxtaposition and junctures that are, in most 

cases, not directly applicable to hilltop enclosures. Furthermore, the 

empirical data derived from the examination of hilltop enclosures contained 

in this study are more detailed than those contained in Byers. For example, 

where Byers may consider a rectangular form as a single architectural 

element, this study considers each leg of the rectangle, each gateway 

opening, each associated surface depression, and each discretely associated 

archaeological feature as a separate element. However, because of the 

relatedness of the two studies, my intention is to draw on Byers' work in 

discussing hilltop enclosures, and because of my desire not to introduce a set 

of terms that conflicts with Byers' usage, I attempt to incorporate his 

terminology when possible. 
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PART II 

THE ARCHITECTURAL GRAMMAR OF MIDDLE WOODLAND 

HILLTOP ENCLOSURES 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE GATEWAY COMPLEX AS A UNIT OF ANALYSIS 

Gateway complexes are used in this study to assess the validity of the 

proposed architectural design grammar. Gateway complexes are useful units 

within which to organize a broad range of architectural elements and activity 

areas at earthwork sites. This assessment is valid because architectural elements 

such as embankment walls, stone circles, mounds, ponds, ditches, exterior spurs, 

interior walkovers, and funnel devices are all focused on gateway openings and 

thus form elements of a gateway complex. Therefore, gateway complexes are used 

in this dissertation to organize an analysis of virtually all of the standing 

architecture observable today at earthwork sites. However, as with the rules and 

trends discussed in Chapter 3, it must be emphasized that the organization of 

gateway complexes presented here is based on an etic perspective. Therefore, 

although it is reasonable to speculate that gateway openings and associated 

architectural elements were organizing principles in the prehistoric construction 

of an earthwork site, this emic perspective is not the focus of determining the rules 

of a descriptive architectural grammar. 

This chapter discusses the variation in the combination of elements that 

form distinct types of gateway complexes and reviews the evolution and 

interpretation of the complexes at Woodland sites. Chapter 5 discusses the land 

modifications associated with the construction of the Fort Ancient earthwork. 

These modifications created a suitable ground surface for the precise placement of 

architectural elements. Chapter 6 analyzes the Fort Ancient primary gateway 

complexes at Fort Ancient and assesses comparable complex forms at other hilltop 

enclosures. Chapter 7 describes a similar analysis of all other gateway types. 
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Chapter 8 evaluates the gateway data and tests hypotheses based on the proposed 

architectural grammar expressed in gateway complex types at Fort Ancient. The 

significance of the test results is discussed in relation to Fort Ancient and other 

hilltop enclosures. 

In common usage, an earthwork gateway is a marked depression in an 

otherwise level section of embankment wall. The term 'gateway' is somewhat 

inappropriate because the name implies these elements functioned only as a means 

of egress and ingress at an earthwork complex. While service as a passage is 

apparent in many cases , this function is not universal for all gateways. In addition, 

the specific type of passage needs evaluation. For example, this dissertation argues 

that at Fort Ancient, primary gateways functioned as formal entrances and exits to 

the enclosure whereas other gateway types functioned to allow passage to ancillary 

activity areas . 

Gateways are not functionally identical or used solely as expedient passages 

into an enclosure. At Fort Ancient several gateway exteriors lead to precipitous 

drops into adjacent ravines. Gateway openings also are suggested to function as 

siting points for astronomical alignments at Fort Ancient (Essenpreis and 

Duszynski 1989) and other Middle Woodland earthworks (Bacon 1993: 256-257; 

Hively and Horn 1982, 1984). 

Gateways at Woodland Enclosures 

When compared to Hopewell sites, Adena earthworks generally contain 

fewer gateways and fewer associated architectural elements. Webb and Snow 

(1974:31) note that "in many cases the central area in a 'sacred circle' was not 

enclosed completely by the ditch, but a section some 30 feet or more wide was left 
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unexcavated," thus forming the location of a single gateway. Squier and Davis 

(1848:47) state that sacred circles always have a single gateway that most often 

faces to the east. Besides the circular enclosures, oval earthworks most often are 

attributed to the Adena culture and similarly contain a single gateway. Typical of 

the oval form is the Peter Village (Clay 1988,1985) in Fayette County, Kentucky. 

This Adena earthwork contains a single gateway on the south side of the enclosure 

(Clay 1988: 19). 

Variation in gateway number and distribution is manifest widely at Hopewell 

earthworks . For example, variation ranges from two marked depressions in the 

embankment walls at Mound City to the multiple gateways at typical tripartite 

earthworks in the same region . The tripartite enclosure gateways are spaced 

regularly along the embankment walls forming squares , but they are often 

irregularly spaced in the large circles. As shown in Figure 4 .1, 18 embankment 

wall breaks are recorded at both the Baum and Seip complexes in the Scioto Valley. 

Besides the identical sizes of the squares and appended small circles , this finding 

suggests that gateway placement at tripartite earthworks is not random. Therefore, 

the need for the two tripartite earthworks to contain an identical number of 

gateways must be considered as meaningful as the metric correspondence of the 

circles and squares . 

Gateway openings at earthworks discussed thus far are interpreted as a 

means of user access, celestial sighting points , or components of a highly stylized 

architectural complex. Gateway openings at Middle Woodland hilltop enclosures, 

based largely on the presumed defensive nature of the complexes , are considered 

less planned in placement than their geometric counterparts . Non-gateway breaks 

or gaps in embankment walls often are considered strategically placed at 

precipitous slopes that require no additional protection from hostile forces . This 
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argument is presented at both Fort Ancient and Old Stone Fort, a Middle Woodland 

hilltop enclosure in Franklin County, Tennessee. At Old Stone Fort, Faulkner 

questions the accuracy of this interpretation . In arguing against a primarily 

defensive function for the enclosure, he notes that walls throughout the complex 

are low, from 1.2 to 1.8 m in height, without a palisade to offer minimal defense at 

the exposed portions of the plateau (Faulkner 1968:42). Also at Old Stone Fort, Bacon 

(1993) notes the embankment wall breaks lead directly to plunge pools exploited by 

Middle Woodland inhabitants for available fish resources. 

This brief review of earthwork gateways demonstrates the presumed 

dissimilarities between the formality and function of the architectural elements at 

the Middle Woodland geometric earthworks and hilltop enclosures. Interpretations 

of geometric complexes emphasize the regularity of element occurrence and form 

as opposed to the more utilitarian needs at hilltop enclosures . However, as 

discussed in Chapter 3, Essenpreis postulated 'canons of construction' that are 

reflected in gateway and embankment wall form at the Fort Ancient hilltop 

enclosure. Although her proposals were based on limited data, her research serves 

as a starting point for assessing the validity of the proposed canons of construction, 

expressed in the current study as an architectural grammar. 

Gateways at Fort Ancient 

In this analysis , as a first step, the true number of gateways at Fort Ancient 

must be determined. Erosion has dramatically altered portions of the site over the 

past 2,000 years . The site also shows the effects of many restoration and erosion 

control projects that began in the 1890s and continued through the mid- l 980s. 

These projects drained interior ponds, stabilized eroding sections of embankment 
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wall, scraped surface soils for redeposit on sections of eroded embankment walls, 

reconstructed most earthen mounds, and constructed roads, footpaths, overlooks, 

and visitor facilities. Unfortunately, virtually no records were kept of prehistoric 

cultural materials encountered during the projects or the precise locations and 

extent of the work performed. 

Of particular importance to this study are the CCC projects of the mid-1930s 

that trenched through numerous gateways and laid ceramic pipe to drain ponds on 

the interior of the enclosure. Documentation of this work relies almost entirely on 

detection of limestone slab culverts and dams, trench outlines, and buried ceramic 

tiles currently in place. A single map from the Department of the Interior (1934) 

lists the approximate location of over forty proposed CCC reclamation and 

construction projects at Fort Ancient. No detailed records document whether the 

projects at the mapped location actually were carried out. 

Because of site erosion, historic period activities, and non-uniform criteria 

for establishing the physical attributes that constitute a gateway, researchers over 

the past 175 years produced varying estimates of the total number of these 

architectural elements at Fort Ancient. Drake (1815:212) wrote there were 80 or 

more; Atwater (1820:157) counted a minimum of 58; Brown (1903:439) who made 

gateways his "special study" concluded there were only five; Moorehead, the 

primary site investigator until 1939, noted 74 gateways in his major published 

account (1890:101) and 71 gateways five years later (1895 :370); and finally 

Essenpreis (1984), based on a 1982 on-site reconnaissance, set the number of 

gateways at 72. None of the above authors noted the locations of the specific 

features they believed constituted true gateways. 

In order to adequately test hypotheses based on gateway form, location, and 

associated architectural elements, a determination must be made of the true number 
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of gateways and their locations throughout the Fort Ancient enclosure. The method 

used for determining the number and location of gateways used in the current 

study is based on the following resources, ranked in order of importance: 

Moorehead's field notes (1887) and diary (1889); George Little's map of Fort Ancient 

(1891 a) based on his original survey notes (1891 b); extensive ground observations 

conducted between 1992-94; ground observations conducted by Essenpreis (1982); 

and other miscellaneous publications or field notes . 

Figure 4.2 illustrates the 84 numbered embankment wall breaks recorded on 

the George Little map.1 Essenpreis added three additional embankment wall breaks 

shown as 31a, 55a, and 58a, bringing the total number to 87. Figure 4.3 illustrates 

the 20 embankment wall breaks not considered true gateways in the current study. 

Embankment wall breaks numbered 56 and 22 are not considered true 

gateways because they mark the actual physical boundaries of the embankment 

wall construction between the Middle and South Forts. The portion of the 

embankment wall immediately west of location 56 drops precipitously into the 

adjacent ravine. Moorehead (1890:24) noted the distance of the embankment wall 

gap at location 56 as 44 m and at location 22 as 32 m. This true gap in the 

embankment walls between the Middle Fort and the South Fort is similar to that 

illustrated by Faulkner (1968:4-5) at Old Stone Fort and at Spruce Hill (Squier and 

Davis 1848:Plate IV), a Middle Woodland hilltop enclosure in Ross County, Ohio. At 

Fort Ancient, as discussed in Part III, the embankment wall breaks at this location 

mark the limits of the first series of construction events of the earthwork complex. 

The break in the embankment wall at location 74 is situated at a section of the 

enclosure Moorehead (1890:21) noted as eroded and opening into a deep ravine. 

Today, the depression is fronted by a CCC culvert and drain pipe. In addition, the 

location of the break at 74 is only 10 m from Gateway 75, resulting in a section of 
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embankment wall shorter than any other at the site. For these reasons, the 

embankment wall break at location 74 is not considered a true gateway. The 

embankment wall breaks at locations 6, 9, 11, 41, and 69 are situated in wide ravines . 

Moorehead (1887) noted at Location 11 the "wall turns to bottom; apparently wall 

went clean across. . . . " and at Location i 0 "the wall was once built solidly across a 

deep ravine, but it has since washed out. . The validity of Moorehead's assertions 

is apparent by the present physical condition of the eroded wall sections . At each 

of the five locations listed above, the embankment wall on at least one side of the 

ravine extends part of the way down the eroded slope. The downward sloping walls 

demonstrate that while the ravines likely expanded over the past 2,000 years, the 

erosional features were present at the time of the initial earthwork construction. 

Moorehead's speculation that the embankment walls extended across the bottoms of 

the ravines is difficult to substantiate. Even if the walls extended across the 

ravines, their forms and elevations relative to the interior plateau and other 

gateway openings constitute an architectural element type other than a true 

gateway. 

The final set of wall breaks that are not considered true gateways are shallow 

embankment wall depressions at the locations numbered 21, 27, 31, 32, 34, 38, 43, 45, 

48, 51, 58a, and 65 in Figure 4.3. AU of these embankment wall depressions, except 

at location 34, contain evidence of CCC modification in the form of culverts or 

ceramic drainage tiles. The embankment wall depression at 34 is undisturbed. 

Because the depressions were recorded on Little's 1891 map, their occurrence is not 

simply an artifact of the 1930s CCC activity. The interior side of the 12 locations all 

contain ground surface depressions where water accumulates today. Their 

exteriors all lead to precipitous ravines . In referring to these locations, 

Moorehead's field notes are particularly vague and of little use. Essenpreis (1982) 
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seems equally uncertain regarding the shallow embankment wall depressions. 

Presumably, she did not consider them true gateways when she noted, "not likely a 

gateway" or "may not be true gateways but may reflect a tendency (in this portion 

of the South Fort) to make walls higher opposite the ridges and lower opposite the 

gullies ." As she notes, the low sections of embankment wall predominately occur in 

the South Fort. None of the locations were tested to determine the extent of CCC 

modifications beyond that visible on the ground surface. Assuming the ground 

surface depressions on the interior of these locations are not artifacts of the CCC 

work, then the CCC may have specifically chosen the low sections of embankment 

walls and the pre-existing interior sloping topography for the expedient placement 

of culverts and pipes in their 1930s drainage project. Based on all available 

evidence, the low sections of embankment wall , and possibly their associated 

interior depressions , are part of the original construction design at Fort Ancient. 

However, the extent that present form is equivalent to original form is difficult to 

determine without additional field research. Because of their occurrence primarily 

in the South Fort and their uniform interiors and exteriors , shallow embankment 

wall depressions cannot be dismissed as random or coincidental. Similar low 

sections of embankment wall are present at both Miami Fort and Fort Hill. However, 

even as the undisturbed architectural elements described by Moorehead, the 

shallow depressions in embankment walls at Fort Ancient do not conform to the 

definition of a true gateway used in this study. That is, the features are not marked 

depressions in an otherwise level section of embankment wall. 

Figure 4.4 illustrates the 67 architectural elements considered true gateways 

in this study. Although the assessment of the embankment wall breaks was 

conducted independently of assessing the patterning and distribution of true 

gateways throughout the enclosure, the elimination of the 20 non-gateway 
I 
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embankment wall breaks does resolve several apparent anomalies in the 

distribution of gateways and embankment wall lengths. The distribution and 

patterning of gateway complexes throughout the enclosure is discussed in Chapters 

6, 7, and 8. 
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1. 

CHAPTER 4 NOTE 

No precise map of Fort Ancient exists today. Little's map is grossly inaccurate 

on many points. Much of Moorehead's published data, based on a survey by 

Fowke and Cowan, contains obvious errors. For example, many of the station

to-station linear measurements presented in the "Notes on Survey of Fort 

Ancient" (1890: 119-129) are questionable and do not correspond to 

measurements given in the body of the volume's text. Maps of Fort Ancient 

older than Little's tend to be even less accurate. A survey conducted by the 

Ohio State University in 1908, published in Mills' 1920 guide to Fort 

Ancient, is accurate topographically but inaccurate in the placement of 

many embankment walls, gateways , and other features . In 1984, through 

resurvey and use of Little's original notes , James Marshall , a civil engineer, 

produced a map that accurately plots the locations of most embankment 

walls and the approximate centers of most recorded gateways. The 

positioning of embankment walls and gateways shown in Figure 4.2 is based 

on examining the above three sources and comparison with true ground 

surveys and observations made between 1992-94. Figure 4.2 and variations 

(e.g. , Figures 4.3, 4.4) are used throughout this study to represent the site 

layout of embankment walls and gateways at Fort Ancient. 
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CHAPTER 5 

LAND MODIFICATION AND 'BORROW PIT' FEATURES AT FORT ANCIENT 

Hilltop enclosures are noted for their level mesa-like topography. In fact, 

this quality is considered to have been the primary criterion for selection of 

specific hilltops by prehistoric populations as the locations for constructing 

earthworks (Essenpreis 1986; Morgan and Thomas 1948; Prufer 1996). However, 

Middle Woodland populations leveled portions of the space within the Fort Ancient 

enclosure, filled erosional gullies , and extended the existing plateau before the 

construction of embankment walls at the site (Connolly 1996b). These modifications 

are examined this chapter. 

A critical component of the modification to the natural terrain in the 

construction of hilltop enclosures was the system of borrow pit depressions placed 

along the interior of embankment walls . The earliest explorers of Middle Woodland 

earthworks noted the presence of the ditches (linear depressions) and ponds (round 

to oval depressions) , however, little effort was paid to their investigation. At Fort 

Ancient, sources contradict each other regarding the shape and number of borrow 

pit depressions. Drake (1815:212) wrote, "There is nothing either external or 

internal, that deserves the name of a ditch." MacLean (1887:23) countered: "The 

.walls are not accompanied by a ditch, but within the work there are not less than 

twenty-four reservoirs , which, in connection with springs, would supply sufficient 

water for any number which might there be besieged by an invader." 

Moorehead's published accounts and field notes are contradictory on the 

ground surface depressions. He wrote: "A ditch or moat four to seven feet in depth 

extended around inside the enclosure in the Old [South] Fort, and part of the way in 
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the new [North]. In the Middle Fort, there was less than 200 yards of moat" 

(Moorehead 1895:363). Because of the accumulation of occupational debris 

(ceramics, animal bone, flint, charcoal) in the ditches, Moorehead argued against 

their functioning as water control or drainage devices. Moorehead (1895:371) noted 

that "traces of fire at many points in the ditches seem to indicate that they were not 

filled with water, and were used (for short intervals) as convenient places for camp

fires, etc." Finally, in the South Fort portion of Fort Ancient he stated: "There is 

such a depression above, that if this wall was built to the height of ten feet, it would 

make a pond of nearly quite half an acre. This looks so much like a reservoir, that I 

am tempted consider it such" (Moorehead 1890:16-17). Overall, Moorehead's field 

notes and publications suggest that what he once viewed as a pond or water source 

in the late 1880s he considered a dry ditch by the mid-1890s . 

Most investigators considered the primary purpose of the depressions was the 

source of embankment fill with a latent defensive function. Moorehead's 1890 map 

illustrates only a few of the Fort Ancient ditches and ponds. Locke's map, published 

by Squier and Davis (1848), is more wrong than right in the plotted location of these 

features. The lack of investigation of ditch and pond features at all hilltop 

enclosures confirms the general disinterest in these architectural elements, at least 

in the late 1800s. Such shortcomings and contradictions in early reports would be of 

limited interest if the interior and exterior ground surface depressions at hilltop 

enclosures were used simply as expedient sources of embankment wall fill. 

However, as discussed next, this assumption is not warranted . 

At Fort Ancient, Mills (1908) uncovered a 50 m long limestone pavement 

extending along an interior ditch in the South Fort. The pavement began at a 

spring near the Great Gateway and extended to the south. Morgan's 1940 excavations 

of a ditch in the Middle Fort encountered a similar feature. A trench extending from 
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the interior plateau to the center of the embankment wall revealed an intervening 

ditch feature paved with limestone (Morgan and Ellis 1940). Essenpreis (1986a) 

argued that "this profile also tends to support the hypothesis that the interior 

ditches were deliberately created architectural elements in addition to having 

provided embankment fill. In other locations ditches were paved, with the most 

elaborate pavement identified being adjacent to the Great Gateway." 

At Fort Ancient, the volume of earth in embankment walls does not directly 

account for adjacent borrow pit size and shape. For example, the area immediately 

inside the northeast section of the enclosure is nearly 2 m lower in elevation than 

the plateau immediately beyond the exterior ditch. The variation in elevation 

supports Moorehead's assertion that soils obtained by the prehistoric scraping and 

leveling of the enclosure interior compose at least part of the North Fort 

embankment walls (1890:7) . Therefore, ditches were not the sole sources for 

embankment wall fill. 

By presenting evidence of the prehistoric land modification to the central 

plateau at Fort Ancient and demonstrating the precise construction of pond and 

ditch features, this chapter discusses the initial planning required for the 

placement of other architectural elements at Fort Ancient. Excavation data 

demonstrate that portions of the natural landform were modified to accommodate 

the placement of those elements . A central component of the modification was the 

construction of the pond and ditch features associated with the embankment walls 

throughout the site. The argument is presented here that 'borrow pits' were 

precisely constructed . elements of the site architecture that functioned beyond that 

of expedient sources of embankment wall fill . Minimally, pond and ditches drained 

the interior plateau and were the settings for a broad range of prehistoric 
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activities. Investigations of two sets of these pond and ditch features (Figure 5 .1) 

are reported here. 

Gateways 7 and 8 

The section of embankment wall adjacent to Gateways 7 and 8 forms a discrete 

segment or lobe of interior earthwork space. Figure 5 .2 is a schematic of the 

current ground surface level immediately interior to Gateways 7 and 8. 

Immediately west of the illustrated area are additional architectural elements 

including a free-standing pond, three stone circles, and one stone mound. The 

mound was excavated by Mills (1908) and contained a human burial. Both Mills 

(1908) and Moorehead (1890) noted that, based on their investigations, stone circles 

at Fort Ancient were void of any recognizable cultural activity. 

Figure 5.3 is a schematic of the same area accounting for erosion and runoff 

from the adjacent plateau and embankment walls over the past 2,000 years. The 

reconstruction presents a more accurate estimate of the Middle Woodland 

occupation level. The Middle Woodland level was recorded through core samples 

taken at three meter intervals over the entire zone. 

Topographically, the current elevation of the walkover between the two 

ponds at Gateway 8 represents the approximate unmodified prehistoric ground 

surface. Core samples taken from the walkover contained an upper humus band 

that graded quickly to culturally sterile yellow-brown and orange clay. Similar soil 

profiles were obtained on the west-central margin of the area shown in Figure 5.3, 

the edge of the central plateau. Therefore, at least a part of the ground surface 

adjacent to the embankment walls, including surfaces peripheral to the ponds, 

were excavated from an elevation approximate to that of the Gateway 8 walkover. 
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However, the accuracy of this interpretation is complicated by two factors . First, 

the elevated walkovers, embankment walls, and interior plateau are the sources for 

most of the erosional deposits in the pond features and on their peripheries. 

Therefore, the walkovers and embankment walls today are somewhat lower than 

two thousand years ago. A second complication is assuming that the portion of the 

plateau illustrated in Figure 5.3 was flat or regular in form prior to earthwork 

construction. For example, although intact culturally sterile soils were recorded 

within one meter of the current ground surface along the eastern edge of the 

ponds, the same level was nearly two meters below ground surface in the excavated 

unit shown on the western edge of the ·survey area. This finding suggests that 

Middle Woodland populations not only constructed the embankment walls and 

associated features but modified the land surface to accommodate the placement of 

architectural elements. This interpretation tentatively is proposed at the Gateways 

7 and 8 and conclusively demonstrated at Gateway 13, discussed below. 

The formal construction and nonrandom placement of pond and ditch 

features are recognized throughout the Fort Ancient enclosure as part of the rules 

of a design grammar, detailed later in Part II. The pattern of elements centered on 

Gateways 7 and 8 is an example of the design rules. At this location, the interior 

ponds or ditches are bridged by an elevated walkover at the gateways. At Gateway 8, 

two ponds are located immediately north of the gateway and two ponds immediately 

west of the gateway (not shown). On entering or exiting the earthwork at this 

location, passage was through or over water. This arrangement is typical of the 

gateways at Fort Ancient which consist of an opening in the embankment wall, 

associated ponds, and an elevated earthen walkover. 

The northern pond at Gateway 7 in Figure 5.3 is lined with sand and gravel at 

the base of the prehistorically excavated level. This deliberate lining of pond floors 
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indicates the purposeful construction of these features as formal architectural 

elements. In the case of the Gateway 7 northern pond, profiled in Figure 5.4, the 

pond contours represent the actual depths of the underlying gravel and sand lens. 

The nearby excavation unit exposed a limestone pavement that abuts the gravel and 

sand lens on the edge of the pond. The total dimension of the limestone pavement 

as recorded by soil probes is approximately 10 x 10 m with the northern edge 

paralleling the embankment wall and eastern side abutting the pond margin. 

The limestone pavement associated with the pond is similar in composition to 

the lowest of three-layered overlain pavements excavated northeast of the 

enclosure, which are reported in Part III of this study. Pavements at both locations 

were constructed of small (10-20 cm) slabs of limestone set in a gravel and sand 

matrix. Also, like the northeast pavement, the Gateway 7 pond pavement is littered 

with faunal material , pottery sherds, flint debitage and tools, burnt clay and 

charcoal. The analysis of the ceramic and flint artifacts produced only evidence of 

a Middle Woodland occupation. Faunal material recovered primarily was of deer, 

rabbit, and turkey (Yokel! 1995), typical of Middle Woodland assemblages in the 

region. A single radiocarbon determination of 1800 ± 80 B.P. (Beta 74075, charred 

material) conforms with expectations that place the pavement construction and use 

after the erection of the nearby embankment wall. 

A functional interpretation of the pavement is premature based solely on 

evidence from coring and a single 1 x 1 m test unit. The materials recovered from 

the pavement may represent nothing more than refuse from activities conducted 

on the interior plateau or in association with the nearby stone circles or mound. 

However, based on the overall composition and characteristic of materials 

recovered from the pavement, the deposit is distinct from habitation zone materials 

by containing a more specialized lithic assemblage and a significantly reduced 
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organic matrix within the pavement proper. This finding suggests the pavement 

was not a primary or long-term dumping station but possibly the secondary discard 

location of the by-products of more specialized activities or the appropriate location 

for performing those activities. 

The Gateway 7 and 8 ponds present an additional line of evidence for 

demonstrating the intentional and specific form of the construction of 

architectural elements, as follows: 

1) The limestone pavement and gravel lining demonstrate the pond's 

function exceeded that of a borrow pit and was incorporated into the ongoing 

activities of the user population. The pavement leading to the pond facilitates user 

access to the water source. The cultural materials recovered from the pavement 

suggest the feature marked an activity setting on the pond periphery. The single 

radiocarbon determination from the pavement, that post-dates the hypothesized 

initiation of earthwork construction, supports the model of continued earthwork 

use for a significant period after the initial construction of architectural elements. 

This temporal model of development at Fort Ancient is detailed in Part III. 

2) Although the construction of gateway complexes at this location utilized 

pre-existing landforms, alteration of the natural terrain was necessary to achieve 

fi nal pond and embankment wall form. 

In summary, Gateways 7 and 8 provide an example of the precise 

construction of pond and ditch features at Fort Ancient. The material 

enhancements of the basic architectural forms, as seen through the limestone 

pavement and pond lining, demonstrate that beyond the simple rules of design, the 

archi tectural elements also facilitated post-construction activities. In addition, the 

pronounced interior walkover at Gateway 8 is centered directly in line with an axis 

between the group of stone circles, mounds , and the single, free-standing pond 
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located on the adjacent interior plateau. As a system, the architectural elements at 

the Gateway 7 and 8 complexes were linked to these features. Finally, the area 

bracketed by the Gateway 7 and 8 complexes is an example of a segmented lobe of 

space within the earthwork interior. The precise arrangement of gateways, spurs, 

ponds, and interior walkovers contained in this section are repeated in other 

segmented zones throughout the enclosure (e.g., Gateways 10 and 11), as discussed 

in Chapter 7. 

Gateway 13 

The Gateway 13 architectural elements (Figure 5.5) include exterior spurs, an 

interior ditch, gateways, and an interior pond. This location was the focus of 

intensive investigations during the 1992 and 1993 field seasons at Fort Ancient. The 

location was chosen for investigation because of the number of clustered 

architectural elements and the minimum amount of natural erosion and historic 

disturbance. Research conducted at this location provided further evidence of the 

precise construction and function of pond and ditch features at Fort Ancient. First, 

excavations revealed modification of the interior plateau to accommodate the 

placement of the formal architectural elements. Second, evidence of cultural 

activity in both pre- and post-embankment contexts demonstrate the Gateway 13 

pond was a locus of prehistoric activity throughout the Middle Woodland 

occupation. 

Figure 5.6 illustrates the excavation units and soil cores placed m the 

Gateway 13 complex. Below, the field research conducted is examined by 

provenience, followed by a synthesis and evaluation of the investigations. 
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Units 1193 and 6192 

Excavation Units 1193 and 6/92 documented land modification to the terrain 

prior to the construction of the adjacent embankment wall and recovered evidence 

of pre-embankment wall activities. Land modification evidence is observed best in 

the east wall profile of Unit 6/92, which is located at the base of the adjacent 

embankment wall and gateway opening (Figure 5.6). The mottled yellow-bro'"!n 

and red-brown clays at the lowest level of Unit 6/92 contained no artifacts and, 

based on fragipan development, are in situ soils (Figure 5.7). The uppermost level 

contained silt from embankment wall erosion. The intervening gray-brown silty 

clays represents cultural fill. Only occasional flint artifacts were recovered from 

the fill. All of the cultural materials were found at the interface of the cultural fill 

and the undisturbed substratum. Besides a gravel lens separating the two soils, 

quantities of charcoal, animal bone, flint, and ceramics also were recorded at the 

interface. 

The interface between the gray clay fill and the lowest level shown in Unit 

6/92 represents an activity level that predates the construction of the embankment 

wall. Figure 5.7 shows that the substratum slopes down through the south end of 

the\ unit. Cultural fill was added to close the gully as well as build up and extend this 

portion of the plateau to produce the desired surface for construction of the 

embankment wall. 

At the interface of the culturally sterile subsoils and the cultural fill of both 

Units 6/92 and 1/93, a circle of limestone, gravel, and ash was recorded. The 

enclosed area contained animal bone, charcoal, and ash and represents a disturbed 

cooking feature. Because of the high water table at the interface level, soils are 

saturated most of the year. The saturation allowed for the preservation of small 
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pieces of wood on the periphery of the cooking feature. Because no postmolds were 

observed in the unit, the wood niay represent a stabilizing base for the cultural fill 

or be related to activities focused around the cooking feature. Faunal material 

recovered from within the cooking feature consisted of portions of the hind feet of 

a white tailed deer, possibly representing a single butchering event (Yokell 1995). 

Typical Middle Woodland ceramics and a predominance of Harrison County 

(Wyandotte) and Ohio Flint Ridge chert varieties , some in the form of bladelet 

fragments , presumed diagnostic of the Middle Woodland, were recovered from the 

same strata as the cooking feature. 

Two carbon samples recovered from within the cooking feature yielded 

radiocarbon determinations of 2340 ± 130 B.P. (Beta 56269, wood charcoal), from the 

portion of the feature located in Unit 6/92 and 1620 ± 70 B.P. (Beta 74071 , wood 

charcoal), from the portion of the feature located in Unit 1/93. The obvious 

contradiction in the two assays is not readily explained. Both samples were taken 

from opposite halves of the same feature. The earlier date from Unit 6/92 is 

supported by the unambiguous pre-embankment wall context of the feature. The 

later date from Unit 1193 is problematic for precisely the same reason. In addition, 

the later range of radiocarbon years yielded by the Unit 1/93 sample does not 

accommodate any known occupational sequence at the site. Contextually, the 

cooking feature appears 'sealed' with no apparent natural or historic disturbances 

compromising the integrity of the carbon samples. Probable causes of sample 

contamination (e.g., Taylor 1987; Aitken 1991) do not adequately account for the 

wide disparity in results. The most likely explanation for the discrepancy is the 

inherent problem of radiocarbon dating unspecified wood charcoal from cooking 

features . 
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Although tempting to accept the earlier of the two results as meeting 

expectations based on context and the diagnostic cultural materials recovered, for 

the purposes of this study, neither date is presumed valid. Instead, context is given 

the overriding authority in generating interpretations. 

In summary Units 6/92 and 1/93 revealed evidence of a pre-embankment 

wall cooking feature on the edge of an erosional gully. Based on the low density 

and singular type of faunal elements recovered from within the enclosed area, the 

cooking feature likely was utilized only on a single event. The east wall profile of 

Unit 6/92 provides evidence that the erosional gully was filled prior to the 

construction of the overlying gateway and embankment wall. The significance to 

this study is demonstrating the land modification of the natural terrain prior to the 

construction of the earthwork's standing architecture. 

Units 3/92 and 5192 

Within the pond proper, Units 3/92 and 5/92 contained a similar cooking 

feature as documented in Units 6/92 and 1193 that was located on the same interface 

with sterile subsoils. However, no culturally placed fill covered the latter feature. 

That is, only post-Middle Woodland natural deposits overlay the cooking feature. 

The limestone in the wall of Figure 5.8 shows the location of the feature. Within 

and near the arc of limestone, faunal elements representing the portion of the 

right half of a white tail deer (Yokell 1995), a cut piece of mica and debris, bladelets, 

charcoal, burnt clay, and a Snyder's Cluster Point base were recovered. Charcoal 

from within the feature yielded a radiocarbon determination of 1970 ± 100 B.P. 

(Beta 56270, wood charcoal), well within the first half of the Middle Woodland. 
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Based on the stratigraphy recorded in the Units, the cooking feature was 

located on the edge of the pond and apparently was utilized during a period when 

the water level was low. The low density of materials from within the arch of 

limestone suggests use of the feature on a single occasion. This finding supports . 

the interpretation that the interior of the earthwork was used for more specific and 

limited types of activities than on the exterior periphery zones, as discussed in Part 

III. 

Unit 8192 

Unit 8/92 was excavated to record the stratigraphic profile of the ditch 

element on the interior of Wall 13. Figure 5. 9 shows the sequence of infilling 

processes as recorded on the north wall profile. Data relevant to the current study 

recorded from Unit 8/92 include the following: 

1) A thin band of charcoal (Feature 3/93) recovered from the base of the 

ditch yielded a radiocarbon determination of 1930 ± 130 B.P. (Beta 74073 , charred 

material) well within the first half of the Middle Woodland. Contextually, Feature 

3193 represents the latest temporal point for the initiation of ditch construction, 

and presumably, the adjacent embankment wall. 

2) The buried "A" horizon recorded in the east wall profile of Unit 8/92 

(Figure 4.9) presents additional evidence of the pre-embankment ground surface 

level at this location of the enclosure~ This surface is markedly sloped. Whether 

the slope represents a single short anomaly or whether the slope continues for a 

great distance is not demonstrated conclusively. However, initial findings suggest 

an infilling process similar to that recorded at Unit 6/92 also occurred at the 

location of Unit 8/92. 
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3) The 402 lithic materials recovered from near the sterile interface of Unit 

8/92 were predominately the by-products of late stage reduction activities . The 

significance of this finding is the specificity of the activity type recorded . As 

consistently documented at contexts within the enclosure, the type of activity tends 

to be very specific when compared to the more generalized or multi-purpose 

activities occurring on the exterior of the enclosure. 

Total Pond Construction and Function 

Throughout the Gateway 13 pond, the yellow-brown and red-brown clays 

consistently encountered over the entire zone delimit the undisturbed substratum 

or culturally sterile soils. Soil cores were extended to about 1 m below this interface 

to detect buried 11 A11 horizons or irregularities in soil formation. None were 

detected. In cores, shovel test probes, and excavation units within the pond, the 

vertical artifact distribution was strikingly similar to that discussed in the above 

units . That is, few artifacts were encountered in the overlying dark gray silt. Only 

isolated artifacts, primarily flint debitage, were recovered from the underlying 

brown-gray silty clays. Only at the interface with culturally sterile soils were 

significant quantities of artifacts and intact features encountered. No artifacts 

were recovered below the interface. Further, a pea gravel lens was encountered at 

this interface throughout portions of the pond, particularly in areas containing 

the greatest density of artifacts. These gravels were judged culturally placed 

because of their widespread occurrence in association with cultural activity 

throughout the pond area. Further, in typical Rossmoyne Series soil formations , 

such gravels are not encountered for an additional 40-50 cm below ground surface 

(Garner et al. 1973). 
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Figure 5.10 illustrates that the culturally sterile interface contour, shown in 

the foreground, is markedly different from the pond shape as seen today, shown in 

the background. Particularly noteworthy are the drops in elevation on the west-

central side of the pond and in the southeast corner. The depression on the west 

side suggests that prior to pond construction, an erosional feature extended west 

across the plateau. Also, the 275 m elevation in the southeast corner of the pond is 

nearly 2 m lower than the base of the overlying embankment wall. This finding is 

comparable to the stratigraphy in Unit 6/92 and demonstrates again that portions 

of the plateau were extended and raised to accommodate the construction of the 

embankment walls. In addition, the erosional gully detected in Unit 6/92 was traced 

successfully with soil cores onto the central plateau. A second gully was detected in 

the ditch between Units 8/92 and 10/92 and also was traced successfully with soil 

cores onto the interior plateau. Both of these gullies ranged in width from 3 to 6 m, 

and extended to a depth of 2.5 m below the current ground surface. 

The density of artifacts recovered from the 50 cm shovel test probes was 

highest on the eastern pond edge and in the southwest corner. For example, the 

southwestern-most shovel test yielded eight bladelets, animal bone, pottery, fire

cracked rock and charcoal. A 1 x 1 m test unit placed at this location revealed the 

corner of a pit feature containing faunal material, charcoal and burnt clay. The 

remainder of the unit produced flint bladelets, utilized flakes, and debitage along 

with Middle Woodland ceramics, all from a five centimeter level of mottled soil. The 

northeastern-most shovel test produced a piece of cut mica, flint debitage, charcoal 

and animal bone. Smaller amounts of mica, flint, charcoal, pottery, and animal 

bone were recovered from most of the shovel test probes on the pond margins. 

Finally Units 1/92 and 4/92 were excavated to examine a gravel lens located 

on the periphery of the pond. Unfortunately, the lens was intermixed with a poor 
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grade of asphalt and thus judged historically disturbed. Above and immediately 

below the gravel and asphalt level, few artifacts were recovered. However, at a 

depth of 35 cm below ground surface a well-defined buried 'A' horizon was 

encountered. Within and immediately below the horizon the density of artifacts 

increased dramatically. Ohio Flint Ridge, Harrison County (Wyandotte) and Knox 

chert varieties of bladelets and lithic debitage were recovered. Charcoal flecks 

were distributed evenly throughout the unit at this depth. The context of the 

buried 'A' horizon suggests an activity setting covered by subsequent prehistoric 

and historic activities 

Gateway 13 Summary 

The Gateway 13 stratigraphy illustrates a significant modification of the 

original plateau surface by Middle Woodland populations. The evidence is in the 

form of a consistent and sharply defined soil boundary between undisturbed 

substratum and cultural fill with cultural features and increased artifact densities 

at their interface. The sharply defined soil boundary indicates a lack of natural soil 

formation. The uniformity of the stratigraphic sequencing argues against the fill 

resulting from a single sheetwash event. 

The Gateway 13 pond was a locus for activity conducted within the earthwork 

complex. This assertion is based on the wide range of artifacts recovered in and on 

the periphery of the pond and the associated features including pits and cooking 

areas. When compared with additional excavation data presented below , the 

prehistoric activity focused on the pond is consistent with the more restricted and 

specialized use of earthwork interior space as opposed to the habitation zones on 

the exterior of the earthwork, complex. 
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Summary 

The excavations reported demonstrate that Middle Woodland populations 

modified the plateau on which the Fort Ancient earthwork later was constructed. 

As discussed throughout Part II , the modification produced a surface to 

accommodate the precise placement of embankment walls, interior ditches , ponds , 

and other architectural elements that were a focus for Middle Woodland activities. 

The extent of the modification is demonstrated best at Gateway 13. The total extent 

of the modification throughout the entire site remains unknown. If Gateway 13 

proves typical for the site as a whole, then the volume of earth moved in leveling 

and extending the plateau may approach that used in the construction of 

embankment walls and mounds at the site. 
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CHAPTER 6 

ANALYSIS OF PRIMARY GATEWAYS 

Primary gateway complexes exhibit the most consistent patterning and 

regular combination of architectural elements at Fort Ancient and other regional 

hilltop enclosures. This chapter describes those complexes. The analysis of this 

data forms the basis for testing the hypotheses that the gateway complexes manifest 

a descriptive and functional architectural grammar of Middle Woodland hilltop 

enclosures . The Fort Ancient earthwork contains three primary gateway 

complexes (Figure 6.1). These gateways are numbered from south to north as 37 

(South Gateway), 55a (Great Gateway), and 1 (Twin Mound Complex). The remaining 

64 gateways at Fort Ancient are referred to in this dissertation as secondary 

gateways. 

The definition of a primary gateway is based on observations and excavations 

from Fort Ancient. The architectural elements associated with primary gateway 

complexes not present at secondary gateway complexes are the conjoined mound or 

twin mound form and ramps leading to the interior and exterior of the earthwork. 

Other architectural elements, such as limestone pavements, are quantitatively 

greater at primary gateway complexes than at secondary gateway complexes. 

Because primary gateway complexes are defined at Fort Ancient, their most 

complete manifestation, based on available evidence, is necessarily expressed at 

Fort Ancient. As discussed and assessed later in Part II, the expression of primary 

gateway complexes at all other hilltop enclosures reported herein is less than the 

ideal Fort Ancient model. However, no other hilltop enclosure reported contains 

any gateway form with observable or reported architectural elements other than 

those recorded at Fort Ancient. Therefore, based on all available data, the Fort 
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Ancient primary gateway complexes serve as valid models for the ideal or most 

complete primary gateway complexes at hilltop enclosures in the region. 

Gateway 37 - The South Gateway 

Figure 6.2 illustrates a typical primary gateway complex and adequately 

characterizes the South Gateway. This gateway, located in the southwest corner of 

the South Fort, received scant attention from Moorehead and other early 

investigators . Moorehead (1890:15-16) notes that the gateway is referred to as a 

mound but the feature is actually composed of two high sections of embankment 

wall . This conjoined mound form is typical of primary gateways. The gateway is 

presumed constructed principally of earth with a limestone facing and limestone 

footers on the exterior. Limestone slabs are currently visible at these locations . On 

the interior of the gateway, Essenpreis (1982) notes the lack of a walkover or ramp 

for accessing the central plateau. The interior plateau currently slopes down to the 

gateway allowing water to accumulate at this location. However, the 1908 Ohio State 

University map (Mills 1920) shows, minimally, the remnants of a walkover, elevated 

30 - 60 cm above lateral depressions . The 1934 Department of the Interior map of 

Fort Ancient also shows the walkover. A foot trail leading from the interior plateau 

through Gateway 37 was slated for construction by the CCC. This trail now is 

abandoned and overgrown. Because all maps that gauge the enclosure's interior 

topography before 1934 show evidence of an interior walkover with lateral 

depressions at the South Gateway, and there are the other associated gateway 

elements, a walkover is expected at this location. Therefore, this study concludes an 

interior walkover existed as an architectural element of the original South Gateway 

complex. 
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The exterior of the South Gateway leads to a spur, centered on Gateway 36, 

that allows a gradual descent to the Little Miami River 85 vertical meters below the 

gateway opening. A stone pavement leads from the gateway exterior and extends to 

the base of the ravine. 

Both Mills (1920) and Morgan (1970:37) indicate that a stone mound 

containing 40 wagon loads of limestone slabs and human skeletal fragments were 

located on the spur immediately exterior to the South Gateway. Although neither of 

the authors cite their source, the feature in question is presumably Grave 49 

excavated by Moorehead. In his diary Moorehead (1889:2529) wrote: 

On July 16th or 17th we went to the South West end of the Old 
Fort, crossed the wall near station ____ and began work on a large 
grave 20 x 10 feet in extent. The grave lay on a spur or point of land 
200 ft. from the outer slope of wall. A large poplar log lay near this 
grave 

We took out a number of extra large flat stones which were set 
in edgeways. We threw out more than ten wagon loads of rock none 
less than 15 lbs. and some weighing 50 or 60. We dug through the 
grave thoroughly but found nothing whatever in it. 

Why these stones? 
Why placed with such care? 
Were the bones long since decayed? 
Answer if you can. 
Time 1/4 day - 2 men - cost 65¢ 

Unfortunately, Moorehead did not record the station location. However, the 

exterior of the South Gateway is the only spur location in the South Fort not 

referenced with a specific station number in his 1889 Diary. Moorehead did 

conduct excavations on every other spur in the south half of the South Fort and 

references those excavations with different grave and station numbers. Therefore, 

by process of elimination, the spur exterior to the South Gateway must be the 

location of Grave 49. 
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Mills' report of burials in Grave 49 is apparently based on his assumption 

that Moorehead either did not record the skeletal remains present, or that burials, 

initially placed in the stone mound, were completely decomposed by the time of 

Moorehead's excavations. The latter possibility is unlikely given the preservation 

of human skeletal remains in identical contexts on other exterior spurs and 

terraces at Fort Ancient. Mills possibly just misinterpreted Moorehead's habit of 

referring to any pile of limestone slabs as a grave, whether the feature contained 

evidence of human remains or not. There is no evidence that Mills examined the 

spur. Therefore, this study concludes the stone mound on the spur exterior to the 

South Gateway was not a burial mound. The importance of this conclusion becomes 

clear when the architectural elements of primary gateway complexes at Fort 

Ancient are compared with similar complexes at other hilltop enclosures in the 

region. 

In summary, the South Gateway is considered a primary gateway because of 

the conjoined mound or raised sections of embankment wall that form the gateway 

opening. The architectural elements associated with the South Gateway on the 

exterior are a spur containing a stone mound and a limestone slab pavement, and 

on the interior, an elevated walkover leading to the central plateau and flanked by 

depressions on either side. 

Gateway SSa - The Great Gateway 

Assessing the architectural elements of the Great Gateway relies almost 

exclusively on excavations and photographs from before 1910. Road construction 

after that date along with restoration and erosion control projects of the CCC 

markedly altered and obscured the original form. Figure 6.3 is an illustration of the 
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Great Gateway complex. The elements that comprise the gateway, conjoined mounds 

or raised sections of embankment wall, are similar in form, but larger than those of 

the South Gateway. A well -formed ramp extends from the base of the gateway 

opening to both the interior of the South Fort and toward the Middle Fort. 

Moorehead reports (1890:24): 

These two mounds are about 20 feet in altitude, and at the base are ten 
feet apart, leaving just space enough for a wagon to pass between 
them. At their bases and between them is a raised platform four feet 
in height. This is more extensive on the side next to the Old Fort [South 
Fort] than on that laying toward the New [North Fort] . . . . 

Photographs taken in 1892 (Kern Collection, Montgomery County Historical 

Society, Dayton, Ohio) of both the north and south views of the Great Gateway 

confirm Moorehead's description . However, near the gateway opening, the two 

sections of embankment wall, particularly on the west side, exhibit a more gradual 

slope than the marked upward slope shown in Figure 6.2 of the South Gateway. 

Moorehead (1890:25-26) noted that at the gateway opening the wall section 

on the east was "much higher" than the section to the west. The 1892 Kern 

Collection photographs suggest the difference in height is less than 1 m. As 

reported below, the asymmetrical form of conjoined mounds is repeated at the Twin 

Mounds complex at Fort Ancient and other Middle Woodland hilltop enclosures in 

the region. Therefore, asymmetry is a characteristic of at least some primary 

gateway complexes. Other symmetrical relationships of architectural elements at 

Fort Ancient are discussed in Chapters 7 and 8. 

Moorehead does not give an estimate for the length of the ramps, but, based 

on his photographs and the present condition of the elements, the ramps extended 

at least 10 m to the north and south of the gateway opening. The wagon road 
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described by Moorehead did not apparently entail significant grading or 

destruction of the gateway beyond leveling and widening the gap base. 

Moorehead (1890:84) excavated a single unit in the south ramp and wrote: 

We sank a shaft six by ten, and five feet deep. We found many human 
bones. The bones were much decayed . . no regularity of burial . . 
Skull bones, femurs, arm, and breast bones were all mixed up . . . 
upwards of 50 femurs and tibiae, many hundreds of finger bones , ribs, 
and teeth. But not one whole skull or skeleton could we get. 

On either side of the south ramp were large ground surface depressions. The 

east side of the south ramp is altered significantly since Moorehead's observations. 

The 1934 Department of the Interior map of Fort Ancient indicates the area around 

the Great Gateway was slated for erosion control modification. Railroad ties held in 

place by tie-bars are currently visible on the north side of the east conjoined 

mound. 

Moorehead's field notes (1887) state that east of the south ramp the "ground 

inside is mucky but no evidence of excavation of a ditch ." Moorehead's published 

account ( 1890: 14) notes that "there is a moat on the inside." Although complicated 

by Moorehead's contradictions, the area immediately east of the south ramp (Wall 

23) was, and currently is , significantly lower than the interior plateau. Today the 

depression fills with run-off from the higher elevations. This finding is supported 

by an 1892 photograph of the interior at Wall 23 that illustrates a depressed area 

containing standing water (Kern Collection K.1.7.46 , Montgomery County Historical 

Society, Dayton, Ohio) and a similar 1908 photograph of excavations conducted by 

Mills (1908, Negative 431, Ohio Historical Society, Columbus). In addition, Randall 

(1908: 101) states that this section of wall carries a "wide and deep interior moat. . 

The section of embankment wall immediately east of the Great Gateway 

contained an uncharacteristically large quantity of limestone slabs. Moorehead 
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notes that a depression in this section of embankment wall was filled completely 

with limestone and that "all about the Great Gateway are masses of stone which 

were employed both as coverings for graves and as protection to the embankment 

Human bones in large numbers have been found a few inches below the 

surface soil in and about the Great Gateway" (1890:25). Moorehead is not explicit as 

to where "about the Great Gateway" is precisely located. Obviously he is referring 

to the ramp ossuary, but whether additional burials were recorded within the 

gateway or embankment wall is not clear. 

The west side of the south ramp shows evidence of significant alteration 

during the historic period and also was slated for modification by the CCC. 

Fortunately, Moorehead's notes are more explicit at this location and excavations 

conducted by Mills in 1908 contain additional detail. A deep ditch that maintained a 

flow of water followed the entire length of the embankment wall on the west side of 

the Great Gateway's south ramp (Moorehead 1890:28). Moorehead's Pit #55 

(1889:2538) was excavated in this ditch: 

Near the Great Gateway . . . is a deep trench. The embankment here is 
12 ft. ~igh. I had often desired to see the bottom of the trench and 
ascertain if there were any traces of decayed timber etc .... We dug a 
hole 8 1/2 ft. long, 5 ft wide 5 ft deep. At a depth of 5 ft. limestone 
gravel was found . The earth above is clay intermixed with charcoal 
flakes, a few flint chips and traces of decayed wood. We proved 
conclusively that the trench had once been 5 ft. deeper, that the earth 
in it came principally from the wall above due to wash from rains. 
Also that timbers or logs had once filled part of it. 

Moorehead (1895:368) also reported a mound to the west of the south ramp at 

the Great Gateway: 

There is a small mound immediately within the Old Fort and distant 15 
or 20 feet from the inner slope of the Great Gateway, which, upon 
exploration, was found to contain hundreds and hundreds of 
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fragments of badly-decayed human bones. A conservative estimate . 
would place the number of skeletons interred in this tumulus at from 
200 to 300. 

Although this mound is not mentioned in Moorehead's 1890 publication, in a 

later article (1895) he does distinguish the feature from the ossuary burials in the 

south ramp. Therefore, he likely is referring to two separate features . Randall 

(1908:101) observed that "as you emerge from the Great Gateway, is a conical mound, 

ten feet high, with a base diameter of forty feet, near which were found heaps of 

stones, used both as coverings for graves and to strengthen the wall. Human bones 

in vast quantities - 'bushels of them' - were found here a few inches below the 

surface soil." However, Randall's accompanying photograph of the mound depicts a 

feature constructed solely of earth with a height greater than the adjacent 

embankment walls . Further, there is simply not enough room to position a mound 

of the size Randall describes in this portion of the enclosure. Therefore, Randall's 

photograph and description are likely erroneous. 

The mound is not shown on any map of Fort Ancient prior to Mills' 1920 site 

guide. A facsimile of the mound is present today at the approximate location noted 

by Moorehead. Given Moorehead's description of the mound's size, the feature 

likely did not contain the 200 skeletons he estimated. The location of all skeletal 

material excavated by Moorehead from Middle Woodland contexts at Fort Ancient, if 

preserved, is not known today. Therefore, there is no way to verify the legitimacy 

of hi s claims regarding the number of individuals interred in the mound. 

An additional set of architectural elements associated with the Great Gateway 

are limestone slab pavements. A formal limestone pavement was excavated by Mills 

in 1908. From his field notes (1908), the pavement is described as follows: 
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According to Mr. Van Horn, inside the Great Gateway, and running 
along the road way, were two half circles, but this condition we did not 
find, but instead we found a pavement of water worn stones placed flat 
and looking like a paved way . This pavement extended along the edge 
of the mote [sic], inside of which water would be contained. It began 
15' 6" from the Great Gateway and extended a distance of 150 feet due 
south. It was 8 feet wide, and the stones were for the most part small, 
never exceeding 15 inches in length and perhaps eight to ten inches 
in width, while they were from 1/2 to 3 inches in thickness . They 
were mostly limestone, but now and then one of sandstone replaced 
the limestone, and occasionally a boulder varying from 3 to 9 inches 
in diameter was found. However, those were very scarce. The 
limestone was very fossiliferous, and appeared to have come from the 
river bed, as practically all of them are waterworn. 

This pavement was very irregular. In many instances the 
stones were set on edge, especially in the center of the paved way, 
which extended in many cases to the bottom of the mote [sic]. In the 
part of the pavement directly opposite the summer house the stone are 
especially irregular, many being on edge in the center of the 
pavement. 

The description by Mills is somewhat confusing and no map locating the 

feature precisely is available. Mills (1920) described the pavement as nearly 

abutting the embankment wall. With a reported width of 2.4 m, the entire 

pavement is located within the interior ditch running along embankment Wall 55. 

His report that the pavement "extended along the edge of the mote [sic], inside of 

which water would be contained" appears to contradict this interpretation. A 

photograph (Mills 1908, Negative 431 , Ohio Historical Society, Columbus) of a 

portion of the pavement shows the feature located at the base and edge of the ditch 

furthest from the embankment wall . In the same report, Mills writes that "as far I 

can judge .. I think this pavement was used for the purpose of procuring water 

from the large reservoir , which also made up the mote [sic]." Finally, Mills notes 

that "the pavement does not extend in a straight line, but while it is regular for the 

most part near the edge of the mote [sic], the side away from the mote [sic] is 

irregular, although at no place does the width measure less than four feet." 
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The ability to determine the precise location and form of the limestone 

pavement is necessary for interpreting the function of this architectural element 

of the Great Gateway complex. At least a portion of the pavement was located within 

the ditch curving along the interior wall on the west side of the south ramp. The 

pavement terminates on the north in a reservoir or pond located near Gateway 55. 

The location of the pond today is filled with water year-round and likely represents 

a remnant spring head. Between the reservoir and the gateway ramp and nearly 

abutting Wall 55a is the conical mound. 

Essenpreis and Moseley (1984:9) illustrate an arrangement of features 

similar to that described above but add a straight section of pavement running well 

away from the ditch terminating on the north at the conical mound and on the 

south, at the same distance as the termination point of the ditch pavement (Figure 

6.3). Their reason for adding this latter pavement is not discussed in the text. 

Presumably, the addition is based on the scattering of limestone reported by Mills 

and Van Horn near the location of the wagon road and away from the ditch. This 

assumption is reasonable. Photographs from the Kern Collection show the 

presence of limestone laying flat on the ramps of the Great Gateway. Moorehead 

also noted the abundance of limestone at this location but does not refer to a 

pavement. Essenpreis (1982) also notes the presence of bare patches of earth south 

of the gateway along the west side of the wagon road and believes these might also 

indicate the presence of a pavement. Finally, given the presence of limestone 

pavements originating from the other two primary gateway complexes at Fort 

Ancient, such a feature at the Great Gateway would not be anomalous. For the 

purpose of this study, two pavements are assumed elements of the original 

construction of the south side opening at the Great Gateway. The presence of the 

ditch pavement is without question . 
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The north side of the Great Gateway contains no architectural elements in 

the immediate proximity other than the gateway ramp, likely paved with limestone 

slabs. Both lateral sides of the north ramp lead to precipitous ravines. This location 

marks the end point of the South Fort enclosure. The Middle Fort embankment 

walls are located well to the north of the Great Gateway and are not considered a 

part of the gateway complex. 

This study proposes that the two crescents situated north of the Great 

Gateway are elements of that same gateway complex. As will be shown in discussing 

the primary gateway complex in the North Fort, in consideration of other regional 

hilltop enclosures and as suggested by Essenpreis and Moseley at Fort Ancient 

(1984:24), the two crescent-shaped embankments functioned to funnel earthwork 

users into the South Fort. The crescent embankments convex sides face north. 

Each embankment is about 10 m in length and 1.5 m in height. The current gap 

between the two sections of wall is about 5 m and is covered by a paved road. 

Although no excavation of the crescents is recorded , they are likely reconstructed , 

at least in part, based on their current shapes when compared to the early mapped 

forms. A small stone mound is recorded within the curve of the east crescent. The 

mound contained "parts of two human skeletons, a flint spear point, two arrow 

points, a flint knife, some mica, and four hammers tones" (Griffin 1943 :220). 

In summary, the Great Gateway architectural elements include a ramp on 

the north side of the gateway that leads to the isthmus of the Middle Fort. The ramp 

on the south side of the gateway contains an ossuary burial deposit and serves as a 

walkover between lateral ponds or ditches. A burial mound of indeterminate size is 

located immediately west of the south ramp. A limestone slab pavement lines the 

ditch that follows the interior of Wall 55 for approximately 46 m. A second 

pavement, of the same approximate length , originates near the conical mound and 
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continues on a straight line south into the South Fort. Finally, the two crescent 

embankments north of the Great Gateway function as a funnel device for the 

complex. A small stone mound containing portions of two human burials is 

recorded on the interior curve of the east crescent embankment. 

Gateway 1 - The Twin Mounds Complex 

The Twin Mounds complex is located in the North Fort at Gateway 1 and 

includes two conical mounds, commonly referred to as the Twin Mounds, the 

parallel wall complex, ditches along the immediate exterior of the earthwork 

embankment walls, and ditches that connect the twin mounds to their respective 

north and south ravines (Figure 6.4). No excavation is recorded within Gateway 1. 

From the gateway opening a ramp extends to both the east (exterior) and west 

(interior) . Moorehead (1890:9-10) wrote: 

one sees a platform or fan -shaped mound thrown directly in the 
gateway. It extends outward to the east, and forms quite a wide 
roadway across the moat. From its general appearance and its 
connection with the gateway, we conclude that it was the principal 
entrance to the inclosure [sic] . . . a platform or graded way has been 
thrown up which leads down in the interior. This has been so 
cultivated that its original shape can not now be determined. 

Moorehead does not give dimensions for the ramp, but, based on the current 

size and his published photographs (1890), the feature was likely comparable to the 

Great Gateway ramps or slightly larger. The ramps are much reduced today as a 

result of historic agricultural activities. Moorehead did not record a limestone 

pavement on the ramp or in the gateway opening, and there is no trace of such a 

feature today. 
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The west end of the ramp leads to the interior plateau. No ditches or ponds 

are reported along the interior embankment walls. The alignment of the west ramp 

leads to a small conical mound that is the northeast of four mounds forming a 

square in the North Fort. Moorehead (1890:46) reports the mound contained a 

"skeleton, much decayed. Nothing else was found . . there was considerable 

[amount] of burnt stone upon this structure." 1 The northeast mound is the only 

mound of the four mounds forming a square reported to contain evidence of human 

skeletal remains. No detailed records exist of the individual mounds in the group 

and all were examined before Moorehead's excavations. In referring to the four 

mounds Hosea (1874:293) wrote the features were: 

now almost obliterated by cultivation . . . . An examination of these 
showed them to be places where long-continued fires were had, but 
for what purpose was not evident, as no remains of pottery or other 
manufactures were discovered in the vicinity. The earth was burned 
to a considerable depth, and covered by the debris of burned rock in 
great quantities. 

Therefore, the four mounds, and specifically the northeast mound associated 

with the Twin Mounds complex, were not "burial mounds" as the term commonly is 

used in Woodland contexts. In fact, Moorehead (1895:368) notes that of all the 

mounds within the Fort Ancient enclosure, only two or three contained any 

evidence of human remains. 

The east ramp at Gateway 1 is flanked by wide ditches. Moorehead (1890:6) 

reports their prehistoric depth at over 2 m. The ditches at this location are no 

longer visible but, based on Moorehead's description, extended across the entire 

northeast section of embankment walls between State Route 350 and the ravine 
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This study proposes that the Twin Mounds and parallel walls functionally are 

grouped with the architectural elements of Gateway 1. Figure 6.4 shows all 

elements composing the Twin Mounds Complex. As discussed below, the 

architectural elements of the Twin Mound complex duplicate the architectural 

elements of the Great Gateway complex. 

The portion of the earthworks that includes the Twin Mounds and parallel 

walls received considerable attention beginning with the earliest written accounts 

of Fort Ancient. In addition, recent excavations conducted between 1982-90 provide 

added description of the architectural elements . 

The center opening between the two conical mounds is approximately 114 m 

at an azimuth of 57 degrees from the center opening of Gateway 1. The distance and 

azimuth are approximate because both mounds are reconstructed and, based on the 

examination of photographs from the 1890s, Essenpreis (1982) believed the 

northern of the two mounds was reconstructed further to the north than the 

original feature location. The 1889 excavation of the north mound (Moorehead's 

Mound 68), supervised by Gerard Fowke, is reported (Moorehead 1889 :2558-2559) as 

follows: 

No human skeletons were found and only a few animal bones and 
pottery fragments were taken from the structure . . . . At the base of 
the mound was a mass of very black earth resulting from the decay of 
some matter. This lowest streak was four inches thick and emitted a 
very strong odor suggestive of decayed substances. . . . There was 
nothing else found in the mound of importance. There were many 
patches of dark and light earth about the size of a half bushel . . . . 

Moorehead estimated the mound was built in two distinct stages to a height of 

3 m and a diameter of 12 m. Moorehead (1890:51-52) also recorded charcoal and 

"two pockets of soft earth and ashes . . . " near the mound base. The description of 
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the mound contents and stratigraphy given by Moorehead is the same as Hosea's 

(1874:292-293) account of a "shaft, sunk 12 feet to the bottom . . " of the north twin 

mound. The concentration of black earth described by Moorehead at the mound 

base is unique at Fort Ancient. The thickness and concentration of the organic lens 

are indicative of more than a buried "A" horizon and suggest activities associated 

with or predating the mound construction. This assertion is supported by the 

"pockets of soft earth and ashes" that are remnants of the unknown activities . 

The southern twin mound (Moorehead's Mound 69) was excavated during the 

same field season. Moorehead (1889:2560) wrote the mound was: 

12 feet high and 80 feet broad at the base. This large mound was found 
to be destitute of everything that would make a mound interesting, 
except a few animal bones and pottery fragments found at the base 
line. There were patches of colored earth through it as if the builders 
had scooped up the earth in various places but there was not a trace of 
human bones in this mound nor in the other. There were no regular 
layers .... 

Moorehead (1890 :52) stated there was no evidence of discrete stages to the 

construction of the southern mound. He observed that the southern mound was 

about 60 cm higher than the northern mound. The asymmetry of the two mounds is 

consistent with the conjoined mounds of the Great Gateway complex. 

Moorehead and other early researchers assumed the two mounds were not 

connected by a raised platform or ramp. Although reasonable, this assumption 

must be considered with caution. The Lebanon-Chillicothe Road, constructed for 

stage traffic by 1810, completely leveled the openings at Gateways 73 and 84. This 

assertion is supported by photographs taken in 1892 (Kern Collection, Montgomery 

County Historical Society, Dayton, Ohio). Similarly, the road would have destroyed 

any trace of a platform or ramp between the two twin mounds . Today, the gap 
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between the mounds is disturbed completely by State Route 350, a paved two-lane 

highway. 

The parallel walls consist of two earthen embankments extending from the 

two twin mounds to the northeast at a reported azimuth of 57 degrees (Essenpreis 

and Dusyzinski 1989). The parallel walls funneled earthwork users through the 

Twin Mounds complex. In this capacity, the walls are functionally the same as . the 

crescent embankment walls north of the Great Gateway. No surface evidence of the 

parallel walls exists today and sources from the 1800s are contradictory as to the 

shape and dimensions of the original features. All sources agree that each wall was 

approximately 90 - 100 cm in height and 3.5 m in width. Moorehead's survey 

reports a gap of 40 m between the two walls. Estimates of length range from 402 -

411 m by Drake (1815:213), Atwater (1820:157), and Squier and Davis (1848:20) to 

Moorehead's (1890:53) estimated length of 840 m. Without providing tedious detail 

for the source of the contradiction, this study accepts Moorehead's estimate of the 

wall length as the most accurate. The earlier accounts clearly copied from each 

other and most writers never actually measured the walls. By the time of the Squier 

and Davis account (1848:20), historic plowing had disturbed the walls to the extent 

they were "mostly obliterated." However, Moorehead (1890:8) specifically noted the 

"unpardonable error" of early accounts simply repeating the shorter measurement 

and details his efforts to obtain more precise dimensions of the parallel walls. 

Moorehead (1890:54) noted that "in places the walls appear to have burnt 

until the ground is very red." The walls are reported to have terminated in an 

irregular semi-circular form. The actual configuration of the termination, 

virtually obliterated by the time of Moorehead's investigations, is not reported 

consistently. No gateway or other opening is reported in the walls at this location. 

A small conical mound about 1 m in height was enclosed at the terminus of the 
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parallel walls . The mound was excavated by Moorehead, but he does not report any 

cultural materials recovered. 

Whether the parallel walls actually were connected to the two twin mounds 

at their southwest origin is unknown. Reports before 1848 are unclear on this 

point. By the time of Moorehead's investigations there was no evidence of the 

parallel walls near the Twin Mounds location. However, based on a synthesis of 

previous descriptions, the assumption is warranted that if the parallel walls were 

not conjoined to the Twin Mounds, only a short gap between the two sets of 

elements existed as part of the original construction. 

Between the parallel walls a limestone slab pavement is reported in all 

accounts of Fort Ancient. The pavement was described by Moorehead (1890:54-55): 

An excavation four feet in width and ten feet long was made, and one 
portion of the pavement was actually laid bare. We found at a depth of 
twelve inches . . . fine gravel, which had been filled in between the 
stones .. .. The pavement is laid with limestones .... The stones 
average a foot in length and six inches in width . . . two or two and a 
half inches in thickness, others not more than an inch and a half. 
The pavement rests on the original surface, the clay being 14 to 15 
inches below it. . . . Some of the stones give evidence of having been 
subjected to the action of fire, but most of them show not trace of heat. 
. . . Its area, approximately, is 130 by 500 feet . . . . 

Moorehead (1895 :366) later corrected the dimensions of the pavement to "200 

feet in length by 40 or 50 feet in width, or it may be larger." He noted that his 

earlier report was based on dimensions given to him by a long-time resident of the 

area. Additional field testing by Moorehead proved his 1890 dimensions to be 

erroneous. In the same article (Moorehead 1895:367) he states that the pavement is 

laid on blue glacial clay. 

Excavations conducted in 1989 encountered a portion of the pavement 

described by Moorehead. The excavations are detailed in a report by Connolly and 

Essenpreis (1990). A 4 m wide section of the pavement was detected through soil 
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cores (Core Transect 4/89) and a 1.2 m square excavation unit (Unit 2/89) was placed 

over the eastern edge of the pavement. Figure 6.5 shows the location of the unit m 

proximity to other features in the study area. The portion of the pavement 

examined in 1989 roughly approximates that described by Moorehead and others in 

the 1800s. Figure 6.6 shows a plan and profile of the pavement from the 1989 

excavation. The pavement was encountered at a depth of 26 cm below ground 

surface, within 5 cm of Moorehead's estimate. The soils immediately beneath the 

pavement contained a high organic content with an abundance of rootlet 

penetration and very mottled soils to a depth of 40 cm below ground surface. This 

finding indicates the pavement was laid on a ground surface with vegetation cover 

as suggested by Moorehead. Small quantities of prehistoric materials were 

recovered to a depth of 70 cm below ground surface. The soils at this level exhibited 

the "spongy" consistency of water-saturated deposits . Soil cores taken to a depth of 

1.5 m below ground surface produced evidence of water saturation in the form of 

gray mottling and manganese concentrations, typical of the A vonburg series soils 

at this location. 

Few prehistoric artifacts were recovered from Uni t 2/89, but all indicate a 

Middle Woodland occupation based on ceramic sherd type and flint raw materials . 

Most prehistoric artifacts were recovered from the original ground surface 

beneath the pavement. Of importance, the limestone pavement recorded in Unit 

2/89 is not part of the three-level limestone pavement encountered further to the 

east. This latter pavement is discussed in Part III of this study which assesses the 

accretive development of the Fort Ancient complex. 

The final architectural elements associated with the Twin Mounds complex 

are the two prehistoric ditches that extended from the two Twin Mounds. The Po rt 

Folio account of Fort Ancient (1809:485) notes that "from these mounds are gutters 
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running nearly north and south to communicate with branches on each side." 

Moorehead placed excavation units in both the north and south ditches. Based on 

his excavations in the north ditch Moorehead (1890:100-101) wrote: 

The ditch running north-west from mound No. 68 and described above, 
was crossed with two parallel trenches , about three feet in width each. 
About 18 inches from the surface of the trench, we found a very 
heavy layer of exceedingly black material. . . . Just below this, the dark 
earth , was a considerably lighter mass , which contained a great many 
fragments of bones (animal) , and one pottery sherd. These were 
scattered through the soil, and were quite numerous, some few 
showing trace of fire. The earth, at a depth of four feet, was very 
black again, and contained much charcoal, and a few pieces of burnt 
earth. The greatest depth at which we found charcoal and bones was 
four feet. 

In the ditch extending from the southern Twin Mound Moorehead (1890:93) 

recorded: 

. . . just south of mound 69, there starts another ditch or moat. .. . . It has 
filled to a depth of three feet. This makes the original depth about 
four feet. There were fragments of charcoal and some burnt stone in 
it; that was all. We dug another trench about 100 yards further south, 
in the same moat, and here took out fragments of pottery . . . there 
were fragments of the bones of a very large animal. . . and some flakes 
of charcoal. There was no burnt earth . A piece of mica, about three 
inches across, and chips of flint, were also taken from the ditch. 

Resting upon the undisturbed earth was a layer of gravel 
reaching about two feet in width, and six inches thick at thickest part, 
running out to a feather edge toward each side. . . numerous objects, 
such as referred to above, were found on and in it. The moat here has 
been filled in by rubbish to the depth of three feet ; it is three feet 
deep now. Its original depth at this point was therefore six feet. 

In 1985, Essenpreis located and documented the extent of both ditches 

through soil cores. In addition to soil cores , Essenpreis placed excavation units 

(1/85, 2/85) across the eastern half of the north ditch (Figure 6.5). Figure 6.7 is a 
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profile of the excavation that illustrates the hypothesized original constructed form 

and infilling processes of the ditch. 

Essenpreis (1986a:4) suggested that the charcoal band shown in Figure 6.7 

"reveals the outline of the ditch somewhat after its original excavation." The base 

of the original ditch was lined with gravel, similar to that recorded by Moorehead 

from his excavations in the ditch extending from the southern twin mound. 

Essenpreis encountered the current water table at 120 cm below ground surface, 

nearly 40 cm above the base of ditch construction. The water table at the time of 

prehistoric occupation was considerably higher than today. The modern water 

table is lowered significantly from run-off caused by historic agricultural 

practices. Therefore, the ditch likely contained water for much of the year during 

the Middle Woodland occupation. 

Artifacts from the 1985 excavations point to an exclusively Middle Woodland 

construction and use of the ditch (Essenpreis 1986a). The re-analysis of materials 

recovered from below historically disturbed deposits at the 80 cm level indicate a 

non-specialized artifact assemblage similar to the habitation zone investigated at 

Fort Ancient (Connolly 1991). Flint artifacts recovered predominately contained 

middle to late stage reduction debris. Fifteen percent of the 242 flint artifacts 

exhibited traces of use-wear, including all four bladelet fragments recovered. 

Exotic chert varieties accounted for nearly 70 percent of the total lithic assemblage, 

typical of Middle Woodland occupations in the region (Connolly 1991). 

The charcoal band that formed a fire-ring at the base of the ditch represents 

a single event, presumably during a season when the water table was abnormally 

low. The homogenous distribution of all artifact types throughout the 80 - 160 cm 

levels indicates a continuous but not intensive use of the vicinity. The careful 

construction of the ditch, including lining the base with a gravel lens, appears at 
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odds with the apparent use of the feature for non-intensive dumping and burning. 

This finding is evident at other ditch and pond features at Fort Ancient that appear 

to fluctuate between maintained and precisely formed architectural elements and 

locations for discarding refuse. Essenpreis (1986a) suggested that the north and 

south ditches served as borrow pits for construction of the respective Twin Mounds . 

However, this conjecture is based only on the proximity of the ditches to the 

mounds. 

A feature possibly associated with the northern ditch was recorded 50 m west 

of the northern Twin Mound by Morgan in 1939 (Excavation 1, Feature 2). Morgan 

(1939 :4) noted: 

This feature consisted of a large pile of stones roughly rectangular in 
outline with a narrow extension on one side. The stones were 
limestone slabs varying in size from several inches across to about 
one and one half feet across. Some of the stones were in a horizontal 
position but most of them sloped at various angles; several were almost 
on edge. A few fragments of pottery were found in the black soil in 
contact with the stones; also a few scraps of animal bones. Small 
fragments of charcoal were scattered throughout the black soil which 
covered the stone pile. The evidence seemed to indicate that the 
structure had been placed in a dug hole in the yellow undisturbed clay 
which underlies the entire area. A few small chips of flint were also 
mixed in with the black soil of the stone pile . . . . The ground at the 
bottom of the pile of stones was very mucky and full of water and a 
dug hole would fill up with water immediately. It may be that this pile 
of stones was the site of a prehistoric spring. It was located in a low 
spot in the field which sloped north into a small gully or ravine. 

Based on Morgan's field map, the dimension of the rectangular portion of the 

feature is approximately 3 m square. The extension noted by Morgan extends in an 

arc 3 m to the south, away from the north Twin Mound ditch. However, 

photographs of the excavation profiles indicate distinct and discontinuous very 

dark organic soils to the north, suggesting the feature extended in this direction as 
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well. Morgan did not excavate the strata beneath the limestone because of the high 

water table. Although not demonstrated, water from this apparent spring feature 

possibly was diverted to the north Twin Mound ditch. However, the importance of 

Morgan's excavation lies less in demonstrating diversion of the spring and more in 

demonstrating that the builders of Fort Ancient actively utilized and manipulated 

springs and water tables in the overall site design and organization. 

In summary, the Twin Mounds primary gateway complex includes Gateway 1 

from which extends a ramp to the interior and exterior of the enclosure. The 

interior ramp leads to a small conical mound covered with burnt limestone and 

contained possibly one human burial. The trajectory of the east ramp leads to the 

opening between Twin Mounds . Two parallel walls, extended from the Twin Mounds 

to the northeast for 0.85 km and encircled a small earthen conical mound. A 

limestone pavement of indeterminate dimensions was enclosed by the parallel walls 

near their point of origin at the Twin Mounds. From the Twin Mounds, ditches 

extended to the northwest and southwest connecting with adjacent ravines. At least 

one spring head is located between the Twin Mounds and Gateway 1. 

Summary of Primary Gateway Complexes at Fort Ancient 

Table 6.1 lists the architectural elements composing each of the three 

primary gateway complexes identified at Fort Ancient. However, the list only 

includes the elements either currently visible or reported in the literature. A 

plausible assumption is that additional elements likely were in place at the original 

construction of the enclosure or periodically in place over the use-life of the 

earthwork. These latter elements likely included features referred to by Rapoport 
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Table 6.1 

Summary of Primary Gateway Complex Architectural Elements 
at Fort Ancient 

Gateway 37 55a 1 

Location South Fort South Fort North Fort 
Form Conjoined Mounds Conjoined Mounds Twin Mounds 
Gateway Symmetry East Larger South Larger 
Ramp/Walkover Interior* In te rior/Exte rior Interior/Exterior 
Pavement Exterior Interior/Exterior ? Exterior 
Ditch/Pond Interior Interior Exterior 
Water Source ? Interior Exterior 
Exterior Funnel Crescent Parallel Walls 
Associated Mound Exterior I nte rior/Exte rior In te rior/Exte rior 
Human Burial In te rior/Exte rior Interior ? 

* "Interior" and "Exterior" designations for all elements refers to placement in relation to 
the spaced enclosed by the embankment walls. Gateway 37 exterior is south and interior is 
north. Gateway 55a exterior is north, or toward the Middle Fort, and interior is south or 
toward the South Fort. Gateway 1 interior is southwest and exterior is northeast. 
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as semi-fixed features such as perishable screens, structures, or banners. For 

example, the space bracketed by the Twin Mounds and Gateway 1 was noted by 

Moorehead (1890) as containing an abundance of artifacts and particularly organic 

soils. This area also includes a portion of the plateau stripped by the CCC in the 

1930s that produced evidence of pit features, fired surfaces, and a wide array of 

Hopewell cultural materials (Griffin 1943 :220) In a 1.5 m wide trench excavated by 

Morgan in 1939, besides the rectangular limestone structure reported above, two 

additional pit features were encountered along with numerous artifacts. Current 

differential vegetation and ground surface irregularities in this bracketed space 

further suggest the presence of additional elements associated with the Twin 

Mounds complex. Hypothetically, if the same density of features as encountered by 

Morgan was present throughout the space bracketed by Twin Mounds and Gateway 

1, the total number of features would exceed 300. This estimate is not meant to imply 

300 additional semi-fixed features were part of the original Twin Mounds complex. 

Even the contemporaneity of such features must be questioned. However, the 

estimate does illustrate the importance of recognizing that the elements listed in 

Table 6.1 are only the minimum number and type associated with the respective 

primary gateway complexes. 

A comparison of the complex elements moving from the South Gateway, to 

the Great Gateway, and ending with Twin Mounds complex confirms Essenpreis' 

conjectured shifting "construction canons" through time. As discussed in Part III, 

the South Gateway was constructed before the Great Gateway that in turn was 

constructed before the Twin Mounds complex. This sequence is based on an 

understanding of the accretive development of the Fort Ancient complex. The 

assumption is supported by an examination of the archaeological record at Fort 

Ancient and comparison with other hilltop enclosures in the region. 
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Conjoined or Twin Mounds 

The element most consistently expressed at all primary gateway complexes is 

the conjoined mound form. At the Twin Mounds complex the conjoined mound form 

is expressed as two free-standing mounds, apparently not conjoined at their bases. 2 

Conjoined mound gateways are only present at the primary gateway complexes. 

Several secondary gateway complexes at Fort Ancient exhibit slight rises in their 

embankment walls near the gateway openings. These instances are a result of 

undulating topography or slight increases in embankment wall height. However, 

in appearance these secondary gateways are markedly different than conjoined or 

twin mounds and do not contain the associated architectural elements that 

constitute primary gateways. The southern half of the conjoined mounds at the 

Great Gateway and Twin Mounds complexes are slightly but noticeably larger than 

the northern halves. As discussed below, this pattern is repeated at other hilltop 

enclosures in the region. 

Ramps 

Ramps or walkovers also are diagnostic of primary gateway complexes. 

Ramps are defined as earthen platforms that actually fan out in width from the 

gateway opening and provide a very gradual descent to the adjacent ground 

surface. Walkways are defined as earthen paths, often narrower than the gateway 

opening, and formed by the truncation of adjacent excavated ground surface 

depressions (i.e., ditches and ponds). The South Gateway complex demonstrates the 

most minimal form of this attribute. From the earliest accounts, the interior of this 
I 
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gateway contained only a narrow walkway leading to the interior plateau. The 

exterior of the gateway opening allows a gradual descent to an exterior spur. 

Gateway 55a and Gateway 1 contain well-formed ramps on both their interiors and 

exteriors. Therefore, an evolution in the form of ramp or walkover elements 

through time is apparent. With the exception of the secondary complex at Gateway 

4, ramps only occur at primary gateway complexes. The Gateway 4 anomaly is 

discussed in Chapter 8. 

Limestone Pavements 

Limestone pavements are found in association with all primary gateway 

complexes at Fort Ancient. The exterior pavement, as described above at the South 

Gateway, is visible today and easily traced. The ambiguity of the extent of the 

pavements at the Great Gateway was described and a reasonable estimate of size 

conjectured. Both the South Gateway and the Great Gateway contain limestone 

pavements on the surfaces within the actual gateway openings. Gateway 1 is not 

reported to contain a limestone pavement on the interior ramp, the exterior ramp, 

or on the surface of the gateway opening. However, the space between the Twin 

Mounds, and at least a portion of the space between the parallel walls, was lined 

with a limestone pavement. No temporal distinctions are apparent in the limestone 

pavements at the three primary gateway complexes. The only potential distinction 

is the apparent lack of a limestone pavement in the Gateway 1 opening and ramps. 

However, the extensive pavement originating at the Twin Mounds and extending 

northeast mimics the South Gateway exterior pavement. 

Secondary gateway complexes also contain limestone pavements. The 

distinction between the two types of pavements present at the primary and 
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secondary gateways is based on size and form. Secondary gateways are reported to 

contain pavements within the gateway opening but they do not extend more than a 

few meters beyond the embankment walls. Based on a limited excavation and 

subsoil probes, secondary gateway pavements extend from, and constitute part of, 

the internal structural support of adjacent embankment walls (Connolly and Sieg 

1991 ; Essenpreis 1985). Therefore, the pavements associated with primary gateway 

complexes are qualitatively different and quantitatively greater than those 

associated with secondary complexes. 

Ponds and Ditches 

Ground surface depressions in the form of ponds or ditches are associated 

with all primary gateway complexes. The South Gateway complex, based on 

available information, contains the least formal of this architectural element type. 

The earliest topographic information for this section of the enclosure shows 

shallow depressions on either side of the narrow interior walkover. At the interior 

of the Great Gateway, a wide and deep ditch flanked both sides of the ramp. The 

ditch to the west terminated near the gateway in what Mills (1908) described as a 

reservoir. At Gateway 1, lateral ditches extended from both the sides of the exterior 

ramp and from the Twin Mounds. Of note, the ditches associated with the Twin 

Mounds complex are the only such features located on the exterior of the 

embankment walls. The unique placement of the Twin Mounds Complex ditches is, 

in part, a result of overall site topography. Simply, the lateral exteriors at the 

South Gateway and the Great Gateway lead to precipitous drops in elevation 

precluding the placement of exterior ditches. 
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A formalization through time is apparent in the placement of ground surface 

depressions at primary gateway complexes. A trend from the shallow depressions at 

the South Gateway, to typical interior embankment wall ditches at the Great 

Gateway, to complimentary sets of atypical exterior ditches at the Twin Mounds 

complex was reported. In addition, the placement of the depressions, through time, 

more efficiently exploits natural hydraulic features. This assertion is tentative 

pending the further documentation of prehistoric culverts that divert spring water 

at primary gateway complexes . The current evidence for the prehistoric use of 

natural spring features for diverting water into artificial ditches rests on year

round standing water at the Great Gateway reservoir, described by Mills, and the 

spring head and rectangular structure noted by Morgan near the Twin Mounds. 

Funnel Elements 

The South Gateway contains no architectural element, except for the 

limestone pavement, to funnel users into the enclosure. The Great Gateway complex 

uses the two crescent embankment walls to organize user flow into the South Fort 

while the parallel walls perform the same function for users of the North Fort. 

Essenpreis noted the evolution in the two sets of funnel elements from curved to 

straight and suggested this corresponded to a similar reorientation in the 

embankment wall form for the respective portions of the enclosure. 

Mounds and Burials 

Mounds are associated with all primary gateway complexes. At the South 

Gateway, no mound is reported on the immediate interior of complex, but a stone 
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mound void of any cultural material is recorded on the exterior spur. The Great 

Gateway complex contains an earthen mound immediately to the southwest of 

gateway opening. Moorehead reported this mound contained human remains. 

While accepting the presence of a mound in some form at this location, as discussed 

above, the number of burials reported by Moorehead is not commensurate with the 

size or placement of the feature. A stone mound associated with the Great Gateway 

complex is located within the arc of the east crescent embankment. The stone 

mound contained the parts of two human skeletons. Finally, the south ramp at the 

Great Gateway contained an ossuary-like deposit of perhaps 25 individuals . 

The Twin Mounds complex contains one stone covered mound fronting 

Gateway 1 on the interior of the enclosure. A second conical earthen mound is 

recorded within the arc formed by the termination of the parallel walls. No 

description is available for the contents of the latter mound excavated by 

Moorehead and the former , at best, contained the partial burial of one human. The 

two Twin Mounds were virtually sterile of artifacts, although the base of the 

northern mound contained a thick organic deposit and pockets of ash. None of the 

mounds associated with the Twin Mounds complex are considered burial mounds in 

this study. 

An evolution in the placement of mounds at primary gateway complexes is 

suggested at Fort Ancient. A single mound is associated with the exterior of the 

South Gateway complex, and both interior and exterior mounds are associated with 

the Great Gateway and Twin Mounds complexes. Mounds are placed within the 

incurve of the funneling elements on the exterior of both the east crescent 

embankment (Great Gateway complex) and the terminal arc of the parallel walls 

(Twin Mounds complex) . 
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Gateway Complexes at Other Middle Woodland Hilltop Enclosures 

This section presents a brief summary and comparison of gateway complexes 

at selected Middle Woodland hilltop enclosures in the study area (Figure 6.8). The 

ability to accurately assess the presence of gateway forms and associated 

architectural elements is uneven for the sites reported. For example, at the Pollock 

Earthworks and Old Stone Fort, this summary benefits from excavations conducted 

over the past 30 years (i.e., Riordan 1995 at Pollock; Bacon 1993 and Faulkner 1968 at 

Old Stone Fort). Data at hilltop enclosures such as Spruce Hill and Fortified Hill, 

which were markedly altered in the early historic period, are drawn solely from 

antiquarian reports that date to the mid- l 800s and contain varying amounts of 

architectural description . A final group of earthworks , including Fort Hill and 

Miami Fort, although reasonably intact, have not been investigated for gateway 

forms or associated architectural elements . 

The distinction between primary and secondary gateways at most hilltop 

enclosures is not as apparent as at Fort Ancient. Except for Fort Hill's 33 gateway 

openings, Fort Ancient is the only recorded hilltop enclosure that contains a large 

number of gateways. Most hilltop enclosures contain only two to five gateway 

openings. The following survey and analysis of regional Middle Woodland hilltop 

enclosures uses the primary gateway complexes at Fort Ancient as a model of the 

ideal type. The most prominent or elaborate gateway complexes at the regional 

hilltop enclosures are compared to the primary gateway complexes at Fort Ancient. 
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Pollock Earthworks 

The Pollock earthwork (Figure 6.9) is a Middle Woodland hilltop enclosure in 

Greene County, Ohio, and is roughly contemporaneous with Fort Ancient. Riordan 

(1995) presents a thorough summary of antiquarian reports and his own 12-year 

research project at the site. Pollock contains three gateways, all clustered in the 

southwest end of the enclosure. The gateways are not reported as conjoined 

mounds. That is, the gateway openings at Pollock simply are depressed sections of 

the embankment wall. In addition, Riordan notes that the south gateway of the 

three was built only in the last of five stages of embankment wall construction. 

The opening is "structurally unlike either of the other openings, it consists of a 

slight 40 cm dip on top of the 2.5m-high embankment" (Riordan 1995:67). The south 

gateway opening at Pollock is similar in form to the shallow depressions at Fort 

Ancient discussed in Chapter 5. No interior or exterior ditch is reported at any of 

the Pollock gateways. The gateway openings are paved with limestone that extends 

only a short distance to the interior and exterior of the earthwork. Therefore, the 

Pollock pavements are markedly different from those located on the exteriors of the 

Twin Mounds and South Gateway complexes at Fort Ancient. 

Squier and Davis (1848:Plate XII) illustrate four crescent embankment walls 

and three stone mounds at Pollock (Figure 6.9). Both the crescent embankments 

and the stone mounds were obliterated by historic quarrying activities. Riordan 

(1995:64-65) notes the original plan for the Squier and Davis map, produced by the 

Greene County surveyor in 1842, depicts only two crescents and no mounds on the 

gateway exterior. Because the 1848 plan was reportedly field-checked by Squier 

and Davis prior to publication, Riordan suggests their published version is likely 

the most accurate site plan. The two-crescent model is more similar to the funnel 
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elements associated with Fort Ancient, whereas the four-crescent model is more 

similar to hilltop enclosures such as Spruce Hill, discussed below. In either case, 

the Pollock crescents do represent funnel elements that direct the flow of users 

into the enclosure. No mounds are reported on the interior of the three gateways. 

In summary, the three southwest gateways are the only such features 

recorded at the Pollock earthworks. None of the gateways exhibit a conjoined 

mound form. Associated elements include limestone pavements within the gateway 

openings , crescent-shaped architectural elements that funnel user flow , and 

possibly exterior stone mounds. No ramps, walkovers, or ground surface 

depressions are recorded at Pollock. No human burials are noted in the stone 

mounds reported by Squier and Davis. 

Old Stone Fort 

Old Stone Fort (Figure 6.10) is a Middle Woodland hilltop enclosure in 

Franklin County , Tennessee. Although this earthwork is outside southern Ohio , 

because of Old Stone Fort's marked architectural similarities to Fort Ancient, the 

complex is included in this study. Old Stone Fort is the only Middle Woodland hilltop 

enclosure recorded in the mid-South that appears architecturally comparable to the 

southern Ohio sites. 

The Squier and Davis map and description (1848:31-33) of the enclosure are 

in error, particularly in describing the gateway features. Haywood's nineteenth 

century account (1973 :158-159) is more accurate and is confirmed by field research 

conducted by the University of Tennessee in the 1960s (Faulkner 1968:8). 
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Two gateway openings are recorded at Old Stone Fort. The first, located in the 

northeast end of the site contained twin earthen mounds connected to adjacent 

outer embankment walls. Faulkner (1968:50-51) describes the complex as follows: 

Two conical pillars or pedestals stood on opposite sides of the main 
entrance. Today these pedestals are 24 feet apart. The east pedestal is 
smaller, with a diameter of 35 feet and a height of 5 feet. The west 
pedestal is 48 feet in diameter and 6 feet in height. These pedestals 
were connected to the front or north outer wall, which is now totally 
destroyed. Unlike most of that wall, the pedestals are . composed 
primarily of earth. They were not connected to the parallel or cul-de-
sac walls, although they were aligned with those walls. Between the 
pedestals and the entrance walls was the ditch, which was modified to 
meet the demands of a more complex gateway. Rock was stacked in the 
ditch only between the pedestals and entrance walls . Because those 
open portions of the ditch on either side of alleyway of the cul-de-sac 
and entranceway would have been inside the front wall and therefore 
useless, they were probably filled with earth. The rock was stacked in 
the ditch between the pedestals and the entrance walls to keep this fill 
from washing into the portion of the ditch that remained open across 
the entrance. 

Faulkner further notes that the space between the parallel walls was 6 m 

wide and approximately 49 m long. The east wall and mound were lower in height 

than their counterparts on the west, thus, exhibiting a similar asymmetry of twin 

mound form as noted at Fort Ancient. Although destroyed by the time of Faulkner's 

excavations, the cul-de-sac formed by the parallel walls terminated at two additional 

conical mounds separated by a 5 m gap (1968:51). No limestone pavements are 

reported by Faulkner within the gateway complex. Although Haywood (1973:159) 

reports "north of fort near the public road is a mound oval 20-25 high and 100x40 in 

plan . " the feature is not mentioned by Faulkner and, presumably, is distant 

enough not to be associated with the gateway complex. 

Bacon (1993:253-254) reports excavations conducted by Cox in the early 1900s 

at a second gateway opening in the southwest end of the enclosure. The gateway 

contained an exterior ramp extending across an exterior ditch that roughly 
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parallels the southwest end of the enclosure between the two branches of the Duck 

River. Fronting the opening, 7 m to the interior, Cox reported a small mound less 

than 1 m in height and about 10 m in diameter. Willard Bacon (personal 

communication, 1994) reports evidence of firing on the embankment walls at this 

gateway opening. Although not a conjoined mound, a distinct rise in the height of 

the embankment wall is apparent at the southwest gateway. 

Breaks, not considered gateways, are recorded in the embankment walls on 

both the east and west sides of the enclosure (Figure 6.10). Although some 

antiquarians argued the breaks were based on defensive considerations and the 

precipitous nature of the exterior slope, Haywood (1973:159) noted that the gaps 

actually correspond to the location of waterfalls in the Duck River below. Squier 

and Davis (1948:32) report the ascent at this location is not "very difficult." Bacon 

(1993:255) argues these breaks mark access routes to the plunge pools at the base of 

the falls. He concludes: "The accesses to the plunge pools. . . should be considered 

formal entrances to the Old Stone Fort enclosure. They access major fisheries." 

In summary, the northeast gateway at Old Stone Fort contains architectural 

elements markedly similar to those present at Twin Mounds complex at Fort 

Ancient. These elements include, two sets of twin mounds forming gateways, the 

outer being asymmetrical, a walkover or ramp crossing a medial ditch, and a funnel 

element in the form of parallel walls. The southwest gateway is fronted on the 

interior by a small earthen mound with no reported burials. From the gateway 

opening, a ramp extends to the south and crosses over an exterior ditch that 

parallels the south wall between the Duck River to the west and the Little Duck 

River to the east. Limestone pavements are not reported at the site. Although no 

sources of water are reported from within the enclosure, the location of the 
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earthwork on a plateau between two river branches and the orientation of site 

design to those streams is of considerable significance (Bacon 1993). 

Fort Hill 

Fort Hill (Figure 6.11) is a well-preserved Middle Woodland hilltop enclosure 

in Highland County, Ohio. The lack of historic disturbance to the site is largely a 

result of the earthwork's inaccessible location on a sheer plateau, approximately 

150 m in elevation above Brush Creek. No diagnostic artifacts were recovered from 

within the enclosure but the complex is presumed to date to the Middle Woodland 

based on the evidence of prehistoric activity located near the base of the Fort Hill 

plateau (Prufer 1996). The earthwork is the only hilltop enclosure besides Fort 

Ancient that contains gateways in numbers and placement that far exceed 

requirements of simple ingress and egress. The Fort Hill enclosure contains a to tal 

of 33 gateway openings, 11 with walkovers to the interior plateau. Despite the 

similarities in overall enclosure form and the abundance of gateways, Fort Hill and 

Fort Ancient, architecturally are quite different. Fort Hill contains, at best, a 

minimalist expression of primary gateways . Locke (1838:268) describes four 

"bastions" located at the four corners of the enclosure. However, with the 

exception of wider interior surface depressions, no other architectural features 

distinguish these locations. Steep exterior spurs are located outside the gateway 

openings at the north corner and both south corners of the enclosure. Terraces 

observed on the west side of the enclosure remain uninvestigated. The central 

pond, which today holds water year round , contains a prehistoric retaining wall 

along the eastern edge (Randall 1908:34). 
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The gateway at the north end of the enclosure is the most likely candidate for 

a primary gateway. The interior ditch at this location drains toward the gateway 

opening and the interior edge of the plateau is cut nearly vertical. Three small 

depressions on the point of the interior plateau front the gateway. However, the 

embankment wall at the gateway opening is not raised and is distinguished from 

other gateways only by its position and evidence of fired surfaces (Randall 1908 :3 2; 

Squier and Davis 1848: 15). 

In summary, despite the numerous gateways at Fort Hill, none contain the 

attributes used to define primary gateways such as conjoined or twin mounds, 

funnel elements, pavements, or ramps. The gateway at the north end of the site is 

the most unique of the 33 gateways and possibly served as the primary means of 

passage into the enclosure. However, the physical attributes of this gateway fall 

far short of the ideal or model primary gateway as described at Fort Ancient. 

Spruce Hill 

Spruce Hill (Figure 6.12) is a hilltop enclosure in Ross County, Ohio, that is 

presumed to date to the Middle Woodland. Squier and Davis (1848:11-14) conducted 

the initial survey and provide the first thorough description of the site. One 

gateway is recorded at the north end of the enclosure, one on the east side, and 

three at the south end of the earthwork. The east gateway (Figure 6.12, detail C) is 

likely a remnant of the historic trail shown on the Squier and Davis map. A 

reasonable assumption is that the original form of this section of embankment wall 

approximates that shown for the other east side spurs. In describing the gateways , 

Squier and Davis (1848 : 12) wrote that: 
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At the gateways, the mound of stone is more than quadruple the 
quantity at other points, constituting broad, mound-shaped heaps. 
They also exhibit the marks of intense heat, which has in some 
instance vitrified their surfaces, and fused them together. Light, 
porous scoriae are abundant in the centres of some of these piles. 
Indeed, strong traces of fire are visible at many places on the line of 
the wall , particularly at F, the point commanding the broadest extent 
of country. Here are two or three small mounds of stone, which seem 
burned throughout. 

Greenman (1935:127-128) noted the burning on the gateways produced a 

"slag apparently resulting from an intense fire which reduced the earth forming 

the roof and sides of some sort of structure to glass . . . " All the gateways lead to 

exterior spurs . Whether the approximately 3 m wide gateway openings were 

elevated with ramps or contained limestone slab pavements is not reported. The 

gateway complexes do not contain funnel elements; however, the curvature of the 

gateways themselves , minimally, perform this function . Except for the stone 

mounds along the northwest walls , no other above ground features are recorded 

within the enclosure. The contents of the mounds , if any, are not reported. No 

ditch was noted by Squier and Davis. However, besides the large pond shown in 

Figure 6.12, Squier and Davis (1848:12) wrote there "are several depressions upon 

the hill that contain constant supplies of water." 

In reporting the wall break on the west side of the enclosure, Squier and 

Davis suggested the abrupt drop precluded the need for an embankment, based on 

the presumed defensive function of the site. However, opposite this embankment 

wall break, in the Paint Creek at the base of the Spruce Hill plateau, Squier and 

Davis (1848:13) describe, and illustrate, " ... septaria, occurring near the base of the 

slate stratum; a number of which , of large size, are to be seen in the bed of the 

creek. . . . These, most unaccountably, have been mistaken for works of art, - 'stone 

covers ' for deep wells sunk in the rock." 
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While not attempting to infer undue significance to these concretions, as in 

the case of the embankment wall breaks described at Old Stone Fort and Fort 

Ancient, the Spruce Hill break is likely not simply a result of the precipitous 

exterior slope. The septaria are illustrated at no other point along the Paint Creek 

near the earthwork enclosure. Their occurrence simply is noted here as a possible 

factor in the embankment wall break. 

In summary, the Spruce Hill gateways contain attributes ascribed to primary 

gateways complexes, including the conjoined or twin mound form. The incurving 

of the gateways may be considered as minimal funnel elements to direct the flow of 

user traffic. No mounds, human burials , ditches or distinct water sources are 

recorded in association with the gateways. The central pond is too distant from any 

gateway to be considered part of a single gateway complex. 

Miami Fort 

Miami Fort (Figure 6.13) is a multi-component hilltop enclosure on a bluff 

approximately 60 m above the confluence of the Ohio and Great Miami rivers in 

Hamilton County, Ohio. The earthwork is reported by Squier and Davis (1848:25-26) 

based on the description of Benjamin Harrison. The interior plateau is several 

meters higher than the tops of the embankment walls throughout most portions of 

the site. In his review of prehistoric sites in Hamilton County, Starr (1960 :36) 

reports "The embankments vary from one to twelve feet in height and are 

interrupted by many gateways, some intentionally constructed, and others caused 

by erosion." Fischer, who conducted excavations at the site in 1965 and 1966, 

reports six breaks in the embankment walls, only three of which he considers true 

gateways. The discrepancy appears a result of Starr considering shallow 
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embankment wall depressions as gateways. The shallow embankment wall 

depressions at Miami Fort lead to small exterior spurs and terraces. 

The gateway opening at the westernmost end of the enclosure is marked by a 

slight but marked rise in the adjacent embankment walls. A walkover leads to the 

interior plateau and is flanked by well -formed ponds. The exterior walkover of the 

gateway leads to a very gradual sloping spur. Limestone slabs are visible today on 

the gateway opening surface and on the exterior spur. Although not reported in 

any previous account, traces of crescent-shaped embankment walls, similar to the 

funnel elements north of the Great Gateway at Fort Ancient, are visible at Miami 

Fort on the western exterior spur within 30 m of the gateway opening. 

Gateways also are reported at the two eastern tips of the enclosure. Neither 

gateway is described by Squier and Davis, and both locations today are historically 

disturbed. Fischer reports multi -component cultural deposits on the interiors of 

each of the three gateways. The deposits contained evidence of hearths and a 

sparse scattering of prehistoric material (Fischer 1965 :7). Fischer also reports 

evidence of extensive burning on the tops of embankment walls and at the base of a 

section of embankment wall located on the western end of enclosure. No map or 

description is available that shows the precise location of the burning or the 

embankment wall units excavated by Fischer. 

Two mounds are reported by Fischer on the western spur. The location of 

these mounds is shown in Figure 6.13 based on the approximate placement 

described by Fischer (1965:2; 1966:3). Fischer's Mound 1 is a multi -component 

structure containing artifacts diagnostic of both the Adena and Hopewell cultures. 

Five human skeletons in a poor state of preservation were excavated from the 

mound. Although not stated by Fischer, presumably these skeletons date to the 

Middle Woodland. Below the burials, a midden deposit produced "Early Middle Adena 
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artifacts including a number of Marion Thick sherds and several large contracting 

stem projectile points" (Fischer 1966:7). Mound 2, an oval-shaped mound measuring 

approximately 15 m east-west and 10 m in height remains unexcavated. The mound 

is covered with limestone slabs immediately below the overlying humus (Fischer 

1966 :8). 

In summary, the single unambiguous primary gateway identified at Miami 

Fort is located at the western end of the enclosure. The gateway is formed by a 

marked embankment wall depression flanked by a slight but similarly marked 

elevation in the adjacent embankment walls. The interior walkover leads to the 

central plateau and is flanked by two ponds. The exterior walkover, paved at least 

in part with limestone, leads to an exterior spur containing two mounds, at least one 

containing human burials. Although disturbed extensively by pothunters , and not 

excavated by Fischer, there is no reported evidence of burials from the stone 

mound nearest gateway (Fischer's Mound 2). Extensive evidence of burning on 

embankment walls surfaces is reported at Miami Fort, but the precise locations 

remain unknown. 

Fort Carlisle 

Fort Carlisle (Figure 6.14) is a hilltop enclosure, presumed to date to the 

Middle Woodland, near the town of New Carlisle in Butler County, Ohio. The 

earthwork is situated on a bluff approximately 40 m above Big Twin Creek, a 

tributary of the Great Miami River. S.H. Brinkley's (1889:174-184) antiquarian 

description and account of explorations at the complex is the primary published 

reference for the site. Today, only the eastern portion of the earthwork remains 

intact. The crescent features , the west wall, the earthen circles, the limestone 
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structures, and the earthen mounds were destroyed by historic agricultural 

activities. Brinkley's account contains only a partial description of the site. His 

report of the destroyed portion of the earthwork is vague and contradictory in the 

description and placement of architectural elements. 

Brinkley described and mapped only a single gateway in the southeast 

corner of the site. His description of the architectural elements associated with the 

gateway is consistent with primary gateways at other hilltop enclosure. The 

gateway opening is about 3 m in width and formed by two conjoined mounds. An 

exterior walkover from the gateway leads to spur that provides a gradual descent to 

the valley floor. Brinkley argued the regularity of the spur indicates evidence of 

cultural modification to a natural feature. This assertion is consistent with 

evidence of cultural modifications to exterior spurs at Fort Ancient. Although 

difficult to determine from Brinkley's notes, either immediately interior or 

immediately exterior to the gateway opening, a heavily burnt limestone slab 

pavement, minimally 3 m square, was detected. No interior ditches or ponds are 

reported from within the enclosure. An exterior spur , the natural extension of 

embankment wall labeled "4" in Figure 6.14, contains a spring. 

Brinkley assumed that the east enclosure at Fort Carlisle was built prior to 

the now destroyed western section. Although the embankment walls labeled "1" 

and "2" in Figure 6.14 may have functioned as a funnel device, the ambiguity of 

Brinkley's notes precludes such an interpretation. Similarly, the arrangement of 

the "circular enclosures" shown in Figure 6.14 suggests the possibility of · a gateway 

feature. The portions of the enclosure that survive today do contain additional 

embankment wall depressions that lead to exterior spurs or terraces. Additional 

field research is needed to more accurately describe and document these features. 

For example, in a brief reference to the site, MacLean (1887 :26) reported that from 
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the northeast corner of the enclosure, a "graded way" leads to the floodplain below. 

A gateway at this location would be consistent with graded ways at other hilltop 

enclosures. MacLean also noted a gateway in the southwest corner that contained 

limestone slabs. No such feature is recorded on the Brinkley map at this location. 

In summary, Fort Carlisle, although containing multiple gateways, has only 

one such feature that is reported sufficiently for consideration in this study. This 

gateway, at the southeast corner of the enclosure, is formed by two conjoined 

mounds with an exterior walkover leading to a spur that descends to the base of the 

ravine. A heavily burned limestone pavement, either on the immediate interior or 

exterior of the gateway opening, is reported. 

Fortified Hill 

Fortified Hill (Figure 6.15) is a hilltop enclosure, presumed to date to the 

Middle Woodland. The earthwork is in Butler County, Ohio, on a bluff, 76 m above 

tributary streams of the Great Miami River. The site was reported initially by 

Squier and Davis (1848: 17-18) based on a survey by James McBride. The enclosure 

contains four gateway openings. The assemblage of architectural elements at all 

four of the gateways is anomalous when compared to other hilltop enclosures. The 

north gateway contains one exterior crescent and four interior crescents that 

funnel the pedestrian flow. The south and east gateways are described by Squier 

and Davis as "Tlascalan" in form. One side of both the south and west gateway 

openings are formed by 2.5 m high stone mounds. All gateways contain ground 

surface depressions on their interiors. The exterior of all gateways, except the most 

southern, lead to spurs. A mound over 3 m in height is reported 90 m north of the 

north gateway. Squier and Davis (1848:17) report the mound contained an 
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abundance of fired stone on the surface. Randall (1908:68) reports that the mound 

contained one burial. The report of a burial is discounted here because, based on 

Randall's description, he likely never visited the site but simply copied the 

dimensions listed by Squier and Davis and does not report his source for the burial. 

Further, McBride, the original investigator of the site, did not record a burial from 

the mound. 

In summary, based on the physical form of the gateways, Squier and Davis 

argue that Fortified Hill is a unique defensive enclosure. No other Woodland 

earthwork in the region contains similar gateway forms. The gateways at Fortified 

Hill do contain architectural elements to funnel the flow of user traffic, but are 

markedly different from those at other regional sites. All the gateways are 

associated with interior ground surface depressions that are approximately 3 m 

deep. In addition, Squier and Davis note numerous "dug holes" throughout the 

interior plateau. Exterior to the north gateway is a stone mound with a burnt 

surface. 

Summary of Primary Gateways at Selected Hilltop Enclosures 

Table 6.2 presents a summary of the architectural elements from the best 

expressions of primary gateway complexes at all hilltop enclosures discussed in this 

chapter. The presence or absence of the various architectural elements listed in 

Table 6.2 is necessarily conservative and likely understates their occurrence. The 

unevenness of the data presented for individual sites is a result of the differing 

level of detail reported in the available source material. For example, at Fort 

Ancient, limestone pavements are recorded in association with all three primary 

gateway complexes. However, only the pavements on the exterior of the Twin 
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Table 6. 2 

Summary of Selected Hilltop Enclosure Primary Gateway Complex Architectu ral Elements 

Fort Ancient 
Gateway Location 

37 south 
55a center 

1 north 
Pollack 1,2,3 southwest 
Old Stone Fort 1 northeast 

2 southwest 
Fort Hill 

Spruce Hill 

Miami Fort 
Fort Carlisle 
Fortified Hill 

Fort Ancient 

1 north 
2,3 south 

1 north 
2,3,4 south 

1 west 
1 southeast 
1 north 

2,3 southwest 

Pavement 
37 ext 

55a int/ext? 
1 ext 

Pollack 1,2,3 in gateway opening 
Old Stone Fort 1 

Fort Hill 

Spruce Hill 

2 
1 

2,3 
1 

2,3,4 

Gateway Form 
conj mounds 
conj mounds 
twin mounds 
wall depression 
conj mounds 
wall depression 
wall depression 
wall depression 
conj mounds 
conj mounds 
wall depression 
conj mounds 
conj wall & md 
conj wall & md 

Ditch/Pond 
int ponds 
int ditch 
medial ditch 

medial ditch 
ext ditch 
int pond 
int ditch 

Miami Fort exterior & gateway int ponds 
Fort Carlisle 
Fortified Hill 1 

2,3 

interior or exterior 
int pond 
int ond 

Gateway Symmetry Burnt Surfaces 

int right larger 
int right larger 
south shallow 
int left larger 

Water Source 
? 
int 
ext 

adj wall 
int mound 

southwest gateway 

conj mound 
conj mound 
? gate & adj wall 
gateway opening 

Funnel Device 

crescents 
parallel walls 
crescents 
parallel walls 

incurve gateway 
incurve gateway 
crescents 

crescents 

Ramp/Walkover 
interior/ ext spur 
interior/exterior 
interior/ exter ior 

in te ri or/exterior 
exterior 
exterior spur 
in te r ior/exterio r 
exterior spur 
exterior spur 
in te rior/exterio r 
ext spur 
ext spur 
ext spur 

Mound 
1 ext stone 
int/ext 
1 int stone/ext 
3 stone ext 
? 
1 int 

1 ext stone 

1 ext stone 



Mounds complex and the interior of Great Gateway are recorded in the original 

excavation notes. The presence of the other Fort Ancient pavements listed in Table 

6.2 is based on either the examination of archived photographs or modern 

pedestrian surveys. The limestone pavements associated with gateway complexes at 

Pollock and Miami Fort also are unrecorded in the antiquarian reports of each site. 

The documentation of the Pollock pavement was determined through a personal 

communication with the current investigator, Robert V. Riordan , and the Miami 

Fort pavement was detected through pedestrian survey. Brinkley's (1889) 

reference to the Fort Carlisle pavement is made in passing and, therefore, 

fortuitous to this study. A reasonable assumption is that gateway complexes at other 

hilltop enclosures listed in Table 6.2 also contained limestone pavements . However, 

for interpretive purposes , such a wholesale assumption for any architectural 

element is not made. Below is a summary of the occurrence and attributes of the 

individual architectural elements at the primary gateway complexes of the hilltop 

enclosures discussed above. 

Gateway Location 

As a general statement, primary gateway complexes, either individually or in 

groups, occur along opposite ends of an enclosure on a northeast-southwest axis. 

Figure 6.16 illustrates this tendency by showing the approximate azimuths that 

could reliably be determined between primary gateways at the hilltop enclosures 

discussed above. For example, at Fort Ancient, the three azimuths shown include 

the alignment between the South Gateway and the Great Gateway, the alignment 

between the Great Gateway and the Twin Mounds complex, and the alignment of the 

Twin Mound complex through the parallel walls. 
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The northeast-southwest tendency of gateway alignment is further 

emphasized with the elimination of Fortified Hill. As discussed above, this site is the 

most anomalous earthwork in all respects to other regional hilltop enclosures. 

Also, the outlier azimuth recorded for Miami Fort extends through a location 

(southeast corner) , tentatively interpreted as a gateway, but not recorded as such in 

any previous study. This corner of the earthwork today is disturbed historically to 

the extent of precluding a completely accurate assessment of the location. 

Assuming that a random distribution of gateway alignments will cover a 

complete 360 degree circle, only a 218 degree arc actually is spanned by hilltop 

enclosures in this study. With the exclusion of Fortified Hill , only a 120 degree arc 

is covered. With the further elimination of Miami Fort only an 80 degree arc is 

covered by the alignments of primary gateway complexes. Therefore, a northeast 

to southwest juxtaposition in the placement of primary gateway complexes is 

demonstrated for the hilltop enclosures in this study. In addition, five of the hilltop 

enclosures contain alignments clustered between 50 and 57 degrees. This 

alignment, approximates the orientation of the summer solstice sunrise and the 

maximum northern moonrise alignments in southern Ohio (Essenpreis and 

Duszynski 1989). This statement is not meant to imply that astronomical alignments 

were necessarily a part of the overall construction plans of hilltop enclosures . 

Astronomical alignments at Fort Ancient are discussed in Chapter 7. 

The above azimuth orientations are not field generated but based on 

published site plans, primarily from Squier and Davis (1848). A possible error of 

± 5 degrees is assumed. Yet, even at the maximum error rate, the thrust of the 

argument presented on gateway alignment remains valid. Additional support of 

this northeast-southwest orientation is demonstrated in the alignment of total site 

layouts (Figure 6.17). When the hilltop enclosures are bisected along their longest 
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central axis, roughly dividing the enclosures into two equal halves , a similar 

northeast-southwest orientation is observed. Again, with the exclusion of the 

anomalous Fortified Hill, only 120 degrees of a complete circle is covered by the 

alignments. 

An objection to the significance of the intra-gateway alignments and overall 

site orientation is that the uniformity is simply an artifact of the pre-existing 

topography on which the hilltop enclosures were constructed. Whereas this point 

is valid for overall site orientation, the uniformity of alignments do demonstrate 

that specific landforms with specific azimuth orientations were selected for 

earthwork construction. A cursory examination of relevant 7.5' United States 

Geological Survey quad maps abundantly demonstrates that topographically 

similar hilltops with more northwest-southeast landform orientations were 

available for hilltop enclosure construction by Middle Woodland populations. 

However, based on the sample examined in this study, such landforms were not 

selected for earthwork construction. As a result of the overall landform 

orientations chosen, placement of primary gateways at opposite ends of the 

landform guaranteed a reasonably good chance that a general correspondence of 

primary gateway alignments would be generated for all hilltop enclosure sites . At 

enclosures such as Spruce Hill and Pollock, gateway placement appears largely 

dependent on natural spurs that allow access to the enclosures. At sites such as Fort 

Ancient, Miami Fort, Old Stone Fort, and Fort Hill, gateway placement on at least one 

end of the alignment axis is not dependent on spur formations . Interestingly, the 

latter group, that seemingly would have the greatest latitude in gateway placement, 

all contain at least one primary gateway alignment clustering in the 50 to 57 degree 

range. 
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As noted above, the location of primary gateway complexes often is associated 

with natural exterior spurs. These spurs functioned as a means of ingress and 

egress to the primary gateways and the enclosures proper. The site schematics 

presented in this chapter may give the false impression that exterior spurs are 

found exclusively in association with gateway complexes. This impression is more a 

result of the detail presented by early surveyors than the reality of the landforms. 

For example, at Fort Ancient, the Squier and Davis map (1848:Plate VII) does not 

illustrate any exterior spurs, however, pedestrian survey demonstrates the 

presence of over 50 such features. Similarly, the Squier and Davis map of Miami 

Fort (1848 :Plate IX, No. 2) illustrates only two exterior spurs placed at gateway 

openings. However, pedestrian survey at Miami Fort demonstrates the presence of 

additional unmapped exterior spurs and terraces. Pedestrian surveys at Fort 

Carlisle and Fort Hill produced similar results . Therefore, although spurs often are 

associated with primary gateway complexes, the placement of the complexes is not 

restricted to the few spurs illustrated on the schematics included in this chapter. 

In addition, as detailed in Chapter 4, at Fort Ancient Middle Woodland populations 

significantly modified the natural terrain, including exterior spurs, to 

accommodate the placement of gateways, embankment walls, and other 

architectural elements. The possibility of such landform modifications has not 

been investigated at other hilltop enclosures. 

In summary, the placement of primary gateway complexes at the hilltop 

enclosures included in this study generally falls along a northeast-southwest 

alignment. Individual or groups of primary gateways most often occur at opposite 

ends of the long axis of an enclosure. Primary gateway complexes often are 

associated with exterior spurs that provide access to the hilltop enclosures. The 

spurs are presumed natural features, however, at Fort Ancient, multiple portions of 
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the hilltop were significantly altered by prehistoric populations to accommodate 

the placement of architectural features. 

Gateway Form 

The conjoined or twin mound form is the most obvious physical expression of 

a primary gateway. Fort Ancient, Old Stone Fort, Spruce Hill, and Fort Carlisle all 

exhibit this form. Fortified Hill gateways contain a variation of this form with a 

conjoined mound and wall , as reported above. The primary gateways at both Miami 

Fort and Fort Hill are not composed of conjoined mounds but contain noticeably 

raised sections of embankment wall. The gateways at Pollock are simply 

embankment wall depressions. Based on location and presence of other gateway 

complex elements, no apparent pattern predicts whether an enclosure will contain 

a conjoined mound form. For example, at Fort Ancient, conjoined movnds aid in 

distinguishing primary gateways from other gateway types. However, this 

distinction is not expressed at Fort Hill. At Spruce Hill, all gateways are formed by 

conjoined mounds with no other gateway forms present. Conjoined mound forms 

also are not necessary to mark specific alignments of earthworks. For example, the 

clustering of alignments between 50 and 57 degrees shown in Figure 6.16 occurs 

through both conjoined mound forms (Fort Ancient, Old Stone Fort), slightly raised 

sections of embankment walls (Miami Fort and Fort Hill), and simple embankment 

wall depressions (Pollock) . 
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Gateway Asymmetry 

An asymmetry in conjoined mound form is noted at both Fort Ancient and Old 

Stone Fort. For several reasons the asymmetry is judged intentional. First, 

symmetry was accomplished readily, and often with a great deal of precision for 

many other architectural elements at hilltop enclosures, such as embankment wall 

height and width. Second, at Old Stone Fort, the asymmetry extends to the adjacent 

parallel walls. Third, asymmetry also is noted in conjoined mounds at Middle 

Woodland earthwork types other than hilltop enclosures (e.g., Pinson Mounds, 

Mainfort 1986:47). Finally, as discussed in Chapter 8, symmetry and asymmetry are 

consistent themes expressed in multiple design grammar rules at Fort Ancient. 

Symmetry and asymmetry are also consistent themes in Hopewell symbolic forms 

made from mica and copper (e.g. Connolly 1992; Greber and Ruhl 1989). 

Burned Surfaces 

Primary gateway complexes often contain evidence of intense burning on 

surfaces either to the immediate interior of the gateway opening, within the 

gateway opening, or on adjacent embankment walls. Evidence of intensive 

burning on stone mounds associated with primary gateway complexes is reported at 

both Spruce Hill and Fort Ancient. Evidence of intensive burning on nearby 

adjacent sections of embankment wall or within primary gateway openings also is 

reported (e.g., Fort Carlisle, Fort Ancient, and Miami Fort). Given the uneven 

quality in documentation at hilltop enclosures, a reasonable assumption is that the 

fired surfaces are more common than actually reported. Based on all available 

sources, a strong tendency exists for either primary gateways or architectural 
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elements in their immediate vicinity to contain evidence of fired surfaces. Table 6.2 

does not include evidence of burning associated with primary gateway complexes 

based on subsurface investigations (e.g., Pollock, Miami Fort). 

Ramp, Walkover and Pavement 

With few exceptions, primary gateways at hilltop enclosures lead to well-

formed exterior spurs or level plateaus. The actual construction of walkovers or 

ramps at the various earthworks is reported unevenly in the literature. For 

example, the presence of the walkovers at Fort Ancient's South Gateway, the 

southwest gateway of Old Stone Fort, and the west gateway at Miami Fort were only 

detected through modern pedestrian survey and are not reported in any published 

accounts . Therefore, the detection of additional ramps through modern survey is 

expected. 

The same logic as presented above for ramps is assumed for limestone 

pavements as components of primary gateway complexes. That is, the antiquarian 

reports that are the primary sources for several site descriptions used in this study, 

generally, do not report the presence of limestone pavements . Fort Carlisle, Pollock 

and Fort Ancient are the only exceptions to this statement. However, modern 

survey demonstrates that for those hilltop enclosures examined, limestone 

pavements are often found within, or emanating from, primary gateway complexes. 

Ditch, Pond and Water Source 

Ditches or ponds are associated with the primary gateway complexes of all 

hilltop enclosures examined except for Pollock and Spruce Hill. At Spruce Hill, 
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Squier and Davis (1848: 12) note the presence of several "depressions on the hill 

which contain constant supplies of water," yet they illustrate only one, not in the 

proximity of a gateway. 

The detection of water sources in the form of springs feeding ponds, or 

ditches, although intriguing, is much more difficult to demonstrate. As reported 

earlier, only at Fort Ancient has this aspect of hilltop enclosures been examined in 

any detail. 

Funnel Device 

Funnel devices are present at the primary gateways of all hilltop enclosures 

except Fort Hill and possibly Fort Carlisle. The embankment walls at Fort Carlisle 

numbered 1, 2, and 3 on Figure 6.14, today are barely visible as discrete crescent 

forms. The walls do not connect at their lateral ends as shown on the Brinkley map. 

Whether the current state of embankment walls 1, 2, and 3 is an accurate depiction 

of their original form remains speculative. If Brinkley is wrong in hi s drawing, 

and the current arrangement of crescent embankment walls reflects the original 

construction form, then the elements may in fact funnel users to the location of 

unmapped but reported gateways. 

Mound 

Mounds, often stone covered and burned, are recorded at five of the eight 

hilltop enclosures in this study. Enclosures without mounds recorded in the 

immediate proximity of · primary gateway complexes include Spruce Hill , Fort Hill 

and Fort Carlisle. At Spruce Hill, small extensively burned stone covered mounds 
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are reported from the interior and a single stone covered mound is reported on the 

north exterior spur. However, none of these mounds is demonstrably in direct 

association or alignment with a primary gateway complex. 

With the exception of the two mounds at Fort Ancient's Great Gateway 

complex and possibly the mound on the interior of Gateway 1 and the single mound 

at Miami Fort, no other examples of this element type associated with primary 

gateway complexes produced any reliable evidence of human burials. Therefore, 

the primary function of most mounds placed in association with primary gateway 

complexes is other than burial. 

Discussion of Primary Gateway Complex Architecture 

Figures 6. 18 and 6 .19 summarize the occurrence of architectural elements at 

primary gateway complexes at the hilltop enclosures included in this study. The 

data illustrated in the two · figures represent only the confirmed occurrences of 

various elements. The figures specifically do not account for the more speculative 

or expected presence of element types as discussed above. Therefore, the total 

occurrence of a particular element type at all the sites listed, and the total number 

of element types associated with primary gateway complexes at individual sites, is a 

conservative estimate. 

As expected, since the primary gateway complexes at Fort Ancient were used 

as a model for examining similar complexes at other hilltop enclosures, the Fort 

Ancient primary gateway complexes contain the most complete expression of 

architectural elements. However, no other architectural elements, besides those 

that make up the primary gateway complexes at Fort Ancient, are recorded at 

primary gateway complexes at other hilltop enclosures in the region. The 
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Number of Element Types Present (total n=10) 

Fort Ancient 10 

Old Stone Fort 8 

Miami Fort 7 

Fortified Hill 4 

Pollock 4 

Spruce Hill 4 

Fort Carlisle 3 

Fort Hill -2 

Figure 6.18 
Number of Primary Gateway Architectural Element Types by Site 
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Figure 6.19 
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Number of Sites Containing Individual Archi tectural Element Types 
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variation in the occurrence of elements at individual sites demonstrates that 

constituent elements of the Fort Ancient primary gateway complexes are not shared 

universally at all hilltop enclosures . This assumption would remain valid even if 

the more speculative or expected presence of elements were included in the tally. 

The number of sites containing individual architectural elements listed in 

Figure 6.19 demonstrates the overall validity of the assignment of those elements as 

components of primary gateway complexes. However, Figure 6.19 also demonstrates 

that the uniformity of elements comprising primary gateway complexes is not 

expressed evenly at hilltop enclosures throughout the study area. Therefore, to the 

extent that such elements encoded meaning to cue appropriate behavior of 

earthwork users, the understanding was not applied universally, or even at most 

hilltop enclosures included in this study. However, site orientation, the presence of 

architectural elements such as funnel devices, ponds, and conjoined mounds are 

more likely candidates for such a communicative role. This topic is explored in 

Chapter 8. 
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1. 

2. 

CHAPTER 6 NOTES 

Moorehead's field notes, diary, and published accounts of the four mounds 

forming the square in the North Fort are completely contradictory. His 

reference points for locating the mounds, taken from survey stations on 

nearby embankment walls , contain linear measurement errors of at least 20 

percent from the mound locations mapped by Fowke and Cowan in 1889 

(Moorehead 1890:Plate 2) and Mills' Ohio State University map (1920). George 

Little's 1891 map does not show the location of the four mounds. Minimally, 

additional field testing is necessary to match Moorehead's numbered mounds 

with their actual locations. The mound indicated as fronting Gateway 1 is 

based on a best estimate from Moorehead's field notes and published 

accounts. However, his descriptions of the four mounds forming the square 

differ primarily in the amount of burnt stone recovered from within and on 

the surface of each and the presence of fragments of a human skeleton in 

one of the four mounds. Therefore, regardless of the accuracy in mound 

assignment, interpretations will remain valid. 

Essenpreis apparently did not consider Gateway 1 as part of the primary 

gateway complex formed by the Twin Mounds and parallel walls. However, as 

demonstrated below, inclusion of Gateway 1 as part of the complex is 

warranted by consideration of the architectural elements in the immediate 

vicinity of the Twin Mounds complex and comparison with elements 

composing the South Gateway complex and the Great Gateway complex. That 

is , neither Gateway 1 nor the Twin Mounds and their associated architectural 

elements, separately, contain the constituent elements of the primary 
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gateway complexes at the South Gateway or the Great Gateway complexes. 

In combination, Gateway 1 and the Twin Mounds do contain the full 

compliment of architectural elements expected at a primary gateway 

complex. Therefore, the two sets of elements functioned as a single unit - the 

Gateway 1 or Twin Mounds complex. 
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CHAPTER 7 

ANALYSIS OF SECONDARY GATEWAYS 

Secondary gateway complexes are smaller, contain fewer architectural 

elements, and are expressed less consistently than primary gateway complexes. 

However, like primary gateway complexes, definitive patterns in the distribution of 

constituent architectural elements are recorded at secondary gateway complexes . 

This chapter discusses the physical structure and distribution of the 64 secondary 

gateways and associated architectural elements at Fort Ancient. As discussed in 

Chapter 5, primary and secondary gateways are not readily distinguished at most 

other hilltop enclosures in southern Ohio. When compared to Fort Ancient, only 

Fort Hill contains a similar quantity of secondary gateways in proportion to the 

total embankment wall length. Both Miami Fort and Fort Carlisle contain several 

secondary gateways, but their locations and forms are not recorded. Therefore, as 

in the case when assessing primary gateway complexes, the secondary gateway 

complexes at Fort Ancient function as an ideal type for comparison with similar 

complexes at other hilltop enclosures. 

Physical Structure of Secondary Gateways 

A secondary gateway is a marked depression in an otherwise contiguous and 

level section of embankment wall. Secondary gateways do not contain conjoined 

mounds or twin mound elements. The form of secondary gateway openings is 

reasonably consistent throughout Fort Ancient. Less visible elements, such as 

limestone retaining walls and pavements, also are consistent features in secondary 

gateway openings. 
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Portions of two excavated secondary gateway openings at Fort Ancient are 

well-documented. At Gateway 44, located in the South Fort (Figure 7 .1), excavation 

exposed a limestone slab pavement and retaining wall (Essenpreis 1985). At 

Gateway 18, located in the Middle Fort (Figure 7.1), the exterior base of the opening 

was excavated to sterile subsoils, exposing a similar limestone pavement. Soil core 

samples taken within the Gateway 18 opening documented structural supports in 

the adjacent embankment walls (Connolly and Sieg 1991). The excavations at 

Gateways 44 and 18, discussed in detail below, are the basis for generalizing the 

structure of secondary gateway openings at Fort Ancient. Although Moorehead 

reported excavating one secondary gateway in the South Fort, he gave no detail of 

the excavation results. Moorehead's reporting of secondary gateways is limited to 

nonspecific comments, useful only in determining the locations of secondary 

gateways throughout the enclosure. 

The CCC trenched through at least 16 of the 64 secondary gateways at Fort 

Ancient to drain ponds and ditches fronting the gateway openings or located along 

the interior of adjacent embankment walls. Figure 7.1 shows the locations of 

visible evidence of CCC and other historic modifications to secondary gateways. 

Figure 7 .1 does not include gateways slated for modification on the 1934 Department 

of the Interior map, but which today exhibit no visible traces of the modification. 

No field notes, map profiles, or evidence of recovered cultural materials are known 

from the CCC trenching of secondary gateways. With the exception of the road cut 

excavated by Morgan (1939) at Gateway 3, no other historic disturbances to the 

secondary gateways at Fort Ancient are recorded. Morgan's field notes of this 

excavation document only the exterior ditch stratigraphy. 
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Locations of Gateways 18 & 44 and Historically Disturbed Secondary Gateways 
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Gateway 44 Investigations 

Essenpreis (1985) removed surface soils from partially exposed limestone 

slabs in an area of approximately 2.6 x 2.4 m in the opening of Gateway 44. She also 

excavated a 3.05 x .60 m (10 x 2 ft) unit 2 m north of the embankment wall base 

centered on the gateway opening and crossing an interior walkover. In both 

operations, Essenpreis did not excavate below the top of the limestone surfaces 

encountered. No further examination of either unit has yet been conducted. 

Figure 7.2 illustrates Essenpreis' hypothesized reconstruction of the 

limestone slabs encountered within the Gateway 44 opening. She recorded (1985 :3): 

a collapsed stone feature[s] which may have, in part, represented a 
short retaining wall intended to prevent the embankments from 
collapsing or eroding into the gateway . . . 8+ courses of stones, 
representing a wall 20+ inches high, had slumped to the east. Stones 
near the base of this wall were more nearly horizontal . . . . Therefore, 
I posit that there was a short wall on the west side [and east side], with 
a stone pavement covering a two to three foot wide walkway between 
the two walls. Thus, the original gateway may have been much 
narrower than at present, with steep side walls partially supported by 
stone. 

Except for the limestone construction, Essenpreis reported no prehistoric 

cultural materials from the excavation. She attributed 12 round headed nails 

recovered within the limestone pavement to a CCC trail constructed in the 1930s. 

Essenpreis' plan map of the limestone demonstrates that the pavement continued 

both north and south beyond the limits of the excavation unit. Neither her field 

notes or written report give an estimate of the pavement's total length and width. 

Essenpreis' excavation of Unit 3/85 is illustrated in Figure 7.3. She placed the 

unit on the centerline of the Gateway 44 opening, 2 m north of the embankment 

wall base. Unit 3/85 is an example of gateway complex elements not currently 
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visible, or partially obscured on the modern ground surface. Essenpreis (1985 :4) 

noted: 

This trench produced evidence for a slightly elevated approach . 
Limestone slabs and mottled fill containing charcoal flecks and a few 
artifacts ... in a five-foot wide band. The stones do not form a 
precisely definable structure but occur in two distinct groups , 
separated by approximately a foot of mottled clay fill. The easternmost 
group of stones (A) is comprised of over 10 large stones arranged 
around a .7 foot diameter oval area composed of mottled silty clays ... 
the oval placement of the stones may have been fortuitous or it may 
have provided support for a wooden post . . . . The second group. . . 
seven stones were placed perpendicular to the embankments. . . both 
stone groups were surrounded by cultural fill to create an area 
somewhat elevated above that of the normal ground surface. 
Therefore, until otherwise demonstrated, it is theorized that these two 
stone groups and intervening fill together represent a prepared 
approach to Gateway 44 and reflect activities connected with its 
function. 

By examining Essenpreis' excavation slides (Accession 1039, Archaeological 

Collections, Ohio Historical Society, Columbus), the circular arrangement of stones 

may be judged confidently as more than 'fortuitous' based on the associated soil 

matrix. In the limestone level and within the circle of stones, soils are very dark 

grayish brown (Munsell lOYR 3/3) with a high organic content. This stratum is 

labeled 'cultural level' on the south wall profile of Figure 7 .3. Soil within the circle 

of stones was excavated to an unreported depth. Based on soil composition and the 

size of interior circle formed by the limestone (21 cm), the feature likely 

represents a postmold. 

Soils outside the circle formed by the limestone and beneath the limestone 

level are culturally sterile subsoils. The portions of the walkover north and south 

of Unit 3/85 remain unexplored. The row of limestone recorded by Essenpreis in 

Unit 3/85 may represent an extension of the pavement exposed at the gateway 

opening. No culturally diagnostic materials were recovered from Unit 3/85. The 
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only artifacts recorded from the unit were two flint core fragments and seven 

middle to late stage flint reduction flakes, all made from locally available pebble 

chert (Connolly 1991). 

Additional architectural elements associated with the Gateway 44 complex 

include a "large stone grave" reported by Moorehead (1890:16) on an exterior spur. 

The stone grave is no longer visible. Although the excavation of this stone feature 

is not referenced specifically by Moorehead, he did report several stone graves in 

the vicinity that contained fragmentary human remains (1890:39). 

In summary, the Gateway 44 architectural elements include a marked 

depression in the embankment wall, a limestone pavement minimally within the 

gateway opening and possibly extending to the interior walkover, retaining walls 

within the gateway opening, and an exterior spur with a stone mound that possibly 

contained human burials. The circle of limestone likely represents the remnants 

of a post marker for the gateway, or, if additional circular post features are present 

near the walkover, the limestone circle may represent part of a barrier or funnel 

device . 

Gateway 18 Investigations 

Figure 7.4 shows the location of a 3.05 x 1.22 m (10 x 4 ft) excavation unit 

(1191) placed on the immediate exterior of Gateway 18 . The unit, initially reported 

by Connolly and Sieg (1991) , was excavated to determine the precise physical 

structure at the juncture of the gateway opening, the exterior terrace, and the 

adjacent embankment wall. Although the interior plateau at this location is eroded, 

the embankment wall forming Gateway 18 and the exterior spur remain reasonably 

undisturbed. The excavation of Unit 1191 was part of a broader program conducted 
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during the 1991 and 1993 field seasons to assess prehistoric activities on the 

Gateway 18 spur. Previous excavations conducted by Essenpreis (1982) 

demonstrated the spur was the location of substantial prehistoric activity. This 

assessment was based on the artifacts recovered and the mottled soils mixed with 

charcoal , burned clay, and limestone recorded on the spur surface. Lithic artifacts 

analyzed from Essenpreis' excavations contained an abundance of bladelet and 

flake fragments exhibiting traces of use-wear at rates significantly greater than 

recorded for any other lithic sample from Fort Ancient (Connolly 1991). In 

addition, on the Gateway 18 spur, Moorehead (1890:13) excavated a stone mound 

containing fragmentary human skeletal remains. 

The excavation of Unit 1/91 produced evidence of a gateway structure similar 

in form to that proposed by Essenpreis for Gateway 44. As shown in Figure 7.4, the 

excavation unit was placed so that the north end crossed the center line of the 

gateway at the exterior base of the embankment wall. Figure 7 .5 shows the 

remnants of a limestone slab pavement emanating from the gateway center. Soil 

cores taken west of Unit 1/91 , along the trajectory of the exposed limestone, 

demonstrate the pavement extends into the gateway opening . Within the gateway 

opening, soil cores placed throughout the embankment wall depression 

encountered evidence of limestone, which suggests a retaining wall structure 

similar to that described by Essenpreis at Gateway 44. The soils above the limestone 

slabs at Level 5A result from post-occupation erosion from the adjacent 

embankment wall. The limestone slab pavement exposed from Levels 5A to 6B 

occurs in three irregularly formed overlying layers, 33 to 50 cm below the modern 

ground surface. Small amounts of gravel were recorded within and immediately 

above the pavement. At Level 6B (Figure 7.6) an occupation level or living floor 

was encountered. The floor was characterized by mottled yellowish brown to very 
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pale brown compacted clays in the southern half of the unit. Soils within the 

northern half of the unit contained a higher organic content and evidence of 

burning beneath the limestone pavement in the northern half of the unit. The 

burned surface resulted from the in situ firing of the limestone pavement at this 

level. Flecks of charcoal , 24 ceramic sherds, approximately 20 animal bone 

fragments, and 20 flakes and blocky fragments of flint were recovered from this 

level in a relatively even distribution across the excavation unit. The artifacts 

recovered do not indicate a specific activity type. Based on the analysis of ceramic 

sherds , chert raw materials and lithic artifact forms, the cultural materials 

recovered are typical of Middle Woodland assemblages. Culturally sterile subsoils 

were reached at 61 cm below unit datum. 

Feature 4/91 (Figure 7.5) was defined at Level 6B and contained a dense 

charcoal concentration in the upper 6 cm level, followed by a 9 cm level of 

yellowish brown to pale brown silty clays, followed by a 27 cm level of similar clays 

in a sandy matrix. Feature 4/91 was circular in form with a 36 cm diameter at Level 

6B , that was truncated to a 15 cm diameter for the lower half of the feature depth. 

The feature intruded into culturally sterile subsoils. At Level 6B, and surrounding 

Feature 4/91, the living floor contained a consistent scatter of large charcoal flecks 

and burnt clay. Feature 4/91 is interpreted as a postmold. The concentration of 

charcoal and burnt clay from within Feature 4/91 and on the immediate periphery, 

likely represents activities related to the function of the post. Charcoal from this 

feature yielded a radiocarbon assay of 1990 ± 90 B.P. (Beta 56271; wood charcoal), 

placing the living floor and associated embankment wall construction within the 

first half of the Middle Woodland. 

A postmold on the immediate exterior of Gateway 18 in association with the 

limestone pavement is consistent with the evidence of an ancillary architectural 
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element located near the interior walkover at Gateway 44. As in the case of Gateway 

44, the limited excavations conducted to date on the Gateway 18 spur preclude 

establishing the function of the single post or demonstrating the potential 

presence of adjacent posts that might have formed a more substantial structure. 

Core samples taken immediately east of the north half of Unit 1/91 determined the 

limestone pavement extends beyond the limits of the unit. Soil cores also detected 

additional slabs of limestone, charcoal, burnt clay, and culturally mottled soils 

immediately east of the southern half of Unit 1/91, adjacent to Feature 4/91. 

Therefore, in all likelihood, remnants of additional architectural elements are 

present at the Gateway 18 complex but remain undocumented. 

Figure 7. 7 illustrates a vertical composite of all limestone recovered from 

Unit 1/91. Assuming the pavement width is symmetrical on the unexcavated north 

side of the gateway, then the total width of the pavement extending from the 

Gateway 18 opening and leading to the exterior spur is approximately 2 m. An arc 

of limestone slabs at Level 6B, all heavily fired in situ, abuts the southern edge of 

the pavement, as shown in Figure 7. 7. The intensive in situ burning of limes tone, 

particularly at Level 6B, the arrangement of the limestone arc and the evidence of 

an ancillary post structure suggest the gateway's function exceeded that of simple 

expedient passage between the earthwork interior and exterior. 

In summary, Figure 7. 7 illustrates the hypothesized reconstruction of the 

Gateway 18 exterior exposed in Unit 1/91. The reconstruction suggests a similar 

arrangement of architectural features as proposed by Essenpreis (1985) at the 

Gateway 44 complex. The pavement forms an elevated walkover leading to the 

exterior spur and is flanked to the south by ancillary architectural elements 

including an arc of limestone and a post structure. The Gateway 18 complex also 
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contains a stone mound with the fragmentary remains of two human burials on the 

exterior spur. 

An additional radiocarbon determination was obtained from a pit feature 

(3/91) at the lowest level of Unit 4/91, also on the Gateway 18 spur (Figure 7.4). Unit 

4/91 was excavated into the northern edge of a stone mound excavated by 

Moorehead in 1889. The portion of Unit 4/91 from which the carbon sample was 

recovered was not disturbed by Moorehead's excavation. Figure 7 .8 shows the 

relationship of the pit feature to the overlying limestone slabs marking the edge of 

the mound. Figure 7.9 shows that an additional pit was dug by unknown persons, 

possibly Moorehead, to the north and east of Feature 3/91. However, for the 

following reasons, the carbon recovered from Feature 3/91 is not considered 

contaminated. First, the limestone slabs covering most of Feature 3/91 were 

stacked, suggesting this portion of the mound was not disturbed. Second, the 

carbon submitted for analysis was recovered approximately 10 cm below the level at 

which the feature was initially defined. In addition, the upper level of the feature 

contained an uneven layer of burnt clay that overlay the charcoal concentration. 

Therefore, the sample is judged not inherently contaminated by historic 

disturbances. The carbon sample submitted from Feature 3/91 yielded a 

radiocarbon assay of 1750 ± 60 B.P. (Beta 74072, wood charcoal). Radiocarbon 

results place construction of the mound in the middle to late portion of the Middle 

Woodland. The temporal significance of the two radiocarbon age results from the 

Gateway 18 spur is discussed in Part III. 
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Other Secondary Gateways at Fort Ancient 

For the purpose of determining the physical structure of Fort Ancient's 

secondary gateway openings, no excavation records exist beyond those reported 

above. However, indirect lines of evidence suggest that additional secondary 

gateways contain physical structures similar to those documented at Gateways 18 

and 44. First, random soil cores placed in several secondary gateway openings, not 

disturbed by the CCC or other historic projects , yielded evidence of limestone slabs 

within 10 to 20 cm of the ground surface and extending to both the interior and 

exterior of the gateway openings. Similarly, soil cores detected evidence of 

limestone retaining structures on the sloped ends of the embankment walls within 

several gateway openings. The ability to generalize the physical structure of 

secondary gateways from core samples is limited only by the random application of 

this method to date. Less than 25 percent of all sec~mdary gateways were cored in 

this manner. A second line of evidence is found in Moorehead's field notes and 

published accounts (e.g. , 1890:25 , 101 ; 1895:370) that record limestone slabs or 

evidence of fired surfaces within the gateway openings. Finally, pedestrian 

surveys recorded exposed limestone in the openings of at least 15 secondary 

gateways. These indirect lines of evidence minimally point to a trend in secondary 

gateway structure similar to that documented at Gateways 18 and 44. 

Summary of Physical Structure 

Excavation evidence of the physical structure of secondary gateways at Fort 

Ancient is based on two documented cases . Less direct lines of investigation suggest 

that the findings from the two excavations are typical of secondary gateways at Fort 
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Ancient. These investigations suggest that the typical secondary gateway exhibits a 

marked depression in an otherwise level section of contiguous embankment wall 

and contains a stacked limestone pavement, 20 to 30 cm in height, that extends to 

both the interior and exterior of the opening. Within the gateway proper, 

limestone retaining structures add to the gateway's stability and retard erosion 

from adjacent embankment walls. As suggested for primary gateway complexes in 

Chapter 6, preliminary investigations also suggest that secondary gateway 

complexes contain ancillary architectural elements, such as post structures, not 

visible in surface examinations today. 

Secondary Gateway Complex Architectural Elements 

As with primary gateways, secondary gateways contain associated 

architectural elements that, along with the gateway opening, form a gateway 

complex. Below is a brief discussion of the individual types of architectural 

elements comprising secondary gateway complexes. This discussion is brief 

because most of the element types were discussed in Chapter 6. In this section, 

distinctions are made between the element types occurring at secondary gateway 

complexes and their expression at primary gateway complexes unless previously 

reported. In Chapter 6, an ideal or model primary gateway complex was evaluated 

based on associated architectural elements. As will be discussed in the following 

section, no single ideal or model of a secondary gateway complex is apparent. 
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Walkovers 

The distinction between walkovers and ramps emanating from the center of 

gateway openings was discussed briefly in Chapter 6. No secondary gateway 

complex at Fort Ancient contains a ramp , with the exception of the interior at 

Gateway 4. This anomaly is discussed later in this chapter. Walkovers are defined 

by the presence of interior ditches or ponds in association with secondary gateway 

openings. If a gateway opening leads directly into a pond or ditch, no walkover is 

present. If a gateway leads to a flat interior or exterior surface, no walkover is 

present. Only if a gateway leads to a level section of land flanked by ground surface 

depressions is a walkover present. Unlike ramps , walkovers do not fan out from the 

gateway opening. Walkovers are no wider, and are often narrower, than the 

gateway opening. Unlike ramps, walkovers do not provide a gradual descent from 

the gateway opening but simply a level access from the embankment wall base 

across ground surface depressions. 

For the purpose of this study, evidence for elevated walkovers that do not 

cross over ground surface depressions is not considered. The exclusion is based on 

two factors. First, walkovers of this type are not readily visible except through 

excavation. For example, the raised limestone pavement present on the exterior of 

Gateway 18 is elevated above the surrounding ground surface and reasonably could 

be considered a variant of a walkover. However, because of the limited 

documentation of gateway excavations, the Gateway 18 pavement is the only such 

exterior feature recorded at Fort Ancient. Second, as will be seen in the following 

section, walkovers that cross over ponds and ditches are rule governed in their 

distribution throughout the Fort Ancient enclosure. Raised walkovers or 

pavements, such as the one detected at Gateway 18, may also be rule governed in 
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their distribution, but the lack of documentation of these features precludes such 

an assumption. 

Ponds and Ditches 

Part I reported the traditional interpretation that ponds and ditches at Fort 

Ancient functioned primarily as expedient sources for soils in embankment wall 

construction. However, the precise construction, morphology, and function of 

these features at the two excavated gateway complexes discussed in Chapter 5, 

contradict the traditional thinking. This chapter furthers the discussion in 

reporting the form and patterned distribution of ponds and ditches associated with 

secondary gateways throughout the Fort Ancient enclosure. Three types of ground 

surface depressions are associated with secondary gateways. First, ponds are 

defined as distinct, well-formed oval to round ground surface depressions. Second, 

simple surface depressions are defined as oval to round but shallower and less well-

formed than ponds. Third, ditches are defined as distinct linear depressions that 

are placed parallel to the interior or the exterior of embankment walls. 

The distinction between ponds and ground surface depressions visible today 

may simply be a result of modifications by the CCC. Simple ground surface 

depressions most often are located where evidence of CCC activity is found. Field 

work conducted to date has not attempted to reconstruct the prehistoric form of all 

ground surface depressions. Therefore , while the distinction between simple 

ground surface depressions and ponds currently visible at Fort Ancient is 

recognized, assessing the integrity or significance, if any, of the two varying 

forms is not a focus of this study. 
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Many ditches also are altered from their prehistoric forms. Approximate 

reconstructions are possible by consulting original field notes from the pre-1930 

period. For example, the interior of Wall 55 today is completely flat except between 

Gateway 55 and the Great Gateway. However, as discussed in Chapter 6, Mills (1908) 

reports and provides photographs of a distinct ditch running the entire length of 

Wall 55. Therefore, this study may confidently assume the existence of the ditch 

feature as part of the original earthwork construction. However , similar certainty 

is not warranted for the placement of ditches and ponds in the Middle Fort. For 

example, from Wall 58 to Gateway 60 , the interior along the embankment wall is 

flat, although a single excavation unit bisecting the wall at this location 

(Essenpreis 1990; Morgan 1940) recorded a distinct ditch feature lined with 

limestone slabs. No pre-1930 record reports the presence of the ditch. The actual 

extent of the ditch at this location is unknown. 

The distribution of pond and ditch features shown in 7 .10 is conservative. 

Features are not assigned in those areas containing evidence of historic 

disturbance unless unambiguously documented by a pre-1930 field observation. 

Therefore, anomalies must be anticipated in any patterned distribution of ground 

surface depression forms at Fort Ancient. However, as discussed in the next section 

of this chapter, reliable trends and patterns in the distribution of these 

architectural elements are readily demonstrated. 

No obvious differences exist between the pond and ditch features associated 

with primary and secondary gateway complexes. The sole exception to this 

statement is the unique set of ditches that extended from the Twin Mounds discussed 

in Chapter 6. 
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Exterior Spurs and Terraces 

In his sequential description of survey stations along the length of the Fort 

Ancient embankment walls , Moorehead (e.g. , 1890:11 -13) refers to exterior spurs as 

'bastions .' He speculated that wooden blockhouses were placed at these locations as 

defensive lookouts. However, no empirical evidence of any blockhouse structure is 

known. Moorehead further argued that exterior spurs were entirely natural 

formations. Based on limited excavation data and extensive pedestrian survey, 

qualification of this assertion is necessary. Although the spurs are natural 

features of the landscape, their uppermost surfaces often were modified culturally 

to accommodate a variety of prehistoric activities. 

Exterior spurs at Fort Ancient are extensions of the interior plateau placed 

outside the enclosure by the construction of embankment walls. The width, length , 

and relative elevation of the exterior spurs varies throughout the site. No 

systematic topographic survey of the exterior spurs has yet been conducted to 

quantify the extent of the variation. For the purpose of this study, simply the 

presence or absence of exterior spurs at secondary gateways is noted. 

The placement of secondary gateways relative to exterior spurs is highly 

patterned throughout the Fort Ancient complex. As demonstrated in the next 

section of this chapter, exterior spurs are arguably the best predictions of 

gateways and interior walkovers at Fort Ancient. 

Exterior terraces , like exterior spurs , most often are extensions of the 

interior plateau placed outside the enclosure by the construction of embankment 

walls and are significantly modified from their natural state. For example, terraces 

exterior to the South Fort were widened by the prehistoric quarrying of limestone 
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on their margins. The length, width, and relative elevation of exterior terraces also 

varies throughout the enclosure. 

Exterior terraces, particularly in the South Fort, received considerable 

attention and are illustrated on the 1809 Port Folio map. Moorehead's attention was 

drawn to these features in the South Fort because of the abundance of stone graves 

present. Exterior terraces in the North Fort do not contain burials and remain 

uninvestigated. Besides the terraces functioning as burial locations, early 

researchers, such as Atwater (1820:158), suggested the terraces "appear to have 

been designed for persons to stand on, who wished to annoy those who were 

passing up and down the river." 

Mounds and Stone Circles 

All stone and earthen mounds on the interior of the Fort Ancient complex 

and all mounds on exterior spurs are elements of gateway openings. In Chapter 6, 

this relationship was demonstrated . at primary gateways. The next section of this 

chapter demonstrates the relationship at secondary gateways. No morphological 

distinction between free-standing mounds associated with primary and secondary 

gateway complexes is readily apparent. However, the mounds on exterior spurs 

associated with secondary gateways tend to contain more evidence of human 

burials. 

All stone circles documented within the Fort Ancient embankment walls are 

elements of secondary gateway complexes. A typical stone circle is composed of a 4 

to 6 m circle of limestone stacked one to three courses high. The interiors of the 

circles contain the identical soil matrix as the surrounding exterior areas. No 

prepared floors or ancillary architectural elements are known. In addition, no 
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evidence of prehistoric activity is recorded from within stone circles. Field notes 

from Mills (1908) contain the only documentation of a stone circle excavated at Fort 

Ancient. Four stone circles are visible on the ground surface today and the 

approximate locations of several others are documented in the reports of 

Moorehead and Mills. 

Summary of Architectural Elements 

The architectural elements associated with secondary gateways include 

walkovers, limestone pavements and retaining walls, ponds and ditches , exterior 

spurs and terraces, stone circles, mounds, and unknown ancillary structures. All of 

these features , except stone circles and terraces are also found in association with 

primary gateway complexes at Fort Ancient. The difference in comparable 

elements at the two gateway complex types is expressed more in degree rather than 

kind. That is, primary gateway complex elements are often more expansive than 

their secondary counterparts. An example of this trend is the distinction between 

the primary gateway ramp and the secondary gateway walkover. The conjoined 

mound form of primary gateways is the most visible qualitative distinction between 

the two types of gateways. A further distinction between primary and secondary 

gateway complexes is the inability to propose an ideal model for the constituent 

elements of the latter type. 

Distribution of Secondary Gateway Complex Elements 

Figure 7 .10 shows the distribution of secondary gateways and associated 

architectural elements at Fort Ancient. Several clarifications are necessary to 
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establish the level of accuracy of the distributions shown. First, the locations of all 

elements illustrated are approximate. Second, symbols for various elements are 

standardized and do not reflect intra-element size variation. In most cases, the 

assessment of element size variation is beyond the scope of this study. For example, 

as discussed above, simply the presence or absence of spurs is recorded. Third , 

primarily historic, but also natural formation processes have dramatically altered 

many secondary gateways at Fort Ancient. Figure 7.10 notes locations where no 

documentation exists to allow a reliable estimate of the earthwork's prehistoric 

form. These locations are labeled "Historically Disturbed." Finally, the "X" symbols 

on Figure 7 .10 that mark terrace burials are meant only to indicate approximate 

location and not number of individuals or number of discrete burial 

concentrations. The terrace burial locations illustrated are based on Moorehead 's 

published map (1890:Plate 2) and present day evidence of limestone slab 

concentrations. Moorehead's field notes and published accounts are particularly 

vague in quantifying the terrace burials. Based on Moorehead's published 

accounts , the burials consisted of irregularly formed piles of limestone less than 1 

m in height. Burials recovered from the terraces most often were fragmented and 

contained few if any grave goods. An accurate estimate of the number of burials is 

not possible. However, the real significance to this study of the terrace burials and 

their association with secondary gateways is that they occur only in South Fort, as 

discussed below. 

The following section discusses the association of architectural elements at 

secondary gateways and their distribution throughout Fort Ancient. This section 

also presents the initial statements that describe the patterned distribution of 

architectural elements at secondary gateway complexes that are used in testing the 

design grammar hypothesis in Chapter 8. 
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Secondary Gateways and Exterior Spurs 

The most visible and consistently represented architectural element at 

secondary gateways is the exterior spur. The number of exterior spurs illustrated 

in Figure 7 .11 is likely an underestimate. The figure does not include small 

protrusions outside the embankment walls that were possibly larger at the original 

construction of the earthwork, but currently diminished by 2,000 years of erosion. 

Thirty-two of the 64 secondary gateways at Fort Ancient contain an exterior spur as 

an architectural element of their gateway complex (Table 7 .1 ). Exterior spurs are 

distributed proportionately throughout the enclosure. Although a strong 

correlation between gateway placement and exterior spurs is visible, exceptions are 

noted. For example, Figure 7 .11 shows the locations of 4 exterior spurs not 

associated with a gateway (Walls 8, 9, 17, 27). 

All exterior spurs, whether associated with a gateway, or located on a section 

of embankment wall between two gateways, are marked by an architectural 

element on the interior of the earthwork. That is, whether an exterior spur is 

centered on a gateway or between two gateways, an additional architectural 

element must be placed on the interior of the earthwork at the spur location. The 

only secondary gateway complexes that contradict this statement are those altered 

historically or by natural erosion to such an extent that reliable reconstruction of 

the original earthwork form is not possible. 

Besides gateway openings, there is no readily visible pattern of other 

architectural elements that marks the locations of exterior spurs. The elements 

that mark exterior spurs include either a walkover with lateral ponds, a walkover 

with lateral ditches, or a pond centered on the gateway opening. Perhaps 
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Table 7.1 

Distribution of Secondary Gateways by Interior and Exterior Types 

North and Middle Fort South Fort 

Gateway Interiors Quantity Percent Quantity Percent 
Walkovers w/ Ponds 1 6 39 9 39 
Ponds & Depressions 1 0 24 1 1 48 
Ditches 1 2 3 1 3 
Flat Interior 6 1 5 0 0 
Unknown - Disturbed 8 20 0 0 
Total 4 1 100 23 100 

Gateway Exteriors 
Spurs 20 49 1 2 52 
Terraces 9 22 7 30 
Precipitous Drop 3 7 3 1 3 
Ditch 2 5 0 0 
Walkover w/ Ditch 1 2 0 0 
Unknown - Disturbed 6 1 5 1 4 
Total 41 100 23 100 
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fortuitously, the four examples of exterior spurs that occur between two gateway 

openings are marked by walkovers with either lateral ponds or ditches. 

The occurrence of walkovers with exterior spurs does not simply result from 

the spur extending to the interior of the earthwork. While this occurrence is true 

in some instances, several lines of evidence argue against this reasoning to explain 

all , or even most interior walkovers and lateral surface depressions. First, 

Essenpreis' (1985) examination of the Gateway 44 walkover demonstrated that the 

surface of the feature was constructed and was not part of the natural topography. 

Second, in most instances, walkovers and spurs are not at the same approximate 

elevation as would be expected if the two elements were actually contiguous. Third, 

the coring and excavation of ponds, walkover elements , and spurs discussed in 

Chapter 5, demonstrate the land modification associated with their construction. 

Fourth, the tendency, discussed below, for secondary gateways with multiple or 

offset spurs to contain interior walkovers that, in effect, center the gateway either 

between the multiple spurs or the offset demonstrates the modification of the 

int((rior plateau to accommodate walkover, spur, and pond placement. 

Based on this discussion of exterior spurs, the first rule of association of the 

architectural elements comprising secondary gateway complexes states that: 

All exterior spurs must be associated with either a pond or walkover at 

the corresponding interior location of the earthwork. 

An apparent trend exists that when two exterior spurs are in close proximity 

to each other, a single gateway and walkover is centered between them. This 

arrangement is illustrated at Gateways 7 and 30 (Figure 7 .11). Similarly, a visible 

trend exists that when an exterior spur is offset to the right or left of the gateway 
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opening, the interior walkover is offset in the opposite direction to center the 

gateway opening between the walkover and the spur. This arrangement is 

demonstrated at Gateways 28 and 62. At all other locations throughout the 

enclosure, exterior spurs and interior walkovers are centered on their associated 

gateway openings. The two trends of centering gateways, spurs, and walkovers are 

not considered rules of association simply because erosion and historic modification 

at some of the locations exhibiting these characteristics obscure and have possibly 

altered the original construction form. Therefore, instead of a rule, the centering 

phenomenon is stated as a trend, that: 

In general, if exterior spurs and interior walkovers are not centered 

on the gateway opening, then the exterior and interior elements are 

offset in opposite directions to center the gateway opening. 

Ditches 

The most visible difference in the distribution of ditches and ponds at Fort 

Ancient is that ditches must occur along the entire length of an embankment wall 

with a corresponding exterior terrace or flat plateau surface. Ponds also may be 

interspersed along the length of these ditches. The exterior terrace and interior 

ditch association is illustrated in Figure 7.11 in the South Fort along Wall 25 and 

north from Gateway 36, in the Middle Fort along Wall 58, and in the North Fort east 

of Gateway 74. Also in the North Fort an exterior ditch extended south between 

Gateway 84 and Gateway 5. This space marks the only portion of the Fort Ancient 

enclosure with an exterior plateau. 
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At several locations throughout the Fort Ancient complex, ditches are 

formed , in part, by the placement of embankment walls at a lower elevation on the 

downslope edge of the plateau. This configuration is illustrated in Figure 7 .12. 

However, ditch construction and distribution patterns are not simply the fortuitous 

results of such embankment wall placement. This statement is supported by several 

lines of evidence. First, as documented by the excavations of Morgan (1940) and 

Essenpreis (1990) at Wall 58, ditches adjacent to exterior terraces were crafted 

features often containing evidence of limestone pavements to mark their original 

construction form. Second, the general morphology of interior ditch features at 

locations containing exterior terraces and exterior spurs is markedly similar, 

suggesting a preconceived template of appropriate ditch form . Third, the interior 

ditch and embankment wall placement at the arc of Wall 25 specifically does not 

follow the natural land contour. Therefore, the natural landform did not restrict 

the ability of the prehistoric builders to construct the ditch and wall forms in the 

desired arc pattern. Fourth, the section of exterior ditch between Gateway 1 and 

Gateway 5, adjacent to the exterior plateau, is identical in form to the same length of 

interior ditch between Gateway 74 and Gateway 79, which parallels an exterior 

terrace. 

Based on the above, an additional rule of association of architectural 

elements at secondary gateway complexes states that: 

At secondary gateways with exteriors that lead to a terrace or flat 

plateau, a ditch must mark the location. 
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Interior Walkovers 

As discussed above, although interior walkovers most often are associated 

with exterior spurs, several lines of evidence demonstrate that walkovers are not 

simply artifacts ·of the extensions of the exterior spur on the interior of the 

enclosure. Interior walkovers also are associated with exterior terraces where no 

spur is present. Interior walkovers never are associated with exteriors that drop to 

precipitous ravines . By definition, interior walkovers always are associated with 

adjacent ground surface depressions . 

states that: 

A rule of association for interior walkovers 

At secondary gateway complexes, interior walkovers mark the 

presence of an exterior spur or exterior terrace. 

Symmetry of Architectural Element Distribution 

Although highly patterned , most of the remaining architectural elements 

composing secondary gateway complexes at Fort Ancient are not explained readily 

by specific universally applied rules. Instead, the distribution of elements is 

explained best by an overriding theme of symmetry in their arrangement. For 

example, although no single rule explains the grouping of secondary gateways 

with interior walkovers, exterior spurs , and lateral ponds, where this grouping of 

elements occurs, a symmetrical counterpart is also present, as discussed next. The 

total symmetry in the distribution of elements is illustrated for the North Fort in 

Figure 7.13. The upper half of Figure 7.13 divides the North Fort along an 

approximate centerline. The bottom half of Figure 7 .13 is a mirror image of the 
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eastern half of the North Fort to illustrate better the symmetry. Several 

symmetrical arrangements are visible . 

First, the general morphology of the embankment walls corresponds 

between the two halves of the North Fort. The portions of Figure 7 .13 labeled 'A' 

protrude out with straight sections of embankment wall of equal length in both 

halves , followed by the 'B' Sections that incurve, followed by 'C' Sections that form a 

rough 'S' shape. In all of Section A and most of Section B, the east wall does not 

follow the contour of the plateau edge. Virtually any wall trajectory was physically 

possible in sections A and B of the east half of the North Fort. That the earthwork 

builders chose a form on the east half that mimicked the form on the west half 

demonstrates the intentionality of the symmetrical arrangement. 

Gateway placement between the two halves of the North Fort is also 

symmetrical. Each half of Section A contains four gateways that are spaced 

approximately equidistant. The correspondence is not predicted by the presence of 

exterior spurs . As discussed later in this chapter, the gateways in the east half of 

Section A accommodate the sighting lines for astronomical alignments and 

correspond directly to the octagon form at the High Banks earthwork in Ross 

County. 

Gateway and pond placement at Section C (Figure 7 .11) is an excellent 

example that demonstrates that the location of architectural elements is not dictated 

by the constraints of the natural topography, including the occurrence of exterior 

spurs . Within both halves of Section C, all exterior spurs are marked by lateral 

ponds and walkovers. This statement is true even where gateways do not occur on 

the east half of the enclosure. This symmetrical relationship is significant for two 

reasons. First, if exterior spurs solely predicted gateway placement, then two 

additional gateways should be located on the east half of the earthwork at Section C. 
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In the east half, two sets of exterior spurs, lateral ponds, and interior walkovers 

occur without gateways. The section of embankment wall on the east half of the 

north fort below Section C contains a similar cluster of exterior spurs in Section C, 

yet no lateral ponds are present. This finding demonstrates that the placement of 

architectural elements in Section C is not constrained by natural topography. 

Further, the overall symmetry in the element organization between the east and 

west halves demonstrates precise and meaningful placement of site architecture. 

Section C in Figure 7 .13 contains the greatest number and most tightly clustered set 

of secondary gateway complexes composed of exterior spurs, lateral ponds, and 

interior walkovers for the entire Fort Ancient enclosure. Where gateways are not 

present, the clustering of ponds is maintained because of the rule reported above 

that all exterior spurs must be marked by an architectural element on their 

corresponding interior location. 

An additional set of architectural elements in the east half of Section C 

includes stone circles, a mound, and a free-standing pond, all symmetrically 

arranged along the axis of the interior walkover at Gateway 8. This group of 

architectural elements, detailed in Chapter 5, are placed within a curved section of 

embankment walls that forms a segmented space. Similar pond, spur, interior 

walkover and gateway organization are repeated in segments of Section C in both 

the east and west halves of the enclosure. 

The symmetry in distribution of architectural elements in the South Fort is 

even more demonstrable than in the North Fort. Figure 7.14 illustrates the South 

Fort divided into two approximate halves along an axis of 57 degrees, the overall 

landform azimuth at most hilltop enclosures as discussed in Chapter 6. 

The symmetrical shape of the two embankment wall halves in the South Fort 

is readily apparent and does not require additional comment. At point A on both the 
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west and east halves, the exterior terrace and embankment wall arc are divided 

equally . At point B both halves contain interior approaches with ditches running 

to the south. Point B on the west half is the Great Gateway. At Points C, D, and E 

there are three protuberances of the interior plateau that are placed within the 

embankment walls. On the east side these extensions continue to exterior spurs. On 

the west side, only Point D contains an exterior spur. All six gateways front directly 

onto interior ponds. For two reasons, this finding demonstrates the intentional or 

forced symmetry of the two halves of the South Fort at Points C, D, and E. First, a 

well-defined ditch is present on the west half of the enclosure. However, ponds also 

are placed on the west half to compliment the ponds on the eastern half. A second 

consideration is that ponds fronting gateways without exterior spurs or terraces 

only occur at Fort Ancient where symmetry results . This example of symmetry also 

is demonstrated on the western half of the South Fort at Point H. 

At Point C on both the east and west halves of the South Fort, stone circles are 

reported on the immediate interior of the respective ponds. Mills (1908) provided 

imprecise reference to additional stone circles on both the east and west halves of 

the enclosure, approximately between Points C and E, but he does not document 

their number or exact location. At Point F, on the two southern corners of the 

South Fort, stone mounds are present on the exterior spurs. The gateways at both 

points lead to interior walkovers and lateral ponds. Point F on the east half is the 

South Gateway. Figure 7.14 shows a similar arrangement of architectural elements 

at Point G as recorded at Point F. 

In the comparison of secondary gateway complexes between the east and 

west halves of the North and South Forts, a clear pattern of symmetry emerges. For 

several reasons, the symmetry is judged as intentional and not coincidental or the 

result of natural topography. First, the sheer abundance of the correlations 
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between the two halves of the earthwork argues against a chance occurrence of 

the noted symmetrical arrangements. Second, natural features are utilized to 

enhance the symmetry but do not predict how the symmetry is expressed. This 

statement is supported perhaps best at Section C in the North Fort where ponds and 

walkovers focused on exterior spurs , but without the expected gateway elements. 

Finally , exceptions to apparent patterns of architectural element distributions are 

used to enhance overall site symmetry. For example, this statement is supported by 

the occurrence of pond features fronting gateways at locations without exterior 

spurs or terraces at Points C, E, and H on the west half of the South Fort. 

Symmetry is the overriding theme in the patterned distribution of 

architectural elements at Fort Ancient. However, a direct one-to-one symmetrical 

correspondence of all architectural elements is not demonstrated . This lack of total 

congruence does not negate the significance of the symmetry noted for two 

reasons . First, a one-to-one correspondence is not necessary, or perhaps even 

expected, to demonstrate the overall symmetry in the construction of the Fort 

Ancient earthworks . That a substantial portion of the architectural elements 

composing the enclosure empirically are shown to be in a symmetrical 

arrangement is sufficient to support the legitimacy of the statement. Second, the 

symmetry of elements discussed thus far is necessarily conservative and is 

hampered by natural and historic alterations to the earthwork complex. Additional 

archive research , examination of pre-1900 photographs , and further field research 

will likely demonstrate additional symmetrical arrangements of site architecture. 

The discussion in this section has focused on the horizontal distribution of 

architectural elements throughout the site. Research also demonstrates examples 

of patterned vertical symmetry or asymmetry in some architectural elements. For 

example, asymmetry is argued as a characteristic of primary gateway complexes , as 
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reported in Chapter 6, at Old Stone Fort and Fort Ancient. Vertical patterning is 

also evident at secondary gateway complexes. For example, Figure 7 .15 illustrates 

the asymmetrical pattern in the elevations of embankment walls at secondary 

gateway openings on the east and west halves of Fort Ancient. The distribution 

shown in Figure 7 .15 indicates the potential for this area of research. However, 

demonstrating additional vertical patterning will necessitate additional field work, 

such as systematic soil coring and survey to gauge accurately natural and historic 

alterations of embankment wall height. 

Based on the above discussion, symmetry of archaeological elements at Fort 

Ancient is summarized in the following statement: 

The patterning of secondary gateway complexes and their constituent 

elements is based on an overriding theme of symmetry between the 

eastern and western halves of the Fort Ancient enclosure. 

Gateway Spacing on Embankment Walls 

Embankment wall lengths are determined by establishing the distance 

between adjacent gateway openings. The measurement used in this study is based 

on tracing the wall contour and, therefore, is not necessarily the minimum 

distance possible by simply drawing a straight line that connects two adjacent 

gateway openings . However, neither method of determining gateway spacing 

yielded evidence of greater or lesser patterning in the distribution of embankment 

wall lengths. Therefore, only the contour distances are discussed below. 

Figure 7.16 shows the distribution of embankment wall lengths throughout 

the Fort Ancient enclosure. The data presented in Figure 7 .16 were not generated 
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independently for this study but derived from multiple sources including Little's 

(1891b) survey log and Moorehead's (1890) survey data checked against Marshall's 

1985 resurvey of the site. All the above sources were field checked for overall 

accuracy in gateway and embankment wall placement and form, but the actual 

distances were not remeasured. A reasonable estimate of the maximum error for 

embankment wall length presented in Figure 7 .16 is ± 5 m. Table 7 .2 lists 

summary statistics for embankment wall lengths at Fort Ancient. 

Both Figure 7.16 and Table 7.2 demonstrate a lack of any highly consistent 

patterning in the embankment wall lengths throughout the enclosure. Figure 7 .17 

illustrates the grouping of embankment walls into three averaged lengths based on 

the clusters detected in Figure 7 .16. Figure 7 .17 graphically illustrates the 

consistently greater embankment wall lengths in the South Fort. The median 

embankment wall length in the South Fort is double that of the North Fort (Table 

7.2). The length is reduced only in the vicinity of the two primary gateway 

complexes (South Gateway and Great Gateway). 

In the North Fort, embankment wall lengths are grouped more by area. The 

only highly standardized lengths are located between Gateway 80 and Gateway 1 in 

the northeast corner of the North Fort. This section of the enclosure accounts for 

the clustering of embankment wall lengths between 40 and 50 m shown in Figure 

7 .16. At this location, Marshall (1986) notes the embankment walls are of the same 

length and angle as a section of the High Banks Octagon in Ross County. Essenpreis 

and Duszynski (1989) report the gateway openings in the northeast section of the 

North Fort at Fort Ancient accommodate siting lines for solar and lunar alignments. 

Similar alignments are proposed through the corresponding gateway openings at 

the High Banks Octagon (Hively and Horn 1984). Marshall (1986) also notes that the 

distance between each side of the four mounds forming the square in North Fort 
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Table 7.2 

Summary Statistics for Fort Ancient Embankment Wall Lengths 
in meters 

North Fort South Fort Total Fort 
Minimum Length 25.0 20.0 20.0 
Maximum Length 176.0 172.0 176.0 
Mean Length 67.6 94.7 78.9 
Median Length 53.0 108.0 73.0 
Standard Deviation 34.8 94.7 38.9 
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All the evidence for standardized embankment wall lengths in the North Fort is 

located in sections containing straight embankment walls with exteriors that, for 

the most part, are either flat or extend along terraces. 

In summary, the northern section of the North Fort does contain 

standardized embankment wall lengths that correspond to a similar layout of 

architectural elements at the High Banks earthwork in south-central Ohio. A 

standard embankment wall length is not apparent at other portions of either the 

North or South Forts. As initially proposed by Essenpreis and Moseley (1984) , and 

-f1'l-rtho ... ..-1..,..,. ....... 1 ,.... _,.,.,..J .! - ,...,, _ • n. "" ~ • 



earthwork that funnel pedestrian traffic, gateways are more numerous and the 

distance between gateways is less than at other locations. 

additional patterning. The margin of error assumed here of ± 5 m. does not negate 

the validity of any of the patterns discussed above. Two rules of gateway 

distribution based on embankment wall lengths state that: 

and, 

Secondary gateways tend to cluster more closely in the vicinity of 

primary gateways or other constricted areas of pedestrian traffic; 

The standardized placement of secondary gateways at specific portions 

of the enclosure enhances other aspects of site function, such as 

astronomical sighting lines . 

Location of Free-Standing Features 

A final set of architectural elements composing secondary gateway 

complexes includes mounds and stone circles. A very strong tendency exists that 

mounds and stone circles on the interior and immediate exterior of the Fort Ancient 

enclosure must be centered on a gateway. In most instances, this centering is 

carried out at a secondary gateway as shown in Figure 7 .18. The centering is 

marked by the trajectory of an interior walkover, with two possible exceptions. 

First, the portion of the interior plateau between Gateway 19 and the mound on the 

interior of the crescent is altered historically and no pre-1930 field notes report the 
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original ground surface condition at this location. Whether a walkover extended 

toward the mound is unknown. Second, although the trajectory of the walkover at 

Gateway 78 leads to the southwest mound of the group, forming a square in the 

North Fort, the distance is too great to assume a relationship between the two 

elements. 

The consistent relationship of mounds and stone circles to interior walkovers 

at secondary gateways is supported by an additional observation. A poorly formed 

ramp leads from Gateway 4 to the southeast mound of the group forming a square in 

the North Fort. Gateway 4 is the .only secondary gateway complex to contain a 

ramp. Since no interior ditch was constructed adjacent to Gateway 4, a simple 

walkover could not mark the association of the interior mound with the gateway. 

Therefore, the earthwork builders were forced to make a decision on how to tie the 

mound to the gateway complex. The decision made was to construct a ramp visibly 

different from those at primary gateway complexes. Moorehead (1887) noted and 

contrasted the diminutive size of the Gateway 4 ramp with the Gateway 1 interior 

ramp. The location of the Gateway 4 ramp was altered less by historic farming 

activities than the Gateway 1 ramp at the time of Moorehead's investigations. If the 

original construction of the two ramps was comparable, Moorehead should have 

reported the Gateway 4 ramp as the larger of the two. He reported the opposite, 

thus , suggesting the ramp at Gateway 4 was built intentionally smaller in size than 

the Gateway 1 counterpart. 

For the mounds on exterior spurs, the assumption is made that because of 

their location on gateway centered spurs, these mounds also center on secondary 

gateways. This type of alignment was noted in Chapter 6 at primary gateway 

complexes. 
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The locations of several additional stone circles are reported imprecisely as 

occurring within the earthwork embankment walls. Their exact locations have not 

been determined. Assuming, these additional architectural elements also are 

centered on secondary gateway openings , a rule of association for mounds , stone 

circles, and gateway openings states that: 

Free standing architectural elements, such as mounds and stone 

circles, must be centered on gateway openings. 

Summary of Secondary Gateway Complexes 

The limited number of documented excavations , coupled with natural and 

historic alterations to secondary gateway complexes, precludes generating the 

detail of description presented for primary gateway complexes in Chapter 6. 

However, because of the sheer quantity of secondary gateway complexes, patterns 

in their distribution throughout the Fort Ancient enclosure are readily apparent. 

A marked similarity in the actual physical structure of secondary gateway 

openings was posited for the entire Fort Ancient site. The openings consistently 

are formed by marked depressions in an otherwise level section of embankment 

wall. All lines of evidence suggest that the openings were paved with limestone 

that extended a short distance to both the interior and exterior of the enclosure. 

The sides of gateway openings were reinforced with stacked limestone slabs. 

Although not conclusively demonstrated at all secondary gateways throughout the 

enclosure, no secondary gateway opening investigated to date exhibits a different 

structural composition. 
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The architectural element types comprising secondary gateway complexes , 

for the most part, mimic the elements at primary gateway complexes. The types of 

elements include the actual gateway opening, walkovers, limestone pavements , 

ponds , ditches, exterior spurs, exterior terraces , mounds, and stone circles . The 

most distinct difference in the two gateway complex types is the form of the actual 

gateway opening. 

Given the lack of a consistent pattern in the constituent architectural 

elements comprising secondary gateway complexes, numerous subgroups may be 

formed . For example, 17 of the 64 secondary gateway complexes at Fort Ancient are 

composed of gateway openings , exterior spurs, interior walkovers, and lateral 

ponds. Of these 17 gateway complexes, additional subgroups may be formed of those 

containing exterior mounds , interior mounds, and stone circles. Alternately, 

secondary gateway complexes may be grouped by those containing exterior spurs , 

with a similar plethora of additional subgroupings possible. In any attempt to 

establish mutually exclusive subgroups, over 50 percent of the secondary gateway 

complexes would end up in their own individual category. Research beyond that 

included in this study may provide the basis to more meaningfully arrange 

secondary gateway complex subgroups . Future analysis will benefit from 

considering the rules of a design grammar that guided the construction of all 

gateway complexes. Formalizing the initial set of rules of this design grammar is 

the subject of the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 8 

THE ARCHITECTURAL GRAMMAR OF GATEWAY COMPLEXES 

This chapter formally states and discusses the significance of the prehistoric 

construction rules determined in the distribution of architectural elements at 

hilltop enclosures , specifically at Fort Ancient. Chapter 3 explored the theoretical 

approach for the use of an architectural grammar as a heuristic device. An 

architectural grammar was judged an appropriate tool for organizing the 

descriptive rules and the functional meaning of gateway complexes at Middle 

Woodland hilltop enclosures. In Chapter 2, hypotheses were proposed for testing 

the expression of the architectural grammar at Fort Ancient. The criteria for 

accepting or rejecting the hypotheses also were presented. The hypotheses state: 

The Fort Ancient gateway complexes are rule governed in their 

construction and distribution and express a descriptive architectural 

and that, 

Fort Ancient gateway complexes are elements of the built 

environment that express a functional architectural grammar. 

Chapters 6 and 7 detailed the data for evaluating the hypotheses . The patterned 

distribution of architectural elements comprising gateway complexes was 

presented. This chapter synthesizes the previous discussions and evaluates the 

stated hypotheses. 
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Descriptive Grammar Rules 

The criteria for accepting the hypothesis that gateway complexes at Fort 

Ancient express a descriptive architectural grammar require that the features 

exhibit a regularity in construction and distribution throughout the enclosure. 

The section below formally states those visible rules and trends, as defined in 

Chapter 3. The section is subdivided by regularities observed at primary gateway 

complexes, secondary gateway complexes, both primary and secondary gateway 

complexes, and also by whether the regularity is considered a rule or a trend. 

Primary Gateway Complex Descriptive Grammar Rules 

The following is a descriptive grammar rule in the placement and 

construction of primary gateway complexes at Fort Ancient: 

( 1) Primary gateway complexes are composed of conjoined or twin mound 

forms, ramps, limestone pavements, free-standing mounds, lateral 

ground surface depressions, and an exterior funnel device. 

The possible exceptions to this rule are the two expressions of architectural 

elements associated with the South Gateway complex: an exterior funnel device and 

ramps. As discussed earlier, the model of development at the Fort Ancient proposed 

by Essenpreis (1986b) stated that the South Gateway is the oldest of the three 

primary gateway complexes. The temporal development of Fort Ancient is the 

subject of Part III of this study and elaborates on Essenpreis' model. Anticipating 
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that discussion, the limestone pavement that extends 80 vertical meters along an 

exterior spur to the Little Miami River is viewed here as an embryonic form of the 

later and more complex funnel devices constructed at the Great Gateway and the 

Twin Mounds complex. A similar assessment is made in accounting for the lack of 

ramps at the South Gateway. Therefore, the South Gateway exterior pavement is an 

embryonic form of later funnel devices in a similar way that the South Gateway 

interior walkover is an embryonic form of ramps. 

Table 6.1 lists the architectural elements that make up primary gateway 

complexes at regional hilltop enclosures. Figures 6.18 and 6.19 illustrate the range 

of concordance of regional hilltop enclosures containing the individual 

architectural elements of the model primary gateway complex at Fort Ancient. 

Based on all lines of available evidence, the above rule cannot be considered wholly 

applicable at sites other than Fort Ancient. 

Primary Gateway Complex Descriptive Grammar Trends 

The examination and comparison of the primary gateway complexes at 

regional hilltop enclosures demonstrated additional trends in their organization. 

The following are descriptive grammar trends for the placement and construction 

of primary gateway complexes at Fort Ancient and other regional hilltop 

enclosures: 

(2) An axis drawn between two primary gateway complexes, or along the 

trajectory of a single primary gateway complex when only one is 

present, is oriented at an azimuth of 57 degrees, ± 5 degrees. 
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The orientation is demonstrated at Fort Ancient, Fort Hill, Old Stone Fort, 

Miami Fort, and Pollock, five of the eight hilltop enclosures considered in this study 

(Figure 6.16). 

( 3) Multiple primary gateway complexes are placed at opposite ends of an 

enclosure. 

This trend is demonstrated at all hilltop enclosures considered in this study 

when more than one clustering of primary gateway complexes is recorded. 

(4) Vertical asymmetry is manifest in primary gateway complexes. 

Vertical asymmetry is the least confirmed design grammar trend. This fact is 

not surprising given that, in general, vertical erosion is often more severe than 

horizontal erosion at earthwork sites. Also, early researchers did not record the 

height of most primary gateways that today most often are destroyed or present 

only in an approximate reconstructed form. Vertical asymmetry of conjoined or 

twin mound forms is demonstrated only at Old Stone Fort and Fort Ancient. The 

vertical asymmetry of embankment wall heights at secondary gateways at Fort 

Ancient (Figure 7 .15) is indirect support for this trend by demonstrating 

asymmetry as a characteristic of earthwork construction. 

Secondary Gateway Complex Descriptive Grammar Rules 

The following are the descriptive grammar rules of placement and 

construction of secondary gateway complexes at Fort Ancient: 
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( 5) Secondary gateway complexes minimally are composed of a marked 

depression in an otherwise contiguous level section of embankment 

wall. 

( 6) All exterior spurs must be associated with either a pond or walkover at 

the corresponding interior location of the earthwork. 

( 7) At secondary gateways with exteriors which lead to a terrace or flat 

plateau, a ditch must mark the location. 

( 8) At secondary gateways, interior walkovers mark the presence of an 

exterior spur or exterior terrace. 

(9) Secondary gateways cluster more closely in the vicinity of primary 

gateways or other constricted areas of pedestrian traffic. 

The evidence for the above set of rules was detailed in Chapter 7 and is not 

repeated here. Although regional hilltop enclosures manifest some aspects of the 

above set of rules, at no earthwork besides Fort Ancient is any rule reliably 

demonstrated throughout the entirety of the site. This conclusion results more 

from a lack of available data than in actually demonstrating the rules do not apply 

beyond Fort Ancient. 
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Secondary Gateway Complex Descriptive Grammar Trends 

The following are the general trends of placement and construction that 

form a descriptive grammar for secondary gateway complexes at Fort Ancient: 

(10) Secondary gateway openings are paved with limestone slabs that 

extend toward the interior and exterior of the enclosure to at least the 

base of the embankment wall. The opening is reinforced with stacked 

limestone retaining walls at the margins of the gateway depression. 

The occurrence of limestone structures within gateway openings is listed as 

a trend and not a rule of the design grammar because not all secondary gateway 

openings have been examined. However, no undisturbed secondary gateway 

opening examined to date has failed to yield evidence of retaining walls or a paved 

surface. This trend remains untested at other regional hilltop enclosures. 

( 11) The patterning of secondary gateway complexes and their constituent 

elements is based on an overriding theme of symmetry between the 

east and west halves of the Fort Ancient enclosure. 

As discussed in Chapter 7, a one-to-one symmetry is not demonstrated, nor is 

such a demonstration considered necessary to formally acknowledge this trend. 

The symmetrical patterning of secondary gateway complexes is listed as a general 

trend and not a rule because of the inability to assess accurately the constituent 

elements of all secondary gateway complexes. With the exception of the 
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symmetrical arrangement of gateways at Fort Hill, this trend remains untested at 

other regional hill top enclosures. 

(12) In general, if exterior spurs and interior walkovers are not centered 

on a nearby gateway opening, then the spur and walkover are offset 

in opposite directions to center the gateway between the two elements. 

Primary and Secondary Gateway Complex Descriptive Grammar Rules 

The following is a descriptive grammar rule of placement and construction 

of both primary and secondary gateway complexes at Fort Ancient: 

(13) Free standing architectural elements, such as mounds and stone 

circles, must be centered on gateway openings. 

This rule appears unevenly applied at regional hilltop enclosures. For 

example, at Miami Fort, Old Stone Fort, and Pollock, all exterior and interior mounds 

are centered on gateway openings. However, at Spruce Hill three stone mounds are 

located along the interior margin of an embankment wall. The locations of 

additional mounds at regional hilltop sites are too imprecisely recorded to allow 

estimating their conformity to the rule. 

The Functional Grammar of Gateway Complexes 

The requirement of redundancy in the construction and distribution of 

architectural elements necessary to encode cues for appropriate behavior of 
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earthwork users, as discussed in Chapter 3, is observed in the Fort Ancient gateway 

complexes. However , the simple recognition of the redundancy does not 

demonstrate the appropriate behaviors actually cued by the architecture. That is , 

in order for a functional architectural grammar to be demonstrated, the 

redundancy must be explained and given meaning within the system of the 

earthwork complex. Chapter 3 further defined two aspects of functional meaning. 

First, functional meaning in an architectural grammar states that specific 

architectural forms dictate appropriate human behavior at specific settings. 

Second, functional meaning in an architectural grammar may also provide insights 

as to how prehistoric cultures conceptualized and manipulated space and their 

overall world view. The expressions of functional meaning listed below are 

preliminary and will benefit from additional analyses beyond the scope of this 

dissertation . The expressions listed below are explored further in Part IV. 

Primary Gateway Complex Expressions of a Functional Grammar 

The expression of a functional architectural grammar at primary gateways 

includes the following: 

( 14) Primary gateway complexes functioned as the formal means of ingress 

and egress at an earthwork complex. 

This statement appears intuitively obvious. However, the importance of the 

statement is distinguishing the type of user passage at primary and secondary 

gateway complexes . The two types are judged to be qualitatively different. The 

primary gateway complexes at Fort Ancient all contain elaborate funnel devices to 
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direct the flow of pedestrian traffic. The devices cue the appropriate entry point to 

the earthwork complex. For example, the South Gateway exterior is marked by a 

limestone pavement that extends to the floodplain of the Little Miami River. 

Whereas passage into the enclosure physically could occur at any gateway complex 

in the South Fort with an interior walkover, the conjoined mound form and the 

limestone pavement emanating from South Gateway marks the most formal location 

based on the assemblage of architectural elements. The same statement holds true 

at the Great Gateway complex and the Twin Mounds complex. Formal entry must 

also be considered within a temporal context. That is, formality of entrance was 

likely dependent on the circumstances or occasion of the entry (i.e., mortuary, 

other ritual, maintenance, construction) and the person entering (i.e., ritual 

specialist, regular user, distant visitor). 

The recognition of formal entry through primary gateway complexes is 

supported further when considering regional hilltop enclosures . With few 

exceptions, only primary gateway complexes occur at hilltop enclosures besides 

Fort Ancient. Therefore, entry to these enclosures must be made through the 

primary gateway complexes. Further, at other hilltop enclosures, where secondary 

gateway complexes occur, the exterior of these features lead to precipitous ravines 

or are otherwise not physically feasible as entry points into the enclosure (e.g., 

Fort Hill, Spruce Hill, Miami Fort). In recognizing that primary gateway complexes 

served as the formal means of access to hilltop enclosures, a second functional 

meaning of the architectural grammar states that: 

(15) Primary gateway complexes at hilltop enclosures functioned to mark 

passage into a hierarchically greater sacred or specialized space. 
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As discussed in Chapter 3, the ability to elicit a rigid binary opposition of 

'sacred and profane' as equivalent to 'interior and exterior' at hilltop enclosures is 

problematic, if even a valid consideration. Rather, a hierarchical ordering of 

sacred space was proposed. This ordering is supported by the greater elaboration of 

similar architectural elements at primary gateway complexes than at secondary 

gateway complexes . 

Primary gateway complexes also exhibit the greatest juxtaposition of the 

natural elements of fire and water. For example, at the Twin Mounds complex of 

Fort Ancient, entry into the enclosure required passage through fired features (the 

parallel walls and limestone pavement) , over a water source (the Twin Mound 

ditches) , over a second water source (the ditches exterior to the embankment wall) , 

and terminated on an extensively fired feature (mound interior to Gateway 1). 

Similar fired features at primary gateway complexes are recorded at Old Stone Fort, 

Spruce Hill , and Fort Carlisle. 

The Great Gateway complex at Fort Ancient marks a similar boundary, as seen 

through the ossuary burials within the southern half of the gateway ramp and the 

interior mound, as well as the mortuary program evident on the exterior terraces of 

the South Fort. Virtually all human burials recovered at Fort Ancient were located 

in the South Fort. This fact directly reflects the temporal development in 

earthwork function discussed in Part III. 

Secondary Gateway Complex Expressions of a Functional Grammar 

The functional meaning of secondary gateway complexes is expressed in the 

following statements: 
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(16) The standardized placement of secondary gateways at specific 

locations of embankment walls facilitates aspects of site function, 

such as astronomical sighting points. 

Although tempting to make inferences of astronomical alignments based 

solely on the landform orientation of hilltop enclosures, such a proposal is 

premature. However, the astronomical alignments recorded by Essenpreis and 

Duszynski (1989) and accommodated by secondary gateway complexes at Fort 

Ancient are considered reliable for several reasons. First, all sighting points and 

alignments employ elements (mounds and gateway openings) of the standing 

architecture at Fort Ancient. Second, the integrity of the alignments through the 

standing architecture is demonstrated empirically. Third, the alignments were 

accommodated by constructing standardized embankment wall lengths and forms 

demonstrated to accommodate similar alignments at other Middle Woodland 

earthworks. Therefore, the rule governed construction of secondary gateways 

provided the means for a section of the North Fort at Fort Ancient to function as a 

solar and lunar observatory. 

An additional function of secondary gateway complexes flows from the 

recognition that primary gateway complexes were the means of formal passage into 

the enclosure. Once users were within the enclosure: 

(17) Secondary gateway complexes in part function to mark segmented 

sections of the Fort Ancient earthwork enclosure as appropriate 

spaces for conducting specific activities. 
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This statement is supported by several lines of evidence. First, exterior spurs 

are demonstrated to be the loci of specific prehistoric activities. For example, the 

exterior spur at Gateway 18, reported in Chapter 7, was the location of a mound 

containing human burials and also a manufacturing area as evidenced by the lithic 

tool assemblage. The cursory examination of additional exterior spurs produced 

evidence of prehistoric activities in the form of culturally mottled soils, burnt clay, 

charcoal flecks, and other cultural materials distributed across their surfaces. 

Besides the Gateway 18 exterior spur, excavation on only one other spur is 

documented. A single unit placed on the exterior spur at Gateway 14 revealed a 

prepared gravel floor centered 15 m from the gateway opening. A single 

amorphous pit feature and a light scattering of prehistoric cultural materials were 

recorded (Connolly and Sieg 1991). As reported in Chapter 7, additional exterior 

spurs functioned as burial locations. However, some spurs appear reasonably 

sterile of any evidence of cultural activity. Therefore, the total evidence suggests 

that specific exterior spurs functioned as the settings for specific types of activities 

with secondary gateways allowing access to those activity areas. 

Second, exterior spurs provide access to the exterior terraces that contain 

human burials in the South Fort. 

Third, as illustrated in Chapter 7, secondary gateways are often placed on 

outcurves or extensions of the interior plateau that are enclosed by embankment 

walls. These extensions contain architectural elements that are focused specifically 

on the gateway openings. For example, three stone circles and a mound are 

enclosed in the plateau extension at Gateways 7 and 8, and a single stone circle is 

enclosed within the extension at Gateway 30. The most abundant architectural 

element placed within these segments are ponds . As discussed in Chapter 5, ponds 

at these locations were the loci for a wide range of prehistoric activities. That 
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individual segments contain variation in associated architectural element types is 

indicative of the variation of appropriate activities occurring within the different 

segments. This assertion is supported by the diversity of artifact assemblages 

reported from the different segments examined in Chapter 5. 

Fourth, access to secondary gateways required that users had previously 

entered the enclosure through a primary gateway. This understanding is 

recognized astutely by Bacon (1993) at Old Stone Fort. Although initially 

interpreted as defensive in nature, the embankment wall gaps in the center of the 

enclosure allowed access to plunge pools where fish were harvested from the rivers 

that surround the site. Because of the waterfalls and the general topography north 

and south of the plunge pools, the medial embankment wall breaks were the most 

convenient, and perhaps, the only accessible point to the plunge pools (Willard 

Bacon, 1994, personal communication). In order to access the plunge pools, users 

first were required to enter the enclosure through the primary gateway complex. 

Similarly, to access exterior spurs, terraces and interior plateau extensions marked 

by secondary gateway complexes at Fort Ancient, users were first entered the 

enclosure through a primary gateway complex. 

In summary, gateway complexes contain the cues for appropriate behavior 

of earthwork users. Primary gateway complexes encode the cues to mark the 

formal entry into a higher level of sacred space. Having entered the enclosure 

user's behavior is guided, in part, by the architectural elements contained in 

secondary gateway complexes. 
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Summary 

The hypothesis used for accepting or rejecting the descriptive architectural 

grammar states that: 

The Fort Ancient gateway complexes are rule governed in their 

construction and distribution and express a descriptive architectural 

grammar. 

Based on the empirical evidence presented in Chapters 6 and 7, and the formal rules 

and trends presented in this chapter, the hypothesis is accepted. 

The hypothesis used for accepting or rejecting the functional architectural 

grammar states that: 

Fort Ancient gateway complexes are elements of the built 

environment that express a functional architectural grammar. 

Based on the above rules, trends, and statements concerning the patterned 

distribution of architectural elements and the cues encoded in those elements to 

guide appropriate behavior of earthwork users , the hypothesis is accepted. 

Additional analyses beyond the scope of this dissertation will likely refine and add 

to the understanding of the functional meaning expressed in earthwork 

architecture. 
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PART III 

ACCRETIVE DEVELOPMENT OF MIDDLE WOODLAND HILLTOP 

ENCLOSURES 
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CHAPTER 9 

THE TEMPORAL DEVELOPMENT OF FORT ANCIENT ARCHITECTURE 

This chapter examines the excavation data that documents the temporal 

development of the Fort Ancient earthwork complex. The excavation data 

primarily are restricted to embankment walls and the plateau east of the North Fort 

enclosure. All radiocarbon determinations from Middle Woodland contexts at Fort 

Ancient are reported and interpreted. Based on this excavation data and the design 

grammar rules , Chapter 10 traces the developmental sequence of spatial function at 

Fort Ancient. Chapter 11 assesses the applicability of the accretive model of 

development at Fort Ancient and other Middle Woodland hilltop enclosures. The 

assessment tests the hypothesis that states with accretive development, a shift in 

function of enclosure space occurred through time. Support for the hypothesis 

requires demonstrating two aspects of development at Fort Ancient. The first 

requirement is demonstrating that the Fort Ancient earthwork grew accretively 

and was not the result of a single construction event or a small number of 

construction phases. The second requirement is demonstrating that at specific 

localities of Fort Ancient a shift in the types of appropriate activities occurred with 

the expansion of architectural form. 

Embankment Wall 31 

In 1940, Morgan excavated a 1.5 m (5 ft) wide trench immediately north of 

Gateway 3 la (Figure 9.1) that extended from the approximate midpoint of the 

embank ent wall 12.6 m (40 ft) toward the interior plateau. The trench crossed 
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Locations of Embankment Wall Excavations 
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over a ground surface depression that Morgan described as a moat. The ground 

surface depression today forms a wide but shallow pond on the interior of Gateway 

31 a. Based on the location of Morgan's trench, the unit crossed the northern edge 

of this pond. In Morgan's field notes (1940) the trench is labeled "Excavation V." 

In 1986, Essenpreis re-opened Morgan's Excavation V to obtain a more 

detailed record of the embankment wall stratigraphy and to collect carbon samples 

for dating construction of the South Fort. Her excavation unit was placed at the 

same approximate midpoint in the embankment wall but extended only 6.4 m (21 ft) 

toward the interior plateau. Therefore, Essenpreis' unit was only about half the 

length of Morgan's and did not completely cross over the edge of the interior pond. 

Wall profiles from Essenpreis' excavations are illustrated in Figures 9.2 and 9.3. 

After locating the original parameters of Morgan's excavation, Essenpreis extended 

the south wall of the unit approximately 30 to 50 cm further to the south to record 

an undisturbed profile of the embankment wall (Figure 9.2). The west wall profile 

(Figure 9.3) shows the extension of Morgan's unit toward the interior plateau. The 

portion of the east wall profile labeled "Morgan's Trench" is a section of the 1940 

unit beyond Essenpreis' re-excavated depth. Essenpreis (1987) labeled her 

excavation 'Unit 1/86' and summarized the results in a written report. The 

excavation profiles illustrated in Figures 9.2 and 9 .3 are adapted from Essenpreis' 

written report. The profiles specifically are meant only to interpret the sequence 

embankment wall construction and subsequent erosion. Therefore, most of the 

detail recorded by Essenpreis, depicted as individual strata in the figures , are 

grouped by construction event or type as keyed in the legend. 

Both Essenpreis (1987) and Morgan (1940) list soil texture and color 

descriptions for their respective excavations. Essenpreis' detail of stratigraphy is 

considerab' y greater than that recorded by Morgan. Both authors recognized the 
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layering of soils in the embankment wall but neither presented a detailed analysis 

of the construction sequence. Morgan (1940:45-46) wrote, "Based mainly on color 

distinctions but also on the presence of stony matter, charcoal, et cetera, the 

apparently significant layers or lenses in the walls were given numbers and soil 

samples taken from each layer or lens." Essenpreis (1987) more definitively stated: 

"This profile clearly shows at least three construction stages and indicates that the 

interior may have originally varied in slope, with at least the lower portions much 

more vertical than at present. . This profile also tends to support the hypotheses 

that the interior ditches were deliberately created architectural elements in 

addition to having provided embankment fill." 

Both researchers recognized that the embankment wall was not built as a 

single event and Essenpreis described a shift in the wall form through time. 

However, Essenpreis does not speculate on the tempo or duration represented by 

each of her three hypothesized stages. The examination of the stratigraphy within 

each of the three stages demonstrates the embankment wall also was modified on 

multiple occasions. This finding suggests that an accretive rather than stage 

sequence more accurately describes the embankment construction at Wall 31. 

Support for this position is discussed in the analysis of the Morgan and Essenpreis 

recorded stratigraphy, presented below. This analysis relies exclusively on the 

mapped profiles, photographic record , and field notes of the previous excavators. 

Although the profile maps of both Morgan and Essenpreis are markedly similar, 

· several inconsistencies occur. In addition, inconsistencies are observed between 

the photographs and the mapped profiles in both excavations. While each 

excavator could likely clarify the apparent contradictions , a tedious listing of all 

possible reconciliations is not warranted here. Rather, this study is concerned with 

the method and tempo of embankment wall construction and will limit the analysis 
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with those goals in mind. Therefore, this study is not interested in determining the 

absolute number of construction episodes, but rather in determining whether the 

final embankment form was accomplished in three or fewer stages, or developed by 

a significantly greater number of episodes gradually through time. 

Although both Essenpreis and Morgan reported scattered charcoal from 

Level 1, they state this stratum represented the interface of the embankment wall 

base and the pre-embankment ground surface. All soils in Level 2 occurred as 

distinct alternate layers of yellow brown and light gray soils of varying 

thicknesses . Level 2-A contained an unrecorded quantity of alternating layers of 

this type. All other strata illustrated in Level 2 represent individual depositions of 

soils. The light gray clays in Level 2 formed on surfaces containing standing 

water. The intervening layers are composed predominately of dark yellow-brown 

clays, presumably scraped from the interior plateau. At the base of Level 2-B, both 

Morgan and Essenpreis reported the presence of the limestone slabs and a light 

scattering of charcoal. The extent of the limestone was not recorded. Level 2-B is a 

homogenous nonbanded deposit of yellowish brown clays mottled with lighter clays 

and containing charcoal flecks. Therefore, Level 2-B represents a single 

construction event. The presence of limestone at this location, and the dissimilar 

soils both above and below limestone suggest a discrete episode of embankment wall 

development. At Level 2-B, a subtle shift in embankment wall form was recorded as 

seen in the significant breadth added to the wall form. 

The deposition of soils in Level 2, all exhibiting discrete alternate deposits of 

water-laden and surface scraped soils, may be explained by two alternate methods 

of embankment wall construction. In the first method, soils were deposited in 

layers but as a part of a single construction episode. This method required the 

alternate deposition of water-laden and surface scraped soils covered by a limestone 
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cap. In the second method, soils were deposited as alternating layers over an 

unspecified period of time. This second method of earthwork construction implies 

the accretive development of Embankment Wall 31 and is judged the most plausible 

method for the following reasons: 

(1) The width and distinctiveness of the alternate banding vary throughout 

Level 2. The variation suggests uneven deposition and an initially less complex 

construction technique than expected in the intentional layering of soils as a 

single event. 

(2) As briefly discussed earlier, and elaborated on later in this chapter, an 

increase in the standardization and complexity of embankment wall construction is 

demonstrated from south to north at Fort Ancient. No other evidence for. the single 

event layering of soils is demonstrated at any other location at Fort Ancient, north 

of the Wall 31. The intentional single event layering of embankment wall fill is 

arguably a more complex construction method than layering of soils through time. 

Therefore, if the intentional single event layering of soils were present in the 

South Fort, the more complex method should be reflected in some form in the North 

and Middle Forts. This is not the case. 

(3) As demonstrated in Part II, ground surface depressions are as integral to 

site function as embankment walls. Therefore, to the extent embankment walls are 

maintained and modified, the same processes likely occurred with the pond and 

ditch features. The water-laden gray soils in Level 2 likely represent the deposition 

of soils on the embankment walls from the maintenance and modification of the 

adjacent pond. A plausible hypothesis is that the enhancement in any manner of 

embankment walls and adjacent surface depressions was interlinked and viewed as 

a related or even singular process. 
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In summary, although the evidence is not conclusive, the more plausible 

explanation for the soils deposited in Level 2 is the regular maintenance of ground 

surface depressions and the associated accretive construction of the embankment 

wall. 

The stratum immediately above Level 2 is the only unambiguous buried "A" 

horizon in the Wall 31 profile. This stratum is characterized by dark brown and 

dark yellowish brown clayey silt. Photographs of the profile show that the lower 

level of the stratum grades to the lighter soils as expected with in situ soil 

development. The upper edge of the stratum is defined sharply as expected with the 

cultural deposition of additional soils. This stratum certainly marks one of the 

construction stages referred to by both Morgan and Essenpreis. This level also 

marks a hiatus of an undetermined duration in the embankment construction at 

Wall 31. Pond maintenance similarly ceased, at least as evidenced by soils deposited 

on the embankment wall surface. 

The remaining additions to Wall 31 are difficult to reconstruct precisely 

based on the available data. However, two methods of additional construction are 

readily discerned. First, the construction in Level 3 consists of alternating bands of 

yellow-brown clays and organic silt lenses, best illustrated in the east wall profile 

(Figure 9.3) by the individual stratum shown. This grouping of soils consists 

primarily of mottled yellow-brown clays, darker and more organic silty clays, and 

pockets and lenses of white to gray redeposited water-laden clays. Morgan 

illustrates the water-laden soils occurring more in bands or lenses than that 

reported by Essenpreis. Water-laden soils, evenly deposited on the embankment 

wall in Level 2, are deposited more on the wall's interior sloping surface in the 

upper levels. Morgan also records distinct horizontal lenses of pebbles within 

Level 3. The embankment wall construction in Level 3, although more difficult to 
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reconstruct precisely, presents more conclusive evidence for the accretive 

construction of Wall 31. The interface of soils at the top of Level 3 marks the 

location that Essenpreis noted contained a flat embankment wall top and an acute 

interior wall slope. 

Levels 4 and 5 mark the final construction at Wall 31 and are nonbanded 

deposits of yellow-brown silty clays. Although an abundance of water-laden soils 

were deposited near the base of the embankment wall, the available data do not 

allow a clear interpretation for the sequence of the deposits. 

In summary, all lines of evidence from both the Morgan and Essenpreis 

excavations of Embankment Wall 31 suggest an accretive development toward the 

final architectural form. The development is marked by distinct changes in 

embankment wall form as noted. However, post-dating the form change, the 

accretive development of the new form continues. 

Two final notes on the construction of Wall 31 from the Morgan and 

Essenpreis excavations are warranted. First, although neither researcher screened 

excavated soils, Morgan reported finding no cultural materials such as pottery, 

bone, or lithics in his excavation trench. Essenpreis recorded the recovery of a 

single ceramic sherd from her excavation. This finding demonstrates that the soils 

used in wall construction were clean and neither midden deposits or surface soils 

scraped from activity areas. 

A second note concerns radiocarbon dating of Wall 31. Although both 

Essenpreis and Morgan recorded charcoal from their excavations, no samples were 

preserved that were recovered directly from the wall. Essenpreis submitted soil 

samples for radiocarbon dating from the stratum indicated on Figures 9.2 and 9.3. 

Essenpreis noted (1987:2), this stratum is not related to embankment wall 

construction. The stratum is an accumulated humus deposit on the margin of the 
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adjacent pond, covered by soils Essenpreis interpreted as erosion from the 

embankment wall. Therefore, the context of the soil sample likely represents a 

period when site architecture was not maintained, as evidenced by the 

accumulation of organic deposits in the pond and the unchecked erosion of the 

embankment wall. The soil sample yielded radiocarbon assays of 1570 ± 250 B.P. 

(SMU 2091; charcoal picked from sediment) and 1111 ± 35 B.P. (SMU 2092; humate 

fraction extracted from sediment). Essenpreis, . never published or interpreted the 

radiocarbon age results. The radiocarbon age results support the contextual 

interpretation that the organic deposit occurred after the construction of the 

embankment wall and after the abandonment of the site by the Middle Woodland 

occupants. (The radiocarbon results were obtained from SMU laboratory forms in 

Essenpreis' correspondence curated as Accession #1039, Archaeological Collections, 

Ohio Historical Society, Columbus). 

Embankment Wall 58 

Figure 9.4 shows the location of a trench excavated by Essenpreis in 1988, 

measuring 1.5 m (5 ft) wide from the approximate midpoint of Embankment Wall 58 

and extending 9.1 m (30 ft) across a ditch toward the interior plateau. Morgan 

(1940) also excavated a section of the ditch crossed by the Essenpreis trench. 

Morgan's research at this location is labeled "Excavation VI" in his field notes. 

Morgan's excavation recovered evidence of pit features and a limestone pavement 

within the ditch. The purpose of Essenpreis' excavation was to obtain a sample of 

ceramics, document the extent of the limestone pavement reported by Morgan, and 

determine the construction sequence of the adjacent embankment wall. A 

resistivity survey conducted by Essenpreis in the general vicinity of both her and 
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Morgan's excavations detected numerous anomalies suggesting the interior plateau 

at these locations contained additional prehistoric features (Figure 9.4 ). 

In this study, examination of the previous research is restricted to data 

related to the construction sequence of Embankment Wall 58. No photographic 

record of the excavation is known. Therefore, all descriptions are based solely on 

handdrawn embankment wall profile maps. Figure 9.5 illustrates a construction 

sequence profile similar to that used in examining Embankment Wall 31. 

Essenpreis (1990: 14) summarized the excavation of the embankment wall trench by 

stating that: "The Middle Fort embankment wall appears to have been constructed 

in stages, not unlike the South Fort embankment excavated in 1986. As in the South 

Fort, the interior wall face was much more vertical than it appears to be today .... 

Unfortunately, it was not possible to carry the investigations down to the base of 

the embankment to identify the beginnings of wall construction." Earlier in the 

report Essenpreis estimated the unmodified pre-embankment ground surface was at 

least 40 cm below her lowest excavation level. 

The construction technique and tempo of Wall 58 differ from Wall 31 in one 

respect. Wall 58 shows no evidence of alternate soil layering above Level 1. No 

corresponding upper stratum of layered soils, as visible in Level 3 of Wall 31, is 

present in the excavated portion of Wall 58. The lack of banding and homogenous 

nature of the deposits, as exemplified in Levels 2 and 3, suggest soils were deposited 

to increase significantly embankment wall height in single construction episodes. 

The soils in Level 1 exhibit a markedly similar construction techniqr to Level 2 in 

Wall 31. A plausible speculation for the unexcavated portion of the Wall 58 is that 

the soil11 are arranged in similar alternate bands as recorded in Le el 2-A of the 

Wall 31 profile . The Wall 58 excavation also produced evidence of water-laden soils 

redeposi ed on the interior embankment wall surface. This finding suggests that 
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the interior ditch at Wall 58 was maintained in a manner similar to the Wall 31 

pond. No buried "A" horizon was recorded in Wall 58. 

Figure 9.6 shows a plan view of the lowest level excavated by Essenpreis in 

the Wall 58 trench . The figure is based on her original field map. For unknown 

reasons, this drawing was not included in Essenpreis ' preliminary written report 

(1990), nor do any field notes refer to the map. Two aspects of the plan map are of 

particular importance. First, the east to west distribution of soil types and colors at 

this level confirm the integrity of the construction episodes visible in the 

embankment wall profiles. Second, the circular stains located in two linear bands 

across the floor of the unit appear associated with two different construction 

events. Based on the soils recorded for the circular stains, the features very likely 

are postmolds . Additional field research is required to confirm the depth and level 

of origin for the circular stains to assess accurately the temporal placement of 

these features in the embankment wall construction sequence. Based on the 

available data, a plausible assumption is that a palisade-type structure was in place 

in the early construction sequence of Embankment Wall 58. This section of the 

embankment wall contains the first significant evidence of a post structure 

associated with the Fort Ancient embankment walls, or alternately, as a pre-

embankment structure. Evidence for a similar structure is well-documented at the 

Pollock earthworks (Riordan 1995). 

Although soils were not screened from the Wall 58 excavation, a small sample 

of lithic and ceramic artifacts were recovered. The lithics included a large utilized 

flake made from Wyandotte flint (Harrison County), the most abundant exotic chert 

variety recovered from Middle Woodland contexts at Fort Ancient, and several 

middle to late stage reduction flakes of other exotic and local chert varieties 

(Connolly 1991). As in the case of the Wall 31 excavations, most charcoal recorded 
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from Wall 58 was recovered in the upper levels of individual strata, suggesting the 

charcoal was associated with activities conducted on . the embankment wall or 

deposited on an exposed surface. Based on the limited presence of cultural materials 

recovered from the excavation of Wall 58 , like Wall 31 , the embankments resulted 

from the deposition of clean clays and do not incorporate midden deposits or soils 

scraped from activity surfaces. 

In summary, the excavation at Embankment Wall 58 suggests a close 

correspondence to the construction technique recorded at Embankment Wall 31. 

The most significant distinction between the two walls is the lack of evidence for 

alternating layers of soil in the middle to upper levels of Wall 58. Therefore, the 

assumption is made that the latest construction episodes at Wall 58 were fewer and 

required depositing larger amounts of soil in single construction episodes than in 

the case of Wall 31. However, the overall trajectory in the development of 

embankment wall form is the same. Also, a plausible assumption is that the 

unexcavated portion of the lowest levels of Wall 58 contains alternating layers of 

soil in a similar manner as the corresponding level (2-A) of Wall 31. Finally, 

although absolute confirmation will require additional field research, the 

excavation unit in Wall 58 contains the most reliable evidence to date of a post 

structure associated with the Fort Ancient embankment walls. 

Summary of Embankment Wall Data 

Walls 31 and 58 provide the only detailed analysis of embankment 

construction at Fort Ancient. Several photographs from Moorehead's publications 

show eroded sections of embankment exhibiting construction techniques different 

from Walls 31 and 58 . For example, at the south end of Wall 73, Moorehead 
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(1890:Plate 3) illustrates the approximate upper half of the embankment wall cut 

away by the construction of the Lebanon-Chillicothe Pike. Of note, the photograph 

illustrates a three course high limestone layer extending through the exterior half 

of the embankment approximately 1 m below the upper surface. Soils in the profile 

appear uniform, suggesting single construction episodes both above and below the 

limestone layer. Moorehead's photograph (1890: Plate 23) of the south side of the 

road cut, although taken at a greater distance, shows a similar but more disturbed 

arrangement of limestone slabs. While seemingly unique to the North Fort area, 

such layers of limestone would not have been encountered in the excavations at 

Embankment Walls 31 and 58, simply because neither excavation intruded into the 

exterior half of the feature . As reported earlier, abundant evidence exists 

throughout the Fort Ancient enclosure for limestone footers and pavements on the 

exterior of embankment wall surfaces . Moorehead's photograph of the limestone 

layer in Wall 73 may simply represent a variation of this practice. 

Limited investigations of embankment walls suggest a quantitative shift in 

construction methods between the North and South Forts. That is, beginning with 

the Middle Fort, as evidenced by excavations at Embankment Wall 58, as the 

earthwork complex expanded laterally to enclose more space, fewer discrete 

episodes of construction are visible in the embankment walls. The limited data 

available do not provide the basis for judging if the North Fort walls were 

constructed as single events . The increased tempo of the North Fort construction is 

accommodated by Essenpreis' model of earthwork development lhat suggests 

increased central planning and execution of more standardized architectural forms 

constructed through time. Caution must be taken on assessing I the construction 

tempo. Specifically, beyond the two excavation profiles illustrated above, no direct 

account of the lower one-third of any embankment wall is reported in the 
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literature. Therefore, future research that accurately documents the base level of 

embankment wall construction in the North Fort may record the similar layering 

of soils as documented in the South and Middle Forts at the lowest levels. 

The Northeast Habitation Zone 

Part I of this study briefly reported the evidence of domestic activity on the 

plateau east of the North Fort. Chapter 6 described the Twin Mounds, parallel walls 

and limestone pavement constructed in the same area. This section reports the 

excavation data that document the temporal shift in architectural form on the 

northeast plateau. The associated shift in function of the northeast plateau is 

discussed in Chapter 10. 

Figure 9.7 illustrates the soil cores and excavation units placed in an attempt 

to define the boundary of the habitation zone north of State Route 350. Soil cores 

were placed at 3 m intervals throughout the study area. Besides the evidence of 

prehistoric activity , discussed in detail below, coring documented the presence of 

several historic driveways, two barns, a privy, and a cistern. These historic 

features either overlay, intrude into, or have destroyed parts of the Middle 

Woodland habitation zone at the site. In addition, a significant portion of Figure 9 . 7 

which is north of State Route 350 and without evidence of intact prehistoric 

deposits (i.e. , the blank area of the figure) , contains subsurface historic features 

such as driveways, or evidence that the upper stratum of soil was modified, thus 

obliterating the prehistoric deposits. 

The lower portion of Figure 9.7 labeled 'Plowzone Stripped in 1930s' defines 

the approximate location of the 'settlement' referred to by Prufer discussed in Part 

I. Coring detected evidence of prehistoric activity immediately south of State Route 
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350, between the road and the stripped zone. The single excavation unit in the 

stripped zone marks the location of a 1.5 x 1.5 m (5 x 5 ft) unit excavated by 

Essenpreis (1982). Within the unit Essenpreis recorded a portion of a pit feature 

containing organic soils and flint debitage. In the same unit, 60 cm east of the pit 

she recorded a possible postmold or second pit feature 30 cm in diameter and lined 

with limestone. The single core sample within the stripped zone probably also 

represents a pit feature. The excavations conducted by Essenpreis along with 

Morgan's (1970:38-39) brief description of the salvage work suggest that the CCC 

modification removed the actual prehistoric living floor and what remains are the 

features that intruded into culturally sterile subsoils to a depth greater than that 

reached by the scraping blade. 

As represented by the core samples and excavation units, the primary 

characteristic of the area of intact prehistoric deposits located north of State Route 

350 and immediately east of the Twin Mounds is the accumulation of mottled 

organic soils containing charcoal and other cultural material in layers ranging in 

thickness from 0.5 - 0.75 m below the base of the plow zone. The depth of the 

deposits results from historic farming activities. Figure 9. 7 also shows the 

trajectory of the parallel wall~ as mapped by Moorehead. The southern wall passes 

directly over the excavation units north of State Route 350. As discussed in detail 

below, the habitation area north of State Route 350 was abandoned or moved before 

the construction of the parallel walls. Today there is little surface indication of the 

parallel walls. As early as Locke's 1843 account of Fort Ancient, historic plowing 

had nearly obliterated these features (Squier and Davis 1848). The 1 m high and 4 m 

wide walls are today spread over the habitation zone. 
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Excavation Data 

Excavations conducted north of State Route 350 since 1986 encompass nearly 

70 m2. The excavated units contained more than 550 probable postmolds, some 

readily defined as structure walls. Figure 9.8 is a. composite of the postmolds 

recorded. The overlapping walls, erratic patterns, and varying depth for the 

origination of postmolds, suggest significant rebuilding over the course of the 

Middle Woodland occupation. 

Besides evidence of structures, excavations exposed pit features, hearths, and 

earth ovens. To the east of the dense concentration of postmolds shown in Figure 

9.8 , coring detected an extensive lithic lens immediately below the plowzone. 

Excavation revealed the lens represented the upper level of a three-layered 

limestone pavement. Coring further delimited a 3 m2 zone of charcoal-laden soils 

within the southeast quarter of the limestone pavement. The east-west dimension 

of the pavement is about 25 m. The southern portion abuts State Route 350 and a 

historic component overlies the northern portion making the pavement's north

south dimension difficult to determine without additional excavations. 

Beginning at E59.98 (Figure 9.8) and extending east, the pavement consists 

of a series of three limestone, sand, and gravel lenses that overlay each other. 

Figure 9.9 is a schematic representation of the pavements . Interpret~tion of the 

pavements' stratigraphy and function is necessarily tentative because less than 5 

percent of their total surface was exposed. The pavement layers are not completely 

uniform throughout their 25 m east-west span. The pavement profile shown in 

Figure 9.9 represents about 50 percent of total pavement length, but does contain 

examples of all variations in feature type and stratum thickness found throughout 

the pavement. 
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The section of Figure 9.9 between E77 and E80 contains the most formal or idealized 

example of the pavement layers. Therefore, this section will serve as a model for 

discussing the entire pavement as follows: 

(1) Soil A, between the modern surface and Pavement 1, is a 30 cm level of 

plowzone containing a mixture of historic and prehistoric artifacts. The plowzone 

level is composed of soils from the parallel walls . 

(2) Pavement 1 is a 5 cm level of gravel on top of a 5 cm level of limestone 

slabs. The limestone slabs range from 2-5 cm in thickness and 5-20 cm in length. 

Gravel is also present within the limestone matrix . Only prehistoric artifacts, in a 

very low density, were recovered from within the pavement. 

(3) Soil B, immediately below Pavement 1, is a very thin and erratic layer of 

sand followed by a 5-10 cm level of mottled dark gray to very dark gray silty soils. 

Postmolds and the illustrated pit feature were defined at this level. Charcoal flecks , 

burnt clay, red ochre, and flint artifacts were recovered throughout this level. The 

dark gray soils graded into a brown-yellow silty clay at the interface with 

Pavement 2. At this interface the artifact densities increased particularly for 

burned and unburned faunal material. The highest density of artifacts was 

recovered between E79 and E80 in direct association with Pavement 2. The soil 

between Pavement 1 and Pavement 2 may, in part, represent deposition over an 

extended period. However, the artifacts recovered, and post molds and pit feature 

profiled, temporally are related to activities associated with Pavement 2. 

(4) The composition of Pavement 2 is similar to Pavement 1 except that the 

limestone slabs are smaller. 

(5) Soil C varies 5 to 10 cm in thickness between Pavement 2 and Pavement 3. 

Soil C is similar to Soil B but with a higher clay content and yielded increased 

amounts of cultural materials including mica flakes, flint artifacts including 
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bladelets, mussel shell, gastropods, pottery, burned clay, charcoal, and ash. 

Somewhat surprisingly, the recovered materials were spread evenly throughout 

the 3 m long section of the pavement and not concentrated in the pit feature. 

Excavation of the pit feature revealed a circular shaped depression approximately 1 

m in diameter. The base of the feature contained limestone slabs similar in size to 

those recovered from Pavement 1. 

Soil B. 

The origin of Soil C is presumed the same as for 

( 6) Pavement 3 varies in thickness from 5-10 cm with a composition quite 

different from that of Pavements 1 and 2. Pavement 3 is a mixture of gravel, sand, 

small pieces of limestone, and clay. An artifact assemblage similar to Soil C, but in 

significantly reduced amounts, was recovered. 

(7) Soil D consists of highly mottled light to dark yellow-brown silts and 

clays. A similar, but even less dense artifact assemblage than that associated with 

Pavement 3, was recorded. This level predates all pavement construction. 

Stratigraphically, Soil D is the same as the level containing the postmold patterns to 

the west of the pavement (Figure 9.8). 

(8) Soil E is the culturally sterile subsoil. 

Although the E77-E80 profile is generally representative of the stratigraphy 

of the entire pavement investigated to date, additional comments regarding other 

specific aspects of the pavement are necessary: 

(1) The thickness of the three pavements and associated soils, as well as their 

presence or absence, varies across the length of the trench. For example, 

Pavement 3 is absent between E81 and E84 (Figure 9.9). Similarly, between E66 and 

E67, Pavement 2 rests directly on Pavement 3 with no intervening Soil C, and 

Pavement 1 is not present (but is exposed in the South Wall Profile). Although such 

inconsistencies and breaks in stratigraphic continuity occur, all three pavements 
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and soil strata discussed can be traced across the 25 m extent of the excavated 

trench. In addition, the southern portion of the pavement was tested at the isolated 

unit shown within the pavement boundary (Figure 9.7). At this location, the same 

three pavements and intervening soil strata were documented. Rebuilding of the 

pavement and underlying structures, features intruding into lower levels of the 

pavement, and the limited amount of the pavement exposed to date, complicate 

interpretation of this c_omplex stratigraphy. 

(2) The greater depth of Soil A between E58 and E61 when compared with E84 

results from proximity to the original location of the parallel walls. That is, when 

the walls were plowed over, those areas closest to the walls received the greatest 

amount of overburden. 

(3) Although postmolds were recorded throughout the span of the pavement, 

they cluster between E60 and E79 (i.e., the west end of the pavement). The same 

spatial density of postmolds is noted in Soil D, the stratum that corresponds to the 

level of structures shown in Figure 9.8 west of limestone pavements. 

( 4) Without exception, all classes of artifacts recovered were found to 

increase in density from west to east across the three pavements. Similarly, soils 

between and below the pavements increased in organic content from west to east. 

This distribution suggests that the space within and on the periphery of the 

structures was kept clean of debris. 

(5) There is no possibility that the limestone pavements discussed above 

represent the pavement described by Atwater (1820) and Moorehead (1890) for the 

area between the parallel walls. In 1820, the parallel wall pavement was partially 

visible on the ground surface whereas no early reference is made to the three 

limestone pavements discussed here. Moorehead described the pavement between 

the parallel walls as a single layer with a spongy underlying clay. Excavation of 
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Unit 2/89, discussed in Chapter 6, revealed a pavement and underlying clay 

identical to that described by Moorehead. Stratigraphically, this pavement is 

nearly 40 cm above the series of three limestone pavements located further to the 

east. In addition, Unit 2/89 is located between Moorehead's reported trajectory of 

the parallel walls. The three-level pavement is located beneath the southern wall 

and extends south of the parallel walls. 

(6) All diagnostic artifacts recovered from the pavement excavations, 

including ceramics, projectile points, and bladelets, as well as raw materials such as 

mica and Ohio Flint Ridge chert, indicate a Middle Woodland occupation. 

At least two and possibly three discrete Middle Woodland occupational 

episodes occurred at the area shown in Figure 9. 7. The separate occupations also 

demonstrate a functional shift in the locality's use through time. The initial 

occupation includes the area shown in Figure 9.8 consisting of a Hopewell 

habitation site resting on a well-defined "A" horizon. The spatial extent of this 

habitation zone is unknown. The portions of Figure 9.7 labeled "Soil Cores with 

Intact Prehistoric Deposits" represent the absolute minimum extent of the initial 

occupation. The 1.2 x 1.2 m (4 x 4 ft) excavation unit (Unit 1/89) located 35 m due 

east of Site Datum AB (Figure 9.7) contained 12 postmolds. Six of the postmolds 

contained chinking stones and formed an east-west line through the center of the 

unit suggesting the presence of a structure at this location (Connolly and 

Essenpreis 1990) . Further, a reasonable conjecture is that the habitation zone on 

the north side of State Route 350 was contemporaneous with the habitation zone on 

the south side of the road discussed by Prufer (1964) and reported by Morgan 

(1970). As noted by Prufer 30 years ago, extensive evidence for Middle Woodland 

habitation is present immediately outside the northeast embankment walls of the 
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Fort Ancient enclosure. Whether the habitation zone predates the construction of 

the North Fort at the site is not clear. 

Postdating, or possibly in part associated with the habitation activity, was the 

construction of the three limestone pavements. The portion of the pavement 

trench profile between E58 and E66 clearly indicates that the Soil D postmolds 

predate the construction of the pavement. Many postmolds originating in the Soil D 

level contained gravel and soil of low organic content, suggesting the removal of 

the posts in conjunction with the building of Pavement 3. Although the pavement 

does not extend as far west as the postmold patterns shown in Figure 9.8, 

stratigraphically all the postmolds shown in this figure originate at a level lower 

than Pavement 3, therefore, predating the onset of pavement construction. 

The series of pavements overlay a portion of the original habitation zone. 

The Soil A deposits overlaying the habitation zone west of E60, the westernmost 

extent of the pavements, contains homogenous soil to a depth of 70 cm. The upper 

half of this stratum contained historic artifacts while the lower half yielded only 

prehistoric materials. No intact prehistoric features were encountered in Soil A. 

This suggests the possibility that a portion of the habitation zone was not 

abandoned but continued to function after the pavement was constructed. If this 

scenario is correct, then the subsequent addition of the three pavements would 

have formed a raised platform next to the structures. 

The final construction episode was the addition of the parallel walls. The 

parallel walls, as reported by Atwater (1820) , were 1 m high and 4 m wide with a 40 

m space between them. The southern wall runs directly through the habitation 

zone north of State Route 350 and minimally abuts and likely covers at least 

portions of the limestone pavements. Therefore, although the pavements possibly 

functioned in association with the parallel walls, the habitation zone definitely was 
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terminated or moved elsewhere upon wall construction. The evolution of more 

formal architectural elements through time (i.e., pavements and parallel walls) 

represents a shift from unspecified habitation to corporate public space. 

In summary, the lack of radiocarbon determinations and limited 

excavations conducted to date provide the basis for proposing only tentative 

interpretations of the construction and occupation episodes of the northeast 

habitation area. The temporal depth of the Middle Woodland occupation at this 

portion of Fort Ancient is also unclear. Given the amount of rebuilding evident in 

the habitation zone north of State Route 350, at least several generations are 

suggested for this first occupation. The limestone pavements that postdate the 

original occupation may also have evolved over several generations . This 

argument is based on the accumulation of soils between the pavements and the 

limited evidence from postmold patterns suggesting multiple structures through 

time on the pavement proper. The parallel walls postdate the habitation zone and 

the initiation of the pavement construction. These walls mark the final lateral 

expansion of architecture at Fort Ancient. 

Interpretation of Radiocarbon Determinations 

This section synthesizes and interprets the radiocarbon determinations 

presented in the preceding chapters. Table 9 .1 presents the relevant data for all 

radiocarbon determinations from Middle Woodland contexts at Fort Ancient. This 

dissertation marks the first publication for all the listed dates. 

The 11 radiocarbon determinations listed in Table 9 .1 are used in this study 

only to assess trends in site chronology and not in an attempt to fix absolute 

temporal parameters on earthwork construction or occupation. This restriction on 
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Table 9.1 

Radiocarbon Age Results from Fort Anci e nt (33Wa2) , Warren County, Ohio 

Radiocarbon Age 1 
Lab # B.P. B.C./A.D. Calibrated Date 2 Material Context 

SMU 2091 1570 ± 250 A.O. 380 A.O. 200 - 720 charcoal Unit 1/86, Layer 46 

SMU 2092 1111 ± 35 A.O. 839 A.O. 900 - 970 soil humates Unit 1/86, Layer 46 

Beta 15161 1960 ± 80 10 B.C. 54 B.C. - A.O. 119 wood charcoal Unit 1/85, Level 8 
Feature 4/85 

Beta 56269 2340 ± 130 390 B.C. 757 - 252 B.C. wood charcoal . Unit 6/92, Level 4 
N Cooking Feature \0 
0\ 

Beta 56270 1970 ± 100 20 B.C. 100 B.C. - A.O. 120 wood charcoal Unit 3-5/92, Level 4 
Cooking Feature 

Beta 56271 1990 ± 90 40 B.C. 105 B.C. - A.O. 88 wood charcoal Unit 1/91, Feature 4/91 

Beta 74071 1620 ± 70 A.O. 330 A.O. 260 - 610 charcoal Unit 1/93, Feature 1/93 

Beta 74072 1750 ± 60 A.O. 200 A.O. 140 - 420 wood charcoal Unit 4/91, Feature 3/91 

Beta 74073 1930 ± 130 A.O. 20 200 B.C. - A.O. 400 wood charcoal Unit 8/92, Feature 3/93 

Beta 74074 1970 ± 80 20 B.C. 170 B.C. - A.O. 230 wood charcoal Unit 10/92, Level 4-5 

Beta 74075 1800 ± 80 A.O. 150 A.O. 60 - 420 wood charcoal STP 3/93, Pavement 

- - ----- - - ---- ----------- - - --------------------------------------------------------
1 All dates reported at one standard deviation (one sigma) 
2 Radiocarbon Ages calibrated using Stuiver and Reimer's (1987) Radiocarbon Calibration Program 1987, Rev. 1.3 



interpretation is necessitated by two factors. First, the sheer size of the earthwork 

complex precludes any conclusive temporal framework based on the available 

radiocarbon dates. Second, the understanding of the accretive growth of the 

earthwork complex requires a spatial range of radiocarbon determinations not 

available at this time. For example, all radiocarbon determinations from 

embankment wall construction contexts are from the Middle Fort portion of the 

enclosure. Therefore, the hypothesized earlier construction in the South Fort and 

later construction in the North Fort are not addressed by the radiocarbon results 

listed. 

The strategy in submitting carbon samples for dating since 1992 has been 

twofold. First, samples have been selected from contexts that date the initiation of 

earthwork construction. The expectation is that such samples will provide temporal 

evidence on the earliest construction events. As noted above, this strategy is 

limited by the availability of samples from only the Middle Fort. Second, samples 

have been selected to date the latest post-construction activities from demonstrably 

Middle Woodland contexts, as judged by location and diagnostic artifacts recovered. 

The expectation is that such samples will provide insights on the duration of Middle 

Woodland occupation at Fort Ancient. Therefore, the overall strategy in obtaining 

temporal information from carbon samples is aimed ultimately at establishing the 

earliest and latest points of the Middle Woodland occupation. 

Figure 9.10 shows the distribution of calibrated radiocarbon age results for 

all samples from Middle Woodland contexts. The samples are grouped into three 

categories. The first category includes those samples not reliably interpreted or 

relevant to this study. SMU 2091 and SMU 2092 date the humus level in the interior 

pond from the Wall 31 excavation conducted by Essenpreis. The two samples are 

included in this category because, as discussed earlier in this chapter, their context 
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is not related to embankment wall construction but likely represents a natural 

deposition process. Beta 56269 and Beta 74071 are from the same cooking feature in 

a pre-embankment wall context on the interior of Gateway 13. As discussed in 

Chapter 4, the radiocarbon age result for Beta 56269 is supported by the context of 

the cooking feature , but is directly contradicted by Beta 7 4071 from the same 

feature. Consideration of the standard suite of anomalies impacting radiocarbon 

age results do not explain or reconcile this discrepancy (e.g. , Aitken 1991:24-27; 

Taylor 1987:15-38). Additional samples from similar contexts are needed to resolve 

the apparent discrepancy in the results. For this reason, the two radiocarbon 

determinations are reported, but not considered in the overall temporal trends of 

activity or earthwork construction. 

The remaining two categories of radiocarbon assays address the two-fold 

sampling strategy discussed above. The construction related samples include the 

following: Beta 56271 from the lowest level of Unit 1/91 dates a construction feature 

associated with the Gateway 18 complex, as reported in Chapter 7; Beta 56270 from a 

cooking feature on the edge of the original construction phase of the Gateway 13 

pond, as reported in Chapter 4; Beta 74074 from a post or pit feature at the base of 

the Embankment Wall 13 interior ditch in Unit 10/92, as reported in Chapter 4; and 

Beta 74073 from a similar context as Beta 74074 but at the base of Unit 8/92, also 

reported in Chapter 4. Although none of the above samples specifically date 

building activities, their contextual associations do indicate the latest initiation 

point of architectural construction at their respective locations. The clustering of 

dates is consistent, providing substantial evidence that embankment wall 

construction at Fort Ancient was initiated, at the very latest, by A.D. 1. 

The final category of samples was obtained from contexts that clearly post-

date nearby standing architecture. The post-construction samples include the 
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following: Beta 74075 from the matrix of a limestone pavement on the edge of the 

Gateway 7 interior pond, as reported in Chapter 4; Beta 15161 from a charcoal lens at 

the base of the northern Twin Mound exterior ditch, as reported in Chapter 6; and 

Beta 74072 from beneath the periphery of a stone mound located on the Gateway 18 

spur, as reported in Chapter 7. Again, assuming the limitations based on the spatial 

range of the samples considered, the radiocarbon age results from contexts clearly 

associated with activities that post-date the initial construction of adjacent 

architecture suggests Middle Woodland populations occupied the Fort Ancient 

complex until at least A.D. 300. 

In summary, the range of the above dates provides support for the 

interpretation of the accretive growth of the Fort Ancient earthwork complex. 

Based on the accretive model of development, the expectation is made that additional 

radiocarbon determinations from portions of the earthwork complex such as the 

South Fort and the North Fort will likely expand the known temporal depth of the 

Middle Woodland occupation. However, for the purposes of this study, such 

additional documentation is unnecessary. Based on radiocarbon assays to date, the 

results only enhance, and in no way contradict, the basic tenets of the accretive 

model. 

Summary 

Excavation data from embankment walls in the South and Middle Forts 

clearly demonstrate the vertical expansion of the standing architecture through 

time. The horizontal expansion of site architecture to the northeast of the 

enclosure's embankment walls culminated in the construction of the parallel walls. 

Excavation data demonstrate that the initial construction of the Fort Ancient 
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earthwork complex occurred at least by A.D. 1 and continued minimally for the next 

300 years. Chapter 10 places this excavation data within the model of development 

for Fort Ancient proposed by Essenpreis (1986) and examines the system of 

prehistoric activities occurring throughout the development sequence. 
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CHAPTER 10 

DEVELOPMENTAL SEQUENCE OF FORT ANCIENT SITE SPATIAL FUNCTION 

This chapter examines the temporal shift in function of specific locations at 

Fort Ancient. First, limitations on assessing the developmental sequence are 

reviewed. Second, Essenpreis' (1984, 1986b) model of earthwork development is 

evaluated. Finally , the activities at specific locations of the earthwork complex are 

assessed to detect shifting functions associated with architectural expansion. 

Limitations on the Analysis of Temporal Development 

Architecture Volume and Energetics 

Archaeologists often calculate the volume of construction material to 

determine the labor investment and time required to construct monumental 

architecture (e.g. , Erasmus 1965; Jeter 1984; Schenkel 1986). Typically , the results 

are presented as evidence that most Middle Woodland architecture could be 

constructed within a brief time by a small labor force. This method is considered 

invalid for discussing the temporal depth of Fort Ancient's construction for several 

reasons . 

First, as demonstrated in Chapter 5, the total land modification required to 

prepare the ground surface for the construction of embankment walls was 

considerable. The accurate assessment of this modification will dramatically alter 

estimates of the total volume of earth moved in constructing the final earthwork 

form . 
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Second, earthworks such as Fort Ancient did not result simply from the 

random basket loading of soils onto embankment walls. As demonstrated in Chapter 

9 , earthwork construction involved the layering of soils and the procuring 

limestone and gravel from streambeds 80 vertical meters below the hilltop 

enclosure. Therefore, volume estimates alone do not accurately assess the actual 

labor investment. 

Third, the use of volume and energy estimates as the sole criteria to estimate 

the time necessary for earthwork construction, are reductionist and ignore 

associated cultural processes. The investigations of embankment walls and 

gateways suggest that the construction was a transitive symbol imbued with ritual 

and meaning and not simply a mechanical endeavor. This assertion is supported by 

evidence such as the ossuary deposit at Gateway 55a, the layering of alternate soil 

types in earthwork construction (Embankment Walls 31 and 58), the firing of 

pavements associated with Gateway construction (Gateway 18, exterior), and the 

thick organic stratum beneath the northern Twin Mound. As Abrams (1994:7) 

notes, although research often focuses on the materialistic or economic costs of 

architecture, the "symbolic or psychologic dimensions of the architecture . . . are 

in reality not disarticulated." 

Fourth , volume and energy studies do not include the initial planning or the 

subsequent maintenance of the built form. The design grammar rules employed in 

the construction of Fort Ancient demonstrate that the planning and maintenance 

expenditures by earthwork users was significant. 

Finally, we do not have a reliable estimate of the Middle Woodland 

populations available to participate in the building activities at Fort Ancient. 

Although substantial progress has been made in determining the number of 

residents and size of typical Middle Woodland households and their distribution 
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within a confined area (e.g. , Dancey and Pacheco 1996) , the density of those 

distributions on a regional basis , particularly in southwestern Ohio , is unknown. 

In summary, although quantification of the total volume of standing 

architecture and pre-embankment land modification is possible, the relevancy of 

such estimates in establishing the temporal depth or the amount of time actually 

employed in earthwork construction and maintenance is questionable. That is, 

although estimates based on volume and materials may be proposed for determining 

the time necessary to construct an earthwork, whether those estimates reflect the 

actual construction process is highly suspect. 

Limitations of Final Form 

The trends and rules of the design grammar discussed in Part II are based on 

the final form of earthwork construction and do not account for the initial or 

intermediate forms . For example, the embankments discussed in Chapter 9 

demonstrate that wall form shifted through time. This study is unable to assess 

adequately the uniformity of those shifts throughout the Fort Ancient complex. 

An additional problem is determining the temporal placement of gateways in 

embankment wall construction. At the Pollock earthworks, Riordan (1995 :67) 

suggests that the three gateways were not part of the original construction form. 

Riordan's observation at Pollock demonstrates the need to more closely examine 

alternative scenarios for the construction of gateways at the Fort Ancient complex. 

The lowest levels of most gateway openings in the South and Middle Forts are 

higher than the first construction episodes of their corresponding embankment 

walls . This suggests the possibility that secondary gateways were not part of the 

initial construction at Fort Ancient. If true, this finding would bring the total 
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number and placement of gateways during the earliest occupation at Fort Ancient 

more in line with other hilltop enclosures. This scenario means that the rules of 

the Fort Ancient design grammar related to the positioning of secondary gateways 

were not in place during the initial earthwork construction. An alternate 

possibility is that secondary gateways were part of the initial construction events 

and opening levels were adjusted through time to accommodate the accretive 

additions to embankment walls . 

Finally, secondary gateway openings from the earliest construction events at 

Fort Ancient may have been covered by later additions to the embankment walls. 

This scenario is particularly intriguing at locations which contain medial 

embankment wall exterior spurs. Although not a design grammar rule, a trend was 

noted that correlates exterior spurs with gateway openings. Therefore, medial 

exterior spurs may mark the locations of gateways buried by later construction 

events . 

Pre-Embankment Occupations 

An additional problem affects estimates of the temporal depth of occupations 

at Fort Ancient. First, although Middle Woodland populations are presumed to have 

been the first occupants of the space currently enclosed by the embankment walls , 

diagnostic materials of earlier cultures are routinely recovered. The pre-Middle 

Woodland materials include Late Archaic projectile points (Connolly 1991 ; Connolly 

and Kozarek 1994) and Early Woodland ceramics (Lauren E. Sieg, personal 

communication 1995). While evidence of pre-Middle Woodland activity is not 

abundant, the extensive Middle Woodland land modifications associated with the 

construction of embankment walls likely would have removed or dramatically 
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altered evidence of earlier occupations. Radiocarbon determinations from both 

Pollock (Riordan, 1995:74-75) and Fort Ancient also provide some evidence for pre-

Middle Woodland occupations. Other hilltop enclosures assigned to the Middle 

Woodland contain extensive evidence of earlier occupations. For example, although 

Miami Fort is assigned to the latter half of the Middle Woodland (Fischer 1974:86) , 

the overwhelming amount of cultural material recovered from the site interior 

(midden) and immediate periphery (earthen burial mounds) are diagnostic of the 

Adena culture, presumed to predate the latter half of the Middle Woodland. 

Essenpreis' Model of Earthwork Development at Fort Ancient 

Essenpreis (1984, 1986b) hypothesized that the Fort Ancient complex was 

built in three stages. The first stage included the South Fort and possibly the Middle 

Fort. The second stage included the North Fort. The final stage added the parallel 

walls to the northeastern end of the enclosure. The hypothesized stages are based 

solely on embankment wall and primary gateway form. Essenpreis (1986b) wrote: 

On the basis of differences in architectural form, it is hypothesized 
that Fort Ancient was constructed in three sequential stages, with the 
later stages contemporaneous with geometric Hopewell earthworks in 
the Scioto Valley. 

In this view , the Fort Ancient earthworks are explained as 
agglutinative and sequentially built, from south to north, with 
different enclosures drawing on architectural canons that shifted 
from irregular to standardized forms. During this period, primary 
gateway form at Fort Ancient shifted from being demarcated by two 
"conjoined" mounds, which were connected both to each other and to 
adjacent embankments, to utilization of free-standing mounds, 
independent from each other , although attached to the embankments 
of the Parallel Walled Enclosure. 
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This study accepts the sequential South to North construction postulated by 

Essenpreis with several clarifications, as discussed below. 

The South Fort is accepted as the location of the first series of construction 

events. However, the architectural element patterns demonstrated in Part II call 

into question Essenpreis' assertion that the North Fort contains less 'irregular' 

embankment walls than the South Fort. The North Fort's seemingly greater 

regularity is true only for the linear sections of embankment walls and gateway 

placements that match those of the High Banks octagon. However, the total 

architectural elements in the both the North and South Forts manifest the same 

design grammar rules. This assertion suggests that the visible difference in 

architecture between the South and North Forts results from a more rigid 

application or evolution of the same design grammar rules through time. 

Logistical factors also support the South Fort as the first enclosed space at 

Fort Ancient. Initial construction of either the North or Middle Forts would result 

in a unique hilltop enclosure form. If the North Fort were constructed first, both 

ends of the earthwork would lead to open plateaus unlike any other hilltop 

enclosure. 

At Fort Ancient, only the South Fort can stand as an enclosure unto itself. 

The south ends of both the Middle and North Forts contain open gaps with no 

primary gateways or other architectural elements to mark their location. This 

architectural arrangement is not recorded at any other hilltop enclosure. The 

opposing primary gateways in the South Fort (Gateways 37 and 55a) are typical of 

the hilltop enclosures discussed in Chapter 6. Finally, the crescent gateways located 

in the Middle Fort funnel traffic into the South Fort. Crescent-shaped funnel 

devices are also present at other hilltop enclosures (e.g., Miami Fort, Pollock) to 

mark primary gateway entrances. If the Middle or North Forts were constructed 
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prior to the South Fort, the Middle Fort crescents' convex sides should face south to 

direct users into the North Fort. The convex sides of the Middle Fort crescents face 

north, funneling traffic into the South Fort. Therefore, the Middle Fort crescents 

were constructed as part of the South Fort enclosure. 

Following Essenpreis' model , the Middle Fort, North Fort, and parallel walls 

mark a later series of construction events . The North Fort marks an elaboration 

and departure from the basic hilltop enclosure form of the region. As discussed 

below, no other Middle Woodland hilltop site encloses two distinct spatial zones. 

Also, the North Fort incorporates a more rigid application and evolution of the 

original design grammar rules from the South Fort. 

Except for recognizing that embankment wall construction was initiated in 

the South Fort, the contemporaneity of construction events between the South and 

North Forts is not posited here. There is no reliable means at hand to determine the 

validity of several competing developmental scenarios for the specific construction 

events at all locations throughout the complex. For example, whether the South 

Fort final embankment wall form was completed prior to any embankment 

construction in the North Fort is unknown. Similarly, whether each construction 

event in the North Fort was marked by a corresponding event in the South Fort is 

unknown. 

All lines of evidence suggest that some degree of ongoing construction or 

accretion continued at Fort Ancient throughout the Middle Woodland occupation. 

The activity likely involved the maintenance and modification of the earthwork 

form. This accretive development was not limited to embankment walls and ditch 

features but likely included the mounds and stone circles. Features referred to by 

Rapoport as 'semi-fixed' elements, such as post structures , likely were constructed 

and modified throughout the span of the Middle Woodland occupation. 
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The South Fort as a Complete Form 

No evidence of undisturbed Middle Woodland activity is known from within 

the embankment walls of the South Fort. Within the South Fort, a Fort Ancient 

culture village consisting of houses , a stockade and cemetery overlays and intrudes 

into the Middle Woodland occupation (Essenpreis 1978; Harper 1994). Therefore, 

although diagnostic Hopewell materials such as mica, bladelets, and Ohio Flint Ridge 

chert are recorded from the South Fort, the contexts are disturbed by the Fort 

Ancient culture occupation. The Middle Woodland cultural materials recovered 

from within the South Fort suggest activities including mica processing and lithic 

reduction. However, the intensity and spatial extent of these activities remain 

unknown. 

More substantial evidence for prehistoric activity is recorded north of the 

South Fort enclosure. Chapter 4 demonstrated the evidence for pre-embankment 

wall activity at Gateway 13 . Further to the northeast, in the area currently enclosed 

by the North Fort, and also along the trajectory of the parallel walls , research has 

documented abundant evidence of Middle Woodland activity. This activity is 

exemplified best by the habitation zone immediately east of the Twin Mounds, 

reported in Chapter 9, and by the households located along the trajectory of the 

parallel walls (Connolly and Kozarek 1994). However, the contemporaneity of these 

activities with any specific period of architectural expansion at Fort Ancient is , for 

the most part, unknown. 

This study assumes that at least some of the evidence of Middle Woodland 

activity north of the Great Gateway occurred prior to construction of the North 

Fort. This assumption is in line with the spatial model of activities proposed by 
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Greber (1992) for the Seip earthworks. Greber argues that as earthworks expand to 

enclose more space, the function of the newly enclosed space changes. This 

argument accounts for the pre-embankment features at Gateway 13, which are 

overlain by post-embankment contexts that exhibit less evidence of prehistoric 

activity. Therefore, the space enclosed by the South Fort should exhibit the most 

restricted access and most specialized assemblage of artifacts at Fort Ancient. 

Evidence of specialized activities, to be discussed below in the next section, is found 

on the exterior terraces and spurs of the South Fort. Although the Fort Ancient 

culture village disturbed any evidence of earlier occupations, the identification of 

restricted Middle Woodland activity within the South Fort is supported by two 

additional factors. First, the density of Middle Woodland artifacts recovered from 

the South Fort is minuscule compared to other locations at Fort Ancient. Second, the 

absence of cultural materials from the Embankment Wall 31 trench excavated by 

Morgan (1940) and Essenpreis (1988) is inconsistent with every similar excavation 

in the North and Middle Forts. For example, as discussed in Chapter 4, excavations 

in the ditch feature near Gateway 13 and the pond near Gateway 7 produced an 

abundance of Middle Woodland cultural materials. 

In summary, the South Fort was from its inception the most restricted and 

highly maintained portion of the enclosure. A reasonable assumption is that at 

least a portion of the activities documented to the north of Gateway 55a date to the 

period when the South Fort was the only enclosed space at Fort Ancient. The 

cultural material recovered from the exterior locations suggest a wide range of 

activities including domestic dwellings, manufacturing of lithic materials, 

processing of material goods, caching of artifacts, and food preparation. 
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Shift in Area Function with Addition of North And Middle Forts 

Determining whether the Middle Fort, North Fort, and parallel walls were 

conceived and initiated as a single construction event remains unknown. Based on 

the continuity of architectural form, a reasonable assumption is that the Middle and 

North Forts were constructed as a single entity. Because of the physical disjunction 

of the parallel walls from the North Fort, these linear elements may constitute a 

third expansion of the earthwork, as suggested by Essenpreis (1986b). However, 

this scenario is unlikely based on the design grammar rules of primary gateway 

complexes. Without the twin mounds and parallel walls, no primary gateway 

complex would mark the northeast end of the enclosure therefore creating a form 

anomalous to all other examined hilltop enclosures. Therefore, although not 

empirically demonstrated, this study assumes that the construction of the Middle 

and North Forts, along with the Twin Mounds and parallel walls were conceived and 

initiated as a single expansion of earthwork architecture. However, the accretive 

development of Embankment Wall 58 in the Middle Fort demonstrates that the final 

form of the additions was not achieved as a single event. 

The North Fort, Middle Fort, and parallel wall expansion are architectural 

departures from other examined hilltop enclosures. The embankment walls at Fort 

Ancient ceased to enclose a single space but contained two enclosed areas linked by 

Gateway 55a. All other hilltop sites enclose a single non-segmented area. This 

statement does not ignore the functional division of enclosed space at regional 

hilltop sites. Likely, the functional segmentation at Fort Ancient, as discussed in 

Part II, was also present at other regional hilltop sites. 

Based on the design grammar rules and regional hilltop enclosures, the 

South Fort contains all the necessary arrangements of architectural elements to 
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constitute a Middle Woodland hilltop enclosure. A reasonable assumption is that the 

impetus for enclosing space north of South Fort, and initiating a significant 

departure from the norm of Middle Woodland hilltop enclosure architecture, was 

marked by a momentous event. A clue to this event may be represented by Fort 

Ancient's unique number and location of burials. No other hilltop enclosure 

contains a similar mortuary program. Antiquarian reports of hilltop enclosures 

present poorly documented and often contradictory accounts of a few mounds that 

may contain one or two human skeletons. Miami Fort is the only regional site with 

solid evidence of a burial mound in the immediate proximity of a hilltop enclosure. 

However, Fischer's (1966) report states that the primary component of the feature 

is diagnostic of the Adena culture. 

The ossuary deposit in the opening and south ramp of Gateway 55a was 

reported in Chapter 6. The ossuary deposit was placed as a final construction event 

in the South Fort. This assertion is supported by several lines of evidence: 

1) Moorehead (1890: 18) notes that the Gateway 55a south ramp is 

considerably larger than the north ramp. The ossuary in the ramp and gateway is 

immediately beneath the ground surface. These facts suggest that the south ramp 

specifically was enlarged to accommodate the placement of the burials after the 

initial construction events. 

2) Moorehead (1890:18, 24) specifically notes that most of the limestone slabs 

that capped the elevated sections of Gateway 55a's conjoined mounds overlay the 

ossuary deposit as part of a construction event after the original embankment wall 

was built. 

3) The ossuary deposit in the gateway opening and ramp is unique to all 

Middle Woodland earthworks. Prior to the ossuary deposit, Fort Ancient's South Fort 

mimicked regional hilltop enclosure form. The ossuary deposit marks a departure 
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from that norm, and signals the beginning of an expanded earthwork construction 

program. 

The ossuary deposit also marked a significant functional shift for the South 

Fort. Entry into the South Fort now required the passage over deceased ancestors or 

kin. The ossuary deposit in Gateway 55a likely occurred before the burials in either 

the mound on the interior of Gateway 55a or on the South Fort terraces . The 

Gateway 55a ossuary deposit legitimized the placement of burials in the South Fort. 

This assertion is based on the following lines of evidence: 

1) The mortuary program on the South Fort terraces is uncharacteristic and 

perhaps unique for the Middle Woodland in southern Ohio. In describing one of the 

terrace burials, Moorehead (1890:37-38) wrote: 

The stones in this pile covered an extent of 20 feet by 80, the stone 
running from 15 to 25 inches in height, and the quantity in the pile is 
not far from 460 wagon loads. . . . There were decayed bones scattered 
all though this stone pile, and pottery fragments in large numbers. 
These were under the first layer of stone and very much decayed. 
They were not over 10 inches deep, most of them, but the larger and 
better preserved bones were about two feet deep. From the number of 
bones found, there must have been 18 or 20 individuals interred at this 
place. 

Moorehead does not record whether the terrace burials were primary or secondary 

deposits. The piles of limestone slabs described by Moorehead are different than 

typical stone mounds . Burials similar to those on the South Fort terraces are almost 

unknown during the Middle Woodland in the Midwest. Simple piles of limestone 

slabs covering burials are more typical of the Late Woodland (e.g., Atwell and 

Conner 1991; Funkhouser and Webb 1937; O'Shea 1988). However, Middle Woodland 

diagnostic artifacts , such as flint bladelets , were reported by Moorehead from the 

terrace burials . A similar stone pile burial containing two articulated skeletons was 
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excavated by Moorehead on the Gateway 18 exterior spur. The single radiocarbon 

assay from beneath the periphery of this feature is 1750 ± 60 B.P. This date 

provides an additional line of evidence that the stone pile burials occurred during 

the latter portion of the Middle Woodland occupation at Fort Ancient. Therefore, all 

evidence suggests that the mortuary program was initiated after, or in conjunction 

with, the architectural expansion north of Gateway 55a. 

2) No other Middle Woodland hilltop enclosure contains a burial program 

besides the minimal evidence discussed above from exterior mounds. This 

anomalous aspect of Fort Ancient logically is placed within the temporal framework 

when the construction program was also deviant from the hilltop enclosure norm. 

3) Based on as accurate of a reconstruction as possible of Moorehead's burial 

totals from, minimally, 95 percent occur on the exterior terraces of the South Fort 

or within the Great Gateway complex. This finding clearly demonstrates that the 

South Fort was the appropriate location for the burial of the dead . 

In summary, the rules of the Fort Ancient design grammar, the temporal 

model of earthwork development, empirical evidence, and comparison with other 

Middle Woodland hilltop enclosures all suggest that a shift in the function of the 

South Fort occurred in conjunction with earthwork expansion north of the Great 

Gateway. The South Fort shifted in function from a public activity space to the most 

appropriate location for burying the deceased members of earthwork users . 

North Fort Activity Areas 

The analysis of artifacts and features from within the Middle and North Forts 

suggests a wide range of activities occurred at these locations (Connolly 1991, 1996b; 

Essenpreis 1990). However, the excavated evidence indicates the short-term and 
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specialized use of specific localities for activities such as mica processing, cooking, 

and lithic reduction. Excavation data from within the North and Middle Forts 

suggest a more restricted range of activities than on the northeast exterior. Midden 

deposits found in the northeast habitation zone are not recorded on the interior of 

the enclosure. 

Based on the excavated evidence, the peripheries of pond and ditch features 

were the loci of activities within the North and Middle Forts. This assertion is 

tempered by the lack of investigation of the interior plateau. However, limited 

investigation of the plateau does suggest that prehistoric activities were restricted 

at the center of the enclosed space. For example, Moorehead (1895:374) reports that 

"the various surveys of Fort Ancient have dug hundreds of holes in the level 

ground of the Old [South] and New [North] Forts. But a small amount of material has 

been recovered, compared with the extent of the place and the quantity which one 

would reasonably expect to discover." Moorehead (1890:56-60) specifically 

contrasted artifact densities from within the enclosure to the northeast exterior 

where he estimated 200,000 to 300,000 artifacts were recovered between 1800 and 

1890. Even given Moorehead's tendency to inflate figures, his report suggests 

intensive activity on the exterior of the earthwork. 

Essenpreis' (1987) resistivity survey in the North Fort plateau did record a 

large number of subsurface anomalies within the tested grid. Coupled with 

Moorehead's report of few artifacts on the plateau, Essenpreis' findings suggest that 

the interior of the North Fort contained an abundance of features, such as pits and 

perhaps structures , but the zone was maintained and kept free of debris. 

Maintenance of the interior plateau likely accounts for the debris recorded in the 

exterior ditch of the North Fort by Morgan (1939) , Moorehead (1890) and Essenpreis 

(1986a) and in the Middle Fort ditch reported in Chapter 5. 
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The best empirical evidence of the shifting function resulting from 

architectural expansion is documented northeast of the enclosure. As discussed in 

Chapter 9, a habitation zone at this location was overlain by a three-tier limestone 

pavement that was in turn overlain by the parallel walls. The function shifted 

from domestic, to corporate, to a formal enclosure entryway. 

A final aspect of the functional shift with the architectural expansion north 

of Gateway 55a is the evidence for increased standardization in the North Fort 

embankment wall lengths that accommodate astronomical alignments. In Chapter 

6, the orientation of the longitudinal axis of hilltop enclosures toward solar 

alignments was reported. The validity of the astronomical alignments at Fort 

Ancient is enhanced by their precise locations on standing architectural features. 

The solar and lunar alignments in the North Fort that are accommodated by 

prominent architectural elements suggests that at least a portion of the North Fort 

functioned as an observatory. No empirical evidence of these alignments, beyond 

landform orientation, is recorded within the South Fort. 

Summary 

Based on available investigations, only the broad parameters of the temporal 

depth of the Fort Ancient earthwork construction and occupation are known. The 

evidence demonstrates that the earthwork complex grew accretively over many 

generations, spanning a period of at least 300 years. In addition, the data supports 

the hypothesized shift in the use of space through time at Fort Ancient. Chapter 11 

assesses the functional shifts in spatial use presented in this chapter. 
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CHAPTER 11 

ASSESSING THE SHIFTING FUNCTION OF THE FORT ANCIENT COMPLEX 

This chapter assesses the hypothesis related to the tempo of development and 

shifting function at Fort Ancient. This hypothesis states that with accretive 

development, a shift in function of enclosure space occurred through time. The 

first step in supporting the hypothesis is to establish that construction of the Fort 

Ancient complex did not result from a single event, but rather , the earthwork grew 

accretively. This fact is demonstrated by excavations at Embankment Walls 31 and 

58, by clarification of Essenpreis' model of earthwork development, and through 

recognition that the design grammar rules evolved and dictated the placement of 

the architectural elements used in earthwork construction. Although the timespan 

of the construction and use of Fort Ancient is imprecisely known, radiocarbon dates 

suggest a minimum range of 300 years , from approximately A.D. 1 to 300. 

The second step in supporting the hypothesis is to demonstrate that with the 

accretive development of earthwork form, the function of specific locations 

changed. Primary evidence for this shift in function is demonstrated by three 

examples. 

First, a mortuary program was initiated in the South Fort after the expansion 

of architecture north of Gateway 55a. Evidence of this shift is found in the 

anomalous occurrence, placement, and quantity of burials at Fort Ancient in 

comparison with other hilltop earthworks; by the deviant nature of the burials 

coinciding with an expanding architectural form that also differed from other 

hilltop enclosures; by the characteristics of the burials that are more similar to a 

Late Woodland mortuary program, but which still contain Middle Woodland 

diagnostic materials; and by the single radiocarbon age result that dates to the 
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latter half of the Middle Woodland from a stone pile burial on the Gateway 18 

exterior spur. 

The function of the exterior terraces prior to the initiation of the mortuary 

program is unknown. The modification of the exterior slopes into level terraces 

may actually postdate the initiation of construction in the North Fort. That is, 

possibly no specific function, other than generic exterior space, may be ascribed to 

the South Fort terraces when the South Fort was the only portion of site enclosed by 

embankment walls. If the terraces were modified during the initial construction of 

the South Fort, a reasonable assumption is that the exterior space functioned as 

generalized activity area or staging location for activities conducted within the 

enclosure. A similar function may be postulated for the terraces on the exterior of 

the North Fort. However, these assumptions are based on negative evidence. No 

investigations of the non-mortuary contexts of exterior terraces at Fort Ancient 

have yet been conducted. 

The ossuary deposits on the interior of the Great Gateway altered entry into 

the South Fort by causing users literally to walk over deceased kin or ancestors. 

Given the placement of additional deceased kin or ancestors on the exterior terraces 

of the South Fort, a reasonable assumption is that the entire South Fort shifted in 

function from a multi-purpose public space to a restricted mortuary or ancestor 

worship zone. 

Second, the difference between most non-mortuary activities occurring on 

the exterior and interior space at Fort Ancient, as inferred from excavated cultural 

materials and features, expresses a distinction more of degree than kind. This 

statement is supported by the more specialized and restricted occurrence of artifact 

and feature assemblages documented from within the earthwork when compared to 

the habitation zones to the northeast of the enclosure. 
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The northeastern exterior best documents the shift in function that resulted 

from the expansion of architecture . The evidence is demonstrated through the 

sequence of habitation zones, limestone pavements, and the parallel wall 

construction. This locality of the site shifted from generalized domestic activity, to 

one of greater labor investment, suggesting corporate interests, to a formal 

entryway into Fort Ancient. Additional support for the generalized to specific 

function of space is found in comparing the pre-embankment with the post-

embankment contexts at the ditch and pond features reported in Chapter 5. All 

evidence suggests that with the expansion of architecture north of the Gateway 55a, 

the types of activities within the newly enclosed space shifted from general ·to 

specific. In addition, when comparing the exterior to the interior of the enclosed 

space, maintenance of debris-free zones are more apparent at the latter locations. 

Third, the precise placement and construction of architectural forms based 

on the design grammar rules north of the Great Gateway also mark a shift in the 

function of the North Fort. Although specific functional interpretations of the 

entire North Fort complex are lacking, several assertions may be advanced: 

(1) The evidence of lunar and solar alignments accommodated by a 

significant investment in the planning and placement of architectural elements in 

the North Fort demonstrates the importance of the observing celestial cycles to 

earthwork users. A reasonable assumption is that prior to the construction of the 

architecture, lunar and solar alignments were observed. However, the 

architectural manifestations to mark the alignments demonstrate the growing 

importance of the alignments through time. 

(2) The precise construction of architectural elements that contain no 

evidence of lunar or solar sighting locations, but that rigidly conform to the spatial 
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patterns of Middle Woodland earthworks in the Scioto Valley, suggests a more 

corporate or centralized function of the North Fort. 

(3) The North Fort functioned as a transitional zone between the northeast 

exterior and the South Fort. This assertion is supported by user flow patterns 

established by the architectural funnel devices. That is, the most appropriate 

passage through the Fort Ancient complex required entrance through the parallel 

walls, proceeding through the North Fort, and crossing the Great Gateway into the 

South Fort. 

In summary, all investigations at Fort Ancient document a shifting function 

of earthwork space with the accretive development of architectural form. The 

scope of the evidence does not adequately address all localities of the earthwork 

complex. Yet, no evidence exists to suggest a static or unvarying function through 

time at any earthwork location. The evidence available is substantial and likely 

will be proven more robust with further field investigations. In this capacity, the 

hypothesis stated at the outset of this chapter is supported by all lines of evidence 

available to date. 

The Temporal Development of Other Regional Hilltop Enclosures 

As a general statement, when researchers address the issue of temporal 

depth at Middle Woodland hilltop enclosures, inferences similar to those 

demonstrated at Fort Ancient are recorded. However, archaeologists have only 

addressed the issue of temporal depth at Miami Fort and Pollock. Additional data are 

completely lacking at all other hilltop enclosures considered in this study. In 

addition, the shift in function resulting from architectural expansion is only 
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addressed at Pollock. In summarizing the five identified stages of construction at 

Pollock, Riordan (1995:86) writes: 

The most important result of this research has been to demonstrate 
that the building of this hilltop enclosure occurred over a significant 
period of time, and that some important changes were introduced. 
There is also a consistency to the construction effort. Most alterations 
were additive in keeping with the results of previous efforts, although 
it does not appear that some master blueprint was simply dusted off 
whenever the means of production were available to permit renewed 
construction. 

Riordan (1994: 18) further argues that : 

As the site was developed, with successive soil mantles added to the 
barrier wall, the effect was seemingly to more obviously mark the 
significance of the enclosed space, or perhaps to episodically 
celebrate or renew the use of the enclosure by later generations. 
Their creation of multiple passageways, and probably crescents and 
mounds, has the look of symbolically-loaded clarifications made to the 
original definition of the boundary , rather than a change in its form 
or intent. 

Although Pollock exhibits a similar temporal depth of construction and 

occupation as Fort Ancient, the functional shift in spatial use through time is not 

demonstrated. However, Riordan (1995:85) suggests that the palisade structures may 

mark temporary and relatively brief periods of Pollock's use as a defensive 

fortification in response to hypothesized social unrest. The singular function of 

Pollock is matched by the more limited development and patterning of 

architectural elements. Beyond the standing architecture of the earthwork, 

Pollock is devoid of evidence of prehistoric cultural activity (Riordan 1995 :83). 

The limited data available from Miami Fort was reported earlier. Miami Fort 

likely contains the same approximate temporal depths of construction and use as 
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both Pollock and Fort Ancient. Architecturally, Miami Fort conforms to the typical 

expectations of other Middle Woodland hilltop enclosures. Unlike Pollock, Miami 

Fort contains substantial evidence of prehistoric activity on the interior of the 

enclosure. Fischer (1966) reports evidence of house floors and midden deposits 

with both Adena and Hopewell diagnostic materials. No detailed examination or 

functional inferences are reported for this material. 

Based on the total evidence from all Middle Woodland hilltop enclosures 

considered in this study, a reasonable proposition is that the hilltop enclosures, as a 

group, were not constructed as single events and likely were occupied over 

extended periods of time. Only at Fort Ancient, and to a limited extent at Pollock, is 

evidence available to demonstrate the shifting function of earthwork space with 

the expansion of architectural form. Fort Ancient is by far the most systematically 

investigated hilltop enclosure. Future research at other sites that incorporates data 

from a similarly broad range of contexts will aid in clarifying site function at the 

more typical Middle Woodland hilltop enclosure sites. 
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PART IV 

SYNTHESIS AND CONCLUSIONS OF BUILT ENVIRONMENT AT 

MIDDLE WOODLAND HILLTOP ENCLOSURES 
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CHAPTER 12 

SYNTHESIS OF MEANING, DEVELOPMENT AND CONSTRUCTION 

This section synthesizes aspects of the Fort Ancient complex and compares 

them with other regional enclosures. Chapter 12 is organized by the built 

environment components of space, time, communication, and meaning. Chapter 13 

utilizes Fort Ancient as a model for the analysis of other hilltop enclosures . This 

analysis yields mixed results because of the lack of comparable data for many of the 

earthwork complexes. Although common aspects are seen when comparing hilltop 

enclosures as a site type, the architectural homogeneity of the site type is not 

demonstrated to be extremely robust. Future research that provides a more even 

presentation of data from all the hilltop enclosures considered here likely will 

demonstrate additional similarities in the architectural elements present. 

Space 

The evidence of land modification associated with the construction of the 

embankment walls at Fort Ancient provides an initial insight into the specific type 

of interior space required for hilltop enclosures. The primary evidence for the 

land modification is demonstrated at the Gateway 13 pond area and the portions of 

the North Fort scraped to a level lower than the adjacent exterior plateau. The land 

modification further demonstrates that, at least in the case of Fort Ancient, the 

location of hilltop enclosures was not exclusively based on a pre-existing level 

terrain. Although it is possible that the natural terrain of the entire complex was 

modified before the earthworks were built, this inference cannot be tested with the 

data at hand and must await the results of future research. Available data do, 
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however, demonstrate that when Middle Woodland populations enclosed space 

within the Fort Ancient embankment walls, the space conformed to formal 

requirements. The best example of this point is the inferred rule that gullies 

should not impinge on level surfaces. This is true at Fort Ancient and is generally 

true for other Middle Woodland hilltop enclosures considered in this study. What is 

unknown, however, is the extent to which pre-embankment land modification to 

the natural terrain was used to satisfy this need at sites other than Fort Ancient. 

Based on artifact assemblages, area maintenance, and investment in 

architecture, a distinction can be drawn between space outside and within the 

. embankment walls. However, the evidence does not demonstrate a strict division in 

the types of activities between these two spaces. The analysis of artifact 

assemblages suggests that individual localities within the enclosed embankment 

walls contain evidence of more specific types of activities. Evidence of more 

generalized types of activities is exhibited by assemblages from the exterior of 

embankment walls. For example, chipped stone artifacts recovered from within the 

earthwork complex tend to reflect singular types of activities at specific settings 

such as late stage biface reduction (Unit 8/92), material processing with bladelets 

(Gateway 18 spur), or specialized production of unique artifact forms (Wall 58 stone 

pavement). In contrast, chipped stone artifacts from the habitation zone northeast 

of the enclosure, exhibit traces of a wide range of activities in a single setting. 

Therefore, although a full range of chert-related activities took place inside the 

enclosure, the occurrence of activity types is more specific or segregated by area. 

Similar patterns are apparent in the distribution of other artifact types recovered 

on the interior and exterior of the embankment walls at Fort Ancient. 

Besides artifact types, pits and other features on the interior of the enclosure 

indicate short-term use. Cooking features on the exterior of the enclosure were re-
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used and rebuilt through time, while cooking features inside the enclosure appear 

used only once or a few times. Midden deposits , such as those documented in the 

northeast habitation zone, are unknown from the enclosure interior. The lack of 

midden deposits on the interior suggests that the enclosed space was more highly 

maintained and that refuse was placed on the earthwork exterior. In the North 

Fort, significant quantities of refuse are reported by Moorehead, Morgan, and 

Essenpreis from the ditches on the immediate exterior of the embankment walls. 

Therefore, evidence from activity areas suggests a distinction between interior and 

exterior space that is both quantitative than qualitative. 

Recognizing that the Fort Ancient architectural elements are based on a 

design grammar leads to the inference that space is functionally segmented within 

this complex. For example, exterior terraces in both the North and South Forts are 

similar morphologically, but burials occur only on the South Fort terraces . As 

discussed in Chapter 11, placement of burials on the North Fort terraces would have 

violated an apparent rule or norm of the appropriate use of segmented space 

because the South Fort terraces were the appropriate location for burying the dead. 

Similar arguments may be advanced regarding the placement of stone mounds on 

exterior spurs and stone circles placed at the interior of gateways. For example, 

although most exterior spurs do not contain exterior stone mounds, it would have 

been physically possible to build mounds on those spurs. The placement of stone 

mounds on exterior spurs is therefore patterned and rule governed. 

The limited excavations of the interior of the earthwork complex preclude a 

detailed examination of all segmented space within the enclosure. However, a 

reasonable assumption is that specific types of activities were conducted in 

association with specific segments of earthwork space and that the appropriate 

behavior was cued by architectural elements. A clear example is the placement of 
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burials on the South Fort terraces. The architectural elements that cued this 

behavior were the Gateway 55a complex and the mound to the immediate southwest 

of the gateway opening, both of which contained similar ossuary deposits. 

The Fort Ancient complex also incorporated a complex system of activity 

settings. These settings span the complete range of activities expected of Middle 

Woodland populations. This pattern suggests that the Fort Ancient complex is 

correctly viewed as a multi-function space, with no single activity predominating. 

As a microcosm of Middle Woodland society, Fort Ancient served as the focal point 

for the region's inhabitants. 

Field investigations at Fort Ancient, for the most part, have been guided by 

currently visible, fixed feature elements such as embankment walls, ponds, ditches, 

and gateways. The primary exception to this statement is the investigation of 

habitation zones to the northeast of the enclosure. Investigations in the latter 

location have produced the most well-documented evidence of domestic activity in 

the immediate proximity of a Middle Woodland earthwork in the Ohio Valley. 

Similar field research on the interior of the enclosure will aid in clarifying and 

refining our understanding of the nature of activity settings within the enclosure. 

To date, interpretation of the enclosure interior is based mostly· on the exposure of 

isolated pit and cooking features. With the exception of the Gateway 13 pond area 

and the Gateway 18 exterior spur, no other location within the enclosure is 

documented by more than single excavation units or trenches. Obviously, 

additional investigations are needed to broaden the basis for spatial inferences of 

different segments of the enclosure interior. 

As discussed earlier, specific analyses of the interior and exterior spaces at 

other regional hilltop enclosures are limited and do not provide comparable bases 

for generating activity interpretations. At Miami Fort, Fischer (1965, 1966) reports 
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mixed Adena and Hopewell components from the interior plateau. However, the 

basis for his interpretation is not reported and no field notes or maps are currently 

available or known from his excavations. Similarly, Prufer (1996) reports a 

rectangular structure at the base of the Fort Hill earthwork, but no description, 

analysis, or detail of this structure is available. At Pollock, Riordan (1993 , personal 

communication) has noted the absence of any evidence of prehistoric activity 

beyond the fixed architectural elements at the site. The same statement is generally 

true of investigations conducted at Old Stone Fort. No other hilltop enclosure 

considered in this study contains any record of specific activity areas within the 

embankment walls or on the earthwork periphery. 

Time 

A central component of the built environment is recognition that activity 

settings must be placed within a temporal context. Two aspects of the temporal 

component were discussed in Chapter 3. First, recognition was made of the 

interpretive significance of phased versus accreti ve development of the Fort 

Ancient earthwork complex. Temporal development in phases implies significant 

and perhaps monumental building programs within relatively short time intervals. 

Accretive development implies a more gradual expansion of the architectural 

elements. 

Detailed examination of the Fort Ancient earthwork confirms the original 

assertion that the enclosure was an accretive construction. The earliest 

embankment walls in the South and Middle Forts are demonstrably accretive based 

on the layering of alternate soil types in Walls 31 and 58. Other architectural 

elements were also added to the earthwork complex as it was expanded. The 
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accretive expansion of the complex is also demonstrated by the mortuary program 

on the South Fort exterior terraces . Moorehead's description and enumeration of 

the burials strongly suggests that individual stone piles were simply expanded by 

the addition of new burials and more stones . A reasonable conjecture is that many 

of the exterior stone mounds and interior stone circles also were added through 

time. This conjecture is supported by the recognition that the rules of the design 

grammar allow the placement of additional elements at appropriate locations 

throughout the earthwork. Because all of the spaces were not used, the further 

placement of elements in appropriate locations was possible. 

Finally, the habitation remains and the sequence of limestone pavements to 

the northeast of the enclosure strongly supports an accretive construction 

program. This finding is supported by the rebuilding of habitation structures, 

which were covered by three sequential limestone pavements, followed by the 

construction of the parallel walls, and the shifting of the domestic activities to 

another location. 

Consideration of maintenance as a delayed construction or reconstruction 

process also supports the accretive model. Evidence for maintenance is most 

apparent in ditch features and the rebuilding of structures in the northeast 

habitation zone. Presumably other semi-fixed features such as post structures were 

also maintained or rebuilt through time. 

The precise tempo of construction and maintenance of the earthwork 

complex remains speculative. The embankment walls north of Gateway 55a, 

particularly those in the North Fort enclosure, and the individual stone mounds and 

circles were constructed as multiple events . If portions of the embankment wall 

north of Gateway 55a were constructed as a single episode, it would have required 

considerably more labor than previous constructions. The embankment walls 
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north of Gateway 55a probably required at least a generation to build. However, 

even at this rate a dramatic increase in the labor investment is apparent in their 

construction. 

This type of increase is problematic on several counts. First, the actual 

commitment of labor and planning in the construction north of Gateway 55a 

remains speculative. Because of ambiguity in the total amount of earth actually 

moved in the embankment wall construction and associated land modification, 

reliable estimates cannot be generated from the data at hand. However, the 

accretive model best fits the ability of a dispersed population to actually muster the 

necessary forces to engage in such construction activities. 

Second, there is the problem of distinguishing between short term and long 

term temporal schemes. Short term time is difficult to assess at Fort Ancient. Little 

evidence exists for the year-round occupation of the earthwork. The best evidence 

is a small assemblage of fauna! material, which suggests a late fall to winter 

presence and spring through early summer occupations (Yokell 1993). 

Presumably, the site was minimally occupied on a regular cyclic basis. This 

assertion is based on general assumptions regarding activity at Middle Woodland 

earthworks such as redistribution, feasting, and mortuary events. The 

predominance of secondary burials at Fort Ancient suggests that deceased persons 

were brought to the site for final burial in an already processed condition, thus 

suggesting cyclic use of the enclosure. The evidence for solar and lunar 

alignments suggests, minimally, a seasonal occupation of the site, especially around 

the time of the summer solstice. Although small populations may have occupied the 

complex throughout the year, possibly as caretakers or elites, their presence would 

not negate the earthwork functioning for the corporate group on a more 

intermittent basis. 
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Long term time, or the linear history of the site, is discussed in Part III. The 

bracketing of the construction and occupation of Fort Ancient over a 300 year span 

from A.D. 1 to 300, is a conservative estimate of its use. The hypothesis tested in Part 

III demonstrates a functional shift in the usi of space and conforms to the basic 

model of earthwork development suggested I originally by Essenpreis (1986). 

As previously discussed, the tempora] depth of other hilltop enclosures in the 

region is poorly understood. The shifts in /the functional use of space through time 

is unknown at these sites, with the exceptir of Riordan's analysis of the Pollock 

complex. 

Communication and Meaning 

Analysis of the Fort Ancient gateway complexes demonstrates the rule 

I governed nature of the construction and the placement of enclosure's architectural 

elements. The distribution of these archi ectural elements was intentional. 

Chapter 8 lists the various rules and trend! of the design grammar and interprets 

the functional meaning apparent in the distribution of the architectural elements. 

Other design grammar rules probably dicJ ted additional precision of earthwork 

construction. Our ability to elicit these rut s is hampered in part by the natural 

and historic impacts on the site over the pj8t 2,000 years. 

As discussed in Chapter 3, Rapoport argues that the built environment 

functions as a mnemonic device to cue af ropriate behavior. The understanding of 

the design grammar rules dictating the construction of mnemonic device-like 

architectural elements enhances our ability to decode those appropriate cues. 

Primary gateway complexes at Fort l ncient provide the most visible cues to 

users entering the earthwork and are one of the strongest cues of the entire 
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complex. Primary gateway complexes also exemplify Rapoport's assertion that 

through time, and with increased social complexity, cues become stronger and more 

redundant. This assertion is adequately demonstrated in the evolution of primary 

gateway forms, beginning with the simple Gateway 37 complex and evolving to the 

significantly more elaborate Gateway 1 complex. 

Primary gateway complexes also encode unambiguous cues to the functions 

of segmented portions of the earthwork. The Gateway 55a complex is the best 

confirmation of this statement. It marked the South Fort segment as the 

appropriate location for mortuary activity of earthwork users. This assertion is 

further supported by the occurrence of burials only in the South Fort and by the 

tentative inference that, based on the limited evidence of a more maintained 

segment of space, the South Fort was the most restricted zone of the entire 

earthwork. In this regard , the elements comprising primary gateway complexes 

also encode cues of functional shifts in spatial use through time. That is , by the 

addition of the ossuary deposit in the Gateway 55a ramp and the associated ossuary 

mound, architectural elements conveyed the South Fort's shift from a multi 

purpose activity area, similar to all other hilltop enclosures considered in this 

study, to a space reserved for mortuary activity. The Gateway 1 complex does not 

contains similar ossuary deposits. This suggests that the North Fort segment was 

not an appropriate location for burying the dead, but likely functioned similarly to 

the South Fort when this section of the earthwork comprised the total enclosed 

space at Fort Ancient. 

Primary gateway complexes , and embankment walls in general , further 

demonstrate that enclosed space is not neutral or the same as exterior space. The 

primary gateway complexes function as the appropriate location to cross the 

boundary into more ordered space. Primary gateway complexes provided passage 
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into a hierarchically greater axis mundi, in Eliade's sense of the term. This 

assertion is also supported by recognition that within the enclosure, mortuary 

programs were initiated, solar and lunar events were observed, and the space was 

segmented into specialized functional areas. Also, the entry into the hierarchically 

greater axis mundi was marked, particularly in the North Fort, by the juxtaposition 

of the primary natural elements of fire and water. 

Secondary gateway complexes, based largely on their sheer numbers, their 

highly patterned elements, and their distribution throughout the enclosure, 

offered the most abundant multiple cues to earthwork users. Variations in the 

distribution of their elements suggests that they encoded the necessary cues for the 

appropriate behavior and activities at multiple locations throughout the earthwork 

interior. 

The interpretive power of the design grammar rules is best illustrated by the 

anomalous construction and functional aspects of the earthwork north of Gateway 

55a. The anomalies of this expansion of the earthwork complex are particularly 

pronounced when compared with other Middle Woodland hilltop enclosures in the 

region. The expanded construction program placed the Fort Ancient complex 

architecturally more in line with the geometric enclosures of the Scioto Valley. 

The similarities are seen in the correspondence of embankment wall lengths with 

sections of the High Banks octagon, the correspondence of the four mounds in the 

North Fort with Scioto Valley circle measurements, the inclusion of astronomical 

siting points similar in scope to several Scioto Valley complexes, and the addition of 

parallel wall elements, an architectural characteristic unique in the study area. 

The greater architectural congruencies of the North Fort with the Scioto Valley 

sites marks Fort Ancient's greatest deviations from other regional hilltop 
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enclosures. The nature of the events or causes that triggered these deviations 

remain unknown . 

Part II of this study assessed the comparability of the design grammar rules 

at all hilltop enclosures examined in this study. It was found that expectations of 

architectural form based on the model developed at the Fort Ancient complex are 

not manifest thoroughly at regional sites. This is particularly apparent in the lack 

of evidence for the elaboration of the design grammar rules evidenced in the North 

Fort. This finding supports Byers' assertion that, ultimately, individual earthwork 

complexes are local manifestations and not dependent on the interregional 

diffusion of forms. However, the limited congruence of form between distant 

interregional sites also suggests some shared concepts of hilltop enclosure 

architectural and spatial requirements. 

Of note, the greatest correspondence to Fort Ancient in the architectural 

form of primary gateway complexes is found at Old Stone Fort, the regional outlier 

in Tennessee reported in Part II. The correspondence is found in the features that 

are the most deviant of the Fort Ancient complex, such as parallel wall structures 

appended to asymmetric twin mounds forming a primary gateway complex. Fort 

Ancient also contains more Knox flint from Tennessee (Connolly and Kozarek 1994) 

than all other Middle Woodland earthworks in the Ohio Valley. In addition, mica 

from the general vicinity of Old Stone Fort is ubiquitous throughout the Fort 

Ancient excavations. There exists no reason to postulate that the simple exchange 

of raw materials between two distant regions warrants the comparability of specific 

architectural forms as evidenced between the primary gateway complexes at Fort 

Ancient and Old Stone Fort. The more significant nature of the relationship, if any, 

remains fertile grounds for additional research. 
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CHAPTER 13 

HILL TOP ENCLOSURES WITHIN THE HOPEWELL CULTURE 

This chapter assesses the earthwork patterns delineated in the preceding 

chapters, places those findings within the broader frame of the Hopewell culture, 

and suggests additional relevant areas of study. 

Construction 

Middle Woodland hilltop enclosures were constructed with at least the same 

precision and planning as all other types of Middle Woodland earthworks. The best 

evidence for the · precision of construction is the architectural grammar rules 

presented in Part II. All architectural elements, such as ponds, gateways, mounds, 

and stone circles, were shown to be placed nonrandomly. Symmetry of elements 

was demonstrated to be an overriding theme. Evidence of construction precision is 

demonstrated by the layering of soils in the embankment walls in the South and 

Middle Forts and by the asymmetry of the conjoined mound forms and gateway 

opening heights. 

Ponds and ditches at Fort Ancient were more than simple expedient soil 

sources for the embankment walls. These features contain perhaps the best 

evidence of planning in placement and construction precision. Gateways 7, 8, and 

13 show that pond morphology was precise, and in some cases, the shape was 

marked by a gravel and sand lens. Overall site design patterns dictated whether a 

pond or ditch was the appropriate surface depression at a specific location. 

The Fort Ancient site architecture contains the same architectural 

complexity in planning and construction as the classic Hopewell sites of the Scioto 
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Valley. For example, Marshall's surveys at Fort Ancient show that aspects of Scioto 

Valley octagon, square, and circular forms are present at Fort Ancient in the North 

Fort embankment walls and mound arrangements. Although standard geometric 

forms, such as squares and circles, are the more readily visible and recognizable 

components of Middle Woodland earthworks, the earthern architecture of Fort 

Ancient demonstrates that geometric shapes are an inadequate gauge of 

architectural precision or application of standardized forms. 

The research at Fort Ancient also demonstrates that etic estimates of 

geometric precision and consideration of only final forms provide a limited 

estimate of the significance of Middle Woodland earthwork construction on at least 

three counts. First, a ranking based on embankment wall geometric form does not 

take into account the design grammar rules identified at Fort Ancient nor can it 

account for the land modifications necessary to apply those rules . In such a 

scheme, a single circle and square enclosure would inherently be more complex 

than the embankment walls at Fort Ancient that roughly approximate the natural 

hilltop location. However, an alternate interpretation is that Fort Ancient, in fact, 

is more complex in that it incorporates portions of such geometric forms as the 

octagon in the northeastern embankment walls , the square in the arrangement of 

mounds in the North Fort, and the circle in the arc formed by the plateau extension 

at Wall 27. 

Second, interpretations based on final form exclude initial and intermediate 

forms. The archaeology of Fort Ancient architecture demonstrates that it was a 

systematically planned, dynamic earthwork, the construction of which spanned at 

least 300 years. This dissertation demonstrates that construction rules evolved 

during this period. 
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Third, an analysis that focuses only on earthwork embankment wall final 

form would necessarily ignore many associated architectural elements (e.g., 

pavements, post structures) and, most importantly, the evidence of prehistoric 

activity found within and on the periphery of the enclosure. In this regard, this 

study has benefited greatly from using the built environment concept that views 

earthworks as holistic systems and incorporates the variables of space, time, and 

function. 

The most robust analyses of earthwork form must include multiple aspects of 

the construction, including the generative process and post-construction activities, 

in order to interpret accurately site function and complexity. The hilltop 

enclosures examined in this study, exhibit the same elaboration of form as 

expressed at other types of Middle Woodland earthworks. The standing architecture 

at Fort Ancient also demonstrates a precision of construction, an observable 

implementation of design rules, and a multiplicity of form that is comparble to 

other types of Middle Woodland earthwork. Middle Woodland hilltop enclosures 

therefore, differ from other earthwork forms mostly in their physiographic 

locations. 

The identification of the architectural grammar rules that guided 

construction of Fort Ancient supports the assertion by Essenpreis and Moseley 

(1984) that Fort Ancient is a similar cultural manifestation as the classic Hopewell 

sites of the Scioto tradition. This does not mean that Fort Ancient or other hilltop 

enclosures are the cultural manifestation of Scioto Hopewell, but that Fort Ancient, 

as a built environment, was capable of and likely did represent the same 

manifestations of worldview and function for its users as did those earthworks 

considered 'classic' Hopewell. 
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Future Research 

Several additional lines of research will clarify and expand the 

understanding of Fort Ancient architecture. First, the post features associated with 

Gateways 18 and 44 demonstrate the presence of additional elements at gateway 

complexes. Expanded field research, particularly at Gateways 18 and 44, will 

provide needed detail of these ancillary elements. Second, reconstruction of the 

original ditch and pond forms at additional earthwork segments will provide the 

needed data to assess the extent and integration of the hydraulic system of the Fort 

Ancient enclosure. Research demonstrates that historic disturbances either filled 

or drained these depressions . Ditches and ponds reconstructed in this study show 

that minimally these features drained the interior plateau, and formed , at least 

within specific segments of the earthwork, an integrated hydraulic system on the 

embankment wall interior. Third, the Fort Ancient architectural complex can 

serve as a model by which archaeologists assess the similarities and differences of 

other Middle Woodland hilltop enclosures. Such comparisons were somewhat 

successful in this dissertation, but additional research , even with simple pedestrian 

surveys, promises to yield considerably more information than is now available. 

Development 

Part III demonstrated that the Fort Ancient complex grew accretively 

throughout much of the Middle Woodland period. This fact alone lengthens the 

timeline for occupation of hilltop enclosures, which were originally believed to 

have occurred only during the latter half of the Middle Woodland. It also 
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establishes the contemporaneity of the Fort Ancient complex with such sites as Seip 

and Newark, which were occupied for an extensive period. 

The significance of this finding, like the conclusion on construction, is that 

it brings complexes such as Fort Ancient into the general framework of Middle 

Woodland earthwork studies. That is, the temporal evidence from Fort Ancient and 

Pollock show a concordance with the classic Hopewell sites of the Scioto region. 

Hilltop enclosures are not anomalous or unique sites that were constructed late in 

the Middle Woodland. They were neither short-lived nor restricted to a specific 

point in time. 

As discussed earlier, the temporal depth of all Middle Woodland earthworks in 

the Ohio Valley is inadequately documented. Because of the limited data, Prufer's 

pioneering efforts to develop a regional chronology of earthwork sites largely 

remains in place. We can now begin to refine the chronology. At every earthwork 

site with multiple radiocarbon age results, a temporal depth of several generations, 

if not hundreds of years, is demonstrated. For example, at the Hopewell site, a span 

of over 300 years is suggested by three of the four existing radiocarbon dates; the 

remaining outlier expands the occupation range to 600 years (Shane 1975; Hatch et 

al. 1990) . Although one or a few radiocarbon dates are of limited interpretive value, 

Pollock and Fort Ancient, the two sites with the greatest number of radiocarbon age 

results show an extended temporal depth for the construction and occupation of the 

respective earthworks. 

With the exception of Greber's work at Harness and Byer's deconstruction 

models of Middle Woodland earthworks, the best understanding of the generative 

process of Ohio Valley earthwork construction is known from Pollock and Fort 

Ancient. A reasonable conjecture is that as a group, Middle Woodland earthworks 

manifest similar evolutions in construction form and function as demonstrated at 
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Fort Ancient. In this capacity, as with constructed form, hilltop enclosures as a 

type of site are not distinct from other Middle Woodland earthworks . 

Future Research 

Most discussion of developmental tempo of Fort Ancient is based on relative 

dating. Radiocarbon age results are available only from Middle Fort construction 

contexts and Middle and North Fort post-construction events. Absolute dates are 

needed from construction contexts in both the South and North Forts to aid in 

refining our understanding of the site's developmental tempo. 

Function 

Fort Ancient was a multi-purpose site. Just as the Scioto sites cannot be called 

solely mortuary sites, Fort Ancient cannot be solely called a defensive site. The full 

range of activities reported at most earthwork centers are also recorded at Fort 

Ancient. This observation suggests that the significance of hilltop enclosures as a 

site type has more to do with physiographic location than actual function . 

Therefore, it may be useful assess the site functions of Fort Ancient within the 

broader sphere of regional manifestations of the Hopewell culture. 

These comparisons are complicated somewhat by the fact that in the State of 

Ohio, less than a dozen excavated Middle Woodland habitation sites are documented 

and published. Most of the remaining data for Middle Woodland habitation is 

inferred from surface collections of varying quality . Not much more is known 

about most earthwork centers beyond their general architecture . 
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Earthworks as Ceremonial Centers 

In a recent synthesis of research on Woodland traditions in the 

Midcontinent, Seeman (1992:35) writes that "ceremonialism increased ca. 150 B.C. as 

a means of managing the risks that come with greater agricultural commitment 

and higher population density gains strength accordingly. 'Hopewell' 

ceremonialism itself exhibits great variability across time and space as a reflection 

of regionally specific processes and values ." 

With the elimination of defense as a primary function, Fort Ancient is most 

commonly labeled a ceremonial center. No researcher disputes the interpretation 

that various ceremonies or ritual events were held there. To the extent that 

mortuary activities are ceremonial , Fort Ancient contains a total number of Middle 

Woodland burials that rival many of the Scioto geometric earthworks. As discussed 

in Part III , the more restricted use of space demonstrated in the South Fort suggests 

its specialized mortuary use grew. with the expansion of construction in the North 

Fort. 

Ceremonial activity is also demonstrated by the juxtaposition of fire and 

water elements and the evidence for a solar and lunar observatory in the North 

Fort. Support for this inference also comes from the discovery of caches of 

obsidian, copper, mica, and quartz artifacts on the exterior of the enclosure. The 

precision and rule governed nature of the Fort Ancient architecture also suggests a. 

function that was either ceremonial or well beyond that needed for domestic, 

redistributive, and other possible functions. Most other hilltop enclosures express 

less elaborate versions of the ceremonial activity demonstrated at Fort Ancient. 

This assertion is necessarily tentative because it is based on limited excavations of 

regional hilltop enclosures beyond their mounds and embankments. 
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Once again, the evidence for ceremonial activity at Fort Ancient is equal to 

that of the geometric complexes of the Scioto Valley. Inter-regional variation in 

intensity and type of activity between the regions likely results from real spatial 

and temporal differences in the ceremonial expression of the Hopewell culture. 

Earthworks as Domestic Centers 

That Fort Ancient was not wholly a ceremonial site is demonstrated by the 

widespread evidence of domestic activity on the exterior of the earthwork. The 

evidence differs little from that of other Middle Woodland habitation sites in the 

region. Given its proximity to the earthworks, investigators have been reluctant to 

accept such evidence at Fort Ancient as domestic. This attitude on the part of 

researchers reflects the a priori assumption that earthwork centers do not contain 

resident populations; therefore, any evidence of domestic material remains must be 

workshops , construction housing, or ritual structures. 

The evidence of domestic activity from the interior of the Fort Ancient 

earthwork is less clear-cut. Although evidence of the same activities is evident 

inside and outside the earthwork, the evidence from the earthwork interior 

suggests short-term or singular events and more segmented or specialized spaces 

than were present on the exterior. 

A further obstacle to segregating ceremonial from domestic activities is 

simply the inability to tease discrete opposing categories out of the feature and 

artifact assemblages recovered on the interior and exterior of earthwork sites. This 

inability results from limitations inherent in the analysis of archaeological 

materials and the embeddedness of sacred and secular in prehistoric lifeways. This 

topic was addressed in Chapter 3. 
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The evidence of domestic activity at regional hilltop enclosures is limited by 

the same factors that restrict interpretations of their ceremonial functions. Only 

Miami Fort, and to a lesser extent the Fort Hill periphery, contain archaeological 

evidence of domestic activity comparable to that found at Fort Ancient. A similar 

lack of investigation of the interior and exterior space of the geometric earthworks 

of the Scioto Valley restricts the meaningful interpretation of domestic activity at 

these complexes. However, where such investigations have been conducted, such 

as at Seip and High Banks, assemblages of artifacts considered evidence of domestic 

activity are routinely reported. 

Earthworks as Corporate Centers 

Greber's previously reported argument that earthwork complexes are 

predominately manifestations of the regional Middle Woodland populations 

corporate interests best accommodates not only the complexes of the Scioto Valley, 

her primary referent for the statement, but also the hilltop enclosures reported in 

this dissertation. It also accurately reflects the multiple and public activities of a 

dispersed population evidenced in the Fort Ancient archaeological record. Fort 

Ancient was an appropriate location for regional populations to bury their dead, 

mark celestial cycles, feast, redistribute and process exotic raw materials , and 

construct an earthwork complex based on an agreed upon set of rules of 

architectural design. 

The corporate center assignment also accommodates the entire range of 

activities demonstrated at Fort Ancient. It was the appropriate location for the 

corporate group of regional Middle Woodland populations to carry out a wide range 

of public activities, some of which undoubtedly left no readily interpretable 
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evidence in the archaeological record. Viewed in that light, Fort Ancient was a 

vehicle for social integration and mediation. 

The corporate center designation further resolves the sacred versus secular 

opposition, in favor of a functional distinction between corporate (group) and 

private (individual). For example, domestic dwellings and activities no longer need 

to be explained away as construction camps or workshops, but instead, can be 

recognized as domestic dwellings within the corporate sphere, whether for big 

men, ritual specialists, or as temporary abodes for the cyclic gatherings of regional 

populations. 

Future Research 

The most pressing site function research needs involve investigation of the 

large open areas comprising the interior and exterior of both hilltop enclosures 

and the geometric earthworks . For example, at Fort Ancient, with the exception of 

the Fort Ancient culture village and cemetery in the South Fort, no other portion of 

the interior plateau has been investigated beyond the random pits dug by relic 

hunters in the 1800s. Essenpreis' resistivity survey near the northeastern mound 

in the North Fort recorded numerous subsurface anomalies. The investigation of 

such features will obviously aid in determining activities that occurred in this 

large open area. Similarly, the ditch and pond excavations, reported in Chapter 5, 

recorded evidence of activity areas that extended onto the adjacent interior plateau, 

but which lay beyond the immediate study area. This investigation of the open 

interior and exterior spaces of Fort Ancient will help greatly to refine our 

understanding of site function at other regional sites where no comparable 

research has yet been conducted. 
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Summary 

Consideration of the system of activities present at Middle Woodland hilltop 

enclosures suggests that the same variation exists between sites as is evidenced 

between comparison of geometric earthworks from the same period. The Fort 

Ancient complex, as a hilltop enclosure, is comparable to many lowland sites in that 

it contains evidence of the same range of activities and the same precision in 

architectural construction. In this regard, as suggested by Greber in reference to 

the Seip complex, and by Essenpreis specifically in reference to Fort Ancient, 

Middle Woodland earthworks cannot be labeled as a site type with a narrowly 

defined range of functions . 

group . 

They represent the corporate interests of the regional 
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